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The SRS Series

"The sound is superbly balanced and totally effortless." Stereo Review Magazine



polk audio
he Speaker Spec latish

"Matthew Polk's SRS Speakers Bring
You the Ultimate Listening Experience"
"Spectacular... it is quite an experience." Stereo Bedew Magazine

The Joy of Owning the Ultimate Dream
Speakers
Music lovers who are privileged to own a pair of
SRS's will share in Matthew Polk's dream every time
they sit down and enjoy the spine -tingling excite-
ment of listening to their favorite music. Demon-
strating them to admiring friends ultimately
increases their pride -of -ownership. "Awesome" is
the word most often used to describe the sound of
an SRS system. They are capable of playing at live
concert levels for long periods of time, with a sur-
prising lack of effort and without producing ear -

fatigue.

The bass response can literally move your body any
time the music requires it, yet they perfectly repro-
duce all of the subtle nuances of a string quartet and
are just as enjoyable at a low volume level as when
played loud. Music and ambience surround the
listener in an almost 360 -degree panorama of sonic

splendor that is, in the words of High Fidelity maga-
zine, "Mind-boggling....Astounding....Flab-
bergasting." But words alone cannot possibly de-
scribe the experience of listening to these ultimate
speaker systems, you simply must hear them.

SRS 1.2 tl

Tho time Audio Video Grand Prix Winner
The ultimate expression of Polk technology, this
limited production flagship model sets the industry
standards for imaging. detail, dynamic range. and
bass reproduction.

SRS 2.3 tl
Audio Video Grand Prix Winner
This scaled -down version of the SRS 1.2 tl incorpo-
rates all of flagship's design innovations without sig-
nificantly compromising its awesome performance.

Polk Audio's SRS: The Quest for Perfection
The goal of Matthew Polk's Signature Reference System (SRS) speakers is to bring an unparalleled
level of life -like musical reproduction to your home. Perfect musical reproduction, long the dream

of every speaker designer, is approached so closely by Matthew Polk's SRS's that it willseem as if
the musicians are performing right in your listening room. This stunning achievement combines
technology and creative insight to bring you a listening experience that you will never forget.

1. Patented SDA True Stereo Technology - The first and only speaker systems to maintain
full stereo separation all the way from the source to your ears. (see pg. 9 for a more complete
description). SRS speakers seem to disappear as musical images fill your listening room and seem
to immerse you in a fully three-dimensional

soundfield of startling realism.

2. Multiple Driver Arrays - The use of
multiple drivers allows each separate element to

work less hard and lowers distortion even at live

concert levels. Power handling is increased to

1,000 watts per channel, providing a seemingly

limitless dynamic range.

3. lime -Compensated Driver Alignment-
Time -coherent driver placement insures that the

entire spectrum of sounds reaches your ears at the

same time. The sound is better focused, balanced

and less fatiguing.

4. Wavelength Optimized Line -Source - Ver-
tical driver arrays focus the sound waves into the

room in a way which greatly reduces floor and

ceiling reflections. Progressive reduction of the

acoustical length of the arrays maintains constant vertical dispersion

and eliminates "comb" filtering effects that limit other multiple driver

systems. The result is extraordinary clarity and detail, great flexibility

in room placement and precise stereo imaging from virtually any
place in the room.

5. Planar 15" subwoofer - SRS bass performance is breathtaking. The use of small active
drivers (eight in the SRS 1.2 tl, six in the SRS 2.3 d) coupled to a huge sub -bass radiator achieves

a bass response that is extraordinarily tight, fast (no boominess), deep and distortion free. In fact,
the distortion at 25 Hz is lower than that of many audiophile -quality tube amplifiers.

6. Bi-amp Capability - The optional use of separate amplifiers for the high and low

frequencies further improves clarity, lowers distortion and increases dynamic range.

7. Hand -Crafted Limited Production - The one -at -a -time attention that goes into the

production of every Polk SRS speaker system means that your pair will sound and look as
good as Matthew Polk's own.

Matthew Polk with the ultimate
expression., of loudspeaker tech-
nology: The SRN 1.2 tl and 55.5 2.311.

CIRCLE NO 90 ON READER SERVICE CARD



The SDA Series

"They have the ability to make your previous favorite speaker sound almost second rate."
Stereo Review Magazine



polk Audio
The Speaker Specialists 

"Polk's Revolutionary True Stereo SDAs
Always Sound Better Than Conventional Speakers"
"Mindboggling...Astounding... Flabbergasting" High Fide Magazine

SDA IC
Audio Video Grand Prix Winner
This floor standing model uses SRS vertical line -
source technology in an attractively slim, tower con-
figuration, offering tremendous impact and amaz-
ing stereo imaging with a minimum use of floor
space.

SDA 1C Studio
Same configuration as the SDA IC but in a vinyl clad
cabinet.

SDA 2B
AudioVideo Grand Prix Winner
The SDA 28 represents an incredible value which
combines spectacular SDA performance with a re-
markably affordable price. High Fidelity said listen-
ing to the SDA 2B is "an amazing experience."

SDA 2B Studio
Same configuration as the SDA 2B but in a vinyl clad
cabinet.

SDA CRS +
AudioVideo Grand Prix Winner
The SDA Compact Ref-
erence System is the
worlds' best sounding
small speaker and can
be either bookshelf or
stand mounted. Stereo
Review called the CRS
"an impressive achieve-
ment." No other small
speaker offers such a
compact package of
high technology and
performance.

Polk Audio's Grand Prix
Award winning SDA
Series speakers.
Pictured leh to right.
SDA IC, SDA 28 and
SDA CRS + .

A Fundamental Advance in Loudspeaker Design
Polk's patented SDA technology is the most fundamental advance in loudspeaker design in twenty

years. High Fidelity magazine said of the SDA design, "Polk reinvents the loudspeaker... startling

evidence of the industry's essential creative vitality" Rolling Stone Magazine agreed when they wrote,

"They truly represent a breakthrough." The Polk SDA's are the world's only "True Stereo" speakers,

that is, the only speakers which are specifically designed to realize the full sonic potential of every
stereophonic recording.

The SDA Difference
In order to maximize performance, stereo separation is carefully maintained in all audio

components. However, with conventional loudspeakers both ears hear both speakers and the two

channels are mixed together before they ever reach your ears. Because stereo separation is not

maintained all the way to your ears, much of the sense of spaciousness and sonic realism of the

original recording is lost. The soundstage is only as wide as the distance between the speakers and
sonic images are rendered flat and small.

Polk SDA speakers are the first true stereo speakers and are able to maintain perfect stereo

separation all the way from the source to your ears. By acoustically isolating the two stereo

channels, each ear hears only the correct stereo channel; the left ear hears left channel, and the

right ear hears right channel. Recordings literally come alive in your listening room. Musical images
are reproduced with incredible clarity and pinpoint accuracy. You are surrounded by a stunning

three-dimensional sound stage that extends from wall-to-wall, and also wraps around you. Only
with Polk Audio SDA loudspeakers can you hear all of the spaciousness and life -like imaging of the

original performance.

How SDA Technology Works
Conventional speakers allow both of your ears to hear both the left
and right channels at the same time. This is called "Interaural

Crosstalk Distortion." This crosstalk distortion could be prevented by

building a wall between your speakers right up to your nose, so that
each of your ears would hear only the speaker on one side of the wall.

SDA speakers cancel this distortion, but in a much more comfortable,

elegant, and highly accurate fashion. Each SDA speaker reproduces a

signal that is the exact opposite of the undesirable crosstalk signal.

This cancellation signal is timed to arrive at your ear at precisely the
same time as the undesirable crosstalk signal. When these two signals

combine, they naturally and acoustically cancel each other. What

remains is one correct stereo channel delivered to each ear. In this way
SDA speakers allow you to hear stereo performances the way they were

meant to be heard.

The SDA Advantage
Only Polk's patented SDA loudspeakers let you hear all of the information and spatial realism that is

on the original recording. Conventional speakers restrict what you hear due to their failure to

maintain complete stereo separation. Stereo Review magazine said that with SDA speakers: "The

result is always better than would be achieved with conventional speakers." Hear the SDA advantage

for yourself .

Where to buy Polk Speakers? For your nearest Dealer. see page 166.
CIRCLE NO. 90 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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"McIntosh . . . no other transistor am 1
is capable of reproducing as well."
"All the sounds, even those different one from
another, remain separated and distinctive. There
results a sensation of contrast, precision, and un-
common clarity.
. .. A close analysis of different frequencies
reveals an extremely deep bass, very rich in
spatial detail . .. The upper bass region is very
linear testifying to an extraordinary richness of
information. The very structured mid -range con-
tributes enormously to listening pleasure.
The feeling of power is never refuted and instead

- 44f stunning the listener, the 7270 recreates an
audio environment of a majesty that no other
tranststor amplifier is capable of reproducing as
well." Neelkwe say more?

-REVUE SON. foremost French stereo magazine.

For a copy of the RSYUE DU SON
and information on tlit..M.cIntosh MC 7270
Amplifier and other McIntbiskroducts write:
McINTOSH LABORATORY INC.
P.O. Box 96 EAST SIDE STATION,
BINGHAMTON, NY 13904-0096

er

.0027 .027 .27 2.7 27 270
I I 4

ITInlosh .H0027 .027 27 2.7 27 27

ZIGITAL DYNAMIC STEREO POWER AMP_IFIER MC7270

CIRCLE NO. 29 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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n designing the new LS 400

luxury sedan, Lexus engineers

were as preoccupied with fre-

quency response and harmonic distor-

tion as horsepower and handling. Their

aim, you see, was to create car audio as

advanced as the LS 400 itself.

The Engineers At LexusWere

Just As Concerned With Impressing

Stereo Review As Road & Track.

The Lev.. I.S 400

They began by setting perfor-

mance goals beyond the best premium

level systems available. In the end,

they'd created two of the finest audio

systems ever engineered for the

automobile.

The first is the standard Lexus

7 -speaker high -output audio system

with bi-amplified subwoofer. Its

continuous average

A remote 6 -CD
auto -changer is
optional.

Tweeters are located
high and forward for
accurate imaging

4 door -mounted
extended -range
speakers are
housed in
bass -reflex

enclosures
for superior
power
handling

*Into 4 OHMS, 20.20.000 Hz, at less than

of both the casual listener and the

confirmed audiophile.

The optional Lexus/Nakamichi

output is 65 watts: with a maximum of Premium Sound System is simply car

140-enough power to please the ear audio without compromise.

Ar more infiomation. .alt 800-USA-LTXL'S. © 1989 Lezu.s. A Division of Lsota Motor Sales. U.S.A., Inv. broil., reminds you to wear seat belts and obeyall speed laws.
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The LS400 audio system is pre -
equalized to the interior's unique
acoustics.
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The Lexus/Nakamichi system is
even equalized for the difference
between cloth and leather trim.
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BASS

A bi-amplified 8 -inch subwoofer punches out
deep, tight bass.

7 speakers are ideally -located for accurate balance and sound staging.

Electronic cross -over networks feed specific frequencies to met..

Car audio without
compromise: the

Lexus/Nakamichi
Premium Sound
System. Lexus is

the first to offer
Nakamichi as orig-
inal equipment.

The power mast

antenna even
adjusts to .7 post

lions for ideal
AM and FM
reception.

The Premium
ETR radio/auto-

erse cassette

includes an FM
diversity tuner

with dual
antennas.

Its RMS output power is nearly

doubled to 126 watts; with a maximum

of 220. The result? Bass response

so deep, so tight, you don't just hear it.

You feel it.

And with its more sophisticated But then, doing what's never been

specifications, refined circuit design done before is what Lexus is all about.

and advanced speaker technology,

you'll hear sound reproduction like

you've never heard before in a car.

(l
LAEXLIS

The Relentless Pursuit Of Perfection.
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AUDIO

OTDKS[RAL,

I NO. 2

HUNGRY
METAL

TDK's new MA cassettes have a
voracious appetite for musical energy.
Thanks to the awesome magnetic proper-
ties of their ultra -fine, ultra -dense
Finavinx metal particles, they can con-
sume (and store) massive quantities of
the most powerful digital sources.

Considering the high frequency
MOL'S (Maximum Output Levels) inher-

ent in today's digital music, a tape must have extremely high
coercivity and remanence to perfectly reproduce it. And MA's
ultra -refined Finavinx, which contains nearly twice the mag-
netizable ions of normal and high position tapes, provides
these two characteristics in a major way.

Compared to TDK's previous MA, an exceptional tape in
its own right, new MA achieves a high frequency
of 0 dB- an improvement of +3 dB! Combine this with an
exceptional low bias noise of -58.0 dB, and you get a high
frequency dynamic range improvement of 4.5 dB!

New MA's revolutionary particles also assure enduring
storage and stable performance, thanks to TDK's special
surface treatment. And to enhance these superb characteris-
tics, the anti -resonance SP -AR mechanism drastically
reduces modulation noise.

So, it's no wonder why audio perfectionists who
demand perfect reproduction select MA. It's even available in
110 minute lengths, which will accommodate two COs. Due to
TDK's unique combination of smooth, durable base film and
special coating technology, long term reliability is finally
possible in this length.

Of course, new MA is also available in 46 and 90 minute
lengths. Now, exactly how hungry are you for metal?

ge:TDK
51.11.11. 110.1411111 1.11.40.1141.
CASSUM M.11.11111.1.

WC IV TYPE IV METAL POSITION
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Guns N' Roses-GN'R
Lies ( 376.087

THE

SONIC

BUILD YOUR COMPACT DISC
COLLECTION.CULT

TEMPLE

The Cult -Sonic Temple
381. 798

Join Today!

ANY bi CDs

TOM PETT

FULL MOON

Tom Petty -Full moon
Feve (MCA 382-184

TINE TOUNCICAINNIIIALII

THE RAW a THE CODI

kf A.- 11,31

Fine 'bung Cannibals -
The Raw And The Cooked
(IRS) 379214

,

Madonna -Like A ',aye,
Sae, 179.594

FOR ONE CENJTWH MEMBERSHIP,

IrANDLING

Anderson. Bruford,
Wakeman, Howe (Arista)

384.115

Adrian Below -Mr Music
Head (Virgin) 384.867

Moto Nixon And Skid
Roper -Root Hog Or Die
(Enigma) 384.776

Bob Mould -Work Book
(Virgin. 384.586

A Decade Of
Steely Dan (MCA) 341-073

Joe Cocker -Greatest Hits
(ABMs 320.911

Jerry Lee Lewis -18
Original Sun Greatest Hits
(Rhino) 369.108

Marla McKee (Geffen)
383.844

James Ingram -It's Real
(Warner Bros I 383836

Night Ranger -Greatest
Hits (MCA( 383.729

Ghostbusters
Soundtrack (MCA/ 383 711

Roaehford (Epic) 382.010

Great White- Twice
Shy (Capitol) 381.178

Badlands .m0384.388

"Weird Al" Itenkovic-
UHF Soundtrack CE pc)

384172

L isa Lisa I Cult Jam -
Straight To The Sky
(Columbia) 378.893

Bad English (E pc)38.3463

P.I.L.-9 (\Argon) 382.978

Queen -The Miracle
(Capitl) 383.547

Stacey 0 -Nights Like
This (AuanUo 382-838

White Lion -Big Game
(Manic 382-820

Peabo
n -A"32-127

Donny Osmond (Capitol)
382.119

The Cute -Disintegration
(Elelitra) 382.093
Blue Murder (Geffen)

382.044
Peter Gabriel -Passion
(Geffen) 383.810

B ranford Morsel's -Trio
Jeepy (Columba) 381.833

Mlles Davis-Amandia
(Warner Bros) 381.756

We've built in a wide range of choices.
You can select from a wide variety of current
hits and classical favorites. Our great intro-
ductory offer lets you choose any 8 CDs listed
in this ad for lc. Fill in and mail the application
-we'll send your CDs and bill you for the
penny, plus shipping and handling. In
exchange, you simply agree to buy as few as
6 more CDs (at regular Club prices) within the
next three years -and you may then cancel
your membership anytime after doing so.
How the Club works. About every four
weeks (13 times a year) you'll receive the Clubs
music magazine, which describes the Selec-
tion of the Month...plus many exciting alter-
nates; new hits and old favorites from every
field of music. In addition, up to six times a
year, you may receive offers of Special Selec-
tions, usually at a discount off regular Club
prices, for a total of up to 19 buying
opportunities.

II you wish to receive the Selection of the
Month, you need do nothing -it will be
shipped automatically. If you prefer an alter-
nate selection, or none at all, fill in the
response card always provided and mail it by
the date specified. You will always have at
least 10 days in which to make your decision. If

Dirty Dancing -Live In
Concert Original
Soundtrack (PICA) 381.152

Aretha Franklin -Through
The Storm (Arista) 380.873

The Doable Brothers-
Cycles(Capitol) 382.457

The The -Mind Bomb
(Epic) 382.382

Stevie Ray Vaughan
Double bauble -In Step
(Epic) 382-374

Bonham (WTG) 383.497

Alice Cooper -Trash
(Epic) 382.366

PlacidoDomingo-At The
Philharmonic (CBS Master )

379.289

Stevie Nicks -The Other
Side 01 The Mirror
(Mooern) 381.103

The Replacements -
Don't Tell A Soul
(Sire/Reprise) 378-927

Joni Mitchell -Blue
(Reprise) 365-411

Donna Summer -Another
Placa And Tome (Atlantic)

382.960

XTC-Oranges 8 Lemons
(Geffen) 380-253

Tone-Loc -Loc'ed Alter
Dark (Delicious Vinyl)

379.875

The Neville Brothers -
Yellow Moon (ABM) 381.889

ttrfggg'irGC11371871

Grateful Dead -Skeletons
From The Closet
(Warner Bros I 378.406

Lou Reed -New York (Sre)
378.216

Elvis Costello -Spike
(Warner Bros) 378-190

Roy Cliblson-The All.
Time Hits. Vols. 18 2

Speaal Prod) 377.945

Blondia-Once More Into
The Bleach (Chrysalis)

377.317

Debbie Gibson -Electric
Youth (Atlantic) 377275

Roy Orbison-Mystery Girl
(Virgin) 377.101

Richard Marv -Repeat
Offender if Mli 380.915

you ever receive any Selection without having
10 days to decide, yot, may return it at our
expense.

The CDs you order during your member-
ship will be billed at regular Club prices, which
currently are $12.98 to $15.98 -plus shipping
and handling, and sales tax where applic-
able. (Multiple -unit sets may be higher.) There
will be special sales throughout your member -
ship. After completing your enrollment you
may cancel membership at any time.
Special Bonus Man: After you buy 6 CDs at
regular Club prices, you can build your col-
lection quickly with our money -saving bonus
plan. It lets you buy one CD at half price for
each CD you buy at regular Club prices.
10 -Day Free Trial: We'll send details of the
Clubs operation with your introductory ship-
ment. If you are not satisfied for any reason
whatsoever, lust return everything within 10
days and you will have no further obligation
So you risk absolutely nothing by sending for
your 8 CDs right now!
ADVANCE BONUS OFFER: As a special
offer to new members, take one additional
Compact Disc right now and pay only $6.95.
It's a chance to get another selection at o super
low price!

Selec loons with two numbers contain 2 CDs ond count os 2 -so wrae or both numbers 1989 CBS Records Inc

CBS Columbia House: Terre Hanle. \ -17811-11'9

Paula Abdul -Former
Your Girl (Virgin) 374.637

Living Colour -Vivid
(EPc) 370.833

Little Feat -Dixie Chicken
(Warner Bros ) 363.515

Best Of The Doors
(Elektra) 357.616/397-612

Ttaillc-The Low Spark Of
High Heeled Boys (Island)

351.924

The Police -Every Breath
You Take The Singes
(MM) 348.318

The Who -Tommy (HCA)
345.223/395-228

Kool Moe Dee -
Knowledge Is King
Wwe RCA) 384.339

Van Halen-OU812
(Warner Bros) 369.371

10,000 Maniacs -Blind
Man's Zoo (Elektra) 362.077

Journey's Greatest
illts(Columha) 375.279

R.E.M.-Green
(Warner Bros) 375.162

38 Special -Rock & Roll
Strategy (ABM) 375.139

The haveling Wilburys-
Volume One (WIbury)

375.069
Edie Bricks!! 8 New
Bohemians -Shooting
Rubberbands At The 3tars
rirnern 374.835

Todd Rundgren-Nearly
Human (Warner Bros

361.780
Batman -Original
Soundtrack (Warner Bros

383.885

Don Henley -The End Of
The Innocence (Gefte-C

383.802

David Murray-Ming

Michael Damian -Where
Do We Go From Here

384.305

Jive Presents ...-Yo!
MTV Raps Various Artists
(Jive) 384.263

The Call -Let The Day
Begin (MCA) 384.156

Cher -Heal Of Stone
;Geffen) 383.893

The 652's -Cosmic
Thing (Reprise) 3E3.877

Ramona -Brain Drain
383-828

Lloyd Cole & The
Commotions-1984-1989

383.778

Billy Squitsr-Hear And
Now (Capitol) 3E3.760

Larry Carlton -On Solid
Ground (MCA) 383.661

Phoebe Snow -
Something Real (Eiektta)

382.08S

1

Beadles
Beaches -Original
Soundtrack (Atlantic) 379.889

Gloria Estefon-Cuts BoM
Ways I-1101 382.341

U2 -Rattle And Hum
(Island) 374.017

Bangles -Everything
(Columba) 373.829

Luciano Pavarotti-
Pavarotti in Concert
/CBS Master I 373.548

Dopeche Mods -101 (Sore)
379.404/399-402

Introducing ... The Chick
Corea Akoustic Band
(GRP) 379891

Wynton Mansalis-The
Majesty Of The Blues
/Columbia) 380.394

Wa ng Chung -The
Warmer Side Of Cool
(Geffen) 381.764

Expose -What You Don't
Know (Arista) 381.715

Joe Jackson -Blaze Of
Glory (AIM) 381.899

Jackson Browne -The
Pretender (Asylum) 292.243

Jackson Browne -World
In Motion (Elektra) 383.752

B lack Sabbath -Headless
Cross (I R S) 383.109

Boy George -High Hat
(Virgin) 382.291

Neneh Cherry -Raw Like
Sushi Nordin) 382.994

Mr. Big ((Mama 382.812

Roger Norringlon-
Berlioz Symphonic,
Pantastque. Op 14 -
London Classical Players
.0,1en 382.747

Triumph -Classics (MCA)
382.135

Erasure -Crackers
international (Sore) 381.814

Barry Manilas/ (Arista)
381.707

B est Of Cher (E MI)
381.509

Stray Cats -Blast Off (EMI)
381.442

Guadalcanal Diary -Flip
380-998

Steve Reich -afferent
P ains  Krona; Quartet /
Electric Counterpoint - Pal
keetheny (Nonesuch)

380.071

Wendy 8 Lisa -Fruit At
the Bottom (Columbia)

380.386
If application is missing, write to CBS Compact
Disc Club, Dept. FR9/F6, Terre Haute, IN 47811-1129

Cyndl Lauper-A Night To
Remember (Epic) 377.887

De La Soul -3 Feet High
And Rising (-Tommy Boy)

381.160

Bonnie Raitt-Nick of
Time (Captol) 381.087

Jody Watley -Larger Than
Lite (MCA) 381-061

Jeff Healy Band -See
The Light (Arista) 375.873

Neal Schon-Late Night
(Columba) 3801-378

H enry Lee Summer -I've
Got Everything
(CBS Acsoriated) 380.352

The Godfathers -More
Songs About Love And
Hate IE ) 380-345

The Jacksons-2300
Jackson Street IF pc)

380.337

Robyn Hitchcock And
The Egyptians -Queen
Elvis (A8M1 380.212

Woodstock II-Orgnal
Soundtrack (Atlanto

382-143/392.142
Portrait Of Yo -Yo Ma
ices Master 379-941

20 Million Dollar
Memories Vol. I -Various
Artists (Laurie) 379 560

Del Jam Classics,
Volume I
1(11 Jan, Col,,nt r 079.545

Radiators-Zig-Zaggin'
Through GhostIand (Enta

379.537

The Outfield -Voices Of
Babylon (Columbia)379. 388

Crosby, Stills. Nash and
Young -So Far (Atlantic)

378.745

The Who -Who's Better,
Who's Best (MCA) 376.657

Eddie Money -Nothing To
Lose ,al 374.223

Melissa Etheridge (Island)
371.468

Alice Cooper -Billion
Dollar Babies (Warner Bros )

363.531

Elton John -Greatest Hits
(MCA) 319.541

Led Zeppelin -Houses 01
The Holy (Atlantic) 293-597

Skid Row (Atlantic)
379.602



At Altec Lansing, we think it's time you
had a hand in what you hear. That's
the idea behind the new Altec 511
Tower, the first loudspeaker that gives
you total control of amplification,
tonal balance and imaging for each
midrange, tweeter, upper bass and
woofer. The result is a sound system
that lets you mold the musicAN uNHEARD OFprecisely to your taste,
so everything from Mozart to ADvANcE ET
Motown will sound exactly
the way you want it. AUDIO TECHNOLOFive years in the
making, this towering achievement
lets the discriminating audiophile SpFAKERS
choose between single, bi, tri
or quad amplification and TRU LISTENan impressive range of tonal
balance levels, all through a simple To yoi T.

control panel. So now, you can tell
the philharmonic how

'4' to conduct itself.
The remarkable 511

Tower is one of twelve
new Altec Lansing

speakers, all designed to reproduce
sound with unheard-of accuracy.

If the new 511 sounds good,
call 1-800-Altec 88 for the dealer
nearest you. Then take a
pair home and tell them
what you want to hear.

LIT
Alit1/4NSING

LOUDSPEAKERS FOR THE
WELL TRAINED EAR.
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LETTERS

Phase and Polarity
In "Phase Inversion" on the Septem-

ber "Audio Q&A" page, Ian G. Masters
missed another chance to spread the
polarity gospel and enlighten an inquir-
er. Mr. Masters should know when the
word "phase" or the word "polarity"
should be used.

Remember, "Phase is phrequency de-
pendent; polarity is not."

DANIEL WIEGAND
Cloverdale, CA

Although life would undoubtedly be
simpler if the terminology were less tan-
gled, "polarity" and "absolute phase"
mean the same thing, and so do the
phrases "polarity inversion" and "phase
inversion." Polarity reversal is equiva-
lent to a 180 -degree phase shift at all fre-
quencies.

Joe Jackson
By now I'm used to disappointing

reviews by Steve Simels, but his critique
of Joe Jackson's "Blaze of Glory" in
September takes the cake. Apparently
Mr. Simels doesn't believe in artists
evolving during the course of a decade;
even Elvis Costello is not the "angry
young man" he once was. Does Mr.
Simels believe that middle-aged people
should think and act like college stu-
dents?

KEN MOTAMED
Columbia, MO

I usually agree with Steve Simels's
reviews, but in the case of Joe Jackson's
"Blaze of Glory" I think the album's
message went right over his head. I

appresiate lyrics that are not completely
obvious, and the arrangements are real-
ly topnotch. Evil Empire, for example,
is the best song I have yet heard about
the way this country has lost its social
conscience in the Eighties.

LARRY R. LENTZ
Twin Lakes, WI

Psychoacoustics
Ken Pohlmann's article "Psycho -

What?" in September was very interest-
ing indeed. As a consumer, however, I
found a bit insulting his statement that
consumers haven't "embraced" the
Ambisonic surround -sound decoder.
With Dolby Surround being shoved
down our throats (er, into our ears) as
the ultimate audio/video experience,
how are consumers supposed to know
that a far superior technology exists?

Virtually every major manufacturer
of audio equipment now sells a product
with Dolby Surround capabilities. How
many manufacturers of Ambisonic de-
coders are there in the world? I know of

only one-Minim, in the U.K.-and it
only sells to professional audio sup-
pliers in the U.S. Consumers cannot be
expected to embrace something that
they cannot even buy in this country.

DAVID L. KALEITA
Hamtramck, MI

In "Psycho- What?" Ken Pohlmann
credits us with demonstrating that "lo-
calization of a sound source is accom-
plished through several cues," the most
important being time and intensity dif-
ferences across the ears. While we are
flattered that he mentioned our work,
these primary cues for localization were
known before the turn of the century.
Our research concerned how various
types of time differences are processed
by the binaural system across different
regions of the spectrum. These and
many other pertinent issues are cogent-
ly discussed in Directional Hearing
edited by W. A. Yost and G. Goure-
vitch (Springer-Verlag, 1987).

We also wish to inform STEREO RE-
VIEW readers that the modern methods
of psychoacoustics include objective
testing procedures that yield extremely
sensitive, precise, and repeatable meas-
ures of auditory information processing
that are largely uncontaminated by the
subjective biases of the listener. Our
knowledge concerning the acoustical,
anatomical, physiological, and behav-
ioral aspects of hearing has increased
dramatically thanks to the efforts of
scientists trained in many disciplines.
This knowledge is far from "subtle,"
can support many practical applica-
tions, and is available in scientific jour-
nals (including the Journal of the Acous-
tical Society of America) and several
excellent undergraduate college text-
books.

LESLIE R. BERNSTEIN
CONSTANTINE TRAHIOTIS
University of Connecticut

Farmington, CT

No Problem!
In September you printed my letter

about the problem I was having in
obtaining an owner's manual for a used
Pioneer cassette deck I had purchased. I
received a ton of mail and was inun-
dated with calls from STEREO REVIEW
readers. The problem is solved now, so
thanks to all you helpful people out
there!

Second, I need to make clear that Pio-
neer did help me. A scant few hours
after mailing my letter, I received a call
from Pioneer saying that a free service
manual was en route to me. Those
people take pride in making sure their
customers get taken care of.

JOHN M. BECK
Suitland, MD

Todd Rundgren
Praise to Parke Puterbaugh for a

decent review of Todd Rundgren's
"Nearly Human" in the September is-
sue. The main reason for Rundgren's
four-year creative hiatus, however, was
not that "he lost his footing as a record-
ing artist" but Warner Bros.' ineptness.
As Rundgren put it in a radio interview
last summer, "I was sort of smarting
from the way 'A Cappella' [his previous
release] was treated. Nobody in the
record company took it seriously ....
They tossed it around as a negotiating
point. It took me a while to get over
that."

SCOTT R. VAN DUSEN
Rochester, NY

All the Way Back Issues
I am a charter subscriber to STEREO

REVIEW and have retained almost all
copies of the magazine from 1958 to
1989. In addition, I have almost all
issues of High Fidelity from 1956 to
1989. The time has come for me to dis-
pose of these magazines, and I would
like to transfer them to someone who
would appreciate and enjoy them. I

would donate them to a college or uni-
versity library or sell them at the best
offer. Interested persons can write to me
at the University of Missouri School of
Law, Columbia, MO 65211, or call
(314) 882-7562.

JOE E. COVINGTON
Columbia, MO

Earliest Remote Controls
After reading Julian Hirsch's "Tech-

nical Talk" in August, about remote
controls, I thought it would be fun to
see if I could find an earlier date than
around 1982 for when audio manufac-
turers first included remote controls
with their equipment. I found an ad in
the December 1979 issue of STEREO
REVIEW for three Aiwa cassette decks,
two of which included a wireless remote
control for all of their major transport
functions.

STEPHEN WAGNER
Atascadero, CA

Mr. Hirsch did not intend to make any
sort ofdefinitive statement about the his-
tory of wireless remote controls but sim-
ply to give a rough idea of when such
units began to be provided.

Correction
The price range of the new Tangent

line of loudspeakers from Klipsch was
incorrect in the August "Bulletin." The
speakers range from $190 to $498
each. 0
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Close your eyes and let the music take
aver. Where are you? What do you see?
What do youfie!?

Music has the power to tnnsport,
:ransform, ani transcend. So wren you
settle for lack uster audio performance,
you settle for sensory deprivation - an
innecessar ly unnatural state of affairs,
which your Nakamichi dealer can easily
remedy.

Nakamichi System 4 is a unique col-
:ection of atdio components, designed

Y engineers -who are fanatically insis-
-_ent on musical accuracy.

The CR-4A Cassette Deck features
Nakamichi Ciscrete 3 -Head System
-with a simp ified calibration system that
iets you fine-tune for flat 20-21000 Hz
frequency response, even with normal
bias (Type D tape.

The CDC -4A Compact Disc
Ganger has Nakamichi's Dual Glitch -
Free D/A Coiwerters and a13 -times
oversampling digital filter that ensure
the most na-:rai, musical CD reproduc-
tion. You can program up tc 50 tracks
on 6 discs. And an intelligent Synchro
Rcord featt re lets you completely
automate the taping of your programmed
tracks, not on y with the CR-4A deck,
but also with virtually every remote -
controllable Nakamichi recoder ever
rade.

The TA -4A High Defirutcm Tuner
Amplifier delvers a rare cambination
of high-performance technokniry and
at:dio/video cc ntrol flexibili:y A superb

watt-pe --channel* STASIS* power
amplifier erEttes dynamic, ri2hly
detailed rep -Auction with today's finest
budspeaken,

The TA-4-ks System Re:note
Control Urit also lets you o?erate a
Nakamichi CC ?layer and two Nakamichi
cassette decks. And by usirgap three
optional RS -7 Remote Sensors, you
cat control yonr system fromjusz about
ay room in dour home. Wit -he TA-4AS
RemokSpeate-Sekctm; it's alrnos: like
having two ..1-tplete systerr s:r two
different room

Superior -.echnology that !makes music
al that it shouk be... exceptiona. ver-
satility and f?.a...ires that enhance the
I stening experience... you get it all with
System 4. `5)11 can judge 0- is phe-
r c.menon for yourself. At yotr
Nakamichi dealer naturally.

Nakamichi
Nakamica America Corpora -Ku
19701 Sore. Ilermont Avenue
Torrance CA.90502 (800)42,1313

In Calibrria: (800) 223-15'..1
Nakao Canada: (800) 66:4358" 'Ca-tinu)us sine wave xaver output into 8v .00 rm., both channels cri.ei, 20-20,000Hz,

no. - lo greater than (U% 'HD.
" STASIS is manila: tared under

I cense from an1 is a trademark of
Threshold Col matron.
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PRICE AND PERFORMANCE.Jo

Introducing three slick new performers from Blaupunkt.
Finally, legendary performance without a legendary price tag. That's the

Blaupunkt difference. Just feast your eyes on our three latest nnovations.
The Phoenix and Boston cassette/receiver combinations and

the QL6500 speakers. Compare the features. Then visit a Blaupunkt
dealer and compare the performance. Once you do, you'll see

there's no comparison.

The Phoenix SQR 29 ($279.95) Quick release removable chassis Auto reverse
cassette deck [ ' CPS cassette program search [ AM/FM stereo with

20 presets TS travel store with 5 presets [ True 4 -channel preamp-out i i Separate
bass/treble I Loudness [ I Noise reduction system  Flex -Fader i Code Protection

with flashing LED I Multifunction display ri 15 watts total power.
-he Boston SQR 49 $299.95)( i High power 50 watts I i Auto reverse cassette deck

AM/FM stereo with 24 presets TS travel store with 6 presets
True 4 -channel preamp-out r Separate bass/treble L Flex -Fader i Code Protection

with flashing LED I Multifunction display.
QL6500 Speakers ($179.95) i 16 5 -inch Coaxial El Quartz polypropyleie cone

E Altanium tweeter for optimum high frequency response i 1 50-20,000 Hz overall frequency
response I i 100 watts max 1 190 dB sensitivity.

For the Blaupunkt dealer nearest you, call 1-800-237-7999.

flyi.y,PUNKT

The Blaupunkt lame and BLUE DOT symbol are registered trademarks of Blaupunkt-Werke GmbH Bosch Group All paces alarm lacturef'ssuggested 'Mad value
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NEW PRODUCTS

MUSEATEX
The Melior Control Center (pream-

plifier) and power amplifier from Mu-
seatex can be operated completely by
remote control. The preamplifier has
eight source inputs, four pairs of tape
outputs, and a separate processor loop.
Users can preset sensitivity, volume,
and balance for each input as well as the
source name to appear in the backlit
LCD window. The amplifier is rated at
100 watts per channel and features MOS-
FET outputs, a programmable turn -on
mode, a floating -charge power supply,
and static -fan heat sinks. Prices: Con-
trol Center, $1,850; amplifier, $1,800.
Museatex Audio, Dept. SR, 6605 Thim-
ens, Ville St. Laurent, Quebec, Canada
H4S 1W2.
Circle 120 on reader service card

HEATH
The Heath Company has developed a

do-it-yourself Dolby Surround proces-
sor kit. The set has six audio outputs:
two for surround speakers and one each
for left front, center, and right front
speakers and a subwoofer. It also has
three surround modes: Dolby Sur-
round, Music Surround (for non -Dolby

stereo programs), and Mono Enhance.
It includes a 20 -watt mono amplifier
and has separate controls for time de-
lay, "null" (input balance calibration).
surround volume, and master volume.
Price: $199.95. Heath Co., Dept. SR.
Hilltop Rd., St. Joseph, MI 49085.
Circle 121 on reader service card

MI NM
MOM

OPTONICA BY SHARP
The Optonica WQ-CD83 portable

music center includes twin top -loading
CD players, an AM/FM tuner, a double
cassette deck, built-in speakers, and a
wireless remote control. Cassettes are
stacked back to back in the single -well,
full -logic transport, which features high-
speed dubbing, double autoreverse, and

Dolby B noise reduction. A matrix -sur-
round circuit is built in, and jacks are
provided for surround speakers. The
system can be powered from an AC line
or from ten D cells. Price: $699.95.
Sharp Electronics, Sharp Plaza, Mah-
wah, NJ 07430-2135.
Circle 122 on reader service card

MISSION ELECTRONICS
The 6 Series of loudspeakers from

Mission Electronics includes (left to
right below) the Models 765, 764, 763,
762, and 761 as well as the Model 767
(not shown). The Model 765, a two-way
bass -reflex system, boasts a low -bass re-
sponse down to 37 Hz ± 2 dB. It has two
8 -inch woofers and a I -inch dome
tweeter placed between them. The
tweeter features an exclusive double -
chamber design said to prevent break-
up at high power. Nominal impedance
is 4 ohms. Both biwiring and biamping
are possible. The floor -standing speaker
measures 371/2 x 101/4 x 1345 inches.
Available finishes are walnut or black -
ash veneer. Price: $1,299 a pair.

At the low end of the line, the Model
761 is a two-way system with a 7 -inch
woofer and a rated bass response of 60
Hz ±3 dB. The sealed cabinet, finished
in simulated black ash, measures 15 x
81/4 x 8*4 inches. Price: $249 a pair. The
optional steel stands shown in the photo
are $149 a pair. Mission Electronics
USA, Dept. SR, 18303 8th Ave. S., Seat-
tle, WA 98148.
Circle 123 on reader service card
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Madonna. Like
A Prayer 01029

Hum 00596

Richard Marx Repeat
Offender 01118

Guns N' Roses: GN'R Lies Patience,
Reckless Life, etc. Geffen 00805
Roy Orbison: Mystery Girl  You Got It.
California Girl 00842
Randy Travis: Old MO  Honky Tonk Moon,
Is It Still Over/. etc. Warner Bros. 00008
Tone-L6c: L6c-Ed After Dark  Wild Thing,
Funky Cold Medina. etc. Delicious 01033
Bette Midler: Beaches/Original Motion
Picture Sdtrk.  Atlantic 00793
Paula Abdul: Forever Your Girl,  Straight
Up, title smash, etc Virgin 00933
E.U.: Livin' Large  Buck Wild. plus DaButt
89, etc. Virgin 01102

Mike + The Mechanics: The Living Years
Atlantic 00710
Milli Vanilli: Girl You Know It's True  Title
song. etc. Arista 01048
R.EM.: Green  Orange Crush. Pop Song 89.
etc. Warner Bros. 00715
George Strait: Beyond The Blue Neon
Title hit, etc. MCA Digital 01025
TNT: Intuition  Tonight I'm Falling, Wisdom,
etc. Mercury 01087°
James Galway: Greatest
Hits  The Pink Panther.
etc. RCA Digital 73233
Winger  Headed For A
Heartbreak, Seventeen.
more Atlantic 00830
Bobby Brown: Don't Be
Cruel  Dont Be Cruel,
Roni. etc MCA 00621
Dion: Yo Frankle  King Of
The New York Streets. etc.
Arista 00825
The Judds: River 01 Time  One Man
Woman. Young Love, etc RCA 01027
Poison: Open Up And Say...Ahh!  Good
Love, etc. Capitol Enigma 73989
V Williams: The Right Stuff
Dreamin', etc. Wing.PolyGram 01110

20 Million Dollar Memories  The Everly
Brothers. others Laurie 20773
Don Williams: One Good Well  Learn To Let
It Go. etc. RCA 62406
ACrDC: Back In Black  You Shook Me All
Night Long. Hells Bells, etc. Atlant c 13772
Breathe: All That Jazz  How Can I Fall.
Jonah, others. AMA 00505
Robert Palmer: Heavy Nova Simply Ir-
resistible, etc. EMI 00035
Tchaikovsky, 1812 Overture;  Chic. Sym.
Solt. more. London Digital 25179

TWIN Double the music
SETS Count as one!

The Who: Who's Better. Who's Best  MY
Generation. etc MCA 00790
Metallica: ...And Justice For Alt  One
Blackened, etc. Elektra 00478
The Beach Boys: Endless Summer  Good
Vibrations. etc. Capitol 23559
The Sun Story Elvis. Roy Orbison. Jerry
Lee Lewis, Johnny Cash. etc. Rhno 44534
Rush: A Show Of Hands  Marathon,
Money, more. Mercury
20 Years Of Jethro Tull  Aqualung.
Wood Aloud, etc. Chrysalis 00817
An Evening With Louis Armstrong Per-
dido. etc. GRP Crescendo 70106

Selection marked I I not available on record

Escape Club: Wild Wild West- Shake For
The Sheik, etc Atlantic 00804
Too Short: Life Is...Too Short  City Of Dope,
etc. Jive 54041'
Elvis In Nashville, 1956-1971  A Big Hunk
O'Love. etc RCA 00833
Bobby McFerrin: Simple Pleas ires  Dona
Worry. Be Happy, etc EMI 64165
Ronnie Milsap: Stranger Things Have Hap-
pened  Houston Solution etc RCA 01028
Simply Red: A New Flame Its Only Love,
Enough, etc. Elektra 01012

Judy Collins: Sanity And Grace  Pretty
Polly, etc. Gold Castle 01039
Restless Heart: Big Dreams In A Small
Town  Eldorado. etc. RCA 24777
The Decline Of Western Civilization, Part 11
Metal hits from the film. Capitol 00464
Bruce Hornsby And The Range  Scenes
From The Southside RCA 80187

The Cowboy Junkies: The Trinity Session
Sweet Jane. etc. RCA 01043

Major Glenn Miller 6 The Army Air Force
Band 1943.44  RCA Bluebird 14720

Aretha Franklin: Through The
Storm Think. ttle hit, etc.
Ansta 01097

r

Bon Jovi:
New Jersey

00516

Debbie Gibson:
Electric Youth
00827

The ultimate in sound...
The ultimate in savings...

COMPACT DISCS
CASSETTES
OR RECORDS

for the price
of one

...with nothing more to buy ever!
Cocktail (Original Soundtrack)  Bobby
McFerrin, Beach Boys. etc. Elektra 00459
Steve Winwood: Roll With 11. Don t You
Know What The Night Can Do". ec.
Virgin 54633
Rosette: Look Sharp!  The
Look, Cry. Dressed For Suc-
cess. etc EMI 01106'
1969/Original Soundtrack
Original 60s hits.
Polydor 00724
Melissa Etheridge  Don't
You Need. Occasionally. etc.
Island 60352
Enya: Watermark  Orinoco
Flow (Sail Away), others.
Geffen 01041 -
Beethoven, Sym. No.9 (Choral)  Norrington
conducts. Angel Digital 00467
Sheens Easton: The Lover In Me  Days Like
This, 101, etc. MCA 00708
Lyle Lovett And His Large Band  Stanc By
Your Man. etc MCA Curb 00932
INXS: Kick  Need You Tonight. Devil Inside.
etc. Atlantic Digital 53606
Bon Jovi: Slippery When Wet  Never Say
Goodbye. etc Mercury 43465
Karyn White  Superwoman. Love Saw It. etc.
Warner Bros 00832
U2: The Joshua Wee  With Or Without You.
more Island 53501
Samantha Fox: I Wanna Have Some
Fun I Only Wanna Be With You. etc.
RCA'Jive 00676
Dirty Dancing/Original Motion Picture
Soundtrack  RCA 82522
Dirty Dancing Live In Concert  Hungry
Eyes. Yes. etc RCA 0'026

Chicago: 19  Heart In Pieces, Runaround.
more Reprise 54404
Pavarotti At Carnegie Hall  Songs by
Schubert. others London 15311

Animotion  Room To Move. Send It Over,
more. Polydor 01091'
Clint Black: Killing Time  A
Better Nan, others. RCA 01112'

GJns N' Roses:
Appetite For
Destruction

70348

Elton John: Reg Strikes Back  Town Of
Plenty, more MCA Digital 00602
Wang Chung: The Warmer Side 01 Cool
Praying To A New God, more. Geffen 01063
Led Zeppelin IV (Runes) Stairway To
Heaven. Rock & Rol. etc. Atlantic 12014

Crosby, Stills, Nash 6 Young: American
Dream  Atlantic Dic dal 00714
Highway 101: 1012  Setting Me Up. Desperate
Road. etc Warner 00475
"Big Chill" Heard It Through The Grape-
vine. etc Motown 33970
The Duke Ellington Orchestra: Digital Duke
GRP  Digital 63356
Anthrax: State 01 Euphoria Antisocial.
Schism, etc Island 00589

YOUR SAVINGS START HERE-Complete And Mail This Card Today!

YES, please accept my membership in the BMG Music Service and send me the four albums
I've indicated here, billing me for just shipping and handling under the terms o' this ad. I need buy
just 1 hit at regular Club prices during the next year-after which I can choose 3 FREE CDs if I checked off
CDs here, or f I checked cassettes or records, 1 FREE hit. That's 8 CDs or 6 tapes or records for the
price of 1...wit! nothing more to buy ever! (Shipping & handling is added to each shipment.)

SEND MY SELECTIONS
ON -  one .

COMPACT DISCS' 
CASSETTES

RECORDS 

RUSH ME
THESE 4 HITS

(Indicate by number)

lilt/410%.
AAMA lir a, isM& NIP

-..SERVICE

I am most interested in
the musical category checked

here-but I may always
feel tree to choose from any

i cher .< one
}

EASY LISTENING II istru-nental Vocal Moods)

7 COUNTRY 3 [ 1 HARD ROCK

POP SOFT ROCK 5 CLASSICAL

MR
IT MRS
FT MISS

Address

City

First Name

Telephone (
Area Code

Signature

Initta Last Name

State Zp

(PLEASE PRINT)

Apt

 Members who select compact discs will be serviced by the Compact Disc Ch b Full membership details will
follow. with the same 10 -day, no obtgation privilege
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Enjoy Spectacular Savings On Jody Watley Larger

Compact Discs, Cassettes Or Records! --Than Lit!111104

COMPACT DISCS
CASSETTES
OR RECORDS

for the price
of one

...with nothing more to buy ever!
Anita Baker: Giving You The Best That I
Got  Elektra 00586
Kathy Mattes: Willow In The Wind Title
song. etc. Mercury 60075
Classic Marches  St. Louis/Slatkin, gm
others. RCA Digital
Elvis Costello: Spike  Veronica. ...This
Town..., etc. Warner Bros 00841

The Police: Every Breath You Take-The
Singles  A&M 73924
Hoist, The Planets  Montreal Symphony
Dutoit. London Digital 15448
Whitney Houston: Whitney  So Emotional,
others Arista 52854
Kenny G: Silhouette  Tradewinds. title song,
etc. Arista 00603
Benny Goodman & His Orchestra: Sing,
Sing, Sing,  RCA Bluebird 04857
Raffi: Singable Songs For The Very Young
Shoreline 44494
Vixen:  Edge Of A Broken Heart, Cryin',
Desperate, etc. EMI 00507
John Cougar Mollencamp: The Lonesome
Jubilee  Mercury 34420
Morton Downey Jr. Sings!  Operate Oper-
ate, more. Compose:PPI 01082
Rick Utley: Hold Me In Your Arms  Dial My
Number, etc. RCA 00684
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band: More Great Dirt
Latest hits' Warner Bros. 00818
New Order: Technique  Fine Time, All The
Way. etc. Owest 00938
Dan Seals: Rage On Big Wheels In The
Moonlight. etc. Capitol 00041

Def Leopard: Pyromania  Photograph.
Rock, Rock', etc. Mercury 70402

Barry Manilow: Greatest Hits, Vol. 1

Mandy, Daybreak. etc. Arista 72863

Kin to Kanawa Sings Gershwin  Summer-
time, more. Angel Digital 70258
Skid Row  Youth Gone Wild. I Remember
You. etc. Atlantic 01038

The Cult: Sonic
Temple 01015

Testa: The Great Radio Controversy .1-(lusa
Tough, etc, Geffen 00839

Tracy Chapman  Fast Car, Talkin"Bout A
Revolution, more. Elektra 53582

Lou Reed: New York  Dirty Blvd , Halloween
Parade, etc. Sire 01058

White Lion: Pride  Wait, Tell Me, Hungry, etc.
Atlantic 73981

Anne Murray: As I Am  Flying On Your Own,
etc. Capitol 00592

.38 Special: Rock & Roll Strategy  Second
Chance, others. A&M 00599

Joe Sample: Spellbound  U Turn, title song,
etc. Warner Bros. 00847

Phil Collins: Buster!Original Motion
Picture Sdtrk.  Atlantic 00517

Genesis: Invisible Touch Tonight Tonight
Tonight, Domino, etc. Atlantic 53740

Dwight Yoakam: Buenas Noches From A
Lonely Room  Reprise 00009

Horowitz Plays Mozart  Concerto No, 23 in
A. more. DG Digital 15436

Van Helen: 011812  Feels So Good, Cabo
Wabo, etc. Warner Bros 50913

Great White: TWice Shy  Once Bitten Twice
Shy, etc. Capitol 01100

K.T. Oslin: This Woman  Hold Me. Money,
title song, more. RCA 00579
Debbie Gibson: Out CY The Blue  Only In
My Dreams. etc. Atlantic 54066
The Replacements: Don't Tell A Soul I'll Be
You. etc. Sire 01024
Edie Brickell & New Bohemians: Shooting
Rubber Bands At The Stars  Geffen 00789
David Lanz: Cristofori's Dream  Free Fall,
etc. NaradaMCA 00853
Sidewinders: Witchdoctor  Cigarette. Bad,
Crazy Sun, etc. RCA 01075
Leta Ford: Lite  Close My Eyes Forever,
others. RCA 24793
Cinderella: Long Cold Winter  Gypsy Road,
more. Mercury 14780

Richard Marx  Should've Known Better,
others. EMI 34073
Phoebe Snow: Something Real  Touch Your
Soul, etc. Elektra 01101

Start with 4 compact discs, cassettes or records.
on lust shopping 8 handling with Club membership

Buy just 1 smash hit in one year's time.

Then get 3 CDs or 1 cassette or record
of your choice.

EnjoysCDs or6 cassettes or records
for the price of one.

Nothing more to buy...EVER!

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
FIRST CLASS PERMIT NO 5071 INDIANAPOLIS, IN.

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY ADDRESSEE

BMG MUSIC SERVICE
PO. Box 91001
INDIANAPOLIS IN 46209-9637

NO POSTAGE
NECESSARY

IF MAILED
IN THE

UNITED STATES

The Traveling Wilburys,
Vol. 1 00711

)urk,,

And The Cooked 0106,

,ame:
them Star

00914

AND DON'T MISS THESE SMASH HITS
Fleetwood Mac: Greatest Hits 00796
Rod Stewart: Sing It Again Rod 00942
Best Of Dire Straits 00713
Kiss: Smashes Thrashes And Hits 00736
The Judds: Greatest Hits 44578
Best Of Judy Collins 01040
Dave Grusin: Collection 00929
Alabama: Greatest Hits 20247
R.E.M.: Eponymous 00701
Dion: The Wanderer (18 Hits) 00999
Bananarama: Greatest Hits 00616
Dokken: Beast Front The East 00717
Hank Williams, Jr.: Greatest Hits III 00840
Best Of Eric Clapton 23385
Elvis Presley: The M1 Hits 72190
Steve Winwood: Chronicles 34501
Lee Greenwood: Gt. Hits. Vol. 2 00661
The Best 01 Bad Company 60321
The Very Best Of Connie Francis 23434
Willie Nelson: Gt. Hits, Vol. 1 00705
Lynyrd Skynyrd's Innyrds 01150
Eagles: Gt. Hits 1971-1975 23481
Billy Idol: Vital Idol 54038
Barry Manilow: Gt. Hits, Vol. 1 72863
Patsy Cline: 12 Greatest Hits 53849
Moody Blues: Voices In The Sky 53900
George Strait: Greatest Hits, Vol. 2 63635
Sheena Easton: Greatest Hits 01000.

HERE'S HOW YOU SAVE!
Start now with 4 Compact Discs. Cassettes Or
Records! You need buy just 1 more hit at regular
Club prices (usually 58.98-59.98 for tapes or
records, $14.98-515.98 for CDs) .and take ug
to one year to do it Then, if you've chosen
compact discs, you can select another 3 CD5
FREE! If, instead, you've chosen cassettes or
records, then you can choose another album
FREE! That's 8 compact discs or 6 tapes or
records for the price of 1 and there's nothing
more to buy ever!
No Further Obligation Whatsoever! You buy
what you want...when you want it. It's all up to you!
Exciting "Members -Only" Benefits! You'll
receive the Club's exclusive magazine about ev-
ery three weeks. It will feature the Main Selection
in your favorite music category, plus hundreds of
other hits-many at bargain prices. In all, you'll
have 19 convenient, shop -at-home opportunities
a year Send no money when you order...we'll
bill you later (A shipping/handling charge is
added to each shipment.)

It's Easy To Get Your Favorite Hits! If you want
the Main Selection, do nothing. It will be sent to
you automatically. If you want other hits, or none
at all just say, by the date specified, on the card
always provided. You'll always have at least 10
days to decide. But if you don't, you may return
your Main Selection at our expense Cancel your
membership by writing to us whenever you wish
upon completing your enrollment agreement. Or
remain a member and keep on saving!
FREE 10 -Day Trial! Listen to your 4 introductory
hits for a full 10 days. If not satisfied, return them
without obligation. So don't delay. Mail this
card today!

MUM BMG Music Service, 6550 E 30th St..
Indianapolis, IN 46219-1194 TRADEMARKS USED
IN THE ADVT ARE THE PROPERTY OF VARIOUS
TRADEMARK OWNERS

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
Selection marked (  ) not available on record



NEW PRODUCTS

CUSTOM
WOODWORK & DESIGN

The new video version of CWD's
Woodmore Highboy Cabinet is shown
here as the centerpiece of a wall system
created from nine modular Woodmore
cabinets. Complete with hideaway
doors and an adjustable upper shelf, it
was designed to accommodate televi-
sion sets with up to 35 -inch screens and
both a VCR and a videodisc player. The
cabinet is available finished in natural,
dark, or black oak, natural walnut, high -

gloss black, or CWD's new "living
colors," including white, pewter, ebony,
and almond. Outside dimensions of the
Highboy TV/VCR cabinet are 42 x 471/4 x
19 inches Price: $955 in natural and
dark oak and the living colors, $1,160 in
black oak and walnut, and $1,910 in
high -gloss black. Custom Woodwork &
Design, Dept. SR, 5200 W. 73rd. St.,
Bedford Park, IL 60638.
Circle 124 on reader service card

VECTOR RESEARCH
The Vector Research VCD-410R

compact disc player has eight-times-
oversampling filters and dual I8 -bit dig-
ital -to -analog converters. It can repeat a
track, a disc, a programmed sequence,
or a random sequence and plays 3 -inch
CD'S without an adaptor. A fifteen -func-

tion remote control is supplied. Dy-
namic range is rated as more than 95 dB
and signal-to-noise ratio as greater than
100 dB. Price: $269.95. Vector Re-
search, Dept. SR, 1230 Calle Suerte,
Camarillo, CA 93010.
Circle 125 on reader service card

PINNACLE
The Pinnacle PN7+ speaker uses a

patented two-way design featuring dual
"Diaduct" ports that are said to provide
superior bass response from a small
cabinet. The ports are steeply angled
inside the cabinet to allow enough
length to meet the requirements of a
wide port diameter. The speaker has a
6I/2-irch polypropylene woofer and a
liquic-cooled I -inch polymer -dome
tweeter. Frequency response is rated as
38 to 21,000 Hz, impedance as 6 ohms,
and sensitivity as 90 d3. Finished in
blackoak vinyl veneer, the cabinet
meas-rres 15 Vs x 91/4 x 87/Is inches. Price:
$299 a pair. Pinnacle Loudspeakers,
Dept_ SR, 517 Route 111, Hauppauge,
NY 11788.
Circle 126 on reader service card

DISC -SAVER
Disc -Saver was designed to clean

compact disc surfaces of fingerprints
and soil and to repair minor scratches
that make discs unplayable. The com-
pound will not interfere with the
player's drive system or build up with
successive uses, according to the manu-
facturer. Pictured is the DS -15 deluxe
kit ($14.95), which includes the clean-
ing compound, applicators, a buffing
cloth, and a CD -3 with instructions and
audio test. The DS -10 kit ($9.95) in-
cludes everything but the instruction
disc. A refill bottle is $2.95. DaVic
Corp., Dept. SR. 37 Dianne Lane, Ash-
land, MA 01721.
Circle 127 on reader service card



AMERICAN ACOUSTICS
Billed as a "value" series, the Ameri-

can Acoustics AAL line consists of five
speakers ranging in price from $199.90
to $499.90 a pair. At the low end of the
line is the AAL 62, a two-way system
with a frequency response rated as 90 to
20,000 Hz. The flagship model is the
AAL 154, which has a 15 -inch woofer,
two sealed midranges, and a 334 -inch

NEW PRODUCTS

horn -loaded quartz tweeter. Its rated
frequency response is 40 to 20,000 Hz.
The speakers range in size from approx-
imately 13 x 91/2 x 71/2 inches to 29 x 181/2
x 15 inches. All American Acoustics
speakers come with a ten-year warranty.
American Acoustics, Dept. SR, One Mi-
tek Plaza, Winslow, IL 61089.
Circle 128 on reader service card

SUMIKO
Sumiko's Blue Point is a budget -price

moving -coil phono cartridge with a
fine -line elliptical stylus. It has a stan-
dard mounting but can also be used in a
P -mount arm when dismounted from
its integral adaptor. Output is rated as 3
millivolts, frequency response as 15 to
35,000 Hz, and channel separation as 32
dB at 1,000 Hz. Recommended tracking
force is 1.25 to 1.7 grams. Price: $125.
Sumiko, Dept. SR, P.O. Box 5046,
Berkeley, CA 94705.
Circle 129 on reader service card

CREEK AUDIO SYSTEMS
The Model 5050 integrated amplifier

from England's Creek Audio is rated to
deliver 50 watts per stereo channel or
200 watts in a bridged -mono configura-
tion. Instantaneous peak current output
is rated as 25 amperes. The amplifier
has inputs for mono or stereo video
recorders, a CD player, a tuner, a turnta-
ble, and two tape decks. There are sepa-
rate source selectors for listening and

DIAMOND TEC
The Diamond Tec DT -300 is a re-

volving plastic CD rack that can hold up
to fifty-six discs. The DT -300 comes
disassembled and is packed with a sam-
ple of Armor All Protectant to preserve
its finish and a screwdriver to put it
together. Assembled, it measures 10143 x
91/8 x 91/8 inches. Price: $21.99. Asso-
ciates International USA, Diamond Tec
Division, Dept. SR, 4952 Warner Ave.,
Suite 243, Huntington Beach, CA
92649.
Circle 130 on reader service card

for recording, with fully buffered tape
outputs. Additional features include a
switchable moving -coil -cartridge input,
turn -on delay, tone -control bypass, and
a rear -mounted switch that splits the
preamp and power -amp outputs. A 250 -
VA toroidal transformer is used to re-
duce hum and mechanical noise. Price:
$995. Distributed by Music Hall, 108
Station Rd., Great Neck, NY 11023.
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HEAR DIGITAL MASTERPIECES
THE SAME WAY THEY WERE MASTERED.

No claim Sony could make for these headphones could con-

ceivably be more impressive than this simple statement: this year, in

the production of nearly 100 state-of-the-art compact discs, the

headphones used as a quality control reference during the critical

mastering stage were the Sony MDR-CD999.

In fact, chief mastering engineer Bob Ludwig of the renowned

Masterdisk studios explains, "The 999's superior isolation allows me

to experience the full dynamic range of these digital master tapes

for the first time. They're also comfortable enough to wear for

extended listening sessions." As Bob neatly summarized: "Everything

sounds as I intended."

So audition the Sony MDR-CD999, CD777, and CD555 Digital

Monitor Series headphones. And hear digital masterpieces the same

way they were mastered. SONY
THE LEADER IN DIGITAL AUDIO'"

CIRCLE NO. 106 ON READER SERVICE CARD



NEW PRODUCTS

Jvc
Equipped with a built-in CD graphics

decoder, JVC's XL-G512BK is the first
CD player that can show images from
CD+G recordings on any video monitor.
It has both S -video and composite vid-
eo terminals, a MIDI (musical instru-
ment digital interface) output, fifteen
graphics channels, four -times oversam-
pling, an 18 -bit noise -shaping digital -to -
analog converter, and a remote control.
The machine plays conventional CD's as
well as CD+G discs. Price: $500. JVC,
Dept. SR, 41 Slater Dr., Elmwood Park,
NJ 07407.
Circle 131 on reader service card

ARCAM
Arcam's Delta 60 integrated amplifier

is rated to deliver 50 watts per channel
into 8 ohms and 80 watts per channel
into 4 ohms. It uses custom aluminum
heat sinks and a low -profile 200-vA to-
roidal power transformer, which feeds
two high -gain, high -current power am-
plifiers directly from the four high-level
line inputs (CD, tuner, and two tape
decks). The phono-preamplifier section

accommodates both moving -magnet
and moving -coil cartridges and features
two -stage, partly passive equalization
and a separately regulated moving -coil
prepreamplifier. The slimline chassis is
only 21/2 inches high. Price: $599. Dis-
tributed by Audio Influx Corp., Dept.
SR, P.O. Box 381, Highland Lakes, NJ
07422.
Circle 132 on reader service card

1111111.01,10110MINVOIDMIRM
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BLAUPUNKT
Blaupunkt's BMA 5350B is a five -

channel, 350 -watt automotive ampli-
fier. It includes four 50 -watt amplifiers
for satellite speakers, a 150 -watt sub -
woofer amp, and a fully integrated elec-
tronic crossover network with variable
crossover frequencies and level controls
for the front, rear, and subwoofer out-
puts. Its "smart" power supply appor-

tions power among the amplifier sec-
tions as needed and regulates the output
to keep distortion low. Recessed gold-
plated RCA jacks and fully isolated
DIN jacks can be used with common -
ground or floating -ground head units.
Price: $850. Blaupunkt, Dept. SR, P.O.
Box 4601, N. Suburban, IL 60198.
Circle 133 on reader service card

WHARFEDALE
Wharfedale's Coleridge loudspeaker

is available finished in either black -ash
or walnut veneer. Its frequency re-
sponse is given as 45 to 20,000 Hz, sen-
sitivity as 89 dB, and nominal imped-
ance as 8 ohms. The two-way bass -
reflex system has a I -inch titanium -
dome tweeter and an 8 -inch polypropy-
lene -cone woofer. The port is at the bot-
tom of the cabinet, which is designed
for placement on stands. Dimensions
are approximately 19 x 10 x 101/2 inches.
Price: $1,400. Distributed by Trans Pa-
cific Marketing Inc., Dept. SR, 1230
Calle Suerte, Camarillo, CA 93010.
Circle 134 on reader service card

All product information is provided
by the manufacturers and does not
represent the results of tests or
evaluations by STEREO RElmw.
Suggested retail prices were current
as of press time but are subject to
change without notice.
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We love music so much,we built a monument to it.
What would possess any company to build a four -piece, 71/z foot tall, $50,000 loudspeaker?

For us, building the Infinity Reference Standard speaker system has always been something
personal. An ongoing quest to push the very limits of technology, to get as close as
possible to the sound of live music.

The result: the monumental Infinity Reference Standard V. Regarded
worldwide as the standard by which all other loudspeakers are judged.

And, more important, IRS technology can be found in all of our
more affordable speakers. From the RS and world -acclaimed Kappa
Series to the exciting new Modulus, our commitment is to bring
the most advanced driver, crossover and enclosure designs to
every price point.

All for the love of music. (V4 Infinity
All with the name "Infinity:' *getyiutraclamhatitkallabout.Masic.

For literature and the name of your nearest Infinity dealer, call I800$ 765-5556.
In Canada, call 14161 294-4833. Ii. Row Gral.. Ltd.

©1989 Infinity Systems, Inc.
H A Harman International Compan!,



A video receiver
designed for audiophiles.
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Until now, video receivers have overlooked a distinct segment of the Nielsen population.
4,103.5.
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:
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Those people who listen to TV as well as watch it. Which is why

Mitsubishi engineers developed the M-AV1. A video receiver

um the philosophy that a soap opera should sound every bit as good as an Italian

opera. At the heart of the system is a powerful amplifier with Dolby Surround " sound. It

boasts 125 -watts per channel'.' With a generous dose of 25 -watts per channel in the rear for sur-

round sound. A time delay of 20 milliseconds has also been encoded into the rear channels to

increase depth perception and maintain separation from the front speakers. And with our

Dynamic Delay Line, wove expanded the dynamic range of our rear channels by as much as

40 dB over other conventional designs. It also offers four video inputs (two of which are Super-

VHS compatible). And comes complete with an award -winning remote that's easy -to -use and

capable of controlling all functions via on -screen displays. So you never have to get up from

your recliner on our account. But now that you've got a great video receiver, as an audiophile,

you might be in the market for an audio receiver. In which case read the other side of the page.



An audio receiver
designed for videophiles.

HP UT I NPUT

tallE!!!11E.
If like most people you read this ad from left to right, you know by now that the M-AV1
distinguishes itself as a superb video receiver. But what makes the M-AV1 a rare species in the
A/V receiver jungle is that it also makes an equally superb audio receiver_ For start-

ers, it's so full of technical goodies that it makes the average audio receiver, much less

the average AN receiver, blush. You'll find our dual J-FET preamp p-ovides low -

noise and minimum distortion characteristics to the output amplifiers.Weve utilized

discrete components instead of integrated circuits for the output devices for maxi-
mum headroom and separation. Our own Multi -Feedback Servo system faithfully

reproduces low frequency music with a minimum of distortion while protecting your

loudspeakers from potentially damaging DC signal components. And theres also a remote -

operated motorized volume control that provides smooth attenuation while avoiding distortion.
Of course, if you decide you're still a hard-core videophile and only care about obtaining a

great video receiver, we have a small suggestion. Buy the receiver on the other side of the page.
'1_'5 -watt, per channel minimum RMS. both ..-hannds driven two s ohm. from 20Flz - 20kHz with no mutt than 0.05",. total hannona: dwortion For the mane of
M bilhiShl dealer. call 1800) 527-11888 LAI 145 C I Ca) asubahi Elclt, Sales A merka. Inc. Dolby Surround a a tradentc.rk (.1 Doll') La InraInrtt, It 01,1,4;

mtMITSUBISHI ELECTRONICS
TECHNICALLY, ANYTHING IS POSSIBLE

CIRCLE NO. 22 ON READER SERVICE CARD



CAR STEREO

BLAUPUNKT NEW YORK
SCD 08 CD TUNER
by Ken C. Pohlmann, Hammer Laboratories

BLAUPUNKT'S New York
SCD 08 CD tuner has been
in my dashboard for the
past six months, giving me

ample opportunity to evaluate its
performance and features. The front
panel is pure Blaupunkt in its
unique yet clearly European styling.
For some, Blaupunkts are plain. For
me, they are usually excellent exam-
ples of form following function.
Certainly everything about the New
York's front panel is easily under-
standable-well, almost everything.
Power -on and volume are handled
from the same knob; the power -off
setting is at the full left position. On
some head units you push the vol-
ume knob to switch power on or off,
which I prefer because it lets you
hold a particular volume setting.
But the New York does use the
knob's push and pull options: When
it's pushed in, it adjusts left/right
balance; when it's pulled out, it
adjusts the front/back fader. In ad-
dition, the volume knob has a good
ratchet feel as well as a detent for
the balance and fader controls. A
rather small concentric switch turns
the loudness compensation on or
off (it gives an 8 -dB boost at 60 Hz).
Bass and treble, adjusted by two
push -to -access knobs, have ± 14 -dB
ranges. I like this tone -control de-
sign, but the knobs are somewhat
crowded, and their smooth surfaces
don't help.

Two buttons are used to select

W11.11.1.11.111.11.11M1

radio bands. One button selects
from three banks of six FM presets
as well as a "travel bank" of the six
strongest stations (AM and FM) in
the reception area. The other button
selects between two banks of six AM

could
have been consolidated into one
button, in practice it's nice to have
two-you don't have to touch the
button as many times to find the
preset bank you want. Once a band
and bank are chosen, the six preset
stations are accessed by numbered
buttons. A station is stored by sim-
ply selecting a bank, tuning in the
station, then pressing and holding
one of the preset buttons. This is
much better than units that require
pressing a separate memory button
or other such nonsense.

A preset -scan button briefly plays
all preset stations in all of the FM or
AM banks. When the same button is
pressed and held for more than 2
seconds, the tuner automatically
stores the six strongest stations into
the travel bank-a great conve-
nience when you are traveling
through unfamiliar reception areas.

A button somewhat mysteriously
labeled "  m" is used to switch the
tuner between normal search sensi-
tivity, high search sensitivity, and
manual tuning. This is workable,
but it is somewhat clumsy to inte-
grate the sensitivity control with a
manual tuning mode.

A scan button is used to scan all

the receivable stations in the select-
ed band. The tuning control is a bi-
directional rocker switch. When ei-
ther side is pressed once, the tuner
moves to the next station in that
direction (or, in manual tuning, to
the next frequency). When the
switch is held the tuner speeds up or
down the band. To help tactile iden-
tification, the switch is sculpted-
one side curves in while the other
curves out.

All of these buttons are pretty self-
explanatory, but the HIFI button
may not be. Car radio design is pure
compromise; you can receive weak
signals cleanly or strong stations
with high fidelity, but not both.
Blaupunkt's HIFI button lets you
have it both ways. Under weak sig-
nal conditions, the HIFI mode
should be switched off, which acti-
vates noise -reduction and other
processing circuits to clean up the
signal. But with a strong signal you
should switch to the HIFI mode so
that these extra circuits are with-
drawn. For example, in the HIFI
mode there are no ceramic filters in
the signal
improves the reception fidelity of
strong signals.

The Blaupunkt New York uses a
disc cartridge to hold cD's. When a
cartridge is inserted, a power loader
pulls it into the player and opens a
sliding door so the laser pickup can
read the disc. If the unit is in tuner
mode, it automatically switches to
CD mode. To return to tuner mode,
you can eject the disc or press the
cD/tuner button. If you do the lat-
ter, the disc player obligingly goes
into pause mode and resumes where
you left off when the unit is
switched back to CD mode.

Selecting the CD mode alters the
function of several buttons. The six
tuner presets control a number of
CD functions, including a track -
program -memory function that is
unique in a car CD player. Se-
quences of up to sixteen tracks from
each of eighteen different discs can
be stored in memory. The player
recognizes each disc's identity from
its subcode and automatically plays
the programmed sequence. One of
the tuner preset buttons doubles as
a clear button.

The scan button plays each track
on a disc for about 10 seconds; if
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CAR STEREO

there is a programmed sequence,
tracks are scanned in that order.
The dual -sided rocker switch is used
for swift skipping in either direc-
tion. Another preset button doubles
as the play/pause button, and two
buttons provide audible, double -
speed search in either direction.

The New York's amber LCD
window gives comprehensive oper-
ating information. In tuner mode it
indicates the station frequency, ster-
eo reception, selected band, bank,
and preset, normal or high sensitivi-
ty, and manual -tuning mode. When
a CD is first inserted, the display
shows the total playing time and
number of tracks, then the elapsed
time and current track number. It
also indicates the status of the track
program memory and scan func-
tions.

Other illumination is generally
excellent. The illumination changes
between the tuner and CD modes:
The green -lighted preset numerals
change to red code letters. Two
quibbles: Buttons that are not oper-
ational in the CD mode should not
remain illuminated, and the CD
loading slot should be lighted.

As you might expect from a unit
called the New York, there is a com-
prehensive antitheft coding mecha-
nism. To program the system, you
enter a four -digit code of your
choice. After a power interruption,
the correct code must be entered
before the controls become opera-
tional. If a wrong code is entered,
you must wait 10 seconds to try

again. After four wrong tries, you
have to wait an hour. After another
sixteen unsuccessful attempts, the
display reads OFF, and internal
modification is required before the
unit will work again. Price: $900.
Blaupunkt, Dept. SR, P.O. Box
4601, N. Surburban, IL 60198.

Installation
When I installed the New York, it

was an easy task to pull out my
former head unit and slip the New
York's DIN -sized sleeve into the
dash, bending tabs to help secure it.
The unit can be removed from its
sleeve using a pair of handles. Three
mounting positions are possible:
horizontal and tilted upward either
22.5 or 45 degrees.

Power is supplied via a four -pin
connector. The tuner circuitry is
contained in a separate subchassis
that connects to the head unit; the
antenna input also attaches to the
subchassis (a right-angle adaptor is
thoughtfully included). Because
there are no user controls on the
tuner subchassis, it can be stuffed
anywhere inside the dashboard.

The New York comes with an
eight -pin IEC cable that makes it an
easy matter to connect it to an exter-
nal amplifier or equalizer with a
DIN input. If your downstream
equipment cannot accept a DIN
connection, a DIN-to-phono adap-
tor is also included. Finally, the
New York can also be connected to
a cassette deck with an optional
interface.

LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS

0 Tuner Section (all figures for FM
only except frequency response)

Usable sensitivity (mono): 13.4 dBf
50 -dB quieting sensitivity: 12.8 dBf

in mono; unmeasurable in stereo
Harmonic distortion (THD + noise

at 65 dBf): 0.36% in mono,
0.44% in stereo

Channel separation (at 1,000 Hz,
65 dBf): 39.3 dB in HIFI mode

AM rejection: 72.9 dB at 65 dBf
Capture ratio: 3.1 dB at 65 dBf
Selectivity: adjacent -channel, 27.6

dB: alternate -channel
unmeasurable

Image rejection: 77.6 dB
Frequency response (referred to

1,000 Hz): FM, 30 to 15,000 Hz

+0.3, -3.5 dB: AM, 30 to 3,000
Hz +0.2, -9.8 dB

EICD Section
Frequency response (20 to 20,000

H/): +0.3 dB, -0.6 dB
Channel separation: 79.5 dB at

1,000 Hz, 65.6 dB at 20,000 Hz
Dynamic range (A -weighted):

91.3 dB
Signal-to-noise ratio (A -weighted,

referred to 0 dB): 92.0 dB
Distortion CI HD + noise at 1,000

Hz): 0.006% at 0 dB, 0.05% at
-20 dB

Defect tracking: tracked 1,500 -
micrometer defects on Pierre
Verany #2 test disc

Road Tests
Over the months, I have grown

quite familiar with the New York's
roadworthiness. I can categorically
state that it is the best -performing
CD tuner I've used in terms of both
its radio and its CD player.

Under strong signal conditions,
with the HIFI mode switched in,
reception is simply phenomenal.
With high -cut filters, dynamic noise
suppression, blending circuits, and
other necessities of weak -signal re-
ception stripped from the signal
path, broadcast programs come in
loud and clear. Of course, this
"straight wire" approach leads to
degradation under weak signal con-
ditions. With the HIFI mode
switched out, however, the New
York's tuner is still among the best
available. The AM section also de-
serves thumbs -up.

The CD player is topnotch as well.
It uses a three -beam pickup and
double-oversampling filters to re-
produce discs with very high fideli-
ty. Frankly, some car CD players are
quite similar to portable models in
that some corner -cutting takes
place, especially in the audio output
stages. There is none of that in the
New York; its Co player is in the
same league as good home players,
with unmistakable clarity and trans-
parency. In particular, transient ma-
terial is well reproduced. Still, my
Porsche is a noisy machine, often
obscuring soft musical passages,
and I feel that a switchable (or
adjustable) compression circuit
would be a big plus for future ver-
sions of the New York.

The CD player is absolutely secure
in its tracking despite road shocks.
Whether it is the added mass of the
disc cartridge or simply a well-
designed suspension that's responsi-
ble, I don't know. If you still think
CD's have no place in the car
because of skipping problems,
you're wrong.

Clearly, Blaupunkt's New York
SCD 08 is at the top of its class.
Indeed, it sets a new standard for
car audio electronics. Until Blau-
punkt or a competitor manages to
invent a superior product, the New
York will remain in my dashboard,
ready to challenge all comers.
Circle 139 on reader service card
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33,868,800
times per second.

That's
new

technolo

The most remarkable breakthrough in digital
technology since the introduction of compact disc
players. That's 3D Bit StreamTM, only from
Harman Kardon.
3D Bit Stream turns digital data into musical
experience at 33,868,800 times per second.
(100 times faster than conventional CD players.)

TM

v. 4 BIT STREA

The 3D Bit Stream CD players offer unsurpassed
linearity, low-level accuracy, and freedom from
phase irregularities. Or, quite simply, 3D Bit
Stream lets the music flow.

harman, kardon
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Amore
musical

experience
That's

Harman Kardon.

From the delicate sound of a classical Spanish
guitar to the driving rhythm of a bass, 3D Bit
Stream captures all the dynamics, dimension, and
drama of a live performance.
That's Harman Kardon. Pioneering new technol-
ogy for people who love music: the world's first
high fidelity receiver. The first cassette deck to
incorporate Dolby*. The introduction of the active
tracking tuner.
Harman Kardon has a history of firsts. Now
including bit stream technology and totally
discrete analog circuitry in compact disc players:
Bring your favorite music to your local
Harman Kardon dealer. Listen. And enjoy a truly
musical experience.

Also ask for a detailed explanation of 3D Bit
Stream, or write: Harman Kardon, Engineering
Dept., 240 Crossways Park West, Woodbury,
NY 11797.

harman kardon
II A Harman International Company

* Registered trademark of Dolby Laboratories.



The language of high

fidelity - the second

1118 series 011

the basics of audio.

BV IAN G.MASTERS

WE buy what we buy for a
lot of different reasons.
Cars are sold primarily
on the reputations of

their makers, but we also consider
price and things like color and stan-
dard features. We choose refrigera-
tors mainly by size, cameras mainly
for ease of operation. Certainly
most of us look for some assurance
of quality in any of those, but only a
few of us look very deeply into the
actual engineering of them.

Not so with stereo equipment.
High-fidelity enthusiasts have tradi-
tionally subordinated other consid-
erations to those of technical per-
formance, real or perceived. Looks
and size and price and brand name
all have their place, of course, but
none of them is decisive when it
comes to making a buying choice.
From the beginning, therefore, a vo-
cabulary was needed to describe the
specific attributes of audio compo-
nents, and terminology borrowed
more or less intact from the field of
electrical engineering came to be ap-
plied to sound equipment. Early au-
diophiles, who were as likely to
build their equipment as to buy it,
were usually technically literate
hobbyists for whom such engineer-

\

ing terms held little mystery. Also,
as with all types of jargon, there was
undoubtedly a sort of fellow -feeling
among the users of this technical
language, a way of distinguishing
themselves from "outsiders."

As hi-fi grew popular, however,
more and more "outsiders" were
introduced to the subject, and in
some quarters there was a tendency
to discuss sound quality in such
nontechnical terms as "depth,"
"clarity," "smoothness," "tight-
ness," and so forth, terms that are
still used by some people to describe
equipment performance. But they
are imprecise: How clear is "clear"?
How bright is "bright"? To avoid
this vagueness, most of the audio
world correlates the sonic character
of a piece of equipment with its
technical performance; if a compo-
nent behaves itself electrically, the
theory goes, it will sound good.

While there are those who would
dispute this assumption, it has re-
sulted in the continued use of engi-
neering language to describe audio
performance. By and large, the tech-
nical terms employed have accepted
definitions, so they mean the same
things to whoever uses them.
Whether or not a given level of per-
formance, expressed in engineering
terms, is good or bad can be argued
indefinitely-how high the fidelity
must be to constitute "high fidelity"
will always be open to reinterpreta-
tion. Nor does everyone always
agree on the correct way to measure
any particular aspect of perform-
ance. But at least most of us are
talking the same language.

Faithful to What?
Central to the whole field of

sound reproduction is the notion of
fidelity, from the Latin word for
"faithful." Before there were record-
ings, music was always performed
and listened to in the same acoustic
environment. Symphonies were
written to be played in large spaces,
and the acoustics are an integral
part of the music. Jazz, on the other
hand, is usually performed in small-
er areas, but there, too, the am-
bience is part of the musical experi-
ence. The nominal aim of sound -
reproduction equipment in the
home, therefore, is to re-create as
closely as possible the aural impres-
sion of attending a live perform-
ance. "Concert -hall realism" has
been the touchstone ever since
sound started to be recorded.

In reality, it's an impossible goal.
The overall sound of an orchestra in
a concert hall, for instance, is made
up of a complex blending of the
direct sound from the instruments
themselves with numerous reflec-
tions off the walls, floor, and ceil-
ings. The size, shape, and furnish-
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ings of the hall all determine the
nature of these reflections. No two
halls are physically identical, so no
two sound exactly alike. Other fac-
tors affecting sonic character at any
given time are the position of the
orchestra and the number of people
in the hall, both of which are usually
quite different in a recording ses-
sion than during a live perform-
ance. Finally, no two positions in
the hall are exactly the same dis-
tance from the individual musicians
or the reflecting surfaces, so every
point has its own distinctive acous-
tic characteristics; where you sit
during a concert, or where an engi-
neer chooses to place his micro-
phones while recording, will have a
significant effect on the sound. So
even a perfect system could only
have perfect "fidelity" to the sound
in a specific location in a particular
hall on one unique occasion.

When it comes to other sorts of
music, the question of fidelity is
more complicated. Popular music,
rock, country, and jazz are all typi-
cally recorded in contrived environ-
ments where the natural acoustics
have been deliberately suppressed.
Any sense of "space" included in
such recordings is artificially added
by electronic or mechanical means.
Similarly, the use of multiple micro-
phones-sometimes several for one
instrument-means that there is no
natural sonic point of view; spatial
relationships between instruments
are created in the control room. In
the most complicated productions,
the various elements are recorded
on different tracks at different
times-occasionally even in differ-
ent studios-to be mixed later. And
some sounds, like synthesizers and
electronic instruments, are totally
artificial.

In such recordings, the producer's
creative intent, rather than an ac-
tual performance, is the controlling
factor as a number of elements are
brought together in the final mixing
stage. The "sound" that results
from this rather arbitrary process is
further influenced by the conditions
under which the producer makes his
choices. The acoustics of the mixing
room and the characteristics of the
speakers used there both contribute
to artistic decisions, and neither will
be exactly the same as those in the
rooms of the ultimate listeners.

A Single Signal
Every musical instrument pro-

duces sound made up of two parts:
one part is the fundamental note it is
playing, determining its pitch, and
the other is a series of mathemati-
cally related harmonics, or over-
tones, of that note, which give the
instrument its particular character
or timbre. When the instrument is
played, its complex sound wave ra-
diates outward in a series of varia-
tions in air pressure, or compres-

sions and rarefactions, bouncing off
or being absorbed by anything that
gets in its way, until its energy is
finally used up. An orchestra con-
sists of many such complex sound
sources, each radiating its own wave
pattern, each with a different point
of origin. As all these sound waves
meet, they influence each other.

The interaction of all these waves,
both direct and reflected, is extraor-
dinarily complex, but at any mo-
ment at any given point within the
acoustic space, there is only one
pressure level: the sum of all the
sound waves reaching that point at
that instant. The combination of
reinforcement and cancellation of
the different frequencies at that
point produces an extremely com-
plicated pressure pattern over time,
but if an eardrum happens to inter-
cept it, the human brain has no
trouble sorting out all the elements
into the sounds of individual instru-
ments. A microphone placed at the

same point will convert the pressure
variations into a constantly chang-
ing electrical signal; when this is
reconverted into pressure waves by
a loudspeaker, we are still able to
identify violins, oboes, human
voices, and so forth, even though
they have all been combined into a
single electrical signal.

This combination of sound infor-
mation from many sources need not
happen acoustically at the location
of the microphone. Signals from
two or more microphones or other
audio sources can be mixed electri-
cally with the same result. When we
hear the finished product we are still
able to pick out the individual
instruments.

In a real acoustic space, the pat-
tern of sound is never the same at
any two points; the various waves
arrive at slightly different times and
with slightly different intensities.
Because our ears are spaced a few
inches apart, we can use these differ-
ences to hear a spacious, three-
dimensional sound and to locate
specific sound sources. The use of
two or more independent channels
in a stereo system allows us to hear
some of this information in the
home.

The Shape of Audio
The pattern, real or simulated, of

air -pressure variations over time at
a given point is known as a wave-
form. A waveform can be turned
into electricity by a microphone, in-
creased in magnitude by an ampli-
fier, combined with other signals to
make new waveforms, stored physi-
cally or magnetically, and ultimate-
ly turned back into sound by a loud-
speaker. At any point along the way,
a waveform should be exactly the
same shape as when it was created;
any variation is distortion. Ideally,
in reproducing a waveform an au-
dio system will add nothing, sub-
tract nothing, and change nothing.
To the extent that it can achieve
this-and the component that ex-
hibits no distortion whatsoever has
yet to be built-the equipment is
said to be neutral or accurate or,
technically, linear.

The most basic requirement for a
modern audio system is that it be
able to reproduce everything we can
hear. The human ear is sensitive to
a fairly wide range of frequencies,
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OK,THE ALPINE 1903
CD PLAYER DOES

SKIP ON OCCASION.
But it may take an act of God.
Because within the Alpine 7903

FM/AM/CD player lie features that reach
new limits in CD tracking. A floating air -
damped transport, lighter laser sled, and
a solid, die-cast chassis offer immunity
from life's unexpected bumps.

Realizing that obstacles in digital
perfection are not solely environmental,
the 7903 also offers 4 -times oversampling,
dual D/A converters and advanced error
correction circuitry.

There can be no doubt the Alpine

7903 is the most technologically advanced
removable CD player on the road.

And there has never been a better
time to buy one. Because now, your author-
ized Alpine dealer is having a Factory
Authorized Sale on the 7903. An occasion
you can't afford to skip.

ALPINE
Car Audio Systomi

FACTORY AUTHORIZED SALE THROUGH DECEMBER 31.
c 1989 Alpine Electrnie, ,1 America, Inc. 1411-15(iraintrcy . lorrance, H,.,
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which are measured in hertz (abbre-
viated Hz). A 1 -Hz sound is a com-
plete compression/rarefaction cy-
cle-or its electrical equivalent-
that takes 1 second. Most of us can
hear sounds as low as 16 Hz or so
(sixteen cycles each second); below
that we tend to feel the vibrations.
At the other end of the scale, most
healthy adults can hear as high as
16,000 Hz (often expressed as 16
kilohertz, or kHz); many children
can hear frequencies higher than
that, but our ability to do so usually
lessens with age. The frequency
spread of 16 to 16,000 Hz is some-
times called the audible spectrum.

The frequencies a piece of audio
equipment can handle with some
degree of ease are expressed as its
frequency range or bandwidth. It's
important that the equipment not
only be able to deal with all frequen-
cies in the audible spectrum, but
that it do so impartially, neither
emphasizing nor attenuating any of
them. The measure of this ability is
its frequency response, which is
stated in two parts: a frequency
range and a measure of the varia-
tion in sensitivity across that
range.

A component's output at all fre-
quencies, assuming a constant in-
put, is usually plotted on a graph
with the frequency on the horizon-
tal axis and the output level on the
vertical axis. The ideal response is a
perfectly straight line, indicating
that the equipment is equally sensi-
tive over the entire spectrum. In
such a case, the response is said to
be flat. Few components have truly
flat response, however, so the sec-
ond part of the frequency -response
measurement states the amount of
deviation from the ideal straight
line (although not usually called dis-
tortion, such deviations are nev-
ertheless a form of it).

The amount of deviation from
flat response is expressed in decibels
(dB). Decibels are not units, like
inches or watts; rather, a decibel
measurement expresses a ratio be-
tween the levels of two signals. (A
decibel is actually one -tenth of a bel,
which was named after Alexander
Graham Bell.) It turns out that 1 dB
is about the smallest level difference
that the average person can detect
as such. Human perception of loud-
ness operates on a sort of sliding

scale, requiring relatively large
changes in acoustic power (sound
pressure) to cause quite small ap-
parent changes in loudness. The de-
cibel scale, therefore, is logarithmic
rather than linear to correspond
roughly to the way we hear and to
keep the numbers manageable
(otherwise a level difference of, say,
60 dB would have to be expressed as
a ratio of 1,000,000 to I).

The effect of changes in the elec-
trical power from an amplifier is
also logarithmic. An increase in

loudness of 3 dB requires twice the
power from an audio amplifier,
though the change is barely audible
(by the same token, a drop of 3 dB
requires half the power). Doubling
the perceived loudness would mean
a level increase of 10 dB, requiring
ten times the amplifier power.

In the past, 3 dB was considered
an acceptable response variation, so
frequency response was often speci-
fied as being "within 3 dB" (or "± 3
dB"). Such a specification means
that nowhere in the stated frequen-
cy range did the sensitivity vary by
more than 3 dB up or down,
although in practice the range was
usually determined by the point at
each end where response dropped
by 3 do, the extremes being the
hardest part of the spectrum at
which to maintain flat response.
Nonetheless, most people can hear
the effects of considerably smaller
response variations-sometimes as

little as a fraction of a decibel. In
recognition of that, and because the
technology has improved, many
components are now specified to
closer tolerances -1 dB or less-
although some manufacturers omit
the decibel figure altogether when
dealing with the more "difficult"
components such as speakers.

It has become a modern conven-
tion to express the frequency re-
sponse of most hi-fi equipment in
terms of variations over the range
from 20 to 20,000 Hz (or 20 kHz).
This range, called the audio spec-
trum, gives a comfortable margin at
the high end and also represents
roughly ten musical octaves-
there's a certain tidiness about it.
Within that range, the spectrum is
usually divided roughly into three
sections: The low -frequency or bass
region extends up to about 200 Hz;
the midrange goes from there to per-
haps 1,000 Hz; the high -frequency
range extends from there to above
audibility. These figures are approx-
imations-the limits of the ranges
have not been defined exactly.

Uninvited Guests
Problems in frequency response

distort a waveform by altering the
relationships between its elements.
Other forms of distortion actually
add unwanted information. Some
equipment, for example, generates
tones that are mathematically re-
lated to those of the music; like
musical instruments, they produce
overtones, and the result is har-
monic distortion. Because it is pro-
duced in much the same way as nat-
ural harmonics, harmonic distor-
tion is often masked by the music
itself and so is not always audible.
Still, it is common, and it is usually
measured as total harmonic distor-
tion, or THD, which is the percent-
age of a component's output made
up of such extraneous material.
More objectionable is intermodula-
tion distortion, or Inf, which is
caused by two or more frequencies
in the original signal "beating" to-
gether to create new signal compo-
nents at frequencies equivalent to
the sum and difference of the origi-
nals. These IM components usually
have no musical relationship to the
program material and hence arc
more easily heard than harmonic
distortion. Like THD, IM is ex -
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pressed as a percentage of the total
output signal.

Another form of intrusive materi-
al-again a type of distortion, al-
though it's usually not called that-
is noise. Virtually all active compo-
nents, as opposed to passive equip-
ment such as speakers and head-
phones, generate a certain amount
of residual (background) noise, al-
though they differ widely in how
much. Tape decks and FM tuners
are notoriously noisy, while ampli-
fiers and the like rarely exhibit audi-
ble noise (although it is still there,
and measurable). Audio noise
comes in two main forms: high -fre-
quency hiss, which is an unavoid-
able byproduct of the reproduction
system itself, and 60 -Hz hum, which
is induced by the substantial elec-
tromagnetic fields caused by house
current. Audible hum usually indi-
cates a fault either in the compo-
nents or the wiring between them.

In the case of both hiss and hum,
the extent of the noise is expressed
in decibels referred to a specific pro-
gram level, usually the maximum
output of the device. This signal-to-
noise ratio, or S/N, is important
because noise, like other forms of
distortion, is cumulative through-
out an audio system. Several com-
ponents used together may be fairly
noisy even if their individual noise
levels are below audibility.

One form of distortion that alters
a waveform without adding any-
thing to it is phase shift. The time it
takes for a signal to pass through a
piece of audio equipment should be
the same no matter what its fre-
quency; in reality, some compo-
nents process some frequencies fast-
er than others, which can alter the
shape of the output waveform. In
most cases, as with compact disc
players, the phase shift is small
enough and at high enough frequen-
cies to be inaudible; with others,
like speakers, the effect may be
more significant. Phase shift is rare-
ly specified; when it is, it is ex-
pressed in degrees. A 360 -degree
phase shift is a delay of a complete
cycle at the frequency in question,
and a 90 -degree shift is a quarter of
a cycle.

Beyond Distortion
Phase has other meanings as well.

An audio signal is a form of alter-

nating current whose positive and
negative elements correspond to the
compressions and rarefactions of air
in live sound. Unlike the alternating
current that comes from the wall
socket in your home, however, an
audio signal is not symmetrical: The
negative portion is not a mirror
image of the positive one. There-
fore, some audiophiles believe that
the absolute phase, or polarity, of
the signal is important: What was a
compression in the original per-
formance should also be a compres-
sion when we listen to it at home.
There is little evidence that polarity
actually makes an audible differ-
ence, and in any case there is usual-
ly no way to determine the absolute
phase of the original sound a record-
ing derives from, but a few audio
manufacturers do include phase -
reversal or polarity switches for
those who believe that absolute
phase is important.

There's no argument, however,
that relative phase is important. A
live sound produced directly in
front of a listener arrives at both his
ears simultaneously; identical infor-
mation from both ears is the clue
our brains need to tell us that the
source is front and center. Slight
variations between the ears in inten-
sity and time of arrival, in turn,
place other sounds to the right or
the left, a process called imaging. In
a stereo system, the illusion of posi-
tion is achieved the same way. If a
person is sitting in the correct posi-
tion, an identical signal coming
from both speakers should sound as
if it were directly ahead of him. But
this only works if both speakers are
producing compressions at the
same time-if they are in phase. If
the polarity of one channel is re-
versed relative to that of the other,
the system is out of phase, which
makes proper imaging virtually im-
possible. Also, if a system is out of
phase certain frequencies, particu-
larly low ones, will tend to cancel
out, producing a very irregular fre-
quency response. Phase reversal can
occur anywhere in the stereo chain,
but it typically crops up in the link
between amplifier and speakers.
The cure is to reverse the polarity of
one speaker.

Imaging is also affected by cross-
talk, the leakage of signal from one
stereo channel into another. Our

ability to pinpoint the positions of
various instruments across the
sound "stage" and to derive a sense
of sonic spaciousness depends on
the presence of different informa-
tion in the two channels. Total
crosstalk, where the two signals are
blended completely, is the same as
mono, which sounds as if the music
is all coming from a single point
between the speakers. Crosstalk is
expressed in decibels as channel
separation, the amount one chan-
nel's signal is attenuated in the oth-
er. A typical separation figure might
be 60 dB, which means that there is
some right -channel information in
the left channel but that it is 60 dB
quieter than the desired signal.
Tests have indicated that a separa-
tion of as little as 20 dB is enough
for proper imaging, although most
audio equipment does far better
than that.

One last general term should be
noted, which applies only to equip-
ment containing motors: turntables
and tape decks. For proper repro-
duction of recorded sound, it is vital
that mechanical devices operate at
the correct speed, or musical pitch
will be affected. Equally important
is that such devices rotate a disc or
pull a tape very smoothly. Speed
irregularities caused by eccentrici-
ties in machined parts or by friction
are known as wow and flutter. Wow
refers to slow variations and flutter
to fast ones, but the point at which
wow becomes flutter has never real-
ly been defined. Both are very audi-
ble, wow as a distinct wavering of
pitch, flutter as a sort of "under-
water" or "honky-tonk" sound. The
two are usually specified together as
the average percentage deviation
from the proper speed. A deviation
on the order of 0.15 percent is easily
audible, and 0.05 percent is usually
undetectable; most equipment falls
somewhere between these figures.

Compact disc players are almost
immune to such speed problems
even though they are mechanical in
part. The digital data read from the
disc is briefly stored in the player
and then released at precisely the
correct rate, the rate at which the
sound was originally sampled. 0

NEXT MONTH: More on the inner
workings of CD players and the other
devices for playing recordings.
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Philips

Compact Disc Player

LHH U00

Elhe Philips Reference Series

LHH 1000 is now the standard

by which other compact disc

players will be measured.
Other companies may claim

state-of-the-art technology

but the world's most particular

audiophiles-Philips engi-
neers-have achieved it, de-

signing a technological mas-

terpiece that is as pure and

complete as anyMozart sonata.

A limited edition-and in

strictly limited quantities-

the Philips LHH 1000 says

much about the people who

designed the system and the

discerning buyer. It says only

the best will do...only a
level of excellence attained

after years of dedication to

achieving the finest musical

reproduction possible.

Every component of the

Philips LHH 1000 is hand

chosen for maximum perform-

ance. At the heart of the sep-

arate digital -to -analog conver-

ter and digital filter are special

Select Grade TDA-1541 "AS -l"

chips with four times oversam-

pling that realize a startling

15.75 bits of resolution from the

16 bits available in the compact

disc format. The highest reso-

lution yet achieved in compact

disc. Linearity error and distor-

tion barely register. In fact, ail

specifications are where you

would expect them to be-at

the top of their class.

The separate transport sec-

tion features the professional

quality, broadcast standard

Philips CDM-1 mechanism

made of die cast aluminum

alloy. An extremely accurate

single beam laser pickup floats

on a Radialinear swinging arm

that improves tracking abil-

ity and offers faster track -to -

track access times. And, of

course, the LHH 1000 has

the renowned Philips Favorite

Track Selection (FTS) system

to program your entire CD

collection.

Connections between the

Reference Compact Disc Player

System (DAC and transport)

can be made with coaxial or

optical fiber cable with dia-

mond polished connectors.

This ensures 100 percent error

free transmission of digital

data, resulting in truly lifelike,

distortion -free sound.

The utmost thought and

care went into every aspect of

the LHH 1000. There are no

plastic parts anywhere in the

chassis assembly. The elegant

looks belie durable and rug-

ged construction that is second

to none.

A sophisticated Learning

Type Universal remote control

is capable of learning 150 func-

tions from other remotes. LCD

readouts complements the

system to provide complete

fingertip control of this state-of-

the-art CD player.

There is no question: the

Philips LHH 1000 has set the

gold standard for CD tech-

nology. It is the finest compact

disc player currently avail-

able, for people with no toler-

ance for imperfection.





Philips

Compact Disc Player

CD 960

A signal-to-noise ratio of 100

dB. Dynamic range of % dB.

Channel separation greater

than 100 dB. These are just a

few of the superb specifica-

tions of the Philips CD 960

compact disc player, a player

that offers audiophile -quality

sound for the most demand-

ing listener.

From its elegant design to

the superior chip architecture

of the digital -to -analog con-

verter, the CD 960 is truly

world class. Philips, the inven-

tor of the compact disc, has

been constantly refining CD

technology. The specially -selec-

ted high -resolution version of

the acclaimed TDA 1541-A

dual 16 -bit converter chip

incorporated into the CD 960

is the culmination of those

efforts. Coupled with a digital

filter with four times over -

sampling that effectively
eliminates any unwanted
ultra -sonic noise, the CD 960

is a compact disc player that

will become the centerpiece of

your audio system.

Complementing the sophis-

ticated digital engineering is

superior analog circuitry in-

cluding third -order Bessel fil-

ters, "Elna Cerafine" ceramic

powder capacitors and four

separate power supplies to

eliminate unwanted interfer-

ence. And all circuits are
mounted on a massive, 4.4

pound nonresonant, die-cast

alloy chassis. Even the disc

transport is die-cast alum-

inum alloy guaranteeing the

single beam, broadcast -qual-

ity CDM-1 laser pick-up will

track accurately and quickly

with fast track access averag-

ing less than one second!

Simple to operate-with a

full -function remote-the
Philips CD 960 has won acco-

lades from the enthusiast press

around the world. The CD 960

is a superior example of the art

of musical engineering, one

that could only come from the

originator of digital audio.
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The jog shuttle dial and LCD readout only hint at the advanced capabilities

of the CDV 488's remote control. Not only can it provide frame -by -frame, noise -

free slow motion at variable speeds, the handheld unit can also learn" the

functions of other remotes in your AlV system, making it the only remote

you'll need.



Philips

CD Video Player

CDV 488

elompact Disc Video...the

finest picture possible and

pristine digital sound. The

new Philips CDV 488 can play

every optical disc format, from

CD -3s to standard 5 -inch CDs

as well as full-length feature

films on 12 -inch CD LDs. And

the Philips CD Video player is

the first to handle the new

8 -inch LD single... all without

the need for adaptors. This

ability to offer all forms of

music and movies at the
highest possible quality levels.

Video specifications of the

combination player are a scin-

tillating 440 lines of horizontal

resolution. This translates to

a picture finer by far than that

of any VCR. Another Philips

exclusive is a proprietary high

resolution Y/C processor

developed for the CDV 488. It

divides the disc's composite

video signals into separate

luminance (Y) and chromi-

nance (C) signals, then routes

the two through the S -con-

nector out to a high quality TV

monitorlreceiver. Colors are

purer... images more lifelike

...interference artifacts virtu-

ally eliminated. Video at its

best. And a wealth of software

is available to see and hear.

Over 2,500 movies and con-

certs are on disc with dozens

of new releases every month.

Along with the best resolu-

tion figures of any video for-

mat, the CDV 488 offers the

viewer special nonpareil
effects. The jog shuttle dial on

the infrared remote delivers

rock -solid still frames in for-

ward and reverse motion due

to an 8 -bit digital memory. The

dial even allows for variable

speed forward and reverse

scanning. Other special effects

include mosaics and strobes.

Along with the finest video

image, the CDV 488 has the

state-of-the-art audio specif-

ications one expects from the

inventor of the compact disc.

Signal-to-noise ratio is greater

than 100 dB. Dynamic range

and channel separation more

than 96 dB. The CDV 488

utilizes Philips' top quality

"Select Grade" TDA 1541

"AS -1" dual digital -to -analog

converter chip and a digital fil-

ter with four times oversam-

pling. This translates to a real

resolution of more than 15.75

bits out of the maximum pos-

sible 16 in the digital audio for-

mat, a superlative achievement.

For those who want the

finest in sight and sound in

one machine the answer-is

Philips CDV 488.

Advanced digital technology

allows the CDV 488's remote

control jog shuttle dial to fast

forward at up to 10x speed or

capture noiseless "stills" one

frame at a time.

From hit singles to hit movies,

the CDV 488 can play all optical

discs without adaptors and is

the first to accommodate the

new 8 -inch LD single.

The CDV 488's remote control

can learn the functions of 10 A/V

components and the easy -to -

read LCD display highlights

all important operations.



Philips Consumer Electronics Company
A Division of North American Philips Corporation

Compact Disc Players LHH1000 CD960 CD880
FREQUENCY RESPONSE

PHASE LINEARITY

SIGNAL 10 NOISE RATIO

20-20,000 Hz+ - .01 db 20-20,000 Hz+ -.01 db 20-20,000 Hz + -.01 db

+ -.2 degrees + -.2 degrees + -.2 degrees
>101 db >101 db >101 db

DYNAMIC RANGE >% db >%db >%db
CHANNEL SEPARATION >100 db >100 db >100 db
TOTAL HARMONIC DISTORTION <.0015% at 1 kHz <.0015% at 1 kHz <.002% at 1 kHz
ULTRASONIC NOISE REJECTION >60db >60db >60db
ANALOG OUTPUT LEVEL

ANALOG OUTPUT LEVEL, FIXED

ANALOG OUTPUT LEVEL, VARIABLE

DIMENSIONS LHH-1001 TRANSPORT (APPROX.)

2V RMS, typical 1 kHz, all bits on 2V RMS, typical 1 kHz, all bits on

1774. W, 43 H, 133 D

2V RMS, typical 1 kHz, all bits on

2V RMS, 64 steps of 1 db

LHH-1002 DIA CONVERTER (APPROX.) as above

WEIGHT, COMBINED (APPROXIMATE) 62 lbs.

RC -5 remote control compatible

DIMENSIONS (APPROXIMATE)

RC -5 remote control compatible RC -5 remote control compatible

163 W, H, 15r D 163 W, H, 143T D
WEIGHT (APPROXIMATE) 21 lbs. 22 lbs.

Philips of the Netherlands is one of the
largest electronics companies in the world.

With our vast research and development facilities,
we have long had a commitment to leadership

in consumer electronics that few, if any, can match.
Philips literally wrote the book on

compact disc technology and is setting
the standards for improved definition television

and other emerging technologies such as HDTV.
To audition the compact disc players features here,

or to experience any of our select group
of audio and video components visit your nearest

Philips audio specialist.

WORLD (.,LASS TECHNOLOGY. EUROPEAN EXCELLENCE.

PHILIPS



NOTHING'S MORE EXCITING THAN
BUYING THE BEST.

FR9130 Audio/Video Receiver
To optimize and control your
entire home entertainment
system.

DFA1000 Dig :rl Ampli!ier
Maximum poser for th. he ,t
musical reprmtuction.

CD,I4-18 Compact Disc
Videof laver
State -el- the -art sight amdb%I.-1.1.,
sound in one machine.

31<91 Improved
4iri:_onTelevision -

Awa-d-winning techr :logy in
31 -inch table design

CPK815 Camcorder
111 Top -of -the -line Super VHSor model.

N4....pmer
lit

VR6995 ./CG
Advanczcl elgirieerirg, state -

111111111111111

11111111WISEr

LHH1000
Compact Dis:S}stem
The finest atei1eble, and a
limited editio-r.

_ 'fi31585 Speakers
Aevanced techr il*y in
3 -way floor-starc irg, models.

EXCEPT WINNING IT!
=made the top -Err -the -line, state -._.f -the -art, hies- hc me en:ertzinment s!stem you can get - rigkt i t yota home! Phillips
makes it, you car vin it in the Phi: ps "Win the 3est'" Sweep -stakes: The lucky winner will e7..-peri2-tze and enjoy the
excLement of owr ing A /V compor_ents that set world atErdards for tecl-nological development.

GF.AND PRIZE (1): The comFlete system pictured
abcue. An audio.videopkile's dream came trte.

SEZOND PRIZE (10): Top -of -the -fine Super VHS
ca:mcorder for 10 licky winners.

THIRD PRIZE (300): Philips nrLgs - for Lse a- come or
at work . . . a visible way to show 7311 know tie best.

To en-er the Philips ' Win 112 Res:" Sweepstakes, cDmple
the at -ached entry card anc lake it t3 the display cot.nter at
your participating Philips retailer. Be sure to checic cample
rules and details on tne back of the enty card. For dealer
locations, call the toll -free E.03 number on the card Then
cross your fingers and hope 'or trse

WC3ID-CLASS TECHNO-1.-.7,Y. EUROPEAN EXCELLENCE.

PHILIPS
C 1989 Relies Consumes E ec- roma Company A )neon of North Amerc31. Mhos Comporaton



SIGNALS

STEREO To Go
by Ken C. Pohbno

FivE-speed manual transmis-
sion, four -cylinder in -line
twin -cam sixteen -valve 2.0 -
liter engine, turbocharger

and air-cooled intercooler, Mac-
Pherson struts front and rear, 200
horsepower at 6,000 rpm, 200 foot-
pounds of torque at 3,200 rpm-
those are some of the equipment
and performance specifications for
the 1990 Celica All-Trac Turbo.
You would expect high-tech gear
like that in an all -wheel -drive sports
car from Toyota.

Ten independently located loud-
speakers, including two biamplified
8 -inch subwoofers, six -channel
power amplifier (220 watts max),
five -point fixed parametric equali-
zation, diversity -reception FM tuner
with two antennas, autoreverse cas-
sette deck, full security lock -out,
and compact disc player with four-
times-oversampling digital filter-
that's also some of the high-tech
equipment in the 1990 Celica. Sur-
prised that an automotive manufac-
turer would provide such a sophisti-
cated sound system? Don't be.
Some of the spiffy -looking cars you
see roaring down the road may have
better audio systems than you've
got at home.

Traditionally, car makers have of-
fered audio systems whose perform-
ance came up short when compared
with components offered in the af-
termarket. If you wanted really
good sound, the first step was re-
moval of the factory system. But
over time the car makers have real-
ized that inadequate factory sound
systems are a big mistake. It is their
job to provide the customer with all
the amenities he demands, and
many car buyers demand a high -
quality audio system. Offering a
good factory sound system helps
satisfy the customers, and that reali-
zation has led to a renaissance in
factory car stereo.

Car audio has become a big busi-
ness-really big. Americans spent
$800 million on car stereo in 1979,
but that's just peanuts compared
with the estimated $5.25 billion
we'll spend in 1989-almost as

much as on our home stereo sys-
tems. We spent an average of only
$230 on our cars' factory sound sys-
tems in 1985, but the average in-
vestment has risen to $400 in 1989.
(Still, today's average aftermarket
system costs $500.) Because of the
great number of cars sold, car mak-
ers have become major
players in audio. For example,
car makers sold 3.7 million
cassette decks in the U.S. last
year, and it's been predicted
that they will reach annual
sales of more than one million
car CD players by 1992. Ford
alone earned nearly $900 mil-
lion from audio sales in 1988.
Other auto manufacturers
have come on strong too. Car

size, shape, angle, and placement of
speakers. The factory can employ
computer analysis of a car's acous-
tics-including the effects of struc-
tural resonances, seating positions,
interior materials, exterior noise,
and other parameters-in order to
optimize audio performance.

makers controlled 30 percent
of the car audio market in 1978; in
1988 they controlled 70 percent.

To pump up the bottom line even
more, car makers are designing
high -end sound systems for their
new cars that have features specifi-
cally chosen to attract certain
buyers. For example, the target
buyer of the Celica
around thirty-three years old, who
earns about $42,000 and is single
more likely than not (All-Trac
buyers differ considerably). Accord-
ing to market surveys, she likes a
sporty car and in all likelihood likes
music as well, but she probably isn't
into audio hardware and may not
feel comfortable choosing an after -
market system. Enter Toyota with
its ten -speaker high -end sound sys-
tem, ready to provide a little cus-
tomer satisfaction. One listen to this
system, custom tuned and powered
for loud listening levels, the way the
target buyer likes it, and every-
body's happy.

Well, almost everybody. The af-
termarket has steadily lost ground
to the car makers because the car
makers have an advantage. The af-
termarket audio manufacturers can
make audio components whose
quality is beyond reproach, but inte-
grating them into a vehicle often
requires compromises. Car makers
can design the cars and their sound
systems together (ironically, often
employing the expertise of after -
market audio companies). They are
able to tailor a vehicle's basic interi-
or structure with an eye toward the

Components for the near lOyota Celica

Today, car makers are designing
their cars specifically with audio in
mind. For example, the Celica's rear
body structure was actually de-
signed around the rear loudspeaker
enclosures. Other parts of the car
were highly modified to improve
audio response. The front -door trim
panels, fitted with special seals
around the entire periphery, are
nonresonant, providing a 35 -liter
enclosure for the subwoofers and
improving their bass response by
10 dB.

Is it all worth it? When the next
gas shortage hits (as one day it inev-
itably must), will drivers appreciate
that extra 30 or 40 pounds of audio
gear they're hauling around (and
burning gas to do it)? Good ques-
tion. Meanwhile, there is no ques-
tion about the pleasure of cruising
in a good car in the company of
good music.

Next time you go shopping for a
car, better be prepared to listen to
more than the way the engine
sounds when you turn on the igni-
tion and the way the doors sound
when you close them. Better take
along a few tapes and CD's, too.
That way you'll be able to decide
between a Maserati TC with an
Infinity, a Z with a Bose, a Probe
with a JBL, or a Lexus with a
Nakamichi or a Pioneer. They said
car sound was going to get better,
and it has. But no one said it was
going to make your decisions any
easier.
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OUR S -DISC CD CHANGER GIVES YOU AT LEAST
HOURS OF UNINTERRUPTED PLAYING TIME.

At Technics, we firmly believe that
magnificent music should bring an
audience to their feet in a concert hall.
But not in a living room.

That's why we designed our new
SL-PC20 5 -Disc CD Changer. Thanks to
its unique top -loading rotary design,
you can change four discs while the
fifth keeps playing. So you can keep the
music going, nonstop, all night if
necessary.

Plus, the SL-PC20 allows you to
play any combination of five 3 -inch or
5 -inch discs in a row. It has a 25 -key

wireless remote control. And a high-
speed linear access motor.

All together, they allow you to swiftly
go from one track to another in a random
order, as often as you want. Without
ever leaving the comfort of your sofa.

But while your mind may be
concentrating on other matters, the
Technics CD Changer is always paying
close attention to the music. Because
its quadruple oversampling digital
filters and two separate digital -to -analog
converters together help to deliver the
cleanest possible sound.

The Technics 5 -Disc CD Changer.
Because, we think the music from your
CD Changer should continue as long as
the mood does.

FREE CD OFFER
Get 2 free CD's plus up to 12 more

with a free membership in the BMG
Compact Disc Club, when you pur-
chase any Technics CD player between
Sept. 15 and Dec. 31, 1989. See your
participating Technics dealer for details.

Technics
The science of sound

CIRCLE NO. 176 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Listen to the Technics
Mica CX Speaker Series at
one of these fine stores:

ALABAMA  Mobile - Hooper
ALASKA  Anchorage - Magnum Electronics
ARIZONA  Yuma - Kukuk's Stereo
ARKANSAS  Blytheville - Mr. Audio  Fayetteville
- Stereo One  Texarkana - Tape Village
CALIFORNIA  Berkeley - Uncle Ralphs
 Carlsbad  Chula Vista  Escondido  La Mesa
 San Diego - Jacks Sound Centers  Fairfield -
Del Mars  Los Angeles - Cosmos  San Jose -
Ouement  Santa Ana - Main St. Electronics

COLORADO  Aspen - Henry's Stereo  Glenwood
Springs - Music Box
FLORIDA  Delray Beach - Good Life  Fort
Walton Beach - Audio International  Key West -
Audio International  Miami - World Of Sound
 Tampa - Good Life
IDAHO  Boise - All American Audio  Boise -
Sound Pro  Lewiston - Steiners
ILLINOIS  Chicago - Hi Fi Hutch  Effingham -
Crossroads Electronics  Farmington - World
Wide TV

KANSAS  Garden City - Team Electronics
KENTUCKY  St. Matthews - Wilder Electronics
MAINE  Augusta - Pomerleau's  Bangor -
The Sound Source

MASSACHUSETTS  New Bedford - Audiometrics
 Worcester - O'Coin's
MICHIGAN  Allen Park - World Wide TV
 Brighton - World Wide TV  Petoskey - Puff's of
Petoskey  Rochester Hills - Video Systems
 Waterford - World Wide TV
MINNESOTA  Duluth - Mel's  Mankato - Team
Electronics  Winona - Amalgamated Audio
MISSISSIPPI  Jackson - Hooper  Meridian -
Hooper  Pascagoula - Hooper
MISSOURI  Jefferson City - Audio Magic  Osage
Beach - Phone Station  Popular Bluff - American
Hi Fi  Springfield - Harvey's Home Entertainment
 St. Louis - Quality Sight and Sound
MONTANA  Bozeman - Sound Pro
NEBRASKA  Norfolk - Mid City Stereo  North
Platte - Monte's Sound Systems  Scottsbluff -
Panhandle

NEW HAMPSHIRE  Walpole - Real to Reel
NEW JERSEY  East Hanover - Tops  Edison -
Tops  Secaucus - Tops  Totowa - SimORama
NEW MEXICO  Albuquerque - Baillos
NEW YORK  Albany - Hippo's  Canandaigua -
Hathorne's  Corning, Elmira & Ithaca - Chemung
Electronics

NORTH CAROLINA  Burlington  Eden
 Greensboro  High Point  Lexington  Salisbury
 Winston Salem - Ed Kelly's
NORTH DAKOTA  Grand Forks - Team Electronics
 Minot - Team Electronics  Williston - Stereo
West

OHIO  Cincinnati - ICB Audio  Fairview Park -
Wellman & Griffith, Inc.  Mentor - Mentor TV, Inc.
 Royalton - Phil Reddish Supply, Inc.  Toledo -
Stereo One

OREGON  Portland - Brownell Sound
PENNSYLVANIA  Berwyn - Soundex Electronics
 Ephrata - Galens of Ephrata  Erie - Studio One
 Greenburg - Stereo Shop  Hazelton - Jannen
Systems  Johnstown - East Hills TV & Sporting
 Lehighton - Lasermedia  Pottsville - Pamco
Enterprises  Smithfield - Reeces' Warehouse
 State College - Hi Fi Inc.  Willow Grove -
Soundex Electronics

SOUTH CAROLINA  Columbia - Norton's
SOUTH DAKOTA  Rapid City - Team Electronics
 Sioux Falls - Gourley's Pro Audio
TENNESSEE  Memphis - Modern Music
 Nashville - Electronic Express
TEXAS  Austin - A&B TV  Corpus Christi -
Audio Video Designs  Houston - Applebaum &
Company  Lufkin - Sound Center of Lufkin
UTAH  Salt Lake City - Gadgets
VERMONT  Williston - Consumer's Showcase
VIRGINIA  Charlottesville - Audio World Limited
 Collinsville - Bryant Radio Supply  Roanoke -
Lee Hartman & Sons. Inc.  Stafford - QRC
Electronics  Virginia Beach - FX  Winchester -
Sound City

WASHINGTON  Bellingham - Video Depot
WISCONSIN  Janesville - Team Electronics of
Janesville  Madison - Phillips  Wausau - Sound
World of Wausau

WYOMING  Casper - Jeff's Electronics

AUDIOO&A

by Ian G. Masters

Line Levels
QMy new CD player has a remote

volume control that is independent
of the amplifier's control. I was under
the impression that the line -level connec-
tions between audio components were at
a constant level. If they are not, how
should I adjust my system to get the best
possible sound?

RANDALL G. BEHRENS
Chicago, IL

"Line level" is a professional audio
term that has a very specific mean-

ing in that field. The phrase has been
adopted by consumer audio, but here it
is very unspecific, referring generally to
signals that are sufficient to drive the
high-level inputs of a preamplifier or
tape deck directly, as distinct from
much lower -level phono signals, which
require at least one extra stage of ampli-
fication, plus equalization.

Since there is no real standard for line
level in consumer audio, some manu-
facturers of compact disc players and
cassette decks provide output -level con-
trols so that their signals can be
matched with other sources. This is
done to prevent sudden increases in lev-
el when switching from, say, FM to tape.
With CD players, there is the added pos-
sibility that a huge-and possibly dam-
aging-musical peak will come along.
To allow users to catch this without
having to dash across the room, a vol-
ume control is sometimes included in
the remote control.

In your case, I would suggest that you

set your receiver to a comfortable listen-
ing level using a source that doesn't
have its own level control, and then
match your CD player with that.

CD Direct
QMy CD player has a variable -level

output with a volume control, and I
am contemplating feeding this directly
to the inputs of my power amplifier, with
no preamplifier in the signal path. Are
there any disadvantages to such direct
connection?

GEORGE PITURAS
Tenafly, NJ

ANot from a technical point of view.
In fact, there are many audiophiles

who insist that this is the only proper
way to connect a CD player, as the vari-
ous circuits in a preamplifier can only
serve to interfere with the signal, how-
ever slightly.

The main disadvantage is one of
operating convenience: Unless you in-
tend to listen only to CD's, switching to
any other source becomes an irksome
matter of rewiring your system. Most
CD users, therefore, are content to feed
their CD players through their pream-
plifiers in conventional fashion, risking
the chance of some signal degradation
(which is probably inaudible anyway).
As a compromise, a few manufacturers
of integrated amplifiers provide sepa-
rate CD inputs that feed directly to the
power -amplification stage, bypassing
the rest of the preamp circuitry.

Long Cable Runs
QMost of my stereo components are
separated from the speakers by a

relatively long distance, roughly 25 feet.
I have the options of placing the power
amplifiers close to the speakers and run-
ning low -capacitance shielded wire from
the main system, or of placing the
amplifiers with the other equipment and
connecting them to the speakers with
heavy -gauge speaker wire. Which option
would degrade the signal less?

IGNACIO GIL PINED°
Cadiz, Spain

AThese days, a 25 -foot run is not at
all unusual, and either configura-

tion should yield good results, assuming
you really are using the highest -quality
cables. For longer runs, or in difficult
situations, low-level signals-such as
those from your preamplifier to your
power amplifier-are usually more sus-
ceptible to interference and other forms
of signal degradation than are high-level
ones. Although there are exceptions, it
is generally best to keep your electronics
in one place and confine longer cable
runs to the amplifier/speaker link. El

Technics
One Panasonic Way, Secaucus, NJ 07094
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THE FIRST ROCK GROUP THATACTUALIY
IMPROVESTHE SOUND OF OUR SPEAKERS.

One of the most advanced speakers
on :he face of the earth is made from the
face of the earth.

Presenting the Technics CX Speaker
Series. A remarkable 3 -way speaker
system made from one of nature's most

unique sound conductors: mica.
In fact, mica has

just the right charac-
teristics for a speaker.
It's lightweight yet
extremely rigid. 1.5
times more rigid than
titanium. Which means
no matter what type of
music you listen to,
our mica speakers can
reproduce it with
amazing clarity.

More specifically,
the pure mica dia-

phragm tweeter and midrange driver cones provide
incredible accuracy. And the composite m.ca/pulp
woofer not only delivers a deep, rich bass but helps
eliminate the distortion that can accompany it.

What's more, the CX series is available in a book-
shelf and two floor -standing models. The latter uses a
linear compliance Passive Radiator in the rear of the

cabinet to further ,m -
prove low frequency re-
production and total
efficiency.

So, if you appreciate
a brilliantly clean sound.
listen to the Technics
CX Series.

We don't think you've
ever heard rock sound like
this before.

Technics Mica CX Series

Technics
Tt ( ienc e of Id
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"Cambridge SoundWorks
MayHaveTheBestValue

In The World. AWllinet"
Cambridge SoundWorks has

created Ensemble, a speaker sys-
tem that can provide the sound
once reserved for the best speakers
under laboratory conditions. It vir-
tually disappears in your room.
And because we market it directly,
Ensemble costs hundreds less than
it would in stores.

Henry Kloss, creator of the a speaker
models of the '50s (Acoustic Research), '60s
(1CLH) and '70s (Advent), bfirgsyou Cambnd,ge
SoundW)rks, a genuinely new kind of speaker
company for the '90s.

The best sound comes in
four small packages.

Ensemble consists of four
speaker units. limo compact low -
frequency speakers reproduce the
deep bass, while two small satellite
units reproduce the rest of the
music, making it possible to repro-
duce just the right amount of
energy in each part of the mu-
sical range without turning
your listening room into a
stereo showroom.

No matter how well a spea-
ker performs, at home the lis-
tening room takes over. Room
acoustics emphasize and de-
emphasize various parts of the
musical range, depending on

"Very much
in the
Henry Kloss
tradition._
another
milestone7
CIDReview

r

David Clark -Audio Magazine Sept. '89

where the speaker is placed in the
room. If you put a conventional
speaker where the room can help the
low bass, it may hinder the upper
ranges, or vice -versa.

Your listening room works
with Ensemble, not against it.

Ensemble, on the other hand,
takes advantage of your room's
acoustics. The ear can't tell where
bass comes from, which is why
Ensemble's bass units can be
tucked out of the way-on the floor,
atop bookshelves, or
under furniture. The satel-
lites can be hung directly
on the wall, or placed on
windowsills or shelves.
No bulky speaker boxes
dominate your living
space, yet Ensemble re-
produces the deep bass
that no mini speakers can.

Unlike seemingly similar satellite
systems which use a single large

subwoofet; Ensemble uses two
separate, compact bass units.

Thg fit more gracefulfr intoyour
living environment, and help

minimize the effects of the
listening rooms standing waves.

"'Ensemble & Antance arz trademarks of Cambridge SoundWorks, Inc.



Not all the differences are as
obvious as our two subwoofers.

Unlike seemingly similar three-
piece systems, Ensemble uses pre-
mium quality components for
maximum power handling, individ-
ual crossovers that allow several
wiring options and cabinets rug-
gedly constructed for proper acous-
tical performance. VVe even gold-plate
all connectors to prevent corrosion.
An even bigger difference is how
we sell it.

Wirme:M

to771 -411
As'
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1bu can put Ensemble's low -frequency units
exactly where rho/ should go for superb bass.
You can't do this with conventional speakers
because you have to be concerned about the
upper frequencies coming from the same
enclosures as the low ones.

Thousands agree: the best
showroom is your living room.

Choosing a loudspeaker after a
brief listen at a dealer's showroom is
like deciding on a car after one
quick trip around the block. So we
make it possible to audition Ensemble
the right way-in your own home.
In fact, Ensemble is sold only by
Cambridge SoundVVorks directly
from the factory.

"They were
designed to play

music-and make

\it sound like music.

This they do very
well, in a most
unobtrusiveain p

way,

kat abargrice...
it's hard to imagine

going wrong
with Ensemble':

StereoReview

You get to listen for hours with-
out a salesman hovering nearby.
If after 30 days you're not happy,
return Ensemble for a full refund
(we'll even reimburse the original
UPS shipping charges in the conti-
nental U.S.).

At only $499-complete with
all hardware and 100' of speaker
cable-Ensemble is the value on
today's speaker market.

"You get a month
to play with the
speakers before
you have to either
return them or
keep them. But

you'll keep them:'

CociubelE

Introducing Ambiance
by Henry Kloss.

Ambianceim is an ultra -compact
speaker that proves high perfor-
mance, small size and low cost
need not be mutually exclusive.
Ambiance is ideal for bedrooms,
dens, dorm rooms...or for use as
an extension speaker or in sur-
round -sound systems. While no
speaker of its size can provide the
same low bass and total volume as
our Ensemble system, Ambiance
has more output in the 40Hz region
than any "mini speaker" we've
encountered. Indeed we know of
no compact speaker that outper-
forms Ambiance, including those
costing hundreds more. Ambiance
is only $109 per speaker in Nextel
or primed for painting; $129 in solid
oak,* and comes with our 30 day
money -back guarantee.

"A listening test
left no doubt
that this system

ranks with the
best in its

price range!

L1jeA-0,1 Bork

Try them risk -free for 30 days.
Call 1-800-AKA-HIFIt

(1-800-252-4434)
Our toll -free number connects

you to a Cambridge SoundWorks
audio expert. He or she will answer
all your questions, take your order
(you can use Visa, MasterCard or
American Express) and arrange
surtice shipment via UPS. Your
Cambridge SoundVVorks audio
expert will continue as your per-
sonal contact with us. We think
you'll like this new way of doing
business.

'In Canada, call 1-800-525-
4434. Audio experts are on duty
9 AM to Midnight, Eastern Time,
seven days a week. Fax #: 617-
332-9229.

CAMBRIDGE SOUNDWORKS
Suite 102N 154 Calilornia St.. NeW0.2f1, MA 02158

CI Send more information and test reports.

CI Send Ensemble risk -free for 30 days, for $499!

CI Send _ (qty.) Ambiance (Nextel), for $109 ea!

CI Send_ (qty) Ambiance (Primed), for $109 ea!

El Send _ (qty) Ambiance (Oak). for $129 ea!

I'm paying by CI Check CI MC CI Visa El AmEx

acct. Number Exp

Signature

Name

\ ddress

City State Zip

Phone (Area Code) Number

FOR IMMEDIATE SERVICE: 1-800-AKA-HIFI
MA residents add 5% sales tax.
*Plus freight (Ensemble $7-$25, Ambiance $2-$12)

L Delivery time usually 2-7 days. J
CIRCLE NO. 157 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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REAL HI-FI AT
THE MOVIES?

F1FrY or sixty years ago, mo-
vie sound was probably bet-
ter than the reproduced
sound most people enjoyed

at home. Certainly it was more
"professional," with its huge horn
speakers and heavy, hot, low -pow-
ered vacuum -tube amplifiers. To-
day, however, the quality of home
sound reproduction has made the
deficiencies of movie theater sound
painfully obvious.

Now that we can enjoy wide -
range, low -distortion sound in our
homes and automobiles, a visit to
the typical neighborhood theater
can be as appealing as settling down
to a session of root -canal work at
your dentist's office. Grossly unbal-
anced sound, with dull or screech-
ing highs, honking midrange, distor-
tion, hum, and other unpleasant
remnants of before -high-fidelity
times are only too common. The
soundtrack often has the intelligibil-
ity of a "black box" airplane cockpit
recording, and not being able to
understand the dialogue can really

spoil your movie -going experience!
Well, it doesn't have to be that

way. A few months ago I was fortu-
nate enough to be part of an audio/
video press group invited to visit
the facilities of Lucasfilm Ltd., the
organization responsible for such
award -winning blockbusters as Star
Wars and its sequels and the Indi-
ana Jones series, films whose su-
perb sound contributed immeasura-
bly to their visual impact. The visit
included a tour of the technical
facilities at Skywalker Ranch in the
hills of Mann County, north of San
Francisco, and a screening of Lucas -
film's latest box-office success, In-
diana Jones and the Last Crusade,
in the company's optimally de-
signed theater. To say that we were
all impressed would be a total un-
derstatement.

Lucasfilm's work in movie sound
began about 1980 with an analysis
of contemporary theaters and their
sound characteristics that disclosed
an uneven quality level; although
some theaters were very good, oth-
ers left much to be desired. Lucas -
film set out to develop standards
that would insure a similar level of
performance in any conforming the-
ater. Descendants of the early the-
ater loudspeakers, highly efficient
horn radiators, were still in wide-
spread use. They suffered from poor
low -bass and high -treble response,
audible distortion on high-level
bass material, uneven coverage of
the audience area, and a combina-
tion of crossover network and mid-
range dispersion characteristics that

Tested This Month

Yamaha CDX-1120
Compact Disc Player

Nakamichi TA -4A
AM/FM Receiver

Harman Kardon
HD7500 Compact
Disc Player

Altec Lansing 511
Speaker System

Kenwood KR -V9010
A IV Receiver

resulted in an uneven frequency re-
sponse.

The Lucasfilm THX sound sys-
tem was designed to deal with these
problems in several ways, the goal
being that the audience hear pre-
cisely the sound created on a dub-
bing stage when the soundtrack is
mixed. Today's powerful amplifiers
permitted the THX system design-
ers to use direct -radiator woofers
flush -mounted in a large flat baffle.
An electronic crossover network
and multiple amplifiers helped to
eliminate the weaknesses of tradi-
tional theater sound systems. THX
is not a replacement for Dolby Ster-
eo, by the way, but a complement to
it. The place to hear Dolby Stereo at
its best is a THX theater.

Parenthetically, Lucasfilm traces
the origin of the THX designation
to George Lucas's first feature film,
a fantasy called THX 1138. More-
over, a major contributor to THX
was Lucasfilm's technical director,
Tomlinson Holman, who is recog-
nized in the name of the system:
Tomlinson Holman's eXperiment.
Holman has also contributed sub-
stantially to the consumer hi-fi
world as chief electrical engineer of
Advent Corporation and later as co-
founder of Apt Corporation.

To be a THX licensee, a theater
must meet certain acoustical and
technical requirements. The meas-
ured background noise level must
be kept below a defined level with
all mechanical equipment in opera-
tion, and the theater must be ade-
quately isolated from external noise
sources, including leakage from ad-
jacent cinemas in multiple -theater
installations. The internal sound
treatment must provide a reverber-
ation time calculated for the vol-
ume of the room. The limits of the
range of audience viewing angles are
defined, and the projectors must be
on the center axis of the screen-
effectively eliminating balconies.

Although THX requires the use of
approved equipment for certifica-
tion of a theater, Lucasfilm makes
almost none of it, preferring to eval-
uate and approve the products of
outside manufacturers. The compa-
ny does provide architectural and
acoustic consulting during the de-
sign or modification of a theater,
(Continued on page 57)
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VC SUPER DIGIFINE
AUDIO SERIES

JVC Super Digifine Audio Series
In full view of the possibilities

Digital Technology is no longer a shimmer on
some distant horizon. We are now in full view
of the possibilities that the technology affords us.
The Super Digifine Series from JVC turns
these possibilities into reality.



RX-1010VTN Audio/Video System Control Center

CSRP Getting
control over the
possibilities
With technologies as advanced as
Digital Acoustics Processing, Dolby
Pro -Logic, electronics equalization
and digital delay processing plus the
variables of front and rear channel
levels, balance, loudness compensa-
tion and even room compensation,
the RX-1010VTN is an engineering
marvel. It can quite literally recreate
any acoustic experience, whether it
be a movie in your neighborhood
theater or the sound of a choir in a
great cathedral. But how does one
control the over 10 million possible
settings necessary to achieve this?

CSRP - or COMPU LINK Source -
Related Presetting - does the chore
completely and automatically. Touch
a single button and all the parame-
ters change to a setting that is
appropriate for the source you've
selected.

Then if your listening determines
that some fine tune adjustments
should be made, make them. One
more button updates the memory
with your changes and from then on
recalls all the settings everytime you
return to that source.

For example: When you turn on
your hi-fi system and listen to a CD,
you get response specially custom-
ized for CD listening. Level and
channel balance are properly
adjusted, a customized equalization
is recalled, and parameters for JVC's
sound field processor - the Digital

Acoustics Processor - are all opti-
mized for the size and acoustics of
your listening room.

Or, as you switch to video, settings
you've preset for the Dolby Pro -Logic
decoder, such as the center -channel

Example of Fluorescent Display with CSRP Preset
(VCR1 as a source)

1 I Source selected

121 Volume. balance.
loudness setting

13) S E A graphic E0
setting

14) Dolby surround setting

151 DAP setting

161 Normal setting

Audio/Video Inputs and Outputs on Back
(S -Video Terminals Included)

mode and center and rear levels, are
automatically recalled.

This also holds true for all program
sources - records, tapes and even
individual radio stations. Since the
RX-1010VTN accepts connection 01
up to eight audio and video programs,
and provides presets of 40 FM/AM
stations, this means it can handle
customized control settings for a
total of 48 different program sources
or stations. That's control.



DAP - Digital Acoustics Processing
In the RX-1010VTN, there's a ROM
(Read -Only Memory) that stores the
sound field patterns we measured at
famous halls and theaters all over
the world. Seven patterns, from
symphony hall to movie theater, are
programmed in memory for instant
recall.

And you can fine -adjust these pat-

terns to suit the size, "liveness" and
wall type of your listening room. This
ensures that the ambience of your
listening room is completely com-
pensated for so that you enjoy the
reflections and reverberations of only
a desired hall.

Dolby Pro -Logic

SYMPHONY HALL
RECITAL HALL
OPERA HOUSE
CHURCH
LIVE PJJ13
STADIUM
MOVIE THEATER

DIGITAL AF
name SURROUND

With sound steering, active matrix
and center channel output, Dolby
Pro -Logic Surround provides you
with an enhanced sense of direction
and sharply centered dialog. When

watching videos, it will make you feel
as if you were sitting in a first-class
movie theater, especially since the
digital acoustics processor is already
at work.

The remote is a convenient LCD
touch panel. The amplifier is a state-
of-the-art Super -A design.

Our RX-1010VIN simply does
everything and keeps everything
simple.

"'Dolby" and the double -D symbol are trademarks
of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corporation.



XL-Z1010TN Compact Disc Player

K2 Interface
Revealing possibilities
at the source
Changing the digital code on a CD
into music requires that a digital -to -
analog converter choose 1 of 65,536
possibilities every 1/44,100th of a
second.

It's commonly assumed that digital
signal is composed of l's and O's,
each represented by the presence or
absence of a square -shaped pulse.
But the fact of the matter is, a digital
signal contains ripple -a type of
distortion that changes the shape of
a waveform - and jitter, components
that move the timing of a pulse for-
ward or behind.

These "non -code" components
can result in a sound that differs from
the intent of the digital source. The
K2 Interface solves this problem by
completely regenerating the digital
signal. At the heart of the K2 Interface
is essentially an ultra -high-speed
camera with a shutter speed of 20
nanoseconds (20 billionths of a
second). Based on these quick snap-
shots, it recreates the digital signal as
a perfect square wave.

Providing a perfect signal to the
D/A converter allows for accurate
reproduction of all the nuances such
as sound staging and depth.

As a matter of fact, in many ways
both frequency range and dynamic
range are expanded. High frequen-
cies sound clearer. There is a
heightened sense of the power in
the mid- to low -frequency range.

Comparison of K2 Interface and Conventional
Transmission System
The JVC K2 Interlace strips the transmitted signal of ripple
and litter as it travels from the digital to analog processing
circuit.
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Data Transmission Waveforms
The clean shape of data transmission waveforms indicates
that the K2 Interlace has removed ripple and jitter.
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The K2 Interface optically decouples the digital from the
analog section

Music seems to acquire more depth
and width, providing clear images of
instruments and voices. Overall,
sound is smoother and more natural
across the audio spectrum.

Precision D/A Converter System
Using Four D/A Units
The XL-Z1010TN features two D/A
converter units for each channel -
four in all. There is a 16 -bit converter
for the most significant bits and a
2 -bit converter for the two least sig-
nificant bits. Since the least signifi-
cant bits have greatest bearing on
the sound quality at low level, JVC
uses an elaborate discrete D/A
converter system for these bits to
ensure higher precision. All four
converters operate with 18 bits
"full time" whether the level is high
or low. Our "quadruple full-time linear
18 -bit combination D/A converter"
allows you to enjoy digital sound at its
most delicate and dynamic.
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XP-A1010TN Digital Acoustics Processor

Bringing new
possibilities to the
home
Many of us have already invested in
fine audio systems for our homes.
Even the best, however, sound like
music being played in a home
environment.

A new age is dawning in audio
realism, thanks to the vast advance-
ments in digital engineering. Now it
is possible to simulate the acoustic
ambience of a live music space -
concert hall or movie theater - and
recreate it right in your own listening
room.

The new JVC XP-A1010TN Digital
Acoustics Processor is the key. No
other component available today so
accurately brings concert hall ambi-
ence to the home.

The processor features a ROM
(Read -Only Memory) containing a
huge amount of data on reflections
and reverberations - "sound field
patterns" - our engineers measured
in actual halls and theaters through-
out the world.

Acoustic Response of a Musical Space

Sound Held Analysis Pattern

JVC's Unique Advantages of
Acoustics Synthesis
The JVC XP-A1010TN offers a
number of unique advantages. One,

Symmetrical 6 -Point Sound Field Measurement
Microphone Set

excessive reflections and reverber-
ations added by your listening room
can be compensated for, and so can
reverberations contained in the
source program. This means a pre-
cise sense of the size and shape of a
simulated space is accurately re-
created in any listening room.

Two, the entire process, from input
to output, is performed channel by
channel independently. Therefore,
critical time -related information con-
tained in music is retained, providing
a natural sound field ambience.

Three, the size of the sound source
-a point, like a solo or a spread,
like an orchestra - is precisely
reproduced.

The XP-A1010TN comes with sound
fields from 20 actual concert halls,
jazz clubs, theaters and stadiums.
You can customize an additional
20 patterns of your own. With the
XP-A1010TN, the possibilities now
include the recreation of the concert
halls around the system in your
home.



AX-Z1010TN High -Power Class -A Amplifier

Digital Pure -A
New possibilities
for class -A
There's no doubt that an amplifier
operating in class -A mode provides
lower distortion and cleaner sound
than those in popular class -B or
class -AB. Their inefficiency, however,
makes class -A amplifiers require ela-
borate heat sinking, and still the
amps waste much of their power in
the form of heat. This results in
inflated cost and relatively low power
output. But to enjoy the dynamic
sound of digital programs, you need
a lot of power.

How to combine the low -distortion
sound of class -A with efficiency and
power demanded by digital audio?

Class -A vs. Class -B Operation
With class -A. combined Output Irom the paired transistors
looks very close to that of the input. With class -B. this is
not so, leading to crossover and switching n

Output Waveform

Enter the Digital Pure -A Type II
JVC has the solution - the Digital
Pure -A Type II circuit featured in the
AX-Z1010TN "Digital" Integrated
Amplifier.

The main signal is sent to a time
base processor where it's stored in
memory for a fraction of a second
before it goes to the D/A converter.
The prediction signal is sent to the
bias circuit to optimize bias applied
to the power transistors depending
on dynamics of the upcoming signal.
What you get out of this is low -distor-
tion class -A sound with high
efficiency and high power.
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Block Diagram of Digital Pure -A Circuit Type II Operation of Digital Pure -A II

This ingenious design takes the
advantage of the fact that digital
signals can be stored in memory
temporarily without changing their
frequency response or phase
response.

In the Digital Pure -A Type II, digital
signals fed directly from digital equip-
ment are split into two: the main
signal and the "prediction" signal.

The AX-Z1010TN is a "digital" inte-
grated amplifier incorporating a D/A
converter system complete with the
K2 Interface, 8 -times oversampling
and quadruple D/A converters.

And the amp features a special
design for analog programs too -
Opt Super -A, another JVC exclusive
combining low distortion and high
efficiency.



TD-V1010TN Discrete 3 -Head Cassette Deck

The world's finest
cassette deck?
A distinct possibility!
When it comes to specifications for
cassette decks - such as wow &
flutter, frequency response and sig-
nal-to-noise ratio - we can safely
say today there is only marginal room
for further improvement. This is
because of the steady but sure ad-
vances over the years in mechanical
design, heads, noise reduction
designs and tapes.

We have isolated "dynamic"
response as one of the final steps in
ensuring taped sound that's as pure
and transparent as can be. We even
developed a new specification to
measure the degree of purity and
transparency a cassette deck can
provide:acoustic modulation noise.

In this measurement system, the
test deck is subjected to a high
100-phon sound pressure during
recording and playback. More rigo-
rous than conventional modulation
noise tests, this new method better
simulates a real -world situations
where the deck must operate while
speakers are playing music.

Taped Sound Free of Acoustic
Modulation Noise
Based on what we discovered from

"Acoustic Modulation Noise"

,esponse c! Conventional Deck

Response of Rigidly Built Dec.,

Closed -Loop Dual -Capstan Drive Mechanism

our test, we've developed solid
mechanical designs in order to sup-
press resonance and vibration. The
result of our efforts is taped sound
that rivals digital.

Moreover, there are other ways
we've improved clarity and purity of
the taped sound of the TD-V1010TN.
A "CD DIRECT" switch lets you route
the signal from your CD player direct
to the cassette deck. We've cut down
wiring to a minimum length using
remote rods and controls. We use
the time -proven closed -loop dual -
capstan tape transport to suppress
modulation noise. "Fine" amorphous
heads, highly pure PCOCC copper
wire and high bias frequency also
enhance the purity and transparency
of the taped sound.

If you think that taped sound cannot
compare with digital programs, you
owe yourself a listen to the
TD-V1010TN.
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FX-1010TN Computer -Controlled FM/AM Tuner

Self-adjusting to
the possibilities

The FX-1010TN is a smart tuner
that adjusts itself to the endless
possibilities in the capture of radio
signals.

Our reception servo automati-
cally selects the optimum
operating mode - front-end gain,

IF bandwidth, stereo mode, etc. -
after checking the degree of inter-
ference and the strength of the
station you're tuned to. It guaran-
tees you get the best reception
anywhere and from every station.
And yet the digital noise, which a

Flowchart of Optimum Reception Servo System

computer could create to muddy
sound, is cut down by the
"Opticalink" system separating
the digital section from the analog.

The computer is put to use for
special conveniences, too. You
can preset up to 40 FM/AM
stations for one -touch recall, and
give a name to each preset sta-
tion. You can let the tuner
automatically preset all 40 FM/AM
stations for you. You can "shop"
for stations one by one. Also you
can set the muting level to tune all
stations in your area or only a few
powerful ones.

Add circuitry designed for low
distortion and wide dynamic range
and you'll see that the FX-1010TN
is the tuner that addresses the
practical world of radio reception.

1:4.1
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We are no longer at the threshold but have passed
well into the world of digital technologies and their
applications. In full view of the possibilities, we have
endeavored to develop products that will endure the
test of time and stand as small reminders that tech-
nology can advance while remaining sensitive to the
needs of its users.
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JVC
JVC COMPANY OF AMERICA

DIVISION OF US JVC CORP
41 Slater Drive, Elmwood Park, N1.07407
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however, and tests the completed
installation to insure compliance
with the THX standards. Following
certification, which allows the the-
ater to use the THX trademark in
its advertising and promotion, the
installation is retested twice a year
to verify its continued compliance.

Some four hundred movie the-
aters throughout the world have al-
ready been licensed for THX, but
their geographical distribution is

Comfortably seated in a
theater equipped with the
Lucasfilm TMC system, I
became aware that I was
listening to true hi-fi sound. I
have not heard that caliber of
sound in any home.

uneven. While California and Texas
are well served by THX theaters, as
of August 1989 there were only a
handful in New York State and
even fewer in all of New England.
On the other hand, audiences in
Australia, Iceland, and Korea can
enjoy the system's benefits.

Comfortably seated in Lucas -
film's Stag Theater, I was immedi-
ately aware of its silence-not the
oppressive quiet of an anechoic
chamber, but the total absence of
extraneous sounds. During the
many adventures of Indiana Jones
in his quest for the Holy Grail the
sound was unfailingly superb. Most
impressive, oddly enough, was the
remarkable intelligibility of the dia-
logue. No matter how noisy the
background of the soundtrack, the
voices of the actors were always nat-
ural and easy to understand. The
sound effects typical of this series of
films were awesome in their impact,
and as I watched and listened, I

gradually became aware that I was
listening to true hi-fi sound.

I have not had the pleasure of
hearing that caliber of sound in any
home environment, although I sup-
pose it must exist somewhere. A
THX system delivers a useful (and
surprisingly uniform) output from
20 Hz to beyond the upper limits of
most people's hearing. It can gener-
ate very high sound -pressure levels

without audible distortion, yet it
can sound natural at whisper levels.
In the past, I have been impressed
by the multichannel sound in some
70 -mm Dolby Stereo theaters, but
that was apparently only a hint of
what could be done. It looks and
sounds to me as though Lucasfilm
has now done it.

How about home video? Is there a
THX in our future? Yes, indeed.
Lucasfilm has also developed the
Home THX system to bring the
benefits of the professional system
to home video enthusiasts. Ob-
viously, Lucasfilm will no longer
have control of the end result, but
the Home THX system should go a
long way toward providing a rea-
sonable simulation of its subjective
goals. Home THX aims to improve
the frequency range and provide
proper balance over the full range;
to provide adequate loudness and
dynamic -range capability with low
distortion; to produce proper stereo
spatial properties, including locali-
zation and envelopment of the lis-
tener/viewer in the sound; and to
provide intelligible dialogue.

Home THX is based on Dolby
Pro Logic surround stereo, using a
center -channel speaker to position
the dialogue and improve its intelli-
gibility. Frequency response is
shaped to mimic that of THX the-
aters, so that movie soundtracks

wit! be reproduced with correct ton-
al balance. In addition, Lucasfilm
has developed a unique set of loud-
speaker directivity requirements for
the front left/right and rear/side sur-
round speakers to reduce the effect
of room acoustics on the perceived
sound of the front channels and to
provide a suitably diffuse sound
from the surround channels.

As in the professional THX sys-
tem, Home THX will not be a group
of components designed or manu-
factured by Lucasfilm. It will be a
licensing system for the various
pieces of audio and video hardware
from qualified manufacturers.

A Home THX system was also
demonstrated to us at Skywalker
Ranch with standard videodiscs
and cassettes, projection Tv, and
speakers in a room approximating
the size and acoustic properties of a
home listening/viewing room. Al-
though it did not produce the vis-
ceral impact we had experienced in
the Stag Theater, it was clearly an
indication of a likely trend in home
audio/video systems. We can expect
to hear more about it in the future.
In the meanwhile, if you live in a
favored area, try to attend a THX-
licensed theater. But be warned: It
can be a humbling experience for
anyone who thinks he has a really
outstanding audio/video system at
home! 0

". . . Rudy always was a bloody snob."
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LIMITED EDITION CD
Free With Purchase Of Any

Car CD Player Or Home 6 -Disc
Multi -CD Player By 12/31/89.

Thanks to Pioneer's CD Changer system, this is

Before you buy a CD changer, there

are two things you should consider.

Your home. And your car.

Because Pioneer makes a compatible

6 -disc CD changer system for both,

now you can enjoy your favorite music

wherever you go.

The key to home and car compatibility

is Pioneer's ingenious 6 -disc magazine,

which works in all Pioneer home and car

CD changers. It's the most convenient

way to load, store and catalog your CDs

All of Pioneer's home CD changers

feature the latest innovations in digital



he only place you'll be without your musi

01980 Pioneer Electron c. IUSA) Inc.. Lung Beach. CA

technology, as well as multiple stereo, using one of four advanced CD

programming capability and controller units.

random play. Of course, there are still some places

As for versatility, you simply won't find where you won't be able to enjoy

a better car CD changer system. A Pioneer's 6 -disc CD Changer system.

Pioneer car CD changer can either But we're working on it.

replace or be added For more information and the name(y) pioNEER ofyour neatest Pioneer Dealer, call
on to your current car tun -free 1-800-421-1404.
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Ohm CLS Drivers
Make Your

Speakers Disappear
From Our $5000 Walsh 5 to
Our $600 Sound Cylinders
the Critics are Impressed.

Stereophile s-ss
"So the bottom line is quite
favorable: The Walsh 5 is a
full -range speaker that is quite
clean and images very well."
"Sound staging is another
strength and joy, and at their best
the 5s can set up a very palatable
illusion of the original
performing space." "In its
present incarnation it is one of
the few dynamic speakers that
my jaded electrostatic taste buds
could live with." -Dick Olsher,
Stereophile, Volume 11, Number
8 (August, 1988).'

Audio 6-88
"The Walsh 5 is one of the
cleanest speakers available...I
perceived remarkable depth and
spaciousness to music well
recorded in a concert hall. This
spaciousness did not result in a
vague mass of sound: image
location is sharply defined and
accurately placed...They are a
masterpiece of the speaker
designer's art.'"

Stereo Review 1-88
"The sound of the Ohm Sound
Cylinders was smooth, balanced
and thoroughly enjoyable, well
beyond what anyone would
expect from such a small, light
speaker. Its dispersion was
subjectively complete, and we
were never aware of the speakers
as distinct sound sources, no
matter how much we moved
around the room...these speakers
certainly offer impressive value
for their price and size."'

New York Times 3-88
"...the various frequencies
emerge in their natural phase
relationship --more than in
conventional designs. To what
extent this accounts for the
speakers fine sound may be
debatable, yet there is no que-
stion that the Ohm Sound
Cylinders represent an excellent
bargain, with a clarity and
richness of sound rarely found in
a speaker of this size and price.'

Find out about buying, directly
from the factory by calling toll
free 800-221-6984

For Those Who Care
to Listen

CIRCLE NO 79 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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YAMAHA CDX-1120
COMPACT DISC PLAYER
Julian Hirsch, Hirsch -Houck Laboratories

ACCORDING to Yamaha, the
recently introduced CDX-
1120 compact disc player
delivers higher signal-to-

noise ratios, greater low-level linear-
ity, and generally better perform-
ance than was heretofore possible.
The player features Yamaha's "Hi -
bit" technology, which was de-
signed to obtain the best possible
performance from the 16 -bit com-
pact disc medium.

Hi -bit technology, as embodied in
the CDX-1120, is a combination of
18 -bit digital filters with eight -times
oversampling (at 352.8 kHz) and 18 -
bit digital -to -analog (D/A) convert-

ers with four "floating" bits, which
is said to give them the effective lin-
earity of 22 -bit converters. The
player also features a high-perform-
ance digital volume control de-
signed not to degrade or compro-
mise the performance of the preced-
ing circuit elements. The CDX-
1120 uses a digital de -emphasis cir-
cuit that is said to have a frequency -
response error of only 0.1 dB instead
of the 0.5 dB typical of conventional
analog designs. A "Hi -bit Direct
Out" feature permits bypassing the
analog low-pass filters in the signal
path.

Each channel of the CDX-1120

uses two D/A converters, operating
in opposite phase to give them a
high common -mode rejection ratio
and lower noise than conventional
designs. To reduce noise further, the
analog and digital portions of the
player have independent, shunt -reg-
ulated power supplies operating
from separate transformers. The
player's heavy chassis is supported
on a damped suspension that effec-
tively isolates it from external vi-
bration.

The CDX-1120 can be pro-
grammed to play up to twenty-four
tracks in any order and to repeat
any track, any programmed se-
quence of tracks, any selected por-
tion of a disc, the entire disc, or the
entire disc in a random sequence.
Its bright orange LCD readout shows
the current track and index num-
bers, the elapsed time in the current
track, and the status of the Hi -bit
Direct Mode feature. In pro-
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'he true performance of a loudspeaker

can on y be measured in the real world.

Not the ideal environment of an anechoic

chamber. yen though Energy loud-

speakers are the result of highly -sophisti-

cated CAD/CAM modeling and anechoic

testing, we take the extra measure of

fine-tuning them through an exhaustive

series of real -world listening tests. That's

why Energy is the preferred choice of

thousa Ids of demanding listeners. ur

unique tweeter design is case -in -point.

It provides ideal off -axis frequency re-

sponse for superior imaging, extended

soundstage, and exquisite transparency.

The "dial hyperdome" configuration

dramatically increases low -frequency

power handling when compared with

conventional designs. It allows the low -

frequency transducer to roll off naturally

for a smoother transition to the tweeter.

 ur top -of -the -line model utilizes a triple -

chamber vented woofer enclosure that

greatly extends bass response and

acousti 'zany cancels output non- lin-

earities between the two woofers. The

7th -order bandpass design provides

exceptional woofer damping for flatter

response across the entire woofer range.

II this lechnospeak" is fine-and

necessary for understanding why all

Energy models sound so amazing. But

the real test is your ears. nergy loud-

speakers are more natural no matter

what the listening room is like. r where

the speakers are placed. o your senses

a favor. ake time to include them in your

listening comparisons. You'll be immedi-

ately convinced of their sonic faithful-

ness and uncanny musicality.

AUDIO PRODUCTS INTERNATIONAL CORP.
3641 McNicoll Ave. Scarborough. Ontario. Canada M1X 105 (416) 321-1800
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grammed operation, the program
number of the current track is also
displayed.

The names of other selected fea-
tures, such as AUTO SPACE (a 3 -sec-
ond silent interval between tracks),
and the steps involved in program-
ming the player appear across the
lower part of the window as re-
quired. A row of twenty-four boxes
shows the numbers of the unplayed
tracks or the programmed tracks
when applicable. Finally, a horizon-
tal scale at the lower right of the
window shows the setting of the dig-
ital volume control.

A portion of the front panel
swings down to reveal a number of
small pushbutton controls for direct
access to numbered tracks or index
points, programming, repeat play,
or selecting the DIRECT OUT mode.
Three narrow, center -pivoted rock-
er controls operate the fast -search,
track -skip, and volume -adjustment

functions. The rear of the player has
analog output jacks and both coax-
ial and optical digital outputs.

The CDX-1120 is a strikingly
handsome unit, with a sculptured
front panel and exceptionally legible
display and control markings.
When it was introduced a few
months ago, it was available only in
black, but our review sample was in
Yamaha's new "titanium" color, a
light -gray satin finish that comple-
ments its physical styling. The gray -
finished infrared remote control
supplied with the CDX-1120 dupli-
cates every one of its front -panel
functions except power switching.
The button layout of the controller
is logical, and its markings (like
those of the player) are exceptional-
ly legible.

The Yamaha CDX-1120 meas-
ures 171/8 inches wide, 151/2 inches
deep, and 51/8 inches high. It weighs
26 pounds, 6 ounces. Price: $1,199.

FEATURES

Dual 18 -bit D/A converters per
channel with 4 floating bits to
give 22 -bit linearity
Eight-times-oversampling
(352.8 -kHz) digital filters

 Digital de -emphasis circuit
Digital electronic volume control
for headphone output and
analog line outputs
Separate regulated power
supplies for analog and digital
circuits
Heavy-duty chassis and
suspension system
Fast scan and track skipping in
both directions
Programmable to play up to
twenty-four tracks in any order
Random -play mode

 Repeat of track, entire disc,
programmed sequence, or
random sequence

 Displays numbers of all unplayed
tracks, current track and index
numbers, elapsed time in track,
volume setting

 Time display switchable to total
and remaining time on disc

 Hi -bit Direct Out mode to
bypass analog low-pass filters

 Direct keypad access to any
track and index number

 Auto space (inserts 3 -second
interval between tracks)

 Rear -apron analog outputs and
coaxial and optical digital
outputs

 Infrared remote control for all
functions except power
switching

LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS

Maximum output level: 2.125 volts
Total harmonic distortion at

1,000 Hz: less than 0.00125%
from -20 to -80 dB, 0.0025%
at 0 dB

Signal-to-noise ratio (A -weighted):
120 dB

Channel separation: 118 to 119 dB
at 100 Hz, 116 dB at 1,000 Hz,
105 dB at 20,000 Hz

Maximum phase shift (from 5,000
to 20,000 Hz): 0.5 degree at
20,000 Hz; in Direct Out mode,
0.3 degree from 5,000 to
20,000 Hz

%.141111failM

Frequency response: +0, -0.2 dB
from 15 to 20,000 Hz; in Direct
Out mode, +0, -0.1 dB from
11 to 20,000 Hz

Low-level linearity error: -1 dB
at -90 -dB level

Cueing time: 1.5 seconds
Cueing accuracy: A
Impact resistance: top, B+;

sides, A
Defect tracking: tracked

1,000 -micrometer defects on
Pierre Verany #2 test disc

Yamaha Electronics, Dept. SR,
6660 Orangethorpe Ave., Buena
Park, CA 90620.

Lab Tests
The Yamaha CDX-1120 easily

met or surpassed every one of its
specifications. We measured a num-
ber of its performance qualities with
and without the Hi -bit Direct Out
feature and found the differences to
be insignificant, although some-
times measurable. For example, the
frequency response, -0.2 dB at
20,000 Hz, improved to -0.1 dB
with the analog filters bypassed.
The interchannel phase shift, which
varied a maximum of 0.75 degree
from 5,000 to 20,000 Hz, improved
to less than 0.05 degree with the fil-
ters bypassed.

The total harmonic distortion
(THD) plus noise at a 0 -dB level was
alike in both modes (about 0.0025
percent) from 20 to 2,000 Hz. With
the filters in use, it increased to
about 0.004 percent at 10,000 Hz; in
the Direct Output mode it remained
under 0.0025 percent up to 12,000
Hz. On the other hand, in normal
operation the distortion dropped at
higher frequencies (probably be-
cause the harmonics were removed
by the analog filters) to only 0.0016
percent at 20,000 Hz, while in the
Direct Out mode it rose to 0.0063
percent at 20,000 Hz. Obviously,
bypassing the analog filters had ex-
actly the expected effects-both
positive and negative-on the
measured performance. In listening
tests, we found absolutely no differ-
ence between the two modes.

The 1,000 -Hz distortion at vari-
ous amplitudes, a measurement un-
affected by the Direct Out feature,
was a constant 0.00125 percent (re-
ferred to the 0 -dB output) from -80
to -20 dB and rose to 0.0025 per-
cent at 0 dB. Spectrum analysis of
low-level signals (from -60 to -90
dB) showed that noise and signal
harmonics were typically less than
-110 dB (one channel had a 60 -Hz
hum component at -118 dB). A
barely detectable departure from
signal -amplitude linearity could be
seen at -90 dB; expanding the anal-
ysis scale showed a -1 -dB error.
The error was considerably less at
the higher levels.

Channel separation, slightly dif-
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TEST REPORTS

ferent in the two directions, was 118
to 119 dB at 100 Hz, 116 dB at 1,000
Hz, and 104 to 107 dB at 20,000 Hz.
Yamaha's claims for an exception-
ally accurate de -emphasis equaliza-
tion circuit were confirmed by our
measurement of essentially zero er-
ror up to 4,000 Hz and a maximum
of -0.075 dB at 16,000 Hz.

The advanced circuit design
of the Yamaha CDX-1120
CD player can take the credit

for its equally advanced
levels of peijOrmance.

30111111111111SUNISAIPME

The A -weighted wide -band noise
level, measured with a "zero infini-
ty" track on a test CD, was -119 to
- 122 dB. A spectrum analysis of
the noise showed a decrease from
- 120 dB at 20,000 Hz to about
-140 dB in the 500- to 1,000 -Hz
region. Power -line hum and its har-
monics were evident from 300 Hz
down to 60 Hz, with amplitudes
from -138 to -117 dB, and
noise fell off rapidly at lower fre-
quencies, to -150 dB at 30 to 40 Hz.
The quantization noise during a 0 -
dB, 20 -Hz test track was -93 dB,
and the dynamic range (EIAJ) was
100 dB. The frequency (speed) error
was only -0.0046 percent.

The player's maximum output
level was 2.125 volts, and the vol-
ume control reduced it, with no
audible evidence of digital stepping,
all the way to zero. The disc drawer
opened and closed in total silence, if
not quite as fast as in some players
we have tested. The CDX-1120's
error -correction effectiveness was
typical of good CD players; it played
1,000 -micrometer defects, either
singly or two in rapid succession,
with no audible mistracking, but er-
rors of 1,250 micrometers produced
distinct dropouts.

Impact resistance was good, with
almost total isolation from side
blows, and the player required a
hard slap or fist blow on its top to
cause mistracking. The player cued
accurately to tracks that were not
separated from adjacent tracks by a
silent interval. Slewing was fairly
fast, 1.5 seconds from Track 1 to
Track 15 of the Philips TS4 disc.

Comments
The advanced circuit design of

the Yamaha CDX-1120 can take the
credit for its equally advanced lev-
els of performance. It is interesting
to note that the compact disc player,
from its earliest days the most near-
ly ideal means of reproducing re-
corded music, has undergone more
"improvement" in a short time
(about five years) than any other
audio component. Although some
people will differ strongly with me, I
question the necessity, from a lis-
tening standpoint, for the endless
refinement of a system whose im-
perfections have always been many
orders of magnitude lower than
those of any other part of the audio
chain, with the possible exception of
the amplifier, which is ironically a
rival of the CD player in the "im-
provement" process.

No matter how you look at it (or
listen to it) the measured perform-
ance of the CDX-1120 is already at
the highest levels attained by a con-
sumer audio product. It has most of

of
its genre. It also has something that
not many of the others share-strik-

ingly attractive styling, greatly sim-
plified operation without loss of
flexibility, and a generally high level
of '`user friendliness."

Our use and testing of the CDX-
1120 produced no negative reac-
tions or substandard measure-
ments. Many of its performance
characteristics are crowding current
measurement limits and would not
have been measurable at all a cou-
ple of years ago. In our experience,
most modern CD players sound
pretty much alike, so it is no deni-
gration of the CDX-1120 to say that
it sounds at least as good as its com-
petitors, and it does virtually every-
thing the others can do.

This level of overall quality does
not come cheaply. The CDX-1120
is a high -end product in every sense
of the word. For such products, the
law of diminishing returns applies.
You pay a lot more to get a little
more, but with this comes the satis-
faction of knowing that you have
not accepted a compromise in qual-
ity, either in performance or con-
struction, in the interests of econo-
my. In that respect, this handsome
component is well worth its price.
Circle 140 on reader service card
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Bose' engineers use advanced design systems to bring the
benefits of new technologies to the constantly -refined 901
Direct/Reflecting ' speaker. The Intergraph InterAct 32 CAD/
CAM system (above) at Bose Corporation's Framingham, Mas-
sachusetts worldwide headquarters is part of this commitment
to "better sound through research"



Live music is a combination
of direct and reflected
sound energy.

Bose Direct/Reflecting 
speakers accurately repro-
duce live music's natural
balance of direct and
reflected sound energy,
in full stereo (blue area)
throughout the room.

The Bose° 901 Direct/Reflecting' speaker system:
A technological breakthrough 20 years ago

pushed to the edge of today's technologies.
Twenty-five years ago Dr. Amar Bose directed a
research program at the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology on the physical acoustics and psy-
choacoustics of sound reproduction. The results
of this effort provided the theoretical
basis for the design of the first Bose 901
Direct/Reflecting° speaker system five
years later. Its introduction in 1968 was
greeted with the highest critical acclaim
ever accorded to a loudspeaker.

"...I must say that I have never heard
a speaker system in my own home
which could surpass, or even equal, the
Bose 901 for overall "realism" of sound:'

-Julian Hirsch, Stereo Review 1968

"There is no doubt that the much -
abused and overworked term, 'break-
through: applies to the Bose 901
system and its bold new concepts?'

-Bert Whyte, Audio 1969

"Many people swear by these speakers as
the ultimate?'

-Complete Buyer's Guide to Stereo Hi-Fi Equipment 1975

But this was just the beginning. Bose research contin-
ued to focus on the 901 system, incorporating the lat-
est technology as it was developed. For example, in
1976 two new innovations were brought to the system

to dramatically improve its effi-
ciency and power handling.
These new technologies-the
Acoustic MatrixTM enclosure
and the Helical Voice Coil
driver-alone represent a sig-
nificant investment in research
and development. As a result
of this commitment, the rave
reviews continued.

become part of the Bose 901 system. In today's era of
digital sound, with hundreds of engineering and
design improvements over the original 901 system,
the 901 Series VI Direct/Reflecting° speaker system

is the technological flagship of Bose
Corporation.

"The 901 VIs sound live and exciting
the moment you fire them up ... There

I are more than a few music lovers
who won't listen to anything else ... "

-Daniel Kumin, Digital Audio 1988

We submit that the research and develop-
ment behi -id the Bose 901 system make
it the most advanced, lifelike sounding
speaker you can buy. But you must be the
final udge. Ask your dealer to give you an
"A-B". demonstration comparing the Bose
901 systen to any other speaker, regard-
less of size or price.

OP,00
000°0

"... it has a total sound that
soars, with a brilliance that
defies description:'

-Modern Hi-Fi & Music 1977

Bose engineers work continu-
ously to develop and perfect
new audio technologies with
one common denominator: if
they demonstrate the potential
to improve performance, they

We invite you to audition the
Bose line at a dealer iearest
you. For more information,
call 1-800-444-2673 oe-
tween 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. EST.

Better sound through research.
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NAKAMICHI TA -4A
AM /FM RECEIVER
Julian Hirsch, Hirsch -Houck Laboratories

AN
T 100 watts per channel, the

akamichi TA -4A Tuner/
Amplifier is the most pow-

erful receiver in the Na-
kamichi line. It is also a highly ver-
satile audio/video control center
with video switching and dubbing
capabilities, and it is adaptable to
remote -controlled multiroom sys-
tems.

The PLL-controlled digital -synthe-
sis tuner section of the TA -4A cov-
ers the FM band in 100 -kHz steps
and the AM band in 10 -kHz steps.
Automatic and manual tuning
modes are provided. In the manual
mode, which also disables the tun-
er's muting and stereo functions, it
covers a band either in single steps
or rapidly while a tuning button is

4

held in. In the automatic mode, it
tunes to the next receivable signal
each time a button is pressed. Each
of the ten preset buttons can be set
to either an AM or an FM frequency.
Station memories are retained for at
least five years by a built-in lithium
battery.

The narrow display window
above the tuner -control buttons
shows the band and frequency, tun-
ing mode, stereo reception, station -
lock status, and relative signal level.
It also indicates the speaker -selec-
tion mode: A, B. or both. The green
fluorescent display is easy to read
yet subdued enough that it is not
visually obtrusive.

The preamplifier section of the
TA -4A uses Nakamichi's Isolated

Ground principle for maximum iso-
lation between various circuit
stages. The six local power regula-
tors are also fully isolated. There are
input selectors for tuner, phono
(moving -magnet or moving -coil),
CD, two audio tape decks, two video
sources, and a third audio recorder
or a VCR. Lights above the large rec-
tangular buttons indicate the select-
ed source.

Two small knobs operate the bass
and treble tone controls, which can
be bypassed by a small button be-
tween them. The large volume knob
at the right of the panel is concentric
with the balance control. Below the
volume knob is a smaller variable -
loudness knob. There is also a mute
button, which reduces the output by
20 dB, and a "subsonic" (infrasonic)
filter to reduce the effect of turnta-
ble rumble and record warps.

The TA -4A provides completely
independent selection of sources for
listening and recording. There are
also three dubbing modes for copy-
ing tapes from any connected audio
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It stands to reason that the cassette decks
built most like studio tape recorders will produce
the highest quality home recordings.

Denon Studio A:
All our components
reflect lessons learned

in the recording studio.

The benefits of building home cassette decks with recording
studio technology are even greater when the technology is your own.

Since 1910, Denon has
been involved in every step of
sound reproduction: recording music,
making records and CDs, building
studio tape recorders and producing
open reel and cassette tape. In fact,
Denon built the world's first digital
studio tape recorder.

Denon builds this expertise
into every cassette deck. Denon's
proprietary clutchless Non -Slip Reel
Drive produces constant tape tension,
reduces distortion, wow and flutter and
maintains superior performance over
time. SF combination heads, in concert with
Dolby B, C and HX Pro,® extract the most
from today's digital sources by extending
headroom and eliminating noise.

Lest you fear that Denon reserves this tech-
nology for its esoteric models, all these features
are found for under $400 on the three -head
DRM-700, the DRW-750 Dual Cassette and the
DRR-680 Auto -Reversing Cassette Decks*

Why do Denon cassette
decks sound -letter? Perhaps, it's because Denon
has been making only one thing for over 80 years.

Music.

DENON
DR M700 shown with the optional side panels available for most Denon models
F'rices quoted are manufacturer's suggested retail prices and may cars. Denon America. Inc.. 222 New Road. Parsippany. NJ 07054
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deck to one or two others as well as
full dubbing facilities for two or
three video recorders. The receiver
has one rear -apron video output to
a video monitor or TV set. Wide -

band buffer amplifiers provide iso-
lation and impedance matching at
all the video outputs to insure un-
diminished picture quality.

The TA-4A's power -amplifier sec-

FFATURFS

O Digital -synthesis AM/FM tuner
O Ten station presets
O Manual and auto -seek tuning

modes
 Phono preamplifier switchable

for MM or MC cartridge (MC
phono gain switchable between
24 and 32dB)

O Inputs for tuner, phono, CD, two
audio tape decks, two video
sources, third audio deck or
another VCR
Switchable infrasonic filter
Independent recording -output
selector for all sources

O Dubbing from any audio deck to
any other (or both) and from
any video source to any VCR

O Video output to monitor
O Isolating buffer amplifiers on

video outputs

 Defeatable bass and treble
controls

O Variable loudness control to
boost low and high frequencies

O 20 -dB audio mute
O Motor -driven volume control

with concentric balance ring
O Speaker selector for one or two

pairs
O Front -panel headphone jack
O Detachable AM loop antenna
 Input for 75 -ohm FM antenna

(300- to 75 -ohm transformer
supplied)

O Infrared remote control with
keys for other Nakamichi
components

O Optional RS -7 Remote Sensor to
increase remote range or
provide multiroom control
capability

I .ABORATORY MEASUREMENTS

El Tuner Section (all figures for FM
only except frequency response;
measurements in microvolts, or
Aiv, referred to 300 -ohm input
impedance)

Usable sensitivity (mono): 11 dBf
(2 µv)

50 -dB quieting sensitivity: mono,
15 dBf (3 µv); stereo, 37 dBf
(39 µv)

Signal-to-noise ratio at 65 dBf:
mono, 84.5 dB; stereo, 76.2 dB

Harmonic distortion (THD
noise) at 65 dBf; mono, 0.046%;
stereo, 0.032%

Capture ratio at 65 dBf: 1 dB
AM rejection: 65 dB
Selectivity: alternate -channel, 67

dB; adjacent -channel, 5.3 dB
Stereo threshold: 27 to 29 dBf

(12.3 to 15.5 µv)
Stereo pilot and subcarrier

leakage: 19 kHz, -72 dB; 38
kHz, -68 dB

Hum: -89 dB
Stereo channel separation at 100,

1,000, and 10,000 Hz: 50, 63,
and 52 dB

Frequency response: FM, 30 to
15,000 Hz +0.4, -0.15 dB; AM,
60 to 3,100 Hz +0.5, -6 dB

0 Amplifier Section
1,000 -Hz output power at clipping:

135 watts Into 8 ohms, 190 watts
into 4 ohms; protection circuit
limits output into 2 ohms

Clipping headroom (relative to
rated output): 1.3 dB

Dynamic power output: 156 watts
into 8 ohms, 264 watts into 4
ohms: protection circuit limits
output into 2 ohms

Dynamic headroom: 1.93 dB
Maximum distortion (20 to 20,000

Hz into 8 ohms): 0.19% at
20,000 Hz with 100 watts output

Sensitivity (for a 1 -watt output into
8 ohms): CD, 15.5 my; MM
phono, 0.25 my; MC phono, 0.02
my at 24 -dB gain, 0.008 my at
32 -dB gain

A -weighted noise (referred to a
1 -watt output): CD, -82.5 dB;
MM phono, -79 dB; MC phono,
-79 dB (24 -dB gain)

Phono-input overload: MM, 185 to
190 my at 20 to 1,000 Hz, 68
my at 20,000 Hz; MC (24 -dB
gain), 12 mV from 20 to
20,000 Hz

Phono-input impedance: 52,000
ohms in parallel with 100 pF

RIAA equalization error: +0.2,
-0.5 dB from 20 to 20,000 Hz

Infrasonic -filter response: -12 dB
at 10 Hz

Tone -control range: 100 Hz, ±6.5
dB; 10,000 Hz, ± 7 dB

Loudness compensation response:
at -20 -dB setting, +2 dB from
20 to 100 Hz; at -40 -dB
(minimum) setting, +20 dB at
20 Hz, +12 ds at 100 Hz, +5
dB at 400 Hz, +5 dB from
10,000 to 20,000 Hz

tion employs the unique Stasis cir-
cuit design of American designer
Nelson Pass. Essentially, the system
uses two amplifiers: a pure Class A
"stasis" amplifier to supply a low -
distortion, low -current output sig-
nal and a complementary high -cur-
rent Class A "current mirror" am-
plifier to provide the necessary cur-
rent to a low -impedance speaker
load. The stasis amplifier deter-
mines the unit's overall distortion,
correcting for the nonlinearities of
the more powerful current -mirror
stage. There is no global negative
feedback or series output induc-
tance (needed for stability in con-
ventional amplifiers). As a result,
the output source impedance of the
amplifier section is constant across
the full audio frequency range.

The TA -4A receiver is rated to
deliver 100 watts per channel into
8 -ohm loads from 20 to 20,000 Hz
with no more than 0.1 percent total
harmonic distortion (THD). It has a
peak current -output rating of 28
amperes per channel. The power
amplifier's input jacks and the
preamplifier output jacks on the
rear apron are normally joined by
jumpers, which can be removed to
insert a signal -processing accessory.
There is a second pair of preamplifi-
er outputs that can be used to drive
an external power amplifier. The
speaker terminals are insulated
binding posts that accept stripped
wire ends or either single or dual
banana plugs.

The TA-4A's speaker selector also
has a REMOTE setting for use with a
novel Nakamichi accessory, the RS -
7 Remote Sensor. This small box,
which can be placed anywhere with-
in sight of the infrared remote con-
trol, allows the receiver to be con-
trolled from a position beyond the
normal range of its remote control,
or even from a separate room. The
RS -7 connects through a long cable
(about 30 feet) to a DIN socket on
the rear of the receiver. Its opera-
tion does not affect normal use of
the remote control. Other connect-
ors on the rear of the receiver accept
control cables from various Naka-
michi cassette decks and CD players,
which can then be controlled re-
motely either directly or through the
RS -7 extender. Up to three RS -7
units can be daisy -chained to extend
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Music made
Beautiful
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A DIVISION OF DANA

.
NNOVATIONS

32992 CALLE PERFECTO, SAN JUAN CAPISTRANO
CALIFORNIA 92675 (714) 661-7558

Outside CA (800) 582-7777 FAX (714) 240-4995

Canadian Owributor Abdo, Acoustics ltd., T3 W 8th Ave.
Vancouver, B.C. V5Y1A48, (604) 873-4475

Sonance Products include Five variation: of Speakers,
One Passive .1 One Active SUbwoofte. a Speaker Ckstrioution System

and Five different Volume Controls IS 119 Selectors
(All Built-in Products fit n "2x4" well)

Sc nance makes music more
beautiful with "Architectural
Audio' Custom in -wall stereo
peakers and controls that blend

ur obtrusively into your home's
3St discriminating decor.

All Sonance speakers and controls
can be painted or cloth covered
ND aesthetically ma-ch any room's
delicate design. Precision flush
mounting insures excellent high
fidelity response aid consistent
decorative perfection.

To experience -Architectural
Audio' we invite yDu to call your
kcal Custom Audio/Video
Specialist.

CIRCLE MO. 59 ON READER E-EFiVICE CARD
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TEST REPORTS

system control to several different
rooms.

The receiver's supplied RM-4TA
infrared remote control has clearly
separated and identified groups of
keys dedicated to controlling certain
Nakamichi tape decks and CD
players as well as the TA -4A. Most
of the receiver's functions are dupli-
cated on the remote unit.

The TA-4A's rear apron contains
an F -type connector for the 75 -ohm
FM antenna input (an adaptor is
supplied for a 300 -ohm antenna), a
mounting clip and terminals for the
supplied AM loop antenna, and
three AC outlets, two of them
switched. The Nakamichi TA -4A,
finished in black with gold mark-
ings, measures 17 inches wide, 141/2
inches deep, and 5 inches high, and
it weighs about 33 pounds. Prices:
TA -4A, $1,250; RS -7, $250. Na-
kamichi, Dept. SR, 19701 S. Ver-
mont Ave., Torrance, CA 90502.

Lab Tests
The FM tuner section of the Na-

kamichi TA -4A was outstanding,
not only in its measured perform-
ance but also in how closely its spec-
ifications matched our measure-
ments. The mono usable sensitivity
was 11 dBf (1.9 AY), as rated. The
50 -du quieting sensitivity was 15
dBf (3 Av) in mono and 37 dBf (39
µV) in stereo, compared with ratings
of 14.7 and 37.5 dBf. The signal-to-
noise ratio at 65 dBf was 84.5 dB in
mono and 76.2 da in stereo; the rat-
ings are 82 and 75 dB, respectively.
The capture ratio, rated at a good 2
dB, measured an excellent I dB. The
rated AM rejection of 60 dB was
topped by our 65 -dB measurement.
Alternate -channel selectivity, rated
at 65 dB, measured 67 dB. The ster-
eo frequency response was +0.4,
-0.25 dB from 30 to 15,000 Hz.
Channel separation, rated as better
than 50 dB at 1,000 Hz, measured
better than 60 dB from 400 to 8,000
Hz and reached 65 dB at 5,000 Hz.
The image rejection of 75 dB exactly
matched the rated value. Harmonic
distortion was much lower than the
0.07 -percent rating, reading 0.046
and 0.032 percent at 65 dBf in mono
and stereo, respectively.

The RIAA phono-equalization er-
ror, unmeasurable from 150 to
5,000 Hz, reached its maximum of

+0.2 dB at 28 Hz and fell to -0.5 dB
at 10 and 20,000 Hz. The infrasonic
filter's effect was negligible above 30
Hz and rolled off the response by 12
dB at our 10 -Hz lower measurement
limit. The tone -control range was
roughly ± 10 dB at the frequency
extremes, with the bass response
having a variable inflection point
(from approximately 20 to 200 Hz)
and the treble curves being hinged
at 2,000 to 3,000 Hz. The loudness -
compensation control produced a
large amount of relative boost at
low frequencies (20 dB at 20 Hz with
a midrange volume reduction of 40
dB) and a nearly constant high -fre-
quency boost to a maximum of +5
dB from 10,000 to 20,000 Hz.

The preamplifier section had a
clipping output of 7.9 volts. The
amplifier's sensitivity for a 1 -watt
output was 15.5 millivolts (mv) for
a high-level input, 0.25 my for the
MM phono input, and 0.02 my for
the Mc phono input at its lower
gain setting. The corresponding A -
weighted noise levels were - 82.5,
- 79, and -79 dB. The MM phono-
input overload was a good 185 to
190 my at 20 and 1,000 Hz, decreas-
ing to only 68 my at 20,000 Hz (the
phono stage "motorboated" at that
input). The Mc phono input over-
loaded at about 12 my at all fre-
quencies. The phono-input termi-
nation was 52,000 ohms in parallel
with 100 picofarads.

With both channels driven, the
receiver's 1,000 -Hz output clipped
at 135 watts into 8 ohms and 190
watts into 4 ohms. The 8 -ohm dis-
tortion was 0.17 percent at 1 watt,
decreasing to a minimum of 0.04
percent at 118 watts. The 4 -ohm
readings were only slightly higher,
with a minimum of 0.075 percent
distortion at 120 to 150 watts. The
amplifier's protection circuits pre-
vented our making clipping -level or
other high -power measurements
into 2 ohms. At the rated 100 watts
output into 8 ohms, the distortion
(THD plus noise) was 0.145 percent
below 2,000 Hz, rising smoothly to
0.19 percent at 20,000 Hz. Although
these distortion readings included
wide -band noise as well as harmon-
ics, spectrum analysis of the 1,000 -
Hz distortion showed a large num-
ber of low-level harmonics (up to
the nineteenth) whose combined

value was consistent with the THD-
plus-noise values.

Comments
The Nakamichi TA -4A is one of

the finest receivers we have tested.
Its FM tuner section was especially
notable, with almost every aspect of
its performance surpassing that of
other receiver tuner sections. The
preamplifier section had very low
noise (rivaling that of good separate
preamplifiers), and the receiver's
operating flexibility is all that any-
one could ask for in a single, easy -
to -use package. Its power amplifier
is unarguably husky, yet well pro-
tected against damage.

The ergonomic aspects of receiver
design, which are at least as impor-
tant as the more debatable sound
qualities (though less often dis-
cussed), have been executed with
skill and thoughtfulness in the TA -
4A. By eliminating useless features
and "juke -box" styling, Nakamichi
has reduced the learning curve for
effective use of the TA -4A to a min-
imum. The panel markings are
clearly visible and in plain English.
The number of controls, their place-
ment, and their shapes are consist-
ent with their functions, and their
operation is intuitive. The display
clearly presents all the information
a user should require in a way that
should give no offense to anyone's
aesthetic sensibilities.

The same can be said for the RM-
4TA remote control. Although only
about half of its buttons are directly
associated with the TA -4A, they are
logically grouped and as easy to use
as the front -panel controls they rep-
resent. The only significant excep-
tion is the loudness control; if it is to
be used at all, it should serve as a
substitute for the volume control,
yet it is not adjustable from the
remote. We connected the RS -7 re-
mote sensor to the receiver and
found that, even within the same
room, it added a worthwhile im-
provement in the remote control's
usability. In general, the remote
unit could be pointed in any direc-
tion in the room without loss of
control.

In short, the Nakamichi TA -4A is
a thoroughly satisfying piece of
equipment.
Circle 141 on reader service card
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fuenitYourBest friend Breaks Them,

We'll Repair Or Replace Them.

Koss Stereophones have become world- renowned for two

things: outstanding sound and extraordinary durability.

But nobody's perfect. That's why Koss is pleased to pre-

sent something literally unheard of in the audio business.

Introducing the industry's first lifetime warranty.
From now on, if any pair of Koss Stereophones should ever

fail for any reason, we'll repair or replace them. No

questions asked. From the smallest portable model right

up through Koss' infrared Kord/ess' systems.

And that's something to think about the next time
you're in the market fora pair of phones. After all, it'd
be a shame for a broken pair of s tereophones to break
up a good friendship.

For more information and the name of your nearest

dealer, call toll free: 1-800-USA-KOSS. Or write: Koss

Stereophones, 4129 North Port AKOSS*Washington Road, Milwaukee,

WI 53212. stereophones

Hoss'No-Questions-Asked limited lifetime Warranty.
CIRCLE NO 55 ON READER SERVICE CARD



The most powerful expression
of unique technology.

The Bose "' 10.2' Series II
Direct/ Reflecting'" system with
Acoustimass' speaker technology.
Inside and out, it's a speaker unlike any other.
The Bose 10.2 Series II speaker successfully harnesses
a series of audio technologies, taking the listener one
step closer to the goal for all speakers: the realism of live
music. The 10.2 Series II speaker combines the most
powerful Acoustimass speaker designed for the home
with the proven, critically -acclaimed benefits of a Bose
Direct/Reflecting° system. The result: a musical listening
system with no compromises-one that's at home in any
environment.

Technology in harmony with home
aesthetics.
The 10.2 Series II system brings lifelike sound into
the living environment without overwhelming it. Each
speaker's genuine wood veneer, hand-crafted enclo-
sure produces the bass necessary to make even the
most demanding music come to life, yet requires just
one square foot of floor space. The system's Stereo
Targeting® arrays precisely shape and control sound,
providing listeners-regardless of where they stand or
sit-with full, balanced stereo sound from both speakers.
Where the speakers look
best is also where they
sound best.

Greater musical
realism with any
sound source.
Like all Bose Direct/
Reflecting® speakers,
the 10.2 Series II system
is designed to accurately
reproduce much of the
clarity and spaciousness of
live music. This strict atten-
tion to sonic detail is carried
through to the lowest notes,
where Acoustimass
speaker technology pro-
vides much of the realism
and impact normally expe-
rienced only in the concert
hall. The system provides
the dynamic range and
high power capability
required for optimum
results with any audio or
video system and soft-
ware-especially digital.

How an Acoustimass° speaker works.

Air Mass--
.tor

Air Spnng

Air Spring

)))

)))
Acoustimass Speaker Conventional Speaker

Improving speaker performance means first reducing distortion. The design of
an Acoustimass® speaker substantially reduces distortion (see diagrams and
graph). The benefits of this patented speaker technology are purer sound and
an increase n the dynamic range of bass performance.
Left: An Acoustimass speaker launches sound into the room using two masses
of air working like pistons (BBC, darker blue), rather than by a surface vibrating
directly into the room. The sound launched into the room by the Acoustimass
speaker's air pistons is the purest sound that can be produced by present
technology.
Right: A vibrating cone radiating directly into the room (D) produces unfiltered
sound.

Cone Excursion Comparison.
(lower excursion means lower distortion)

Graph: The distortion
produced by any speaker
rises dramatically with
its cone motion, or ex-
cursion. At port -tuned
frequencies, a typical
Acoustimass speaker's
cone (A) has less than
1/16 the maximum
distortion -producing ex-
cursion  of sealed and
ported cones. Inside an
Acoustimass speaker,
the interaction of the air
springs with the air
masses in the ports
produces a very high
pressure at the surface
of the cone. This greatly
reduces the cone's excur-
sion, and therefore reduces distortion. The air springs act with their respective
masses to form low-pass filters, removing any small distortion components
generated by the cone. .basedor, cone 9.0 neaswernents 128

Judge for yourself.
Ask your authorized Bose dealer to demonstrate the
Bose 10.2 system with Acoustimass speaker technology
against any other speaker-and hear the difference for
yourself. For more information or a product brochure,
call 1-800-444-2673 between 9 AM and 5 PM EST
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"If music is important in your life,
sooner or later you will own a Bose system."_BOSS

Better sound through research.
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C

HARMAN KARDON HD7500
COMPACT DISC PLAYER
Julian Hirsch, Hirsch Houck Laboratories

HARMAN KARDON'S new
HD7500 is one of the first
of the recently developed
"1 -bit" or "bit stream"

CD players to come on the market.
We can expect to hear more about
this development and see it used in
new players from many manufac-
turers in the months to come.

Although all compact discs are
recorded by converting the original
analog program into a stream of 16 -
bit digital words, in practice it has
not always been possible to realize
the theoretical advantages of this
system, which include residual dis-
tortion levels on the order of -96
dB (0.0016 percent) and a noise lev-
el somewhat lower than that. A ma-
jor problem is the difficulty (and
cost) of making truly linear digital -
to -analog (D/A) converters.

The accuracy with which the low-
est -level signals are reconverted to

analog form is frequently compro-
mised by cost and manufacturing
considerations. The result can be a
large distortion of the lowest levels
in the program, possibly reducing
the effective number of bits in the
data stream to 14 or even less. One
solution for this problem, found in
some higher -priced CD players, is to
use D/A converters offering 18 or
even 20 bits of resolution. This sys-
tem can work effectively, although
it is costly and requires extra care
and expense in manufacturing.

In recent years, a very different
D/A conversion system has been de-
veloped in Europe and Japan that
converts the 16 -bit data stream
from the disc into a very high -fre-
quency stream of single (1 -bit)
pulses. The audio program can be
represented either as a modulation
of the width of the pulses or of their
repetition rate. All that is then

needed to extract the analog pro-
gram from the digital data stream is
a low-pass filter that removes the
high -frequency components, leav-
ing the audio waveform.

This system is inherently highly
linear and thus has the advantage of
not requiring critical adjustment or
manufacturing precision in the D/A
converter. It thereby has the poten-
tial for reducing manufacturing
costs and hence selling prices. One
disadvantage of the system is a
higher noise level, but special noise -
shaping circuits are used to reduce
the noise in the audible frequency
range, allowing it to increase at
ultrasonic frequencies.

To the user, the differences in
technology between conventional
and 1 -bit D/A conversion matter lit-
tle. Even the potential benefits of
high linearity down to the lowest
signal levels may not produce clear-
ly audible differences in the sound
of the new players. Nevertheless,
there can be no doubt that this is a
step forward and one that's almost
certain to bring state-of-the-art per-
formance to tomorrow's budget -
priced CD players.

The Harman Kardon HD7500 is
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TEST REPORTS

an attractive, distinctively styled
component. The disc drawer and
many of the controls resemble por-
tions of a long, narrow cylinder
across the top of the front panel.
The drawer is flanked by the power
and open/close buttons. At the right
of the cylinder, which also includes
the display window, are six controls
that affect the display information
or playback programming. One but-
ton blanks the entire display, and
the normal display of elapsed time
in a track can be switched to show
the remaining time in the track or
on the entire disc.

The CHECK button can be used to
display the playing time of each
track on a disc or in a programmed
sequence, one by one, followed by
the total playing time-a conve-
nience when you're planning to dub
a number of tracks to tape. The
CLEAR button deletes the most re-
cent addition to a programmed se-
quence.

Below the display window are two
rows of controls shaped like minia-

ones. One is a
group of eleven numbered buttons
for direct track selection or pro-
gramming of up to thirty tracks in
any order. Below them are seven
larger buttons controlling the disc
transport (play, pause, stop, bidirec-
tional track skipping, and fast scan)
identified only by the international
symbols for their functions.

The lower right corner of the pan-
el contains a headphone jack and a
small knob that controls its volume
and the level at the variable outputs
in the rear of the player. The rear
apron also contains a pair of fixed -
level outputs.

The supplied remote control du-
plicates all of the front -panel con-
trols except OUTPUT LEVEL, and it
has four additional functions: intro
scan (the first 15 seconds of each
track), A -B repeat (any user -selected
portion of a disc), index scan, and
auto space (4 seconds between
tracks).

The Harman Kardon HD7500 is
finished in flat black with light gold
lettering. It measures 17h inches
wide, 14 inches deep, and 4 inches
high, and it weighs 12 pounds.
Price: $449. Harman Kardon, Dept.
SR, 240 Crossways Park W., Wood-
bury, NY 11797.

Lab Tests
The frequency response of the

Harman Kardon HD7500 varied
only 0.02 dB overall from 20 to
8,000 Hz and was down 0.25 dB at
15,000 Hz and 0.5 dB at 20,000 Hz.
The maximum de -emphasis error
was -0.32 dB at 16,000 Hz. The
channel levels (2.182 volts from a
0 -dB -level test -disc track) were
matched within 0.15 dB. The chan-
nel separation, 100 dB at 100 and
1,000 Hz, was 87 dB at 20,000 Hz.
The interchannel phase shift varied
from -0.45 degree at 5,000 Hz to
+0.1 degree at 20,000 Hz.

The total harmonic distortion
(THD) plus noise at a 0 -dB level was
0.0045 to 0.0035 percent from 20 to
2,000 Hz, rising to 0.014 percent at
10,000 to 15,000 Hz and falling to
0.0028 percent at 20,000 Hz. At
1,000 Hz, the THD plus noise was
about 0.0023 percent from -20 to
-70 dB, rising to 0.0032 percent at
0 dB.

The effectiveness of the 1 -bit D/A
conversion system was demon-
strated by the low playback linearity

errors, about 0.02 to 0.03 dB at -60
dB, -0.08 dB at -70 dB, and less
than 0.2 dB at -80 dB. At -90 dB,
the right channel had no detectable
error, while the left channel's error
was +0.67 dB. The results of the

FEATURES

0 Pulse -width -modulated
bit -stream D/A converter
operating at 33.8688 MHz

O Direct access to any numbered
track
Fast scan and track skipping in
either direction

O Repeat function for track, disc,
or user -selected rtion of disc

O Programmable for up to thirty
tracks in any order; CLEAR
deletes last addition
Display of current track and
index numbers, elapsed time on
disc, numbers of all unplayed

tracks, status of all operating
modes

O Selectable display of playing time
of each track in sequence and
total time on disc

O Display blank
O Fixed- and variable -level analog

outputs (front -panel control for
variable output)

O Headphone jack
O Remote control for all front -

panel functions except variable
level setting plus intro scan,
index scan, auto space, and A-8
repeat

LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS

Maximum output level: 2.182 volts
Total harmonic distortion at

1,000 Hz: 0.0032% at 0 dB,
0.0024% at -30 dB, 0.0022% at
-70 dB

Signal-to-noise ratio (A -weighted):
113.4 dB

Channel separation: 100 dB at 100
Hz, 100 dB at 1,000 Hz, 87 dB at
20,000 Hz

Maximum phase shift: (5,000 to
20,000 Hz): -0.45 degree at
5,000 Hz

Frequency response: +0, -0.5 dB
from 7 to 20,000 Hz

Low-level linearity error: with
dither, 0.0 dB at -110 dB, 1 dB
at -115 dB; without dither,
0.67 dB at -90 dB

Cueing time: 2.8 seconds
Cueing accuracy: A
Impact resistance: top and

sides, C+
Defect tracking: tracked

1,250 -micrometer defects on
Pierre Verany #2 test disc
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Bose Acoustimass Speaker Technology.
A benefityou can hear, not see.
The early days of audio dictated that bigger was
better -a room full o f bulky speakers equaled a
roomful of sound. . . an old idea :Fat some still
believe. From the beginning, Bose has believed
that just the opposite is true - qua!ity sound
components needn't overwhelm their environ-
ment to produce realistic, room -filling sound.

"Superb sound and virtual invisibility"
` -side by side with speakers costing three
to five times as much, the AM -5 consis-
tently produced the more exciting and lis-
tenable sound..."

- Stereo Review, Julian Hirsch

All you see are the tiny stereo
imaging cube speaker arrays.

Since you can completely hide
the Acoustimass bass module,
you have a Virtually Invisible' m
speaker system.

The Bose' Acoustimass -5
Direct/Refecting" Speaker
System

You can mount the arrays from
the ceiling, much like track
lighting.

The Aooustimass-5 speaker system is the
result of years of research dedicated to provid-
ing room -filling, high quality sound re-
production - without a roomful
of speakers.

An Acoustimass
speaker is different
from any other. Unlike
conventional speakers,
sound from the system
is launched into the
room by two air
masses, rather than by
a viorating surface. The
result is pure sound
rep-oduction from a
Virtually Invisible1M
speaker system.

All the lifelike, spa-
cious music with full,
deep bass seems to
come from a pair of ex- «,1

tremely small cube arrays (each
measuring slightly over 7 in.,17cm),
whi e a compact Acoustimass bass module
reproduces pure bass from any convenient loca-
tion in a room - even behind or under furniture.

Optional mounting aocessones let you install
the system almost anywhere on walls or ceilings.
And since the system is magnetically shielded,
you can place it close to video monitors.

Compare the Acoustimass-5 Direct/Reflecting
speaker system to much larger and more expen-
sive systems... even to systems costing "three to
five times as mch." We submit tmat no other
conventional speaker system will offer the same
level of performance and flexibility.

For more informatior and 'tee oroduct bro-
chure, or to find your nearest Bose dealer, call
1-800-444-BOSE.

"If music is important in your life, sooner or later
you will oNn a Bose system."



Conventional speakers
reproduce mainly direct sound
energy. They miss much of live
music's realism and impact -
and let you hear stereo only it a
narrow a -ea.

Bose" Direct/Reflecting
speakers realistically repro-
duce live music's natural bal-
ance of direct and reflected
sound energy.

Tho patented F3dso Acoustornass Bass Module
(Rex:plass model for illustration purr), Dr,y

(Top) An Acoustirnass
speaker launches sound into
the room iiising two masses of
air workir,g like. pistons (A+B).
rather than by a surface
vibrating dirac-ly into the room.
The sound reproduced by the
Acoustimass speaker's air
pistons is the surest that can
be produced by present tech
nology.

(Bottom) A conventional
speaker will a vibrating
speaker coneradiates sound
directly into the room (C), pro-
ducing mope distorted sound.

Air Spring

B -40 )
Air Spring )

Acoustimass Speaker

*NNW 1989 Bcx:o Corporation. The Mountain, Frarrongham. MA 01 701 9168. lit -A !...08) 8,-9 ,'330 F AX 1508) 8;2 Bose p! pools are o sty iR,tou nortOmue.



"Shure's most recent
version of its top model,
the V15 Type V -MR...

strikes this listener

as perhaps the most
musical -sounding

phono cartridge
ever made."

Hans Fantel

The New York Times

SHURE®
For product literature, cal11-800-/574873

(In Illinois,1-800-624-8522)

CIRCLE NO 104 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Want more
product

information?
Whenever a product advertised
in Stereo Review sounds
interesting, turn up the volume!

Use our FREE INFORMATION
SERVICE to get the detailed facts
and figures you need to make
sound purchasing decisions.

Manufacturers are only too glad
to send you their literature ...
free and without obligation.

Just make a note of the Reader
Service Number at the bottom of
an ad, and circle that number on
the FREE INFORMATION
SERVICE card facing page 124.
Fill in your name and address
and drop the card in the mail.
No postage necessary.

THE NEXT TIME AN AD TURNS
YOU ON, TURN TO THE

FREE INFORMATION
CARD!

TEST REPORTS

500 -Hz slow sweep (with dither)
from -60 to -120 dB on the CBS
CD -1 test disc were most dramatic,
with less than a 1 -dB departure from
linearity down to about -115 dB.
There was about a +4 -dB rise at
- 120 dB.

The A -weighted noise level was
-113.4 dB, with quantization noise
at -91.9 dB. The dynamic range
(EIAJ) was 98.9 dB. From 30 to
1,000 Hz the noise -spectrum level
was -130 to -140 dB referred to a
0 -dB level, rising to -115 dB at
20,000 Hz. With the de -emphasis in
operation, the 20,000 -Hz noise fell
to -120 dB. The frequency (speed)
error was +0.0031 percent.

The laser tracking mechanism
cued accurately to tracks having no
separation from an adjacent track.
The slewing time of 2.8 seconds
from Track 1 to Track 15 of the
Philips TS4 disc was about average.
The player's error -correction sys-
tem enabled it to track through
1,250 -micrometer defects, although
some mistracking occurred at 1,500
micrometers. The only weakness we
found in the HD7500 was its sus-
ceptibility to physical impact. Mod-
erate finger tapping on the top or
sides caused brief signal dropouts.
The headphone level with AKG
K340 phones was very good.

Comments

As a demonstration of the effec-
tiveness of 1 -bit D/A technology, the
HD7500 was right on the mark.
Naturally, it sounded very good, al-
though we would expect the audible
effects of improved linearity at
-100 to -120 de to be, at the very
most, extremely subtle. As this fea-
ture makes its way into lower -priced
players, the performance gap be-
tween the price extremes should
narrow appreciably.

The player handled well, with
smooth and positive controls. Our
only criticism of the controls was
the proximity of the track -selector
buttons to the transport controls. It
was too easy to press a numbered
button when reaching for the track -
skip or fast -scan controls. On the
other hand, programming it was ex-
ceptionally easy. We also found the
remote control very compact, clear-
ly marked, and uncluttered by ex-
traneous buttons.

The Harman Kardon HD7500 of-
fers an appealing combination of
the latest technology in CD players,
a full complement of operating fea-
tures, simple controls, handsome
styling, and a very reasonable
price.
Circle 142 on reader service card

"Thank you all for taking part in this vacuum -tube versus transistor amplifier
listening test, folks, and &fore you leave, all ten of our gold-plated connectors are
missing. so we're going to turn (011ie lights .for two minutes to enable the person

who took them to drop them to the floor. no questions asked."
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EXCELLkICE DEFINED

The New, Quality Name in State -of -the -Art Audk
New Optimus brand audio equipment offers

you the very best combination of high technol-
ogy, innovative features and superb styling-
backed by in-depth lab testing and quality
control that's second to none.

Flagship of the new Optimus line is our
STAV-3200 digital -synthesized stereo receiver
with Dolby/Hall Effect Surround*. Its high -
power main amplifier is rated 100 watts per
channel at 0.05% THD, and there's a separate
25-wat amplifier for the rear channel.

Built-in Dolby Surrcund brings you thrilling
"movie theater" presence from encoded video
tapes and discs. Hall Effect adds auditorium -
style ambience to needy any stereo source.
You also get wireless remote, 30 -station mem-
ory, high-tech alphanum3ric LCD display and
dubbing facilities for tivo VCRs and two tape
decks. For only $549.95.See and hear the
new Optimus compor ents today.

Price applies at participating Radic Shack stores and dealers. 'TM, Dolby
Laboratories Licensing Corp. Recover bower measured per FTC rules.

CIPTIMLIS Exclusively at Radie/haek
The Technology Store"

A DIVISIOJ OF TANDY CORPORATIDN



Live in Concert. Forget the tickets. Dut away the tux. Just hook up a pair of Pioneer's rem.
ST Series speakers and let the performance degir

Now there's a new line of advanced speakers designed to bring ar: the full dynamic
range and emotion of today's digital -ecordings.

Developed by the same team that makes Pioneer's rerownec TAC speakers fcr
major recording studios, these speakers featire ceramic carbon dome tweeters for flawlessly
brilliant highs and integrated twin woofers for natural, pcwerfu, bass. Even the cabinets are
superb;; crafted to enhance imaging and m nimize vibration for smocth true -:o -life sand.

So if it's great live performances you're looking for, cat& the dddutof cur new ST
Series at your Pioneer dealer today.

Model showr S -T500. Models available: 5-T 300 and 5-1100. For none iniormaton, call 1-400-421-1404. 1989 Planeer E ec ranks I or , Long Beach, .:A
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ALTEC LANSING MODEL 511
SPEAKER SYSTEM
Julian Hirsch, Hirsch -Houck Laboratories

THE Altec Lansing Model 511
is a five -driver, four-way
speaker system incorporat-
ing elements of the technol-

ogy originally developed for the
company's flagship Bias 550 sys-
tem. It is a large, column -shaped
speaker -57 inches tall, 13 inches
wide, and 131/2 inches deep-that

weighs a substantial 110 pounds.
The cabinet is handsomely finished
in walnut veneer on four sides. A
removable black cloth grille covers
all of the drivers and most of the
front of the speaker.

The two 10 -inch acoustic -suspen-
sion woofers operate in a sealed
enclosure. Their woven carbon -

fiber cones, reinforced with epoxy
resin, are said to provide an un-
matched combination of lightness
and rigidity. At 180 Hz there is a
crossover to a 6I/2 -inch mid -bass
cone, similar in design to the woof-
ers, that operates up to 1,500 Hz,
where there is another crossover to
a 2 -inch dome midrange driver. The
silver -colored dome is made of
polyimide and diamond -coated for
added rigidity. The final crossover,
at 3,500 Hz, is to a 1 -inch dome
tweeter, similar to the midrange
driver but cooled by ferrofluid. All
of the crossovers have slopes of 12
dB per octave.

The five drivers are vertically
aligned on the front panel, with the
tweeter approximately at the ear
level of a seated listener and the
lower woofer's center about 14
inches from the floor. The crossover
network and its controls are in-
stalled on the top of the cabinet,
where they are normally covered by
a dark plastic panel. Lifting the pan-
el reveals the individual level ad-
justments for the drivers.

The accessibility of the level con-
trols simplifies balancing the speak-
er's response for optimum perform-
ance after it has been placed, with-
out having to move the cabinet
around. The four adjustments-
bass rolloff, upper -bass level, mid-
range level, and high -frequency lev-
el-are quite subtle in their effects.
Three have settings marked +1, 0,
and -1 dB; the bass rolloff is simply
marked I, 2, and 3.

The input connections are located
on the upper rear of the cabinet on a
separate panel attached to the cross-
over section. There are four pairs of
heavy gold-plated binding posts,
one for each section of the system,
that are normally joined by individ-
ual gold-plated jumpers. This de-
sign makes it possible, by removing
one or more of the jumper links, to
multiwire the system using two,
three, or four separate cables from
the amplifier. Another possibility is
to drive the speakers with from two
to four separate amplifiers, although
the crossover elements for each
driver are always in the circuit, pos-
sibly diluting the benefits of such
multiamplification.

The frequency response of the Al-
tec Lansing Model 511 is rated as 24

z
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"The first time I heard a Teac,
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TEST REPORTS

to 20,000 Hz ± 3 dB. Its rated sensi-
tivity is a 92 -dB sound -pressure lev-
el (sPL) at 1 meter with a 2.83 -volt
input. The system's impedance is
not stated, although amplifiers rated
between 50 and 300 watts output
are recommended. Its harmonic
distortion at a 90 -dB level is rated as
less than 0.8 percent from 35 to 100
Hz and typically 1.2 percent at 20
Hz. Price: $3,000 a pair. Altec Lans-
ing, Dept. SR, Milford, PA 18337.

Lab Tests
The room response of the Altec

Lansing 511 speakers was unusually
wide and relatively uniform, al-
though it had the typical irregulari-
ties caused by boundary reflections
and the resulting standing waves.
With no corrections applied, it was
± 5 dB from 20 to 20,000 Hz. The
close-miked bass response peaked at
67 Hz, dropping at 12 dB per octave
above and below that frequency.
The midrange driver's response was
impressively flat and smooth, as
was the tweeter's response up to
about 12,000 Hz, above which it
rose to a peak of 6 dB at 16,000 Hz,
returning to its normal level just
above 20,000 Hz.

The composite frequency re-
sponse of the system (with all level
settings at their middle, or "zero,"
positions) was within ± 3 dB from
88 to 13,500 Hz, rising an additional
2 to 3 dB at 65 to 70 Hz and at
16,000 Hz. Although the low bass
rolled off at 12 dB per octave, in the
room it was greatly enhanced, as
evidenced by the extension of the
room response down to 20 Hz.

The minimum system impedance
was 4 ohms (at 75 Hz); the maxi-
mum was 16 ohms at 40 Hz (the
bass resonance) and 200 Hz. The
average impedance over the full au-
dio range was close to 8 ohms. The
effect of the driver level adjust-
ments was typically about ± 1 dB, as
marked, although it was not always
symmetrical about the middle set-
ting or uniform through the driver's
operating frequency range.

The tweeter resonance was highly
visible in both steady-state and Frr
measurements. Following a drop of
6 dB between 6,000 and 11,000 Hz,
the output rose steeply by 9 to 10 dB
at 15,000 Hz and fell just as abruptly
above that frequency. The horizon-

tal directivity of the system was
moderately good up to the tweeter
resonance, but above that frequency
the output fell precipitously at 45
degrees off the speaker's axis. De-
spite this behavior, the system's
phase linearity was good, with an
overall group -delay variation of
about 0.3 millisecond from 1,500 to
28,000 Hz (except for a sharp 0.5-
miliisecond dip at the tweeter reso-
nance).

The Altec Lansing Model 5 1 1
speakers sounded clean
and well balanced, with
an extended high frequency
response as well as exceptional
overall smoothness.

The measured system sensitivity
was 92 dB SPL, exactly as rated.
When we drove it with a 2.25 -volt
signal (equivalent to a 90 -dB sm.),
the bass distortion was unusually
low, essentially matching the manu-
facturer's ratings. The minimum
bass distortion was 0.15 percent at
60 Hz, rising to 0.8 percent at 38 and
115 Hz and 3 percent at 20 Hz. The
upper -bass driver did an equally im-
pressive job in its range, reading
about 0.4 to 0.5 percent distortion
from 200 to 600 Hz.

As usual, our amplifier clipped
before the midrange or high -fre-
quency drivers distorted or over-
loaded. The available power was
950 watts into a 7 -ohm impedance
at 10,000 Hz and 720 watts into 10
ohms at 1,000 Hz. The woofers' out-
put waveform became visibly (and
audibly) distorted, however, at a
surprisingly low power input, about
110 watts into the 5 -ohm imped-
ance at 100 Hz. This effect appeared
to be caused by a nonlinearity in the
speaker's mechanical system rather
than by the voice coil's reaching its
excursion limits, since the amplifier
clipped at 1,560 watts into 5 ohms
with no prior sign of the rasping
sounds of woofer overload.

Comments
Consistent with its extended and

smooth response and low distor-
tion, the Altec Lansing Model 511
speaker sounded clean and well bal-

anced, with no audible evidence of
its tweeter resonance peak (which is
well above the range of most mu-
sical harmonics). A slight amount of
mid -bass heaviness was occasional-
ly noticeable with male voices,
though to a lesser degree than with
many (if not most) other speakers.

We experimented with the indi-
vidual driver level controls, though
their effect was usually too subtle to
be audible. The most direct way to
judge the sound character of the
Model 511 was to compare it in A/B
tests with speakers whose sound
and measured performance we were
familiar with. Such comparisons
quickly confirmed the reality of the
511's extended high -frequency re-
sponse as well as its exceptional
overall smoothness. Surprisingly, in
view of its size, the Model 511 did
not have a bass -heavy character, al-
though it obviously had no lack of
lower -octave output capability.

This speaker sounded as big as it
looks (and is). The impression of
size is probably inevitable given
that its drivers are distributed
across about 3 feet of vertical panel
space; two of these speakers visually
dominate an ordinary room. They
are clearly at their best in a large
room (our 15 x 20 -foot room is real-
ly not large enough to do justice to
speakers of this size), but they were
not totally out of place in more
modest acoustic surroundings.

The Model 511 is a relatively sen-
sitive speaker, requiring little input
power to produce a considerable
acoustic pressure level. Since it can
also handle very large input powers,
a pair of 511's can easily generate a
lease -breaking sound level when
driven by almost any amplifier. We
listened to the Model 511's princi-
pally with a Nakamichi TA -4A re-
ceiver, whose more than 100 watts
per channel could generate painful
sound levels (in excess of 112 dB).
We never felt like advancing the
volume control beyond its 9 o'clock
position!

For audiophiles fortunate enough
to have large listening rooms and a
matching equipment budget, a pair
of Altec Lansing Model 511 speak-
ers can provide an experience rarely
enjoyed by those of us with more
limited space and finances.
Circle 143 on reader service card
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Sevenyears ago,
Sony made

your turntable
obsolete.



Our Digital
Signal Processing

is about to do the same to
the rest ofyour system.

SONY
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Sony proudly presents theTA-E1000ESD Preamplifier,
incorporating the most advanced Digital Signal Processing in high fidelity.



Seven years ago, Sony engineers astonished the world

with the Compact Disc, the first giant step for digital high fidelity.

Now, the Sony ES Series is pleased to introduce the second step:

bringing the digital technology of the Compact Disc to the rest

of your system.

Sony's new TA-E1000ESD Preamplifier incorporates Digital

Signal Processing (DSP) to maintain the integrity of Compact Disc

sound from input to output. This incomparable circuitry not only

Ten factory preset combinations of digital soundfield-plus-equalization are at your disposal-

ready to be adjusted for literally trillions of alternate settings.

handles digital sources in the digital domain, it even converts

analog sources to digital. So all your music can receive the full

DSP treatment, including digital expansion, digital compression,

digital parametric equalization, digital reverberation, digital delay,

and digital surround sound encompassing ten digital soundfield

parameters. Now you can heighten sonic performance digitally,

obtaining optimum ambience and brilliance without enduring the

veil of conventional signal processing.

Unprecedented technology from the company
with a precedent for introducing it.

To create the TA-E1000ESD, Sony overcame formidable

obstacles in high-speed conversion and computation. Our research

produced two landmark integrated circuits. One Sony IC under-

takes equalization, compression, and expansion while the other

provides the most extensive reverberation, delay, and surround

sound processing ever.

Direct the Dynamics.

The numerical prowess of DSP puts you in full digital control

of dynamic range, with nine discrete steps of compression or

At last, you can take control of dynamic range. The TA-E1000ESD offers both digital dynamic
expansion and compression.

expansion. So you can finally do a proper job of fitting live music

within the limitations of analog cassettes. You can also optimize

recordings for your car by raising soft passages above the road

noise. And DSP expansion brings your analog sources closer to

digital standards.

Bass and treble controls
were never like this.

Conventional tone controls tend to be inaccurate and incon-

sistent. That's why Sony developed digital parametric equaliza-

tion. It's simple, effective, and free from the distortion, phase

shift, and noise of analog equalization. With any of 31 center fre-

quencies and four slope settings, you have a choice of over three

trillion EQ curves. Which is more than enough boosting, peaking,

shelving and tweaking to overcome acoustical deficiencies.

If you don't like your
listening room, change it.

Because listening rooms were never designed to contain th

Vienna Philharmonic, Sony's digital surround sound places you in

your choice of symphony hall, movie theater, stadium, studio or

small club. Unprecedented digital adjustments let you choose

Don't settle for surround sound processors that simply give you a choice of concert halls. Sony

gives you a choice of seats within each hall.

room depth, width, wall absorbancy, reflection times-even the

row and number of your seat! You get acoustic environments so

detailed, so authentic, they have a palpable presence. And for

Dolby Stereo' movies, our six -channel Dolby Pro Logic' Surrounc

Sound projects a more vivid soundstage than most sound stages.

For the ultimate in surround sound processing of Dolby Stereo" movies, the TA-E1000ESD

incorporates six -channel Dolby Pro Logic" circuitry.

Oh yes, it is a preamplifier.

With all these digital attainments, you might forget that

the TA-E1000ESD is a preamplifier. But we didn't. We included five

low -noise audio inputs, three digital inputs, seven audio/video

inputs and a programmable remote control to let you run your

entire An system from a comfortable distance.

All of which leads to an inevitable conclusion. The company

that wrote the book on digital audio has just inaugurated a wholE

new chapter.



Sony ES.
Reinventing high fidelity
one component at a time.

As singular an achievement as the new Digital Signal Pro-

:essing Preamplifier undoubtedly is, it has a natural place among

he singular components of Sony's ES Series. Since the inception

)f ES, every model has challenged long -accepted compromises,

lefying the status quo.

Today's ES Series components are proud inheritors of this

radition of rebellion. Take, for example, the CDP-C8ESD Compact

)isc Changer. It embodies the Sony carousel mechanism that is

low the object of fevered imitation. Incorporating generous help-

ngs of technology from Sony's reference standard CDP-R1, the

:hanger is admirably fit for audiophiles.

Consider the TA-N55ES Power Amplifier, which produces

ES

output power in casual disregard of speaker loads that would

cause a lesser amplifier distress. Then there's the ST-S730ES

Tuner, whose Wave Optimized Digital Stereo Detector extracts the

full benefit from today's improved FM broadcasts. And the

TC-K730ES Cassette Deck emphatically disproves the notion that

analog recording is immune to substantial improvement.

Finally, contemplate the ES three-year limited parts and

labor warranty. (See your authorized ES dealer for details.) It's a

ringing confirmation of the outstanding quality that brings per-

ceptive audiophiles to their nearest ES dealer. To locate that

dealer and to receive a free White Paper on Sony DSP technology,

call 201-930-7156 curing East Coast business hours.

SONY
THE LEADER IN DIGITAL AUDIO"

T.d,' Copyright 1989 Sony Corporation of Americo All Rights Reserved Sony and The leader in Digital Audio are trademarks of Sony Dolby, Dolby Pro Logi, and Dolby Stereo ore trademarks of DolbyLaboratories licensing Corp
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KENWOOD KR -V9010
AUDIO/VIDEO RECEIVER
Julian Hirsch, Hirsch -Houck Laboratories

THE Kenwood KR -V9010 is
a powerful stereo receiver
with extensive audio and
video control facilities. The

main amplifier is rated to deliver
130 watts per channel to 8 -ohm
speakers at an unspecified distor-
tion level. A pair of 20 -watt chan-
nels is provided for rear (surround)
speakers. No other performance
specifications were available to us at
the time of testing. The receiver has
an AM/FM tuner with twenty station
presets, and it includes a seven -
band graphic equalizer.

Inputs include phono (moving
magnet), CD, tuner, two audio tape
decks, and up to four VCR's (a vid-
eodisc player can be substituted for
one of them). Complete recording,
playback, and dubbing facilities are
provided for each audio tape deck.
Video dubbing is possible from a
VCR or a videodisc player to either
VCR I or VCR 2 while another source
is selected for listening or viewing.
An Audio Injection feature allows
an external audio program to re-
place the original sound of a dubbed
videotape. The video inputs and

outputs are in both composite and
s -video formats.

A hinged panel conceals one set of
video input jacks, the controls for
the Dolby Pro Logic surround -
sound delay setting, and other sel-
dom -used controls, including a level
adjustment for a mono center -chan-
nel (dialogue) speaker powered by
an external amplifier. If no center
speaker or external amplifier is
available, a phantom center channel
can be created and heard through
the regular stereo speakers.

The headphone jack and equaliz-
er controls are also in this portion of
the panel. A rocker switch steps the
level in the selected equalizer band
in 2 -du increments over a nominal
± 12 -dB range. Small buttons flank-
ing it select the band to be con-
trolled; the bands have nominal
center frequencies of 60, 150, 400,
1,000, 2,400, 6,000, and 15,000 Hz.
In addition to five factory -set equal-
ization characteristics, another five
user -selected response characteris-
tics can be stored in the receiver's
memory for later recall.

With the hinged panel closed, the

front of the receiver presents a more
conventional appearance. A row of
flat, short -throw buttons selects the
program source. Smaller buttons se-
lect surround characteristics (Dolby
Pro Logic, Theater, or Hall) or by-
pass (disable) the rear channels.
Other buttons activate either of two
sets of front speakers (only one pair
at a time can be driven, however),
turn the equalizer on and off, and
operate the tuner section.

The principal tuner controls are
two narrow tuning bars, an auto/
manual bar, and the AM and FM
selector buttons. The ten numbered
preset keys are switched between
Channels 1-10 and Channels 11-20
by a separate button. Pressing the
DIRECT button enables the num-
bered keys to provide direct access
to any frequency ir the tuner's
range.

The large volume control at the
right of the panel carries a red LED
index marker. Below it are small
buttons to set the rear level and oth-
ers to select audio muting and CD
Direct mode, which connects the CD
inputs directly to the volume -con-
trol circuits, bypassing all equalizer
and input -selector switching and
circuitry. At the bottom right of the
panel are the balance knob and two
SYSTEM MEMORY buttons, which
can be used to store virtually the
complete operating status of the re-
ceiver, including its equalizer and
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TEST REPORTS

surround -circuit settings and level
adjustments.

The display window across the
upper part of the panel is unusually
complete. It typically shows the se-

lected input source in large blue -
white characters and the other oper-
ating conditions in smaller charac-
ters. The call letters of a radio sta-
tion can be memorized and dis-

FEATURES

O Four -channel surround amplifier
section with line output for
externally powered mono center
(dialogue) channel

O Two -position impedance selector
for safe use with 4 -ohm speakers

O Inputs for phono, CD, two audio
tape decks, four VCR's (one on
front panel): can accept one
videodisc player instead of VCR

O Audio outputs and dubbing
facilities for two audio tape
decks and two VCR's: videotape
can be dubbed while listening to
another source

O Composite and s -video outputs
to monitor

CI Audio Injection to dub external
source onto prerecorded
videotape

O CD Direct mode to bypass input
switching and equalizer circuits

O Seven -band graphic equalizer
with ten presets, five Factory -set
and five user -selectable:
equalizer display doubles as
spectrum analyzer with peak
hold

O Dolby Pro Logic, Hall, and
Theater surround -sound modes

O Adjustable rear -channel delay
and level

CI Adjustable level for externally
powered center channel

Cl Phantom mode for center image
without center speaker

Cl Memory storage of complete
receiver operating conditions

CI Line outputs for rear channels
O Three switched AC outlets
O Supplied infrared remote control

for most front -panel functions;
can operate other Kenwood
components and learn
commands for other products

LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS

0 Tuner Section (all figures for FM
only except frequency response:
measurements in microvolts, or
AV, referred to 300 -ohm input)

Usable sensitivity (mono): 13.7 dBf
(1.7 nv)

50 -dB quieting sensitivity: mono,
17 dBf (4 AV); stereo, 40.4 dBf
(17.4 µV)

Signal-to-noise ratio at 65 dBf:
mono, 79 dB: stereo, 70.4 dB

Harmonic distortion at 65 cliff:
mono Crum + noise), 0.072%;
stereo (THD), 0.095%

Capture ratio at 65 dBf: 1 dB
AM rejection: 69 dB
Image rejection: 43 dB
Selectivity: alternate -channel, 55

dB; adjacent -channel, 4 dB
Stereo threshold: 30 dBf (17.4 Ay)
Stereo pilot and subcarrier

leakage: 19 kHz, -35 dB; 38
kHz, -37 dB

Hum: -80 dB
Stereo channel separation at 100,

1,000 and 10,000 Hz: 46, 63,
and 43 dB

Frequency response: FM, +0.4,
-0.3 dB from 30 to 15,000 Hz:
AM, +2, -6 dB from 34 to
2,000

0 Amplifier Section
1,000 -Hz output power at clipping:

front channels (HI -z). 165 watts

into 8 ohms; front channels
(LO -Z), 188 watts into 8 ohms,
137 watts into 4 ohms: rear
channels (HI -z), 26.8 watts into 8
ohms, 31.7 watts into 4 ohms

Clipping headroom (relative to
rated output): 1.04 dB (front),
1.27 dB (rear)

Dynamic power output (front):
HI -Z, 210 watts into 8 ohms, 325
watts into 4 ohms; LO -Z, 105
watts into 8 ohms, 180 watts
into 4 ohms, 190 watts into 2
ohms

Dynamic headroom (front): 2.1 dB

Maximum distortion (130 watts
output into 8 ohms): 0.22%, 20
and 15,000 Hz

Sensitivity (for a 1 -watt output
into 8 ohms): CD, 17 my; phono,
0.2 my

A -weighted noise (referred to a
1 -watt output): CD, -77.3 dB;
phono, -76.2 dB

Phono-input overload: 105 mV
at 1,000 and 20 Hz, 94 my at
20,000 Hz

Phono-input impedance: 47,000
ohms in parallel with 200 pF

RIAA equalization error: +0, - I
dB from 20 to 20,000 Hz

Equalizer range: +12, -13 dB
Rear -channel frequency response:

±2 dB, 70 to 7,000 Hz; -6 dB
at 34 and 8,000 Hz

played with its frequency. While
special receiver features such as sur-
round or equalizer circuits are being
adjusted, their parameters also ap-
pear in large characters in the win-
dow. In addition, the equalizer dis-
play can also serve as a real-time
spectrum analyzer with a peak -hold
feature.

The KR -V9010 is furnished with
an infrared remote control whose
keys duplicate virtually every front -
panel function. About a third of the
keys can be programmed to mimic
the commands of controls for other
components. When the volume
control of the KR -V9010 is adjusted
from the remote, the knob is motor-
driven. Additional buttons on the
remote unit work with a menu of
operating options shown on an as-
sociated TV monitor. The remote
control also provides a random -
noise test signal used with the Dol-
by Pro Logic system to balance the
relative channel levels at the listen-
ing position.

The rear apron contains the video
and audio inputs and outputs and
the speaker outputs, which accept
stripped wire ends. There is also an
input -balance adjustment for the
surround system and an impedance
selector that enables the amplifier
section to drive 4 -ohm speakers.
The FM antenna input is a 75 -ohm
F -connector (a 300- to 75 -ohm
transformer is provided). The de-
tachable AM wire -loop antenna has
a base for free-standing operation.
All three of the AC convenience out-
lets are switched.

The Kenwood KR -V9010 meas-
ures 171'8 inches wide, 15 inches
deep, and 61/4 inches high, and it
weighs 291/2 pounds. Price: $850.
Kenwood USA, Dept. SR, 2201 E.
Dominguez, P.O. Box 22745, Long
Beach, CA 90801-5745.

Lab Tests
Although the KR -V9010 receiver

has only a 75 -ohm antenna input,
most users will probably connect a
standard 300 -ohm antenna with the
furnished matching transformer.
Therefore, we have referred all mi-
crovolt (AV) readings in this report
to a 300 -ohm impedance (the equiv-
alent value for a 75 -ohm input is
exactly half as much).

The usable sensitivity of 13.7 dBf
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The rear panel contains additional controls and connections, including the Soft Clipping switch,
speaker impedance selector, gold-plated phono-in jacks, heavy-duty binding -post speaker
terminals, and preamp-out/main-in jumpers for system expansion.

Lately you have been hearing a lot about our take -
it -to -the -limit Monitor Series components. We ask
you to consider now a new member of the NAD
Classic Series: The 7225PE Receiver. It is compact,
shockingly powerful, and entirely affordable.

Simply put, a "25 watt" receiver is not expected
to perform and sound like the 7225PE. Experienced
listeners, in blind tests against receivers rated at
twice and three times the power, have been moved
to such comments as: "More open': "more dynamic':
"richer sound: It was not news to us.

To obtain a glimpse into the reasons for this,
ask your dealer to take the 7225PE off the shelf. Pick
it up yourself. You will realize at once that you are
holding a very substantial component. As you would
expect from NAD, every ounce is there to enhance
listening and ease of use.

For example, NAD's renowned Power Envelope
amplifier design uses a two -stage "smart" power
supply that provides higher power for musical
peaks. Up to 85 watts of clean dynamic power. ARd
our Soft Clipping' circuit (which is defeatablei
prevents harsh distortion when the demands of the
music exceed most other amplifiers' limits.

In short, the 7225PE is a prime example of
NAD's "no -compromises" design philosophy. And,
we think, a product destined to become a standard

in its class. The ultimate judgment, however, should
be made by listening. We invite you to do so at one
of our carefully selected dealers. You may be
surprised at what you hear.

Call us at (617) 762-0202 for your nearest
dealer, or send the coupon for detailed product
literature, to: NADIUSA), Inc., 575 University Avenue,
Norwood, Massachusetts 02062.

NAD

For the music, pure and simple.

Please send 7225PE Receiver information and
dealer locations to:

Name

Address

City

State Zip

SR4 1988 NAD



TEST REPORTS

(2.7 microvolts, or Ay) was a typical
receiver reading, but the mono dis-
tortion of 0.072 percent at 65 dBf
(1,000 AY) was lower than average.
Stereo distortion readings appeared
surprisingly high, about 1.8 percent
at most signal levels, but the cause
was a very high level of ultrasonic
pilot -carrier leakage into the audio
(the 19 -kHz component was -35
dB, and the 38 -kHz component was
-37 dB, giving a combined value of
- 33 dB, or 2.2 percent). A measure-
ment with a spectrum analyzer, to
exclude the effect of the leakage,
showed a good stereo distortion
reading of 0.095 percent at 65 dBf.
Apparently there is little or no low-
pass filtering in the tuner output,
which may account for its very uni-
form frequency response of +0.4,
-0.3 dB from 30 to 15,000 Hz. The
AM frequency response, in sharp
contrast, was +2, -6 dB from 34 to
2,000 Hz.

The stereo crosstalk was extreme-
ly low (-63 dB) at 1,000 Hz but
returned to more typical values at
higher and lower frequencies. It was
better than -40 dB from 50 to
13,000 Hz. The stereo threshold was
established by the muting circuit,
and a 30-dBf (17.4-0) signal was
needed to unmute the tuner. Al-
though a stereo signal is really not
usable at that low a level, a mono
signal is.

Most other tuner performance
characteristics were at least average
or better, except for a marginally
acceptable 43 -dB image rejection.
The capture ratio, however, was an
exceptional 1 dB at both 45- and 65-
dBf signal levels.

The front -channel amplifiers
clipped at 165 watts per channel at
1,000 Hz into 8 ohms. A 4 -ohm load
caused the receiver's protection cir-
cuits to shut it down (they were very
effective in preventing damage from
our deliberate abuse). Setting the
switch on the rear apron for loads
less than 8 ohms, we obtained an
output of 188 watts per channel into
8 ohms and 137 watts into 4 ohms
(a 2 -ohm load shut the receiver
down instantly). The rear channels
clipped at 26.8 watts into 8 ohms
and 31.7 watts into 4 ohms (using
the receiver's higher impedance set-
ting).

The dynamic power with the

higher load setting was 210 watts
into 8 ohms and 325 watts into 4
ohms. The protection circuit was
triggered with a 2 -ohm load. Setting
the impedance switch to its lower
setting resulted in a greatly reduced
dynamic output at 8 and 4 ohms
(respectively 105 and 180 watts),
but the amplifier was now able to
drive 2 ohms at 190 watts output.
The amplifier sensitivity for a 1 -

watt output was 17 my at the CD
input and 0.2 my at the phono
input. The respective A -weighted
noise levels measured -77.3 and
-76.2 dB.

The basic front -channel frequen-
cy response, measured through the
CD input, varied less than 0.5 dB
overall from 20 to 20,000 Hz.
Switching to the CD Direct mode
produced a level shift of only 0.17
dB, with no discernible change in
frequency response. The equalizer
curves were adjustable over a range
of +12, -13 dB. The rear -channel
response, in the Hall Surround
mode, was down 3 dB at 55 and
7,000 Hz, with a 2 -dB peak at 5,000
Hz. The RIAA phono-equalization
error was +0.1, -0.4 dB from 20 to
20,000 Hz, and the phono-input ter-
mination was 47,000 ohms in paral-
lel with a 200-picofarad (pF) capaci-
tance. The phono-preamplifier in-
put overloaded at about 100 milli-
volts.

With both front channels driven
at 130 watts into 8 -ohm loads, the
1,000 -Hz distortion was about 0.2
percent from 20 to 20,000 Hz. The
distortion was 0.19 percent at 1,000
Hz and 160 watts, just below the
clipping point. The rear channels, at
an output of 20 watts into 8 ohms,
had a distortion of 0.35 percent in
the vicinity of 1,000 Hz, rising to 1
percent at 110 and 7,000 Hz.

Comments
A full-fledged A/v receiver with

the control flexibility of the Ken -
wood KR -V9010 is a complex in-
strument whose operation requires
some practice and study. Once we
mastered it, however, it was surpris-
ingly easy to use.

With the lower panel hidden by
its hinged door, the receiver looked
(and behaved) much like any pow-
erful, full -featured stereo receiver.
After an initial setup process, access

to the hidden controls was required
only infrequently. The surround
modes were effective, including
Dolby Pro Logic, which we used
with a VCR program source, and the
receiver's built-in test signals
proved to be very convenient for
setting levels. The remote control
effectively did the job of virtually
every front -panel control, and it was
able to learn the commands of other
controllers easily and much more
rapidly than other programmable
remote controls we have used in the
past.

Not only were the operating qual-
ities of the KR -V9010 excellent, but
it proved to be as "bulletproof as
one could hope for in such a power-
ful receiver. The protection system
won't let you damage the amplifier
by overdriving it or connecting it to
an excessively low load impedance.
When the system was activated in
our tests, the receiver was silenced
and the words PROTECTION ON ap-
peared across the full width of the
display window, blinking brightly
and replacing all normal indica-
tions. Shutting off the power for a
moment cleared the system, and it
was soon back in action, none the
worse for the experience.

The price you pay for this protec-
tion feature is the inability to drive
some speakers-those whose im-
pedances fall below 4 ohms in a part
of the audio range where significant
power is required. On the other
hand, setting the switch in the rear
of the receiver to its low -impedance
position should permit most speak-
ers to be driven to reasonable vol-
ume levels.

All things considered, the Ken -
wood KR -V9010 is a lot of receiver
for the money if you need or want
its video and surround -sound capa-
bilities. One of the few performance
sacrifices we discovered was in the
FM tuner section, whose outstand-
ing capture ratio was offset by mini-
mal image rejection. If you live near
a major airport, the poor image
rejection might expose you to inter-
ference on some channels, although
we did not encounter any such
problems. In other respects, we
have no significant criticisms of the
KR -V9010 receiver's performance
or features.
Circle 144 on reader service card
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The most difficult job for a compact disc
player is to reproduce low amplitude signals.
Fortunately, Yamaha has created a remarkable
CD player that rises to the occasion.

The CDX-1120 reproduces those low
amplitude
signals that until ma now, have been .  distorted or lost

in the noise generated by the digital -to -analog
conversion process in most CD players.

Allowing you to distinguish the subtle
variations between, say, both an oboe and
clarinet softly playing middle C.

As well as enjoy improved ambiance,
revealing the acoustic characteristics where
the performance took place.

And superior imaging, clarifying the place-
ment of each instrument in an orchestra.

All worthy reasons to take a good, soft
listen to our remarkable new CDX-1120. Only
then, can you truly appreciate Yamaha's Super
Hi -Bit Technology.

Yamaha's exclusive Super Hi -Bit System
utilizes the additional information generated
by our 20 -bit digital filter to more accurately

YAMAHA

abig deal out
no

reproduce the low amplitude signals coming
from the disc.

To achieve this superior sound definition,
Yamaha uses four 18 -bit D/A converters, each
with an exclusive 4 -bit Floating
System to boost linearity to 22 -bits.

Delivering four times greater
resolution of low amplitude signals
than even fixed 20 -bit D/A converter
systems.

What's more, Yamaha's exclusive
Super Hi -Bit DAC Direct Output
provides phase accuracy so close to
the original recording, it's unpre-
cedented in the industry.

The CDX-1120 also features
Digital DeEmphasis and Digital
Volume Control to give the best access

gramming,pro-possible signal output - - uncom- 5 -via) repeat

promised by analog components. play and more.

To fully appreciate the phenomenal CDX-
1120, pay a visit to your local Yamaha dealer.

Once you hear it for yourself, the
advantages will come
across loud-and soft YAMAHA- and clear.

. _J odra. LJ
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A full -function
remote lets )ou
control even -
thing. With 21 -
track random
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COMPATIBILITY
Audio system performance depends

on well -matched components.

rreassurings to know that when you connect two audio com-
ponents together they will almost certainly work. Hi-fi buyers
have always tended to assemble their systems from different

brands of equipment, so the audio companies have developed a
series of unofficial standards to make sure large mismatches are a
rarity. But they sometimes occur nonetheless, with effects that can
range from subtle degradation of the sound quality to actual
equipment damage. For most of
us, a stereo system is a fairly major
investment; to protect it, and to
squeeze that last ounce of per-
formance out of it, some aware-
ness of the potential trouble spots
is vital.

The Crucial Link
The area of greatest concern by

far is the matching of speakers, both
to the rest of the system and to the
listener. Speakers are the "business
end" of the hi-fi chain, so they must
be compatible with your listening
room and with your tastes. If, for
example, you live in a small apart-
ment, speakers that need a lot of
space-either because they them-
selves are large or because they
require special placement-are ob-
viously inappropriate. In choosing

models more suited to your situa-
tion, you may find that they place
certain demands on your amplifier.
Often, for instance, the compromise
a speaker designer must make in
producing a small unit is to make it
less sensitive than a larger one, so
the amplifier power must be that
much greater to provide the same
acoustic output.

By the same token, if your tastes
run to heavily compressed music-
heavy-metal rock, for instance-
played at high levels, the combina-
tion of speaker sensitivity and am-
plifier power will have to be chosen
with that in mind. Even if your lis-
tening is somewhat more sedate, a
compact disc player might well re-
quire more amplifier power than a
tuner or tape player to handle the
wide dynamic range of most cam's.
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In general, it's always wise to err
on the side of more power rather
than less. Driving an amplifier
beyond its comfortable limit in an
effort to crank up the volume will
cause clipping, which may well
damage your speakers. But you can
go too far. Some speakers need a lot
of power-they are quite insensi-
tive-but can't handle a lot. Over-
powering such speakers can also
cause damage if you push them too
hard. A delicate balance between
amplifier power, speaker power
handling, and speaker sensitivity is
thus essential if the most crucial
part of your system is to perform to
its utmost.

HERE are electrical
considerations to be
taken into account as
well when you are

,A,a matching amplifiers
and speakers. Although it's easy to
think of these as discrete compo-
nents, electrically the amplifier's
output stages, the speakers them-
selves, and the cables connecting
them form a single circuit, and, like
all circuits, its various elements
must be closely matched. In effect,
an amplifier's output stage is miss-
ing a resistor, whose function is tak-
en by a speaker and its associated
cable.

Some amplifiers are designed to
accept a fairly wide range of values
for the completion of the circuit, but
most are quite restricted as to what
will operate safely-too little resist-
ance and the increased current drain
can cause amplifier damage. If a
speaker were a purely resistive de-
vice, the choice would be simple:
Just pick one with the appropriate
value. But speakers are dynamic de-
vices, and their effect on the output
of an amplifier is not resistive but
reactive: It varies with frequency.
The load a speaker presents to an
amplifier, therefore, is termed "im-
pedance" rather than resistance, al-
though both are expressed in
ohms.

If a speaker has a "nominal" im-
pedance of, say, 8 ohms, it could
still cause problems even though
any hi-fi amplifier will be rated to
drive that load. Such impedance
specifications represent average im-
pedance through the audio range;
the actual figure might be much
lower at some frequencies, and an
amplifier that can't handle the low-
er impedance could fail despite the
speaker's "correct" nominal imped-
ance. The problem gets much worse

if two or more pairs of speakers are
connected in parallel to the same
amplifier, as this causes the total
impedance to drop dramatically. In
the case of such problem loads, an
amplifier designed specifically to
deal with low impedances is usually
required.

The other element in this last
stage of the audio system is the
cable between the amplifier and the
speakers. Wire does have its own
electrical characteristics, both resist-
ance and capacitance, and, at least
in theory, these can affect the
sound. Both factors are increased
the longer the run between amp and
speakers, but both can be mini-
mized by using heavier cable.

Some speakers place distinctive
requirements on the rest of the sys-
tem. For example, a few models
require the use of a dedicated active
equalizer; in such cases, you have to
choose electronic components that
will allow the insertion of the
needed equalizer, either between
the preamplifier and amplifier or in
an unused tape -monitor loop. Other
speakers use special circuitry to en-
hance the sense of spaciousness or
to widen the sound stage; there are
also electronic circuits in certain
preamplifiers, integrated amps, and
receivers that do much the same
thing. You should investigate these
products carefully before thinking
about using them together.

Line to Line
Speakers and amplifiers are two

components whose compatibility is
vital, though it is often not perfectly
achieved. Mismatches can also oc-
cur elsewhere in the system, but
they usually have less serious conse-
quences. It's rare, for instance, to
encounter impedance problems be-
tween electronic components: Im-
pedance is important, but most
electronic components are designed
with low -impedance outputs and
high -impedance inputs. This does
result in some sacrifice of power,
but it greatly reduces the possibility
of distortion caused by mismatches
and means that the inputs can toler-
ate a fairly wide range of voltages
without distress. That very flexibili-
ty can cause problems, however.

Most components are designed to
produce output levels roughly equal
to one another, but there is no true
standard, so variations may be en-
countered. Usually unequal output
levels do not result in a degradation
of sound quality, but the effect may

be inconvenient and annoying. If
there are major level differences be-
tween input sources, for instance,
switching between them can cause
uncomfortable jumps in volume. Or
if a source has an unusually high
level or an input is unusually sensi-
tive, the operating range of the
preamplifier's or amplifier's volume
control may be restricted. Con-
versely, a very low output that
requires the volume control to be
turned way up will increase a com-
ponent's susceptibility to noise
picked up on the way.

As for the connections between
components, there are relatively few
problems unless the units are placed
very far apart. As with speaker
cables, the wires that join one com-
ponent to the next do have an elec-
trical effect on the signal: They have
both resistive and capacitive ele-
ments that can interact to create an
unintentional low-pass filter, which
in extreme cases can affect high -fre-
quency response. In a typical sys-
tem the cables are short enough that
this rolloff occurs well above the
audible range, with negligible sonic
effect, but for unusually long runs
special interconnect cables with re-
duced resistance and capacitance
are advisable.

IGITAL audio, on the
other hand, presents a
special case. In an ef-
fort to minimize pos-
sible interference be-

tween digital and analog circuitry
within a compact disc player, a
growing number of companies are
providing their players with digital
outputs for use with amplifiers that
contain their own digital -to -analog
converters. These outputs feed very
high -frequency information. While
the inherent high -frequency rolloff
of conventional patch cords is un-
likely to disturb a normal analog
audio signal, it can have a substan-
tial effect on the digital data
stream.

Therefore, it is becoming more
and more common for CD player
manufacturers to provide an optical
output that is connected to the am-
plifier with a fiber-optic cable. To
take advantage of this, however, it is
necessary to choose an amplifier
that has an optical input and a suit-
able connector. The first players to
offer this feature employed a num-
ber of different plugs; since then, the
Electronics Industries Association
of Japan (EIAJ) has standardized
cables and connectors for this appli-
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cation, but some older models may
still have nonstandard hardware.

As for analog connections, few
compatibility problems are likely to
be encountered. The audio compa-
nies in both North America and
Japan long ago accepted the familiar
RCA jacks and plugs for virtually
all line -level applications; micro-
phones and headphones use differ-
ent connectors, but these, too, are
reasonably standard. The one area
where there might be some mis-
matching is with European compo-
nents: Most of them use DIN con-
nectors. DIN -to -RCA adaptor ca-
bles are easy to find for such situa-
tions, but it should be noted that
much European equipment uses dif-
ferent line levels, which might cause
mismatches in spite of the cables.

The Vinyl Connection
Aside from possible level differ-

ences, the components that feed in-
formation into an audio system are
reasonably standardized. The major
exception is often the record -play-
ing equipment. Cartridges, tone -
arms, and turntables must be care-
fully matched if your vinyl collec-
tion is to yield its best sound.

In most cases, matching a car-
tridge to the inputs on your receiver
or preamplifier is fairly straightfor-
ward. The phono-input section has
a number of functions: It has to
boost the tiny signal from a car-
tridge to line level, and it also has to
equalize it to offset the standard
pre -emphasis added during record-
ing, called the RIAA curve. The
audio industry has accepted reason-
ably tight standards for all of this, so
most cartridges will work with most
phono sections with no problem.
But because the signal is at such a
low level, the cable between the car-
tridge and the system's electronics is
even more prone to capacitance and
interference effects than ordinary
patch cables. For this reason, most
turntable manufacturers use low -
capacitance cable for that link. If
you must extend the cable-never a
wise practice, but occasionally nec-
essary-you should use similar wire
to avoid adversely affecting high -
frequency performance.

Moving -coil (Mc) cartridges are
somewhat more strict in their re-
quirements, as their signal levels are
even lower. Also, an MC cartridge
requires either an extra stage of am-
plification in the phono-input cir-
cuitry or an outboard transformer.
If neither is available, you might
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The process 0, correctly matching stereo
components can be daunting. Understanding
the subtleties of a system's many hardware
and software interfaces, however will make
the job much easier. When you're shopping,
make sure the amplifier you buy s a good
match for the speakers you've chosen, look
for compatible optical and coaxial digital
connections between digital components,
consider the hook-ups necessary if you want
to biamp your speakers, and make sure you
hawe enough iiputs to expand the system in
the future.
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Another critical link is between tape deck and
tape. Finding the right brand anc grade of
blank tape for your cassette deck can make a
great differen:e when it comes to overall
sound quality. Check the manufacturer's
recommendat ons and then expeiment on
your own. Some audio dealers will even adjust
a deck's tias for the particular tape you want
to use, but you should be prepared to pay
ex-sa for this.
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choose one of the several "high -out-
put" Mc cartridges, as these are
nominally designed to feed a nor-
mal moving -magnet (mrvt) input.

The physical match between car-
tridge and tonearm is as important
as the electrical match between car-
tridge and phono input. In a broad
sense, there are two sorts of car-
tridges, those using half -inch
mounting holes and the plug-in P -
mount ones. Some popular models
are available in both formats, but
most are not; there are also adaptors
available if the cartridge you must
have is in a different format from
your tonearm, but these are com-
promises at best.

NE advantage of the P -
mount system is that
all the physical con-
siderations are stan-
dardized: Any P -

mount cartridge should plug into
any arm designed for that format
and work with no further adjust-
ment. With standard cartridges,
however, many things have to be
considered: Does the arm have
enough range in the counterbalance
to offset the physical weight of the
cartridge? Do the tracking force and
antiskating adjustments go high (or
low) enough to provide the force
specified by the cartridge manufac-
turer? Does the tonearm-cartridge
combination allow enough flexibili-
ty to set the proper overhang? And
do the combined compliance of the
cartridge and the effective tonearm
mass place the arm's resonance fre-
quency in a range where the effects
of warped records will be minimal
(somewhere between 7 and 15 Hz)?

,An area that is sometimes over-
looked is the compatibility of your
record -playing equipment with your
listening room. Improper place-
ment of the turntable may, for
instance, put it in a room mode
where low frequencies from the
speaker are strengthened. This can
cause acoustic feedback when you
play records, sometimes at a level
severe enough to damage your
speakers. Record -playing equip-
ment should also be located where it
is isolated from vibrations caused
by people walking-or dancing-in
the room; a jumping stylus is a sure
recipe for disc damage.

Tape vs. Deck
The maturing of the cassette from

its voice -only roots to the true hi-fi
medium of today has meant that
tape has become the medium of

0

choice for the great majority of
audio buyers. The convenience of
the format may lead some to think
it's foolproof: just pop a tape in and
forget it. But, as with other areas of
audio, some aspects of the cassette
system can degrade performance if
they're not attended to.

The simplest of these aspects are
tape type and noise reduction. For
the best playback results, you need
to know which type of tape and
which noise -reduction system were
used for a given recording so you
can adjust the machine accordingly.
For instance, if a cassette was re-
corded on high -bias or metal tape,
make sure to set the playback equal-
ization properly. Many machines
do this for you automatically by
sensing cutouts in the cassette shell,
but that doesn't work for older tapes
without the right holes. If the cas-
sette was recorded with noise reduc-
tion, make sure the same system-
Dolby B, Dolby C, or dbx-is used
for playback.

Not everything is in your control,
however. If your deck produces an
output level that differs from the
Dolby standard by more than a cou-
ple of decibels, the Dolby circuits
will mistrack. Too high an output
and the sound will be too bright; too
low and it will be dull. No machine
we know of will let you adjust the
output level, so a trip back to the
shop may be in order if there are
Dolby tracking problems.

Dolby mistracking may have oth-
er causes as well. To work properly,
the playback circuits must "know"
what a particular amount of magne-
tism on the tape represents in terms
of the original recording level. In
some cases, the recording circuitry
may have been miscalibrated-the
"Dolby level" on the meters of
some decks is meant to correspond
to a specific level of magnetic flux
on the tape (200 nanowebers per
meter, if you care); any variation
will cause the playback Dolby cir-
cuit to misbehave. Again that may
require professional adjustment. By
the same token, the sensitivity of
the tape itself-its output level for a
given input-may cause problems.
In recording without noise reduc-
tion, the more magnetism you can
record on a tape the better, as that
increases dynamic range. But large
variations in sensitivity do exist
from one tape to another, and these
can play havoc with the operation
of the Dolby system.

If playing back a tape requires

only minimal precautions, record-
ing one introduces one of the most
common sorts of audio incompati-
bility. To record an audio signal
magnetically with the least distor-
tion and the flattest frequency re-
sponse, a high -frequency signal
called "bias" is added to the sound.
It is inaudible when the tape is
played, but it is vital in the record-
ing process. Every tape formulation
has its own distinctive bias require-
ment, and no two are exactly alike.
In broad terms, chromium -dioxide
tapes, or equivalents, require higher
bias levels than "normal" ferric -
oxide tape; metal tape requires
more than either. For this reason,
almost all cassette decks provide at
least three levels of bias to handle
the three major tape types. Some-
times this is adjusted automatically,
using the shell cutouts, and some-
times manually oy means of a front -
panel switch.

The difficulty is that no two tapes
are exactly the same even within
each type, and a three -position
switch can only approximate the re-
quirements of most of the tapes you
are likely to use. It may be that there
is one tape that matches your ma-
chine exactly, but few manufactur-
ers tell you what it is-most list a
number of tapes that will work
acceptably. To find the right one.
the only way is to try all of them and
stick with the one that performs
best. But beware: Even tapes with
the same designation are subject to
further development-the tape you
buy today may not be exactly the
same as the equivalent tape you
bought a year ago.

HE only real way to
optimize the record-
ing process is with a
deck that offers con-
tinuous bias trim, ei-

ther manually operated or compu-
terized. This feature lets you match
your machine to any tape. Most
such machines inhabit the higher
reaches of the price scale, but they
are definitely worth the investment
if you do a lot of recording.

The fact that a stereo system is
made up of disparate elements from
a number of sources may make the
occasional mismatch inevitable.
The remarkable thing is that prob-
lems are as uncommon as they are.
And the process of standardiza-
tion-informal, to be sure-goes
on. The components of the Nineties
will undoubtedly be even more
compatible than today's.
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NOT SO

"We really wanted to reinvent ourselves.

BY RICK G. KARR
Here's the scene: It's 1981, and Simple Minds is a group
of fresh -faced Scottish kids on their first U.S. tour.
They're a hit with U.K. hipsters, a closely guarded secret
among U.S. fans. They arrive, gawk at the sights, and
head for Philadelphia's Bijou Café, armed with their futu-
ristic dance music, battery of synthesizers, chiming gui-
tars, and Jim Kerr's artful, detached voice.

They play to fewer than twenty people.
Here's the punch line: The club manager approaches the

band after the show. "Don't worry," he says. "It's gonna



happen for you guys. Incidentally,
there was an Irish band in here last
night playing to even less people
than you, and they're gonna be a
huge band as well."

"It goes without saying who they
were," Jim Kerr said to me recently
with childlike relish. He told the
story with the expansive self-confi-
dence that a decade of experience
and worldwide Platinum success
have afforded him.

Kerr and Simple Minds co-found-
ers Charlie Burchill (guitar) and
Mick MacNeil (keyboards) have
suffered through enough U2 com-
parisons to keep them from men-
tioning "that Irish band" by name.
Yet in Europe U2 and Simple
Minds together dominate the sta-
dium circuit with a sell-out certain-
ty unheard of since the days of the
mid -Seventies giants. They're two
of a kind, either the twin -pronged
conscience of today's rock or two
sets of pretentious egomaniacs.

While U2 achieved unprece-
dented success in the U.S. and
repaid the debt by producing a hom-
age to American roots music, Sim-
ple Minds has fared inconsistently
with American audiences. Their
first hit was written for them, and
their most recent album, "Street

Fighting Years," hasn't fared as well
as its predecessor. Kerr would be
justifiably frustrated. After all, one
of the singles for the 1981 tour, The
American, asked, "What do you
know about this world anyway?"

"What does anybody know about
this world?" Kerr laughed, comfort-
ably in the middle of the sold -out
European leg of the "Street Fighting
Years" tour. "I'm certainly not anti-
American. After all, I married an
American."

ERR'S eyes sparkled
with the irony of his
words. His press -
hounded marriage
to the Pretenders'
Chrissie Hynde
landed on the rocks
early last year,

prompting an amicable separation
and fueling much of the soul-search-
ing in the new album. More impor-
tant, Hynde's flight from Cleve-
land's desolation to London's punk
mecca was nothing short of a per-
manent expatriation.

"Yeah, I guess I'm more Ameri-
can than she is," Kerr said. "Actual-
ly, everybody wants to be Ameri-
can. America is such a great con -

On a bad

night it can look

like we're being

pompous or overly

serious. The whole

thing is about

taking the music

dead seriously but not

ourselves.

cept, we're even trying to have it in
Europe now."

Kerr was relaxed. His quiet, jovial
eyes and gently lilting speech ex-
uded solid confidence. The stum-
bling was over. Simple Minds had
reinvented itself.

"Big" is the best word for Simple
Minds. Big success, big thoughts,
big sound. Yet the rest of the band
shares Kerr's relaxed, almost homey
attitude. A few drinks with friends
after the show, a few songs around
the hotel bar piano, then to bed.
There are no conspicuous excesses.
It's a family atmosphere, an aston-
ishing contrast to the reverent,
deadly serious rhetoric of the new
album and its live counterpart.

"Sometimes I think the biggest
disappointment of being in Simple
Minds is that our sense of humor
never comes through in our music
or when we go on stage," Kerr said.
"On a bad night it can look like
we're being pompous or overly seri-
ous. The whole thing is about taking
the music dead seriously but not
ourselves."

That distinction has failed to
make an impact on the band's
harsher critics. Simple Minds has
received a sound thrashing from the
music press for taking everything
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too seriously. "One thing's for
sure-we're in good company,"
Kerr said. "From Dylan to Lou
Reed [a guest on the new album],
everyone's had it."

"The press, especially in London,
have an attitude problem," Mick
MacNeil added. "Why are they al-
ways out for something new, for
blood? They need to feel the music,
write what they feel."

HE alleged political
preaching in their
new album drew an
angry wince from
Kerr. "The album
wasn't even meant
to be a political
record. Politics is a

ghost to me. It dreams. There's
something more than that. We were
trying to write a record about these
times, people, places, and their
lives."

But surely those are themes with
strong political overtones? "Yeah,
but it would've been crap if we'd
said, 'Let's write a political record.'
It would not have been entertain-
ing." There's a distinction between
personal suffering and political so-
lutions, Kerr said. "Whether it's
violence in Northern Ireland or
crack dealers in New York, we're
writing for the person who sees
nothing in either side but every day
has this on his doorstep and has to
get on with his life."

Kerr's choice for the songs' set-
tings in "Street Fighting Years" begs
political questions, though: South
Africa (Mandela Day and Peter Ga-
briel's Biko) and Northern Ireland
(Belfast Child) and Scotland under
Thatcher (Soul Crying Out). The
last, about a Thatcher policy that
will increase taxes for the poor
while cutting those for property
owners, typifies Kerr's emphasis on
the social over the political.

"It's not about the tax," he said,
"it's about the hurt that something
like the tax can bring on a family."
And that kind of hurt transcends
national borders, he feels. "In my
dreams it's the same pain as Stein -
beck. John Cougar [Mellencamp,
from whom the band snatched vio-
linist Lisa Germano] writes about it
in his way. It's the same hurt, the
same pain. It's the same bankruptcy
of morality, that our leaders contin-
ually let us down." The key to Sim-
ple Minds' approach to such themes
is to downplay the betrayal and em-

phasize the hurt. That shift from
third -person to first -person song -
writing is the most evident result of
the band's reinvention of itself. "I
had hoped we weren't confronting
issues but transcending them, not
just getting bogged down," Kerr
said.

But Kerr readily accepts the label
"crusader" with regard to South
Africa. Mandela Day was written
for last year's Nelson Mandela
birthday concert, and the Biko cov-
er was inspired by Kerr's contact
with Peter Gabriel. "I called Peter
and said, 'The Mandela concert is in
five months' time. Are you gonna
play?' He was bumbling and reluc-
tant-I think he was up to his eyes
in it. So I said, 'If you don't come
we're gonna play it, and people are
gonna ask where Peter Gabriel is.' It
was just a touch of blackmail."

But why cover the song when Ga-
briel's own version is the definitive
anti-apartheid anthem? "One could
say there's no need, but any song
that mentions Steve Biko or tries to
carry on the reasons why Steve Biko
is dead is worthwhile. It doesn't
matter if you're playing it on the
spoons," Kerr insisted.

Championing liberal causes has
left the band open to accusations of
indulging in feel -good politics: Sing
about the issues, sell the records,
but don't do anything to change
things. Kerr stressed his commit-
ment to motivating fans. "Tonight
it's enough to sing the songs, but
tomorrow you need some sort of
action. Everybody's gotta find out
what he can do."

If the ideas are big, the sound is
gigantic The kind of sound only a
stadium could adequately contain.
"People don't trust the big sound,"
Kerr said. "A lot of people would
confuse it with pomposity, or big for
big's sake. If you look at Mick's key-
boards, say, they're huge. Then look
at the place where he grew up. The
only things you can see are sky and
sea, the two biggest things in the
world. He doesn't feel fazed by it.
He loves it, and it's there."

Simple Minds has traditionally
worked with producers who thrive
on wide-screen production. "Street
Fighting Years" marks its first col-
laboration with Trevor Horn, the
early -Eighties enfant terrible who
shaped the Art of Noise, ABC,
Frankie Goes to Hollywood, and
Yes's first revival. Like Simple
Minds, Horn was looking to shed
his earlier image. "We thought it

was an oddball mixture [Simple
Minds and Trevor Horn], but it was
quite attractive as well because we
really wanted to reinvent our-
selves," Kerr said. "He was into the
same thing. He wanted to put a stop
to what he'd done. Fine, thanks, but
it's finished."

Horn shares production credits
with Steven Lipson, who caught the
band's attention with his earlier
work. "We met Steve first," Kerr
explained, "and we wanted him to
do it. He was worried about produc-
ing a band of our . . . magnitude?
Because he was more of an engineer
[than a producer] up until then. He
said, 'I'd like to do it with Trevor.
You should meet him. He's a really
talented guy, and he really loves
you.'

"We had liked Trevor's work in
the past, but we never trusted it.
There was a whole myth around
Trevor, sort of Wizard of Oz. You
didn't know who played what, or
who did what, or if they wrote the
songs. He seemed great at making
artifacts, all trickery and wizardry as
opposed to heart," Kerr said. "He
was a molder, but we've had our
own vision for years."

There were rough patches with
Horn, but the mix was successful-
mainly because of Lipson's skills,
according to Kerr. "It's Steven we'd
really want to work with in the
future."

IG ideas, big sound,
and a big change in
outlook. With the
album out of the
way and the tour
humming along,
Kerr refused to
speculate on the

next step. " 'Street Fighting Years'
is definitely something we needed to
get out of our system. Where we go
next, I don't have a clue. I'd like to
think the next one will be more up."

Making "Street Fighting Years"
was an attempt by Simple Minds to
relearn its past, Kerr said, and the
group will continue to learn.
"Sometimes you try too hard," he
concluded. "I don't ever mind being
told I'm trying too hard. I think I
enjoy it more now because I'm
more relaxed. As for getting it
wrong, absolutely. We've got it
wrong before, and we'll do it again.
The thing is to know when you're
geeing it wrong so you can get it
right."
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SURROUND
S N D

by Ken C. Pohlmann

ITHOUT question, digital audio-
in the guise of professional tape
recorders and signal processors
as well as the compact disc-has
raised the level of high fidelity.

Yet, overall, audio technology remains
exactly as it has always been since Edi-
son first shouted into his tin -foil con-
'traption-an imperfect means of con-
veying the impres-
sion of musical per-
formance. With dig-
ital audio, however,
that impression is
again taking a giant
step forward in be-
lievability.

The next problem
to be tackled in digi-
tal audio is the re-
production of the
ambient -sound in-
formation accom-
panying a live per-
formance. Media
such as the CD do a
good job of storing the music signal
itself, but the playback system fails to
provide the ambience information that
should rightly surround the listener
when that music signal is present. It is
this failure, among others, that immedi-
ately tips us off that a recording is mere-
ly a recording, not the real thing.

In a concert hall, sound from the per-
former(s) radiates in all directions. A
direct path carries some of the sound to
your ears. Other paths carry the sound
to the stage, proscenium, and other
nearby surfaces, where it is reflected and
reaches you a short time later. Still other
paths carry the sound out into the hall,
where it is reflected many times, reach-
ing you only much later. Thus, you hear
a direct sound, early reflections, and lat-
er reflections, or reverberation.

Although the microphones set up to
record the performance can indeed re-
cord the reflected information as well its
source, reproduction in your home is
limited because a pair of conventional
loudspeakers can only reproduce sound,
direct as well as ambient, from the two
points where they are located. As a
result, ambience information comes

from the same posi-
tion as the direct
sound, and your ear
is not fooled at all.

Of course, if your
budget permitted,
you could construct
a listening room
whose acoustical
properties were such
that sound supplied
from your loud-
speakers would be
reflected in the
room to create the
same kind of am-
bient sound field as

in the recording locale. Fortunately,
there is a cheaper way, which is also
much more flexible, probably sounds
better, and fits inside a space considera-
bly smaller than a concert hall.

Digital Signal Processing
Using digital signal processing (DsP)

technology makes it relatively easy to
generate a set of ambience signals from
the original recording and reproduce
them through a stereo system. As a
result, the playback environment takes
on the acoustical characteristics of the
original performing environment, and
realism is dramatically enhanced.

Compared with the old quad systems,
digital signal processing places a greater
reliance on real-time generation of am-
bience information. For example, in -

Once you're used a

well -adjusted surround

system, you could cry

well wonder how you

ever enjoyed music or

tideo without it.
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Speaker Setups for Surround Sound

The NEC PLD-910's
manual offers this
room arrangement
for a basic surround -
sound setup. Although
it looks slightly
unusual to have the
surround speakers
centered on the side
walls, this is
optimum for certain
types of surround
processing.

This kind of bask
six -channel setup is

recommended by JVC
with its XP -A1000.

The two main stereo
speakers are

enhanced by pairs of
front and rear

ambience speakers.
Note how the extra

speakers are
stand -mounted at

roughly ear -level for a
seated listener.

A complete
eight -channel
configuration like this
one is recommended
by Yamaha with its
DSP-3000. The two
main stereo speakers
are supplemented by
one pair each for
front, rear, and sides.
You can even take
this approach a step
further by adding a
front fill speaker and
a subwoofer.

stead of storing four separate chan-
nels, only two are stored; all the oth-
er required information is synthe-
sized at the moment of playback
from the original two channels. Al-
ternatively, ambience information
can be extracted from the original
recording and directed to the appro-
priate channels. In either case, pa-
rameters describing the acoustical
characteristics of a performing envi-
ronment can be stored in the digital
signal processor and used to deter-
mine how the ambience informa-
tion is created. It is important to
note that the "effects" channels are
created from side -chain process-
ing-that is, the fidelity of the pri-
mary channels is never affected.

Although professional processors
have performed ambience genera-
tion for years (there are few popu-
lar -music recordings without it), it
has only been through the advent of
DSP chips that consumer surround -
sound processors have become
available.

Ambience Processors
Surround -sound processors-var-

iously called digital sound -field pro-
cessors (Yamaha), digital audio en-
vironment processors (Lexicon),
and so forth-perform essentially
the same task of generating am-
bience information. Ideally, the pro-
cessor should be connected directly
to a CD player's digital output. The
audio signal from the playback
source, whether digital or analog, is
directed through frequency -depen-
dent digital delay, equalization, and
reverberation circuitry. A software
program controls these parameters
throughout the processing, tailoring
the computation to produce an ac-
curate, coherent spatial orientation.
Following the generation of the
effects channels, the digital signals
are converted to analog and sent to
the power amplifiers and loud-
speakers.

All digital ambience processors
provide a number of audio outputs.
For example, a six -channel system
would drive four additional speak-
ers with a four -channel amplifier.
The four effects speakers would be
located toward the front and rear (or
sides and rear) of the room, where
they would provide the acoustical
cues required to simulate a particu-
lar spatial environment for the
sound from the main speakers. The
main front speakers would repro-
duce the unprocessed original sig-
nal, and the front effects speakers
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would reproduce early -reflection
signals, simulating arrivals from the
proscenium and other nearby sur-
faces. The rear speakers would pro-
vide a wash of delayed reflections
and reverberation, such as would
come from the side and rear walls of
a hall. Alternatively, a surround sys-
tem could use only an additional
pair of rear speakers, or a more
extensive system could use front,
side, rear, and center -channel
speakers as well as a subwoofer.

Effects processors offer a variety
of presets in which the acoustical
parameters have been adjusted to
provide a coordinated sound field.
The Yamaha DSP-3000, for exam-
ple, has twenty sound -field presets
simulating an opera house, a cathe-
dral, a stadium, jazz clubs, concert
halls, and other locations. Some of
the presets offer a variety of envi-
ronments (there are ten different
concert -hall programs stored in the
DSP-3000).

The derivation of presets is itself
an interesting study. The design en-
gineers could select the parameters
themselves, creating artificial sonic
environments, but it makes more

The SS! Products .System 40001!
decoder ($699) has four surround

modes: Dynamic Logic (active
steering), Dolby Surround. Music
Surround (for nonencoded stereo

sources), and Mono Enhance

sense to take advantage of environ-
ments known to have good acous-
tics. For example, in developing
programs for JVC's XP -A1000
acoustics processor, a team of en-
gineers visited famous concert halls
such as Amsterdam's Concertge-
bouw, Frankfurt's Alte Oper,
Bonn's Beethovenhalle, Munich's
Philharmoniehalle, and Vienna's
Staatsoper to make analytical re-
cordings in those spaces.

As a result, you can hear Pink
Floyd performing in an opera
house, a cathedral, a football sta-
dium, or any other spatial environ-
ment that's been stored. The point
is that with a menu of presets, you
can match your own listening envi-
ronment with what's most appro-
priate for the music.

With most surround processors, a
user is also free to modify existing
presets or create wholly new spatial
environments and store them in
memory. For example, while the
front panel of the DSP-3000 is sim-
ple, its forty -one -key remote control
allows you to adjust various acous-
tical parameters and store twenty
user -created presets. You can set

parameters for room size, liveness,
initial delays, reverberation time,
high -frequency reverberation -time
ratio, reverberation level, high-pass
filter, low-pass filter, effects level,
and effects balance. Alternatively,
you can use its "presence" program
to assign up to sixteen reflections
per channel, with assigned values
for filtering, delay, level, and direc-
tion, to build a new acoustical envi-
ronment from scratch.

Speaker Placement
Like any piece of audio gear, a

surround -sound processor requires
some consideration in terms of set-
up in the listening room. The
room's own acoustical characteris-
tics may influence use of the proces-
sor; for example, a large and highly
reverberant room may generate
sound reflections that are capable of
masking those synthesized by the
processor. Undesirable echoes from
the room may spoil the desired
effect. On the opposite extreme, an
anechoic (acoustically dead) room
will tend to increase perception of
the direct sound from the speakers
and thus make listener location

Lexicon's CP-2 surround
processor ($895) combines
Dolby Pro Logic with
Lexicon's own patented
Auto -Azimuth system, which
monitors phase and amplitude
errors in incoming material in
the digital domain for more
accurate decoding.

1141111111111toh.._

JVC's XP -A1000 digital
acoustics processor ($1,200)
has adjustable parameters for
room size. liveness, frequency
response of reflections,
reverberation level, and high -
frequency reverberation time.
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more critical. For proper operation
of a surround system, the listening
room should have relatively neutral
acoustics, so that a convincing am-
bience can be created, with no single
speaker being audible by itself.

Of course, the magic of DSP could
also be applied to the problem. For
example, the JVC XP -A1000 acous-
tics processor can help compensate
for the (perhaps unwanted) acous-
tics of both the original recording
venue and the listening room where
the music is to be reproduced. Min-
imizing the effect of these variables
helps create a new acoustical envi-
ronment.

Similarly, speaker placement will
probably require some trial and er-
ror during setup. Opinions differ on
the best locations for ambience
speakers. Some manufacturers rec-
ommend placing them to the rear,
while others recommend placement
on the sides of the listening posi-
tion, plus or minus 20 degrees. Still
others argue for using both side and
rear speakers.

NEC's PLD-910 decoder ($999)
includes Dolby Pro Logic, which

provides a true center channel for
more realistic dialogue, and a
Creation Surround mode with

adjustable parameters.

L t9swE
. 360- DIGITAL SPACE MATRIX

The Yamaha DSP-3000 Digital
Sound Field processor ($1,899)

allows a multichannel home
system to re-create the acoustic

character of various actual
listening environments such as
concert halls, jazz clubs, opera
houses, arenas, and cathedrals.
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In general, side placement is often
better than rear if the room's own
side -wall reflections are damped.
Also, ambience speakers should be
moved away from walls-reflection
from those boundaries tends to de-
grade the effect. The listening posi-
tion should be centered on the left/
right axis; it's critical enough to war-
rant using a tape measure rather
than eyeballing it. Naturally, the
problem of positioning and balanc-
ing surround -sound speakers in-
creases with the number of speakers
you use.

Of course, the best method of
solving any speaker -placement
problem is through listening. Try
out different speaker locations com-
bined with different settings on the
processor itself. Aim for the most
realistic spatial impression, with
solid imaging. You'll know the
"sweet spot" when you hear it.

How much amplifier power will
you need for the ambience speak-
ers? Surprisingly, quite a bit, as you
may find yourself running the am-
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bience speakers as loud as the pri-
mary speakers. Fortunately, am-
bience speakers do not require as
much fidelity as the primary pair.

At the Movies
If film sound is a high priority for

you, you'll need a front -center
speaker to establish the all-import-
ant dialogue track in the middle and
at least one rear speaker. A full sys-
tem for movie sound at home might
include two main, one center, two
side, and two rear speakers, plus a
subwoofer. The Shure HTS Theater
Reference System is an excellent ex-
ample of this type of surround -
sound setup.

Film sound reproduction can be
more efficiently tackled, however,
by a line of products differing from
general ambience processors. Sur-
round -sound decoders such as the
Yamaha DSR-100 Pro, Lexicon CP-
I and CP-2 (which also do DSP-
based ambience synthesis), NEC
PLD-910, and others have Dolby
Pro Logic circuits that mimic the

The Fosgate-Audionics DSM-3610
Pro -Plus ($1,429) uses proprietary
steering logic circuits to create a
wide sound stage along with
precisely located dialogue from a
center -front speaker.



Dolby Stereo decoders used in mo-
vie theaters. Some home decoders
offer only the less -advanced Dolby
Surround format, while others, such
as those from Shure and Proton, use
proprietary circuits to achieve
performance like that associated
with Dolby Pro Logic. The better
decoders use "steering" logic to
coordinate the position of output
channels relative to the position on
the screen of the apparent sound
source. The center channel puts dia-
logue right in the middle, and the
separation of left, right, and rear
channels is expanded as it is in a
theater.

How Realistic Is It?
With the growing availability of

DSP chips, it seems evident that dig-
ital ambience processing will grow
in popularity for both music and
video applications. The advantages
are substantial and immediately ob-
vious. When a well -adjusted sur-
round system is switched in, the
sound field becomes enormous, en-
veloping, and realistic; when it's
switched out, the sound field seems
flat in comparison. In time, listeners
could very well wonder how they
ever enjoyed music or video with-
out it.

Still, there may be philosophical
doubts as to its legitimacy. Some lis-
teners may feel that the synthesized
ambience information from a sur-
round -sound processor is somehow
inauthentic. They may argue that
the only true approach to music
reproduction is the purist one, using
a single pair of speakers. In one
respect, they are correct; it would
certainly be inappropriate, for ex-
ample, to play back a string -quartet
recording in a football stadium. As
with any new technology, there is a
right way and a wrong way to use
surround -sound processing.

The key to ambience processing is
that it gives us a powerful new tool
for increasing the realism of music
reproduction. There is nothing
sacred about two -channel stereo
playback, which is itself an attempt
to synthesize a realistic sound field
through the use of spatially encoded
software and multiple -mono play-
back sources. With the advent of
DSP, the means to accomplish the
same goal have simply become con-
siderably more sophisticated. In
comparison, conventional stereo re-
production may not be a purist
approach so much as simply a rela-
tively crude one.

SURROUND -SOUND technology adds almost as much to the high-fidelity vocabulary
as it does to listening enjoyment. Although terms such as reverberation time, delay
time, and room size have always been important to audio technologists, for the first
time the consumer is able to adjust these variables, so an understanding of their
meaning is important. Some of the most critical terms are explained below.

Ambience: The characteristic echo and
reverberation signals resulting from
reflections of a sound source in the
environment where the sound is
produced.

Delay time: The time it takes for a
reflected signal to reach the listening
position following the arrival of the
direct sound, or the time it takes for a
reverberation signal to be generated
from a source; generally a function of
room size.

Direct sound: The sound emanating
directly from a source, without
reflection; the sound signals that reach
the listener first.

Dolby Pro Logic: A motion -picture
audio system used to enhance the
directionality of dialogue (keeping it in
the center) and to maintain a broad
panorama for other sounds.
Dolby Stereo: An encoding/decoding
process for motion -picture sound that
uses three front channels (left, center.
and right) and one rear channel
(surround).

Dolby Surround: A consumer -level
audio playback technique for encoded
videotapes and discs, derived from the
professional Dolby Stereo system, in
which dialogue comes from the front
speakers (but isn't necessarily centered)
while background music, ambience,
and sound effects come from both front
and rear speakers.

Early reflection: Any reflection from a
surface near a sound's point of origin,
used by the ear to help determine room
size.

High -frequency reverberation time
ratio: The balance between high -
and low -frequency reverberation; in
surround systems the ratio is adjusted

to simulate the natural decrease in
high -frequency reverberation that
occurs over large distances and with
multiple reflections.
High -pass -filter cutoff: The point
where low frequencies are rolled off
adjusted to reduce boominess caused
by listening -room characteristics and
speaker placement.

Initial delay time: The elapsed time
between the direct sound and the first
reflection, generally a function of room
size.

Liveness: The amount and tonal
characteristics of sound reflected by a
room's boundaries, a function of the
room's size and acoustical treatment.
Low -pass -filter cutoff: The point where
high frequencies are rolled off adjusted
to simulate absorption of high
frequencies over long distances and to
improve timbral characteristics for
clarity rather than muddiness.
Panorama: The spread of signals to left
and right across the stereo sound stage.
Presence: A sound -field preset
simulating a close-up listening position
relative to the music source, with
complex early reflections.

Reverberation level: The overall
amplitude of the reverberation signal.
Reverberation time: The duration of
the reverberation signal following the
initial delay.
Room size: The size of a recording
environment; the perceived size of a
listening environment as manipulated
by a surround -sound system.

Surround: A sound -field preset or
surround -sound mode; for example,
varying the listener's apparent distance
from the primary sound images.
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IF it's a Saturday night in Lincoln, Nebras-
ka, chances are they're raising the roof
over at the Duncan house-or at least the

ceiling. The Duncans listen to recorded music
on their stereo system, but they also like to
perform on the cello and a Steinway grand.
When they were planning their new entertain-
ment room, they outlined their diverse mu-
sical needs to Dominique Cheenne of C & C
Consultants, a local acoustic -design company,
and he proposed a motorized fiberglass ceiling
that can be raised, by remote control, from a
height of 8'/2 feet to 17 feet in order to create
either an intimate or a bright and spacious lis-
tening environment. The ceiling has pyra-
midal coffers and a rough finish to scatter
reflections and minimize standing waves.

The ceiling isn't the only part of the room to
get special acoustical treatment. Cheenne had
six diffuser panels installed in a structural
wall-layers of rubber between the panels
eliminate vibrations-to control reflections
from the room's 17- by 20 -foot windows.

The stereo system, most of which is con-
cealed by an electrically controlled, mirrored
panel, includes a Perreaux SM3 preamplifier,
TS2 source switcher, and TU3 tuner, a Yama-

ha DSP-1 digital sound -field processor, a Na-
kamichi Dragon cassette deck, an NAD Mod-
el 5000 CD player, a Sony CDP-5 Co changer,
a Sony XBR-36 monitor/receiver, and an
RCA Model 9500 Super VHS VCR. Cheenne
programmed a CL -9 CORE remote -control to
operate the TV, VCR, and NAD CD player.

A Perreaux PMF-1850 amplifier powers the
front -channel Quad ESL -63 speakers, and a
Yamaha M-80 amplifier drives the rear -chan-
nel JBL Model 2816 speakers. Powered Audio
Pro B2-70 subwoofers provide punch (and
one doubles as a lamp stand). Sony Model 36
speakers are used for TV sound. An Acoustic
Research SCR remote -control system oper-
ates the Perreaux components and is connect-
ed to the tape -monitor loop of the preamp.

Long before the audio equipment was in-
stalled, even before the dry -wall construction,
Cheenne insured the room's acoustical integ-
rity. He brought in a subwoofer, tested it at
full power to reveal structural rattles that
might interfere with listening, and then forti-
fied trouble spots with rubber hoses or duct
tape. Now the only shakes, rattles, and rolls
heard in this house come from the recorded
music or the Duncans themselves. 0
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A revolutionary new speaker
system gives you stereo imaging

no matter where you sit.
Introducing a very big idea of very small dimensions:

the ADC Soundshaper Speaker System.

For the first time ever, a compact speaker system

delivers balanced stereo imaging, left to right, from
practically every listening point in the room. Unlike

most speakers, large or small, that require you to sit
almost dead -center in front to hear them properly.

Here's another big idea: the performance. You'd

never guess a speaker system with sound so full, so deep, so powerful could be small enough
to fit in a suitcase. Or could sell for under $500.

All of which makes the ADC Soundshaper Soundshaper

Speaker System a remarkable value, from Speakera Ame., System
wherever you sit.

11111.
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You'll believe it when you hear it.
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SPEAKER DESIGN
Conversations with the pros about

where we are and where we're going

BY JULIAN HIRSCI

MORE than six decades after its invention,
the dynamic loudspeaker is still the main-
stay of audio reproduction. Although the
technology has undergone surprisingly little
fundamental change in that time, many
important advances, and countless minor
ones, have made today's high-fidelity speak-
ers vastly better than those of yesteryear. It
is not easy to decide, even with the benefit
of hindsight, which of these developments
have contributed most to the present state
of the audio art.

To shed some light on this question, I

talked with five of today's most respected
loudspeaker designers: Roy Allison (Allison
Acoustics), Henry Kloss (Cambridge
SoundWorks), Andy Petite (Boston Acous-
tics), Arnold Nudell (co-founder of Infinity
Systems), and Matthew Polk (Polk
Audio). I also asked them for thei-
thoughts on the present state of
speaker technology and for thei:
predictions about the evolution of
loudspeaker design through the re-
maining years of this century.

The Past
Before hi-fi became a hobby following

World War II, serious loudspeakers were
made only for theaters and public-address
systems. "Amplifier power was limited,"
said Allison. "Efficiency was therefore of
paramount importance, and horn systems
met the requirement best." As Nudell put it,
"Drivers and crossovers for these speakers
were shrunk down and put into some sort of
cosmetic box and placed in the home, for
which they were not designed." Even so, the
result "was frequently the most significant
piece of furniture in the room," Polk
noted.

Kloss pointed out that the early systems
suffered from "a lack of integration of the
cabinet and speaker and from the very large
size needed" for adequate bass response.

Allison mentioned the development of the
bass -reflex enclosure and the Klipsch folded
horn as partial solutions to the problem, but
even at the end of the Forties, "Complete
speaker systems of reasonable quality were
still relatively large and expensive." As for
performance, Polk said, "The last one I

looked at with modern measuring equip-
ment was a large corner horn. It was incred-
ibly efficient, but it barely went down to 60
Hz and effectively didn't go above 8 kHz."

Edgar Villchur's invention of the acous-
tic -suspension woofer was credited by all as
being, in Nudell's words, "a giant step
toward more realistic sound," but at a steep
price in efficiency. Fortunately, as Allison
recalled, "In the early Fifties, relatively
powerful amplifiers of good quality and low

cost came on the market just in
time to drive Villchur's radical
acoustic -suspension speaker sys-

tem. Small for its time (about 2
cubic feet), the Acoustic Research

AR- l set a new standard for ex-
tended, low -distortion bass, but it
did need amplifier power. And it
was just in time for stereo records:

One huge box in the living room might have
been acceptable for some users, but two of
them for stereo would not have been."

More work was needed, however. "A lot
of old speakers that are still working prop-
erly sound pretty good playing modern soft-
ware," said Andy Petite, "but their tweeters
don't have the high -end extension [of to-
day's systems]. and they don't have the
small diameter needed for wide dispersion.
By virtue of the work that Eddie Villchur
did, we took a giant step forward in woofer
design, and what a lot of us are doing in
woofers today isn't a whole lot different
from what was done then. Where the
improvements have been made since is in
the dispersion and efficiency of tweeters."

Polk spoke of the early days in broader

aAAAA
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Bcston Acoustics
pr?sident Andy Petite
engineered the T-930 speaker.
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Henry Kloss's Cambridge
Sound Works sells the Ambiance

(shown) and the four -piece Ensemble
system factorydirect only.

Arnold Nudell was behind
Infinity's state-of-the-art
IRS Series V speaker.

The AL AL Series is the
latest line of speakers
from Roy Allison.

The SDASRS 1.27L with
trilaminate tweeters is Matthew
Polk's top loudspeaker.



terms. As he sees it, "Hi-fi was an
entirely hobbyist -driven industry.
You had to make a tremendous per-
sonal commitment of large amounts
of space and money to enjoy a really
high level of performance. Since
then, technology has improved and
made this level of performance
available to many more people at a
lower level of personal and financial
commitment."

The Present
While the hi-fi speaker of the

Eighties is basically much like its
ancestors of the Fifties, the differ-
ences in detail are too numerous to
mention. The final sound quality
testifies to the effectiveness of the
accumulated changes, however.
Roy Allison referred to the Sixties
and Seventies as a "period of
growth and refinement" during
which dome midrange and high -fre-
quency drivers were developed
(originally at Acoustic Research)
and gradually became the standards
against which others were judged.

Allison observed that the "sys-
tematization of low -frequency de-
sign procedures by Benson, Thiele,
and Small made it easier and faster
to optimize new designs, and com-
puter programs for implementing
this work reduced it to a routine.
There was still some art required,
but mostly for the selection of mate-
rials, cabinet shape, and driver
placement and in deciding which set
of compromises would produce the
best results." He also noted (omit-
ting, with characteristic modesty,
mention of his own major contribu-
tion) "the development of serious
efforts to quantify the dynamics of
the rooms in which home speakers
are used-how rooms affect the per-
formance of speakers by modifying
and redistributing the radiated
sound energy."

Nudell agreed about the increas-
ing importance of quantitative
methods in speaker design. "Now
you can make a speaker do what
you want it to do," he said, "under-
standing what limitations you have.
With Thiele and Small parameters,
for example, you can make the
shape of the low -frequency response
curve from a reflex box very pre-
dictable; you can get the same kind
of flat response that you can nor-
mally get with an acoustic -suspen-
sion system. But you can get the
efficiency to be 3 dB higher in that
band, and if you hook the rest of the
speaker onto that band (the bass),

ROY ALLISON
Preciously an editor of radio
technology and audio maga:Ines.
Roy Allison became chief engineer
at Acoustic Research during the
time o flounders Edgar Villchur and
Henry Moss. In the early Seventies,
he farmed his own company,
Allison Acoustics. which he still
heads. Known for their smooth,
natural sound. Allison's speakers
are based on his research into the
interaction between loudspeakers
and rooms.

HENRY KLOSS
One of the founders of Acoustic
Research, Henry Kloss went on to
form KLH (he was the "k"). There
he produced acoustic -suspension
speakers and other innovative
products. Later, Kloss founded
.4dvent Corporation, which, like AR
and KLII, made significant
contributions to hi-fi. But the real
point of starting Advent was to
develop high-performance projection
Ti' for the home. Eventually Kloss
left Advent and founded Kloss
l'idea, where he designed and built
a second generation of projection
monitors. His current company,
Cambridge Sound Works,
manufactures an unusual four -piece

r system that he designed.

ARNOLD N U DELL,
.4 laser physicist and fervent audio
hoboyist, Arnold Nude!! co-founded
Infinity Systems in 1968 and was
its president until his departure just

a few months ago. The company's
first product, the Serv-Static. was a
no -holds -barred hybrid -electrostatic
system that was one of the most
expensive and exhilarating speakers
of its time. Many Infant y5peakers
continue to use planar (though not
electrostatic) high frequency
drivers in combination with
cone woofers. The Infinity line
spans a wider range of prices, from
approximately $150 to 350.000,
than that of any other speaker
nianujacturer.

ANDY PETITE
Andy Petite joined KLY from the
world of audio retailing and
eventually became involved in
speaker design. He later followed
Henry Klass to Advent. When that
company was sold, he cofounded
Boston Acoustics, where he is the
chief designer. The first Boston
Acoustics speakers used an
innovative shallow -cabinet design
and-like those of AR. KLH, and
Advent before them-were based on
the acoustic -suspension principle.
The emphasis was, and is, on
smooth, wide -range sound

MATTHEW POLK 5,

A talented designer almost a
generation younger than the others '

in our group, Matthew .f started
Polk Audio on a shoestring with two
college classmates. After a few years
of slow but steady growth, during
which the company's speakers
earned a solid reputation jar quality
and value, Polk developed the
Stereo Dimensional Arrav-a
purely acoustical inethoai of
expanding the stereo image beyond
the confines of the speaker area
through the cancellation of
nueraural crosstalk. Polk Audio has
.since grown tremendously.
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you can then take it up 3 dB. But
nothing's ever free. You then have a
resonant system, and many of us
believe we can hear that reso-
nance."

One result of the new emphasis
on quantitative methods, according
to Nudell, is that "Loudspeakers
sound more alike than they ever did
in the past. I think the reason is that
people are starting to take measure-
ments more seriously. And many
more serious manufacturers are de-
signing their speakers not only by
ear, which is fine, but also with the
use of all this [test] equipment that
has been available now for several
years."

Polk espoused a somewhat differ-
ent point of view, arguing that as
speakers got smaller and amplifiers
got more powerful, the industry
made a transition from designing
loudspeakers on the basis of specifi-
cations alone to designing them on
the basis of their sound. He sees this
as a change from engineering alone
to a combination of engineering and
artistry: "The admission is that we
really don't know the exact way to
quantify all the factors involved in
designing a loudspeaker. We know a
lot of them, but we'll admit that we
don't understand everything, and at
a certain point we'll go with our
own intuition and what we hear
with our own ears and make it
sound a good as we can."

4
TTITE observed that

"the big problem is that we still
don't know what it is that we're try-
ing to make. And if you ever ask
anybody what he thinks his neigh-
bor will like, he will come up with
outrageous things. I think one of the
most valuable lessons I learned
working with Henry [Kloss] is to
design things for myself, what I

would like in a product and what
really excites me. You're not going
to design a product that's going to
appeal to all people. But it's going to
appeal to a lot of people who have
similar tastes, priorities, what-
ever."

Kloss himself, with typical icono-
clasm, feels that loudspeakers have
been better all along than we had
thought. "For so long," he said,
"one had heard that the loudspeak-
er was the weak link in the chain.
All of a sudden, we got the CD and

everything sounded better. The
loudspeaker wasn't the weak link; it
was the recording process! The CD
sounded so profoundly better and
different. Suddenly there was a uni-
form and dramatic increase in qual-
ity that most of us heard. No one
ever saw anything quite like that in
speakers, and I don't think anyone
ever will. Maybe the low frequen-
cies from a small box back thirty-
five years ago was a big step, but the
long-standing idea that the loud-
speaker is the weak link was, I

think, laid to rest by one of the other
links having suddenly undergone a
great improvement, indicating that
it must have been inferior before
and very limited."

The Future
Questions about the future elic-

ited a variety of responses. Allison
feels that the Eighties brought a sig-
nificant improvement in the aver-
age quality of loudspeaker systems,
particularly in low -price models. In
addition, he noted that "three-piece
systems (a hideaway common -
channel woofer with two very small
main speaker enclosures) have en-
joyed a resurgence in popularity.
Dynamic -driver manufacture con-
tinues to be refined, and new plas-
tics and alloys, plus powerful new
types of magnets, have facilitated
[development of] full -range ribbon
and planar loudspeakers.

"With fantastic changes in video
technology on the near horizon, I
believe that integration with high -
quality audio will become more
common. There ought to be more
emphasis on in -wall speakers, both
as original equipment and as retro-
fits. Where built-ins aren't feasible,
minispeakers will be used. Both will
require separated woofer systems
for really good results. The same
kinds of speaker installations will be
most practical for multichannel am-
bience and surround -sound sys-
tems, which are becoming better
and more convincing in each gener-
ation."

There is still a place in Allison's
future for the audiophile purist. He
believes that "there will always be
people for whom great music repro-
duced with the utmost possible real-
ism will be more important than
any other entertainment. For these
folks, stand-alone speakers, prop-
erly placed, will remain the only
possible choice."

Nudell is perhaps the group's
most ardent futurist. "We're going

to see more and more of the planar -
type speakers," he said, though he
feels they won't become a major
part of the market "because they are
too expensive and too esoteric, and
most companies are really not inter-
ested in doing that." Nudell pointed
out that Infinity has been using pla-
nar drivers, sometimes going down
to 100 Hz or below, throughout its
line for years. Earlier, the company
used electrostatic drivers, which he
also expects will continue to be used
in a limited number of speakers.

T the same time, Nu -
dell expects a lot of improvement in
ordinary dynamic drivers, princi-
pally in their materials and cones.
He pointed out that an ideal cone
material has high stiffness, low
mass, and breakup modes that are
far outside the audio band. And
when manufacture of magnets from
neodymium-a very powerful mag-
netic material-becomes economic,
it will, he said, permit design of
much better drivers. "You might
even think about depositing a very
fine grain or powder of this material
on a diaphragm and having a mag-
net that actually moves, with the
coils stationary. I think materials
will make a major difference, but
that will be only the smallest part of
it in the next ten years.

"The largest part will have very
little to do with the loudspeaker.
That's the next frontier, and a lot of
people are working on it. Digital
memories-and I'm talking about
megabyte memories, which are nec-
essary to perform this operation-
are getting cheap enough, and cer-
tainly in the next five years they are
going to be substantially cheaper
than they are now. And what is this
operation? It is to take the basic
[acoustic] measurement of the room
at the approximate listening posi-
tion and characterize the room by a
function of frequency and ampli-
tude. You put that function into the
memory and make what might be
called a 'smart' loudspeaker.

"But, being an audiophile, I don't
want to mess with the main loud-
speakers. Leave them alone for
now, take some other loudspeakers,
and place them strategically around
the room. I would suspect that you
would start out with four-two in
the front and two in the rear. Then
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New
& Improved

One day a buddy called and invited
me over to hear his new KLIPSCH®
speakers. He was going on and on about
how these speakers had just come out.
I could tell he was excited. Then I
realized what he was talking about.

"Wait a minute, did you say
KLIPSCH FORTE®?" I asked. "It's
been out a couple of years. I'm
familiar with the speaker and it's
really good. But you're just now
hearing a pair?"

"The KLIPSCH FORTE II®" he
responded, "a new and improved
version of the original FORTE."

I arrived that evening sort of
expecting to hear the audio equiva-
lent of a movie sequel. But on the
very first CD, the FORTE Its had me
sharing my friend's excitement.
They were so open, yet dynamic.
The image was so big, wide, and
steady that you felt like you could
touch the music. The sound was
literally lifelike. I was impressed.

We pulled off a grille cover and
there was a midrange horn like I'd
never seen. His dealer had called it a
tractrix hybrid.

"That's the secret," I said.
"And a new woofer, and a new

passive radiator, and a new crossover,
and not a lot of money," he said.

Today, FORTE Its are a wel-
come addition to my system, as well.
No component I ever bought, not
even my CD player, has made such a
vivid difference. Music never
sounded so "new and improved" to
me.

For your nearest KLIPSCH dealer,
took in the Yellow Pages or call toll free,
1-800-223-3527.

Vklipsch
A LEGEND IN SOUND'

P.0 BOX 688  HOPE, ARKANSAS USA 71801

CIRCLE NO. 2 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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you'd play your main speakers and,
in real time, feed signals from the
memory to the added speakers such
that you negate the effect of the
room. Now that you've canceled the
acoustics of the room, you're effec-
tively in space somewhere. But
there are clues on the record that tell
us about the ambience of where the
actual performance was recorded.
These clues can be extracted from
the program and used to [re-create
the original environment].

"I see this as the next logical step
to really interface speakers with the
room. We've done all these things
trying to interface the speaker with
the room: We have left -minus -right,
we have ambience devices, we have
digital signal processors. They all
work to a point, but they're not real-
ly convincing. They won't be con-
vincing until you remove the room,
first of all, and then put back some-
thing else-and that something else,
again, can be derived partially from
what you have, so then you might
have to put in something else in a
different way. But it takes a lot of
memory to do that, and you have to
put in a lot of measurements to try
to make your room disappear."

Loss touched on some
of the same points as Nudell,
though from a different perspective.
He feels that the dynamic loud-
speaker mechanism is still the best
way to move air (the basic function
of a loudspeaker). "You can get all
the smoothness over the appro-
priate range-all the highs and
lows-and you can do it very effi-
ciently," he said. "Ten or twenty
years from now, dynamic speakers
will still dominate." He does not see
any major role for large planar
speakers.

"If you are close to a speaker,"
Kloss conceded, "there is an advan-
tage to having a large source. There
is also an advantage to the dipole
radiation pattern that bounces a lot
of sound off the back wall." The
downside, he said, is that planar sys-
tems "need a lot of area and are
very inefficient transducers. They
also tend to be more limited in
placement than other kinds of
speakers. Because of these limita-
tions, and the fact that area and size
cost money, it's a hard and expen-
sive way to do the job. So the planar

speaker won't come to dominate. I
don't think it will be any more pop-
ular than it is now."

Kloss is not dogmatically opposed
to things large, however. He devel-
oped and made the first big -screen
home projection television set when
he was at Advent Corporation,
"The reason I made the large televi-
sion set," he said, "is so that when
I'm watching something, I'll watch
it properly. I'd like to think people
will listen to music that way, now
that we can make speakers incon-
spicuous, and really at a lower cost
than we have yet seen, with the idea
of separated bass. I think that's
going to dominate mid -price speak-
ers in the near future. So that's the
future that's the present, sort of.

"Then there is the integration of
the speaker with the amplifier,
which has been done intermittently.
I think even the systems that are
made don't use all the freedom that
integration gives. That should be-
come common practice. The idea of
tailoring the amplifier and speaker
to each other is something I would
like to get back to sometime.

"Also, most of the music you
want to hear was made for playing
and listening in a substantially dif-
ferent environment [from a home
living room], usually much larger.
And that can be simulated easily by
having a large number of speakers
with a different delay and frequency
response shaping the sound from
each one. It's not an illusion; it's
just a physical imitation. Today, the
concentration happens to be on
more complicated signal processing
to maybe two additional speakers,
but if you really want to re-create
the original environment you can
do it synthetically. I made my little
system here in my office for just
that-just ring the place with speak-
ers with different delays all around.
It's a very dramatic sort of effect."

Although Petite thinks that it is
hard to make predictions much
beyond the next five years, he does
believe that dynamic speakers will
continue to be the mainstay of high-
fidelity reproduction for the foresee-
able future. Of electrostatic speak-
ers, he said, "I totally discount them
because they're not reliable." Com-
menting on the sonic effect of cabi-
net shape, Petite noted that the early
Boston Acoustics speakers were
shallow and wide, which gave them
outstanding dispersion characteris-
tics, but people didn't want to give
up that much wall space for the

speakers. "So now the current trend
is to tower loudspeakers, which,
from a user standpoint, I agree are
much better. But sonically they are
a little further from what you would
want to do as a speaker designer."

I

OSTON Acoustics has
recently joined the trend toward
three-piece speaker systems. Sum-
marizing their benefits, Petite said,
"First of all, it's real small. Second,
it gives you the opportunity to put
the main speakers, those tiny little
satellites, where you have to have
them, because in most people's situ-
ations, that's really the case-it's
where you have to put them, not
where you want to put them. And
then it gives you the freedom to
move the woofer around to where
you can get good bass response,
which frequently is not where you
have to put the main loudspeakers.
So small is better, and this is a prod-
uct that gives you the convenience
of small plus the one thing that
small usually doesn't give you,
which is bass."

Petite also thinks that "in -wall
speakers are really good. About the
only thing they don't provide is real
good deep bass, and that's an issue
that is being addressed more and
more now. I wouldn't be surprised if
five or ten years from now an awful
lot [of the speakers] sold were de-
signed for in -wall mounting. It's al-
most as though we've come full
cycle from the Fifties when we were
building speakers into closet doors
and the walls, and then we all got
away from it."

Polk was reluctant to make specif-
ic predictions on future trends in
loudspeakers. Generally speaking,
he believes that "the level of com-
mitment most people are willing to
make in order to get a great listening
experience is becoming less and less
in terms of the amount of interfer-
ence with their lifestyle that they
will permit. They'll spend the mon-
ey so long as it doesn't interfere with
the way that they live their lives.
And people have less time, so any-
thing that enables them to enjoy
their lives with less effort and less
time doing it will be extremely suc-
cessful." As for the products he
might be building in ten years, Polk
would say only, "If I knew that, I

would be building them now."
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"If the PS3 speakers were sold
like magic elixirs,
I would have
bought a case!"':'

Introducing
the unique new

PS3 speaker
system.

With every two-piece stereo
speaker system you must re-
solve two quandaries: 1) where
will it sound best, and 2) where
will it fit? Often these are differ-
ent and conflicting places in
your listening room. Even worse,
the best place for bass response
is rarely ideal for stereo imaging.

*All quotes by noted audio critic Rich Warren,
Chicago Tribune. May 12. 1989

The PS -3
satellites

sound smooth
and natural?'

The new Design
Acoustics PS3 Micro -
Monitor" three-piece
design offers a versatile
answer to these dilem-
mas. Simply place the
two tiny Point Source"
oak veneer satellites
exactly where they
create the best stereo
image. Small and
handsome, tl ley fit
almost anywhere without
compromise.

DCIDESIGNACOUSTICS
An Audio-Technico Company
1225 GDmmerce Drive. Stow OH 44224  (2'6) 686-2600

The woofer
continues the

smooth work...
Then locate the bass module
wherever it creates the smooth-
est, deepest bass...even out of
sight. Again, without sonic com-

promise. The result is far
better imaging and
wider, flatter response
than you can hear from
any comparable two -
enclosure system. And
the PS -3 looks and
sounds great no matter
the shape or size of
your room.

ti...you can tune
the bass...without

affecting the
midrange or

treble balance?'
The new PS3 has many

more advantages that make it
the ideal system for your home.
Don't choose any speaker sys-
tem without first hearing and
seeing the new PS3. Visit a
Design Acoustics dealer near
you. Write for brochure and
dealer list today.
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The most affordable way
to add100,000 square feet
without a building permit.

You're looking at the biggest home
improvement you can make with-
out lifting a hammer.

Yamaha's new DSP-100.
One of the few additions that

can make a man's home actually
sound like his castle.

Recreating sonic depth and
realism, that up to now, could only be
experienced by attending concerts or
screenings in the world's finest music
halls and movie theaters.

The very same acoustic sampling
that made the legendary Yamaha
DSP-3000 legendary.

An important point, especially
when you consider you can bring

The DSP-100 features the acoustic blueprints of 20 of the world's
finest clubs, concert halls and theaters. All of which you can add to
your home for a song.

home the new DSP-100 for
less than half the price.

It features soundfields from 20
actual performing spaces - including
famous concert halls, jazz clubs,
movie theaters- there's even a set-
ting for Dolby® Surround.

And like our top -of -the -line
DSP-3000, the DSP-100 lets you

adjust main and presence
speaker levels with a single
master volume control.

There's even a built-in
test tone generator that helps
you balance speaker levels

manually or by remote control.
As well as superimposition-a

remarkably useful feature that displays
on your video screen all the settings
and all the changes you make to
each particular soundfield.

Stop by your local Yamaha home
improvement center for a demonstration
of the remarkable DSP-100 today.

And discover how to put on a
100,000 square foot room addition.

Without

R

winding up in
the poor house.

With Yamaha's
30 -key wireless
remote you've
got the best
listening
environments
the world has
to offer, right
in the palm of
your hand.

u. 1989. Yamaha Electronics Corporatirm, USA. PO. Box WM. Buena Park. CA 90622. For the dealer nearest you call 1-80-titi2-tittoo.
k,lby is a registered trademark of Dolby Latxiratories Licensing Corporation.



BEST RECORDINGS OF THE MONTH

Stereo Review's critics
choose the outstanding
current releases

DASH RIP ROCK
BUILDS UP
SOUTHERN STEAM

DASH RIP ROCK iS quite
simply the best of the new
bands to come out of the
deep South since R.E.M.

and the Georgia Satellites. I haven't
heard a record in recent months
that I enjoyed more than "Ace of
Clubs," this New Orleans trio's sec-
ond album. (Their 1987 debut, on
688 Records, is well worth search-
ing out, too.) They've got it all:
songwriting smarts, musical chops
to burn, a regional identity that
comes through in their songs, a
well -cultivated sense of irony, and a
serious side to boot. Imagine a liter-
ate, late -model rockabilly-pop band
in Sun Studios, with Sam Phillips
and Flannery O'Connor co -produc-
ing and Dave Edmunds sitting in:
that's roughly what Dash Rip Rock
is up to in "Ace of Clubs."

They apply uncommon insight to
the distasteful matter of class and
caste in the South in Legacy and
depict one scared rebel's bird's-eye
view of the Civil War in the electri-
fied bluegrass romp Mud Island.
Guitarist Bill Davis's high-octane
twang and raspy vocals turn a ma-
cabre ode to Fifties singer Johnny
Ace, dead by his own hand in a
game of Russian roulette, into an
opportunity to blow off the kind of
steam that must build up inside
every rock -and -roller now and then.
Davis gets some red-hot licks off in
the instrumental Scratchy, too. The
sound of breaking glass cues guest
guitarist (and Georgia Satellite) Dan
Baird's feisty solo in the booze -
fueled tantrum Leave Me Alone
(with My Bottle).

The pensive flip side of this row-
dy crew is evident in such songs as
the delightfully poppish Lisa, the
folkish, pretty Blue Moon at Mid-
night, the mysterious, blues -tinged
Marsupial, and the clenched and

angry Money Love Time, a let's -get -
metaphysical tirade with a great,
growled last verse. In the coy rocker
Go Home Little Girl, the singer
actually turns down a girl's ad-
vances. How's that for a twist? All
in all, "Ace of Clubs" manages to be
thoughtful and unbridled at the
same time. It's easily one of the
most intriguing and listenable al-
bums of 1989. Parke Puterbaugh

DASH RIP ROCK: Ace of Clubs. Bill
Davis (guitar, vocals); "Hoaky" Hickel,
Jr. (bass); Fred LeBlanc (drums, vo-
cals); other musicians. Legacy; Jenny
Says: All Hung Up: Leave Me Alone
(with My Bottle); Lisa; Money Love
Time; Johnny Ace; Go Home Little Girl;
Mud Island; Scratchy; Blue Moon at
Midnight; Marsupial. MAMMOTH MR -
0014, © MR -0014-4, MR -0014-2 (35
min). Available from Important Record
Distributors, Inc., 187-07 Henderson
Ave., Hollis, NY 11423.

MULLOVA AND
PREVIN AND
SHOSTAKOVICH

SHOSTAKOVICITS First Violin
Concerto is by all odds one of
the most remarkable such
works composed in our cen-

tury, trembling, it would seem, on
the edge of the so-called "standard
repertoire." The new Philips record-
ing by Viktoria Mullova, with the
Royal Philharmonic under Andre
Previn, might well push the work
over that edge, to a permanent place
beside the concertos of Beethoven,
Brahms, and Tchaikovsky.

The First Concerto was one of
those urgently personal works Shos-
takovich composed at the time of
the notorious blast from Stalin's
spokesman Andrei Zhdanov in
1948 and prudently put away to be
brought out at a more propitious
time. It was dedicated to the violin-
ist David Oistrakh, who introduced
it in New York a few weeks after
giving the premiere in Leningrad in
the fall of 1955. He recorded it at
the time of the New York perform-
ance, with Dimitri Mitropoulos and
the Philharmonic, and rerecorded it
in stereo in 1972 in London, in
Shostakovich's presence, with the
New Philharmonia Orchestra con-
ducted by the composer's son, Max-
im. Both of those recordings are
treasurable, but so is Mullova's,
which in several respects makes an
even more striking impact.

Mullova's playing shows an abun-
dance of both passion and intelli-
gence. She has, of course, been able
to study Oistrakh's wonderful inter-
pretation in forming her own, but
hers is neither an imitation of his
nor a pointless attempt to be differ-
ent for the sake of individuality.
Every phrase lights up her consum-
mate grasp of the work, both in
broad outline and in minute de-
tail-the sort of assuredness that
enables a performer to play with the
utmost freedom and spontaneity, in
meditative and fiery passages alike.
The urgency of Mullova's perform-
ance is as much a matter of deep
inwardness and utter conviction as
of sheer drive.

It is not a one -woman show, how-
ever. Previn's own sure feeling for
Shostakovich has never been more

Dash Rip Rock: songwriting sr arts and musical chops
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Mullova: passion and intelligence

persuasive than in this superb col-
laboration. There is not only full
accord with the soloist on the basic
interpretive overview, but a flexibil-
ity that keeps the performance
charged up with the sort of con-
stantly refreshing give and take that
would have listeners on the edges of
their seats at a live concert and is
the more remarkable in a studio ses-
sion. These qualities are electrifying
in the demonic scherzo and the con-
cluding burlesque, and they insure
that the intervening passacaglia
touches us deeply without added
emphasis.

The second work on the disc is the
more familiar Second Violin Con-
certo of Prokofiev, a splendid piece
that calls for and receives a per-
formance on the same exalted level
as the Shostakovich. The final
movement might have been in-
vested with a more overtly folkish
quality, but it is certainly not short
on vigor or playfulness, and the pre-
ceding andante is otherworldly in its
tenderness.

Such music making would be irre-
sistible in any decent recording, but

Philips has gone all-out to match
the achievement of the performers
with a sonic frame exceptional for
its detail, balance, richness, and
overall vividness. If this review sug-
gests I've simply been swept away-
well, why wouldn't anyone want a
musical experience to do just that?
Magnificent is the word for this
recording. Richard Freed

SHOSTAKOVICH: Violin Concerto
No. 1, in A Minor, Op. 77/99. PROKO-
FIEV: Violin Concerto No. 2, in G
Minor, Op. 63. Viktoria Mullova (vio-
lin); Royal Philharmonic Orchestra,
Andre Previn cond. PHILIPS 0422 364-
2 (61 min).

THE BODEANS:
SONGS FROM
HOME

0 0 -WEE, these Wisconsin
boys have got the goods.
Of course, they've put out
two very fine albums al-

ready, but their new one, "Home,"
is the hat trick. It proves that the
BoDeans are a major band with
major talent.

The BoDeans have two strong
songwriters in their lead singers,
Sam Lianas and Kurt Neumann,

whose compositional styles com-
bine as well as their voices do. Lla-
nas has a gritty, populist sensibility,
and his realistic descriptions pack a
wallop. In No One, a portrait of a
down-and-out woman who desper-
ately takes her only comfort out of a
bottle, he sings, "Cherry, Cherry,
will start to talk when she's feelin'
her drunk / Sometimes there's no
one to listen that don't stand in her
way." Neumann, on the other hand,
lets the images and word play come
tumbling out like undisciplined
children. Even when his lyrics are a
bit vague, they often disclose a
sharply observed truth. You Don't
Get Much seems to be describing
the friendship Neumann has with
Llanas, when he sings, "There's two
boys holdin' stars for wishin' / One
boy's sure / One says, 'I don't
know.' "

Musically, "Home" displays a
range of musical riches. Good Work
takes the influence of Chuck Berry
into the Nineties, with its ringing
guitar and irresistible beat. Beaujo-
lais is a sweet, plodding folk song
with a simple pairing
guitar and accoustic bass topped off
with a melancholy accordion. Most
of the album, however, takes a sim-
ple, straightforward rock-and-roll
path: guitar, bass, drums, key-
boards. Neumann is a minimal so-
loist who has the sure instincts of a

Neumann and Lianas (#. the BoDeans

J.
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The Definition of Excellence.
In Sight and Sound.

Introducing Proton's new big screen 31" monitor/receiver with Aphex Aural Exciter.'

Proton has always set the industry standard
for breathtaking video performance. And our big
new 31" picture follows in that tradition. But
this time, the picture isn't all weve expanded.

By incorporating the Aphex Aural Exciter
circuitry, weve achieved a new level of audio
clarity and transparency. So harmonics are
restored, highs more natural, and vocals more
vivid. And, at the touch of a button, our
Expander provides vastly superior stereo imaging.

With our SD -1000 Enhanced Surround
Decoder, your enjoyment will be even greater.
This Aphex innovation starts where Dolby'
leaves off,
creating an
expanded listening area that wraps you in pure
listening pleasure.

Unmatched by many professional systems,
the Dolby compatible SD -1000 offers dynamic
surround sound from any stereo source.

We took the industry's best and brightest
picture. And added the most advanced sound.
Proton. The new definition of excellence.

For a free brochure and the Proton retailer
nearest you, call (800) 772-0172. In California,
(800) 428-1006. Or write to 5630 Cerritos Ave.,
Cypress, CA 90630.

PROTON
E A R E v ENE BE ST

Aphex and Aphex Aural Exciter arc trademark, of Aphex Systems. Ltd.
Dolby is a trademark of Dolby Latts, Inc. CIRCLE NO 93 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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fine rhythm guiatrist. He and his
colleagues treat these songs like
songs, not springboards for instru-
mental pyrotechnics. Judging by the
credits for "Home," the BoDeans
are currently without a regular
drummer, but for this album they
recruited Kenny Aronoff, of John
Mellencamp's band, for most of the
tracks. Once again, Aronoff shows
that he's one of the finest rhythm
players currently working in rock,
able to push a tune or fill it out with-
out getting in the way.

Finally, a word about the har-
monies that Neumann and Llanas
produce. Both men have nasal
voices, and separately they sound
clear and convincing, if not beauti-
ful. Together, they manage to pro-
duce a sound that is often chilling.
In the first BoDeans album, they
sounded like an keening version of
the Everly Brothers. Since then
they've been, if anything, even less
mellifluous, but when the song calls
for it they can raise the hackles of
any listener. In word or in sound,
these two singers are compelling
partners. And they're still getting
better. Ron Givens

THE BODEANS: Home. BoDeans (vo-
cals and instrumentals); other musi-
cians. When the Love Is Good (1 Mean
Good); Beautiful Rain; Fire in the Hole;
Good Work: No One; You Don't Get
Much; Hand in Hand; Worlds Away;
Far Far Away from My Heart: Brand
New; Red River; Beaujolais; Sylvia (cD
only); /1/ Be There (VooDoo) (cD only);
Tied Down and Chained (cD only).
SLASH/REPRISE 25876-1, © 25876-4, 0
25876-2 (58 min).

NORRINGTON'S
EXHILARATING
BEETHOVEN

THE new recordings of Bee-
thoven's Fourth, Fifth, and
Seventh by Roger Norring-
ton and his London Classi-

cal Players complete their revelato-
ry traversal of the composer's nine
symphonies. The performances are
revelatory not merely because of the
use of period instruments tuned to
the concert pitch of Beethoven's day
or even Norrington's following Bee-
thoven's metronomic tempo indica-
tions, but more particularly because
of the consistent musicality dis-
played by both the conductor and
his ensemble throughout the series.
They force you to hear Beethoven
with new ears. As Norrington has
said, he wants his listeners to expe-
rience some of the same shock, and
even bewilderment, that affected
audiences hearing the Beethoven
symphonies when they were new.

The Fourth, in Norrington's
hands, leans toward fast tempos ex-
cept for the scherzo, which gets a
surprisingly restrained treatment. It
is fascinating to hear the horn
"flare" at the end of this movement
on the natural, unvalved instru-
ment and to experience a totally dif-
ferent sound with the soft timpani
roll that ushers in the recapitulation
of the first movement. The bassoon
work at the concluding reprise of
the finale simply beggars descrip-

Norrington: consistent musicality

tion. The London Classical Players
are an agile lot.

The reading of the Fifth Sympho-
ny has its controversial aspects: The
famous opening motive is shorn of
both the fermatas that usually fol-
low the initial three notes and the
diminuendo on the last note. Nor is
there any lingering in the andante,
where the con moto is just that. Less
controversial is the decision to re-
peat the main body of the scherzo-
a practice that has become nearly
the rule in view of recent musicolog-
ical research. One of the remarkable
aspects of the finale as it is done
here is the effortless fast crescendo
into the fanfare reprise-carried off
at tempo and for once not degener-
ating into a desperate scramble.

Norrington's interpretation of the
Seventh is decidedly Toscaninian in
its swiftness and dynamism. There's
nothing of the funereal in the fa-
mous allegretto, and the scherzo is
in very much the spirit of the 1936
Toscanini-New York Philharmonic
recording, whose fast tempo for the
trio raised a few eyebrows in its day.
As for the two overtures that fill out
the disc, the Coriolan is full of ten-
sion and drama, but the Egmont
will upset a few preconceptions: no
portentous fermatas in the opening
bars but stern observance of the
marcato (stressed) element specified
in the score. The whole capsulized
drama is played out to its end in just
six and a half minutes instead of the
usual eight or so.

As in the best of the Norrington
performances-which is to say,
most of them-one comes away ex-
hilarated by the spirit of the read-
ings, by the enthusiasm and fabu-
lous agility of the players, and by
the sense of having experienced a
new and invigorating way to hear
Beethoven's music. David Hall

BEETHOVEN: Symphony No. 4. in 8 -
fiat Major, Op. 60; Symphony No. 5, in
C Minor, Op. 67. London Classical
Players, Roger Norrington cond. EMI/
ANGEL ©4DS 49656, ©CDC 49656 (64
min).

BEETHOVEN: Symphom No. 7, in .4
Major, Op. 92; Coriolan Overture, Op.
65; Egmont Overture, Op. 84. London
Classical Players, Roger Norrington
cond. EMI/ANGEL © 4DS 49816, C)
CDC 49816 (51 min).
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A remarkable combination of exceptional performance, flexibility and value.

The GFP-555's musical performance is outstanding-by any
measurement or listening criterion. For example, Stereophile*
calls it "one of the most satisfying preamps around in terms of
overall tonal balance...You can go back to it after a few weeks
and still feel it to be basically right; it reveals most associated
equipment as more colored than itself."

At the same time, the GFP-555 is surprisingly affordable.
Again, from Stereophile*: "It is unclear from close examination
why it should cost only $500... it outperforms several
competitors from the $2500 bracket."

Here are just a few examples of how we did it. The GFP-555's
gain path includes the most innovative state-of-the-art linear
amplifiers ever used in high fidelity components, and is simple
and direct from input to output.

The speed of the gain stages is almost fifty times faster than
CD or LP signals. And the noise and distortion measurements
are incredibly low. Direct coupling makes possible a frequency
response from below 1 Hz to beyond 400,000 Hz.

Superb construction, incorporating regulated power supplies
with large filter capacitors, provides superior performance no
matter how widely the musical signal or AC line voltage may
fluctuate.

As for flexibility, you can listen to any source while taping
from another. There's an unusual number of inputs and
outputs, plus adjustable phono gain and capacitance.

If you'd like the full story of this remarkable preamplifier
and the review from Stereophile; please write. Of course, the
fastest way to hear its demonstrably superior combination of
sonic performance, flexibility and value is to visit your nearest
Adcom dealer.

* Vol. 9 No. 7 (Nov. 1986)

ADCOM®
11 Elkins Road, East Brunswick, NJ 08816 201-390-1130

Distributed in Canada by PRO ACOUSTICS, INC.,
Pointe Claire, Quebec H9R 4X5
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POPULAR MUSIC

Discs and tapes reviewed bv
Chris Albertson, Phvl Garland,
Ron Givens, Rov Hemming,
Alanna Nash, Parke
Thiterbaugh, Steve Simels

THE BODEANS: Home (see Best of
the Month, page 124)

ALICE COOPER: Trash. Alice Cooper
(vocals); vocal and instrumental accom-
paniment. Poison; Spark in the Dark;
House of Fire; Why Trust You; Only My
Heart Talkin; and five others. Eric OE
45137, C:) OET 45137, © EK 45137 (40
min).

Performance: Schlocky
Recording: Shrill

As a solo artist, Alice Cooper has been
groping for a style that would suit him
and sell a few records, but without the
Halloween -night theatricality and hard -
rock punch of his old band he's been
missing the mark. "Trash" is the latest
in a string of forgettable albums, nota-
ble only for its calculated turn toward
poppier-sounding hard stuff after the
undiluted heavy-metal grunge of his last
few outings. "Trash" is the musical
equivalent of a celebrity roast, with
members of Bon Jovi, Aerosmith, and
Winger showing up to lend a hand and
Joan Jett and Desmond Child joining
Cooper in the songwriting credits.
Child, in fact, co -wrote nearly every-
thing here (he is to problematic record-
ing projects what Red Adair is to oil-
field emergencies: a trouble -shooting
hired gun).

As Lite Metal, "Trash" is definitely
less filling. Cooper's stodgy growl, lack-
ing the forceful power of his vocals circa
Eighteen and Under My Wheels, is ill
suited for conveying convoluted "ro-
mantic" sentiments such as Hell Is Liv-
ing Without You. Old Black Eyes is no
Sinatra when it comes to putting across
a love song; in fact, the lyrics invariably
sound like a prelude to domestic vio-
lence. How does Alice love thee? Let me
count the ways: "Pull my trigger, I get
bigger/Then I'm lots of fun," he playful-
ly boasts in I'm Your Gun. "I want to
hurt you just to hear you screaming my
name," he jests in Poison. And to the
target of his lighthearted jibes in Why
Trust You he sings, "The noose is get-
ting tighter/Your face is turning whiter/

EXPLANATION OF SYMBOLS:

= DIGITALLY RECORDED LP
© = TAPE CAssF:rrF.
0 = COMPACT DISC (TIMINGS ARE

TO NEAREST MINUTE)

SURPRISE! IT'S SYD STRAW!
/N a purely secular way, Syd Straw
sings in tongues. Whether it's a
song she's co-written-there're
nine of those in her solo debut,

"Surprise"-or one she's plucked out of
the basic repertoire (there's one here by
Peter Holsapple of the dB's and one by
nineteenth-century fave-rave Stephen
Foster), Straw burrows down to the
deep structure, the emotional heart of
the material. In songs like Heart of
Darkness and Golden Dreams, that
means she sings plainly, with a husky,
country -western softness. In Future 40's
(String of Pearls) and Sphinx, her per-
formance has the informed edge of the
hippoisie. Think Too Hard and Hard
Times are belted -out rock and plain -
sung minstrelsy.

Behind the whole album is an attitude
of artfulness, an intelligent mind at-
tempting to demonstrate "emotion"
and "taste" and "range." But in front of
"Surprise"-surprise!-is a voice driv-
en by a heart. Aesthetics and irony and
postmodernism may be the subtext
here, but the text is emotion. Without
the latter, the former is empty postur-
ing. Because Syd Straw sings with pas-
sion as well as thought, her album is
worth feeling as well as knowing.

Some may know Straw as the former
lead singer for the Golden Palominos.
Her work with that changeable group
was fine, but it didn't promise what
she's done in "Surprise"-another sur-
prise! For her solo album, Straw has
drawn upon a wealth of contacts, dem-
onstrating a considerable talent for net-
working. Marshall Crenshaw, Richard
Thompson, Michael Stipe, Don Was,
Benmont Tench, Bernie Worrell, Ry
Cooder, Van Dyke Parks, Chris Stamey,
Peter Holsapple, Dave Alvin, John
Doe, Roger Eno, and Daniel Lanois are
among the back-up performers on these
varied cuts. Holding it all together, in a
sense, is Straw. She produced five of the
tracks herself and five with one other
person, and only one song was pro-
duced entirely by someone else (La-
nois). If Straw is a chameleon of sorts,
at least she's her own chameleon of
sorts.

Writing or singing, she has a way with
words. Heart of Darkness says this
about the awful translucence of rela-
tionships: "I'm looking through your
heart of darkness/Past the gray to the
light on the other side." Again, in
Sphinx, she returns to the pain of pas-
sion: "Isn't it hard when it finally hits/
That your lover is less than a friend/
And all your exchanges are just poor
counterfeits/For tender too precious to
spend." She can be elliptical; Future
40's-which was written, appropriately

enough, with Michael Stipe as well as
Jody Harris-seems to be a second
thought about overoptimism, perhaps
the idealism of the late Sixties and Sev-
enties. Or perhaps not.

Syd Straw can rock, she can croon,
she can opine, she can moon, she can
smirk, and she can swoon. "Surprise" is
a great album. And a pleasant sur-
prise. Ron Givens

SYD STRAW: Surprise. Syd Straw (vo-
cals); other musicians. Think Too Hard;
Heart of Darkness; Chasing Vapor
Trails (His Turn to Cry); Almost Magic;
Crazy American; Hard Times; Future
40's (String of Pearls); The Unanswered
Question; Sphinx; Racing to the Ruins;
Golden Dreams. VIRGIN 91266-I, ©
91266-4, © 91266-2 (49 min).
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You can stuff it up your muffin and go
stick it in the fire." Alice, it's time to put
the act in mothballs and go back to
work on your golf game. P.P.

DASH RIP ROCK: Ace of Clubs (see
Best of the Month, page 123)

CAROLE DAVIS: Heart of Gold. Car-
ole Davis (vocals); Nile Rodgers (gui-
tars, keyboards); vocal and instrumen-
tal accompaniment. It's in My Genes:
Dissin' Jerome (Girl Talk): When My
Money's Gone: Serious Money: The
Thigh's the Limit; and five others.
WARNER BROS. 1-25903, ©4-25903,
2-25903 (43 min).

Performance: Something difkrent
Recording: Very good

What do you get when you pair produc-
er Nile Rodgers with a white woman
who grew up in London, Paris, Rome,
Bangkok, and Pnom-Penh listening to
black soul music, Patti Smith, and Deb-
bie Harry? Well, to start with, you get a
remarkably imaginative record by a
woman who says she wants to be "the
ambassadress of hip -hop funk by mak-
ing it acceptable to the fifteen -year -old
white girl in Iowa who can't identify
with Ice T or Big Daddy Kane."

Davis, who wrote a song for Prince's
Grammy -nominated "Sign '0' the
Times," makes her recording debut
here with ten dance tunes that stretch
the form of the genre, melding hip -hop,
dance, and pure funk, and challenge
conventional approaches to lyrics, mel-
ody, instrumentation, and production.

Her hard -muscle themes reflect strug-
gles between sweet love and unvar-
nished sex, high ideals and street
smarts, and the importance of keeping
an eye on the bottom line. This material
girl is tough, no-nonsense, and indepen-
dent, throwing over the flirty pucker of
most dance divas for a straightforward,
if humorous, attack. As she writes in
one song, "Antonio was a gigolo/But he
loved me for free."

Is this truly "thinking man's dance
fodder," as one reviewer believes?
That's probably an oxymoron, but it's
true that Davis and Rodgers grab you
quick and never let you loose, particu-
larly through the use of spoken cameo
voices, which appear throughout the
album both as sexy black raps and, in a
brilliant remake of the O'Jays' For the
Love pf Money (retitled Serious Money),
as the sort of layered collages Joni
Mitchell frequently employs.

Davis isn't terribly romantic-and
certainly not sentimental-but she
finds a nice meeting ground between
cynicism and vulnerability. If she keeps
on like this, she could give dance music
a bad reputation of the best kind. A.N.

GAIL ANN DORSEY: The Corporate
World. Gail Ann Dorsey (vocals, bass.
guitar); other musicians. Wasted Coun-
try; Where Is Your Love?: If Only You:
Just Another Dream: So Hard to Let
You Go: and five others. SIRE 25913-1,

25913-4, 25913-2 (45 min).

Performance: Stunning
Recording: Excellent

Gail Ann Dorsey, who grew up in Phil-
adelphia but moved to London to seek
her musical fortune, has come up with a
stunning debut album that offers just
the right combination of African -Amer-
ican soul and international rock to
make her the ultimate crossover artist.
Her approach to both music and lyrics
is fresh and bold, and while many of her
songs deal with the usual romantic
themes, she often comments as well on
contemporary values-or the lack of
them. Wasted Country deals with the
environmental ruin wrought by man,
but from the vantage point of a child
who cannot go out to play because the
air is dangerous to breathe. Wishing I
Was Someone Else explores the cov-
etous materialism so common these
days, and the title track, The Corporate
World, uses a background of overheard
spoken remarks to underscore lyrics
that portray a bloodless, soulless view
of contemporary life and love.

Dorsey would be special if only for
the quality of her lyrics, but the same
excellence prevails in her performances
here. Her assertive contralto is an-
chored by her authoritative bass accom-
paniment, interwoven with a chorus of
guitar statements by Bob Roberts and,
on one track, Eric Clapton. That's good
company to be in. At times, her sound
seems closely linked to British rock, but
she has imposed her own ocean -strad-

dling personality on first-rate material
that she makes entirely her own. P.G.

EDDIE AND THE CRUISERS II:
EDDIE LIVES. Original -soundtrack
album. John Cafferty and the Beaver
Brown Band (vocals and instrumen-
tals). Runnin' Thru the Fire: Just a Mat-
ter of Time: Open Road; Maryia; Emo-
tional Storm; and five others. SCOTTI
BROTHERS/CBS BFZ 45297, © FZT
45297, ZK 45297 (43 min).

Performance: Bland by design?
Recording: Okay

The original Eddie and the Cruisers
was, among other things, one of the
odder commercial phenomena of recent
years. A theatrical flop, it nonetheless
became a sensation after airing a year
later on HBO-hardly a conventional
marketing strategy, but it also made the
soundtrack album a hit. The picture
was fairly audacious in its own right.
however. Melodramatic excesses aside.
it functioned rather neatly both as a
mystery (did its Dylanesque hero fake
his death?) and as a meditation on ide-
alism gone sour. It was, in short, one of
the more original rock-and-roll films of
the decade, and it was helped in no
small measure by a genuinely evocative
bunch of songs by John Cafferty, a
usually undistinguished Springsteen
clone whose music managed to strike
just the right note for the picture's early -
Sixties New Jersey milieu.

I haven't seen the sequel from which
this new soundtrack album is drawn,

Gail Ann Dorsey: bold soul
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THE
SHOCKING

TRUTH!
Speakers are the most important part of your stereo system. It is the speaker that :urns amplifier signal into sound

and so ultimately determines what you hear. If your spea,cers do not perform well, your
stereo system will simply not sound like music.

The search for musically satisfying speakers, however, can lead
to some very expensive products. Ani if you have already bought
those high priced speakers, then you better not listen to Paradigms.
But if you haven't, better not miss :hem. Why? Because from the
time they were first introduced, Paradigm's sheer musical ability
utterly amazed listeners.... but what caused even more amazement
was the unprecedented low price.

The shocking truth is, you no longer have to amass a small fortune to
buy speakers that will satisfy your love of music. Simply visit your
authorized Paradigm dealer.... and linter.

The critics agree:

". natural, open and clear...excellent depth... lots of hall sound... big,
expansive soundstage... well defined... a rare achievement for any
loudspeaker, but when price is taken into account the Paradigm's
performance must be considered as nothing shirt of remarkable."

- Sound & Vision Magazirm

". . . we can't think of another speaker at or below this price that manages to
match the Paradigm's overall sense of balance and competence... exceptional
value." - Hi Fi Heretic Magazine

SIP

Sound&Vision
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music . . . above all.

In the U.S. AudioStream, MPO Box 2410, Niagara Falls, New York 14302
In Canada: Paradigm Electronics Inc., 457 Feamar Drive, Weston. Ontario M9L 2R6
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DON HENLEY'S "The End of the
Innocence" is one of those al-
bums that, if not exactly per-
fect, nonetheless perfectly cap-

ture a moment in time-in this case the
shroud of confusion and chaos that
envelops America as the Eighties wind
down. In his last album, "Building the
Perfect Beast," Henley segregated the
personal songs from the political ones;
here the lines blur as the personal
informs the political and vice versa.
"The End of the Innocence" is steeped
in anger, despair, and even helplessness,
but how can we hope to change things
in a country whose citizens have been a
willing party to their own deception?
Henley seems to think that one way to
start is by holding a mirror up to our-
selves, and he does just that in "The
End of the Innocence." He is brutally
frank about annotating our moral apo-
calypse.

With only three albums to show for
an entire decade, one might legitimately
wonder about Henley's degree of com-
mitment to the music business. And
what right has a rich, reclusive rock star
to point his finger at society when his
own lifestyle has hardly been complete-
ly blameless? Well, perhaps because
Henley has his own conundrums to
work through, his new album has the
ring of authenticity and the callused rub
of honesty. A drummer as well as a sing-
er, he has become so involved with
finding just the right expression of his
lyrical themes that he doesn't even play
or program the drum parts, leaving the
musical details largely to his chief col-
laborator, Danny Kortchmar. Like a
less subversive Kip Hanrahan or Carla
Bley, Henley occasionally allows his
guest artists, such as Bruce Hornsby, to
shape the dominant mood of a song

DON HENLEY
rather than leave a forceful front -and-
center imprint of his own.

"The End of the Innocence" opens
with the title song, a haunting paean to
the fading American dream. It is a
reflective pause before the nightmarish
reckoning ahead, framed by simple
block chords from pianist and co -writer
Hornsby. Henley quotes the Bible and
America the Beautiful as he paints a pic-
ture of storm clouds on the horizon.

The heavens break open and the
thunder rumbles all over the rest of the
album. flow Bad Do You Want It?
depicts a playboy turning away from
love, incapable of making a commit-
ment though he pays lip service to the
ideal. "How bad do you want it? Not
bad enough!" snarls Henley against a
throbbing, grinding, and deliberately
abrasive musical track. Equally aggres-
sive is / Will Not Go Quietly, in which
tantrum -prone Guns 'n' Roses singer
Axl Rose raucously raises his voice
alongside Henley's. Reality is again
confronted head-on in Shangri-La, a
dense, oozing piece of music.

The loping, faintly reggaefied Little
Tin God is a song about televangelists
and received belief systems that makes
its points with something resembling
compassion and common sense.
Gimme What You Got, on the other
hand, goes straight for the jugular as
Henley excoriates the all-American cul-
ture of consumptive greed. The erosion
of values receives its final shaking out
in If Dirt Were Dollars, a plain-spoken
narrative with ungussied guitars in the
rustic, rootsy vein of John Cougar Mel -
!encamp. New York Minute is the al-
bum's big production number, with
Gershwinlike strings and piano flour-
ishes sweeping blue brushstrokes across
the musical canvas. Henley sings about
how perceptions of reality can change in
a "New York minute," with a personal
loss suddenly yanking the tragic world
outside into close-up focus.

"The End of the Innocence" portrays
a society that's lost sight of the values
that anchor lives and make them mean-
ingful. In the final track, The Heart of
the Matter, the implication is that in
order for this country to heal itself,
people must first learn to compose their
own lives. That, in this album of wise,
naked songs, is the long and short of it.

Parke Puterbaugh

DON HENLEY: The End of the Inno-
cence. Don Henley (vocals); vocal and
instrumental accompaniment. The End
of the Innocence; How Bad Do You
Want It?: I Will Not Go Quietly; The
Last Worthless Evening; New York
Minute; Shangri-La; Little Tin God;
Gimme What You Got: If Dirt Were
Dollars; The Heart of the Matter. GEF-
FEN GHS 24217, © M5G 24217, © 2-
24217 (53 min).

but the songs seem deliberately uninter-
esting, bland amalgams of late -Seven-
ties clichés-precisely the sort of me-
diocre radio fodder that Eddie would
find dominating the rock charts if he
really did come back. It might work in
the theater, but in my living room it was
roughly as thrilling as tapes of an aver-
age Bob Seger tribute band rehearsing in
a Jersey bar. Of course, the soundtrack of
Eddie I probably sounds underwhelm-
ing if you haven't seen the movie, so I'll
give this one another listen later out of
critical responsibility. Whether you need
to be that open-minded is between you
and your conscience. S.S.

HOODOO GURUS: Alagnum cum
Louder. Hoodoo Gurus (vocals and in-
strumentals); other musicians. Come
Anytime: Another World; Axe Grinder:
Shadow Me: Glamourpuss: and six oth-
ers. RCA 9781 -I -R, © 9781-4-R, ©
978I -2-R (40 min).

Performance: Woolly
Recording: A little thin

Talk about the real deal: Hoodoo Gurus
make rock-and-roll as if nobody had
ever invented synthesizers, digital re-
cording, and power ballads. Unlike
most of the rock bands you hear today,
whose music is carefully calculated for
just the right effect, whether emotional
or commercial, Hoodoo Gurus let noth-
ing stand between their essential crea-
tive spark and the final gutsy result. In
"Magnum cum Louder," as in their pre-
vious albums, these four Australians
demonstrate the power of simplicity.

The Hoodoos' music basically con-
sists of one acoustic guitar, one electric
guitar, one bass, and one drum set, with
one guy doing most of the singing. The
arrangements, if you can call them that.
are not in the least fussy or calculated.
Come Anytime is a simple affirmation
of affection set to a driving, straightfor-
ward electric -guitar riff. So is All the
Way. So is Death in the Afternoon. The
topics change, as do the riffs, but the
Hoodoos don't waste time agonizing
over their licks or their thoughts. They
have the courage of their convictions
and their talents. Although the songs in
"Magnum cum Louder" start from un-
complicated premises, they often show
wit, cleverness, even subtlety. The
group frequently uses parody, but with
such a straight face that you often can-
not tell whether they believe what
they're singing. Maybe that's intention-
al. Axe Grinder, however, is an inten-
tional trashing of self-conscious, preten-
tious heavy metal. I Don't Know Any-
thing captures perfectly the mindset of
someone who is smart enough to know
how stupid he is, but not smart enough
to do anything about it.

Too many bands think too hard
about their audience and get hung up on
how people will react. Hoodoo Gurus
show how much feeling and how much
fun it can be to trust the pure creative
impulse. R.G.
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INDIO: Big Harvest. Gordon Peterson
(vocals, guitar, keyboards, percussion);
instrumental accompaniment. The
Grinding Wheel; Discovery; Save for the
Memory; Big Harvest; Hard Sun; and
six others. A&M SP 5257, ©CS 5257, ©
CD 5257 (52 min).

Performance: Intense
Recording: Very good

Gordon Peterson-who bills himself as
Indio even though he's essentially a
one-man act with studio help-takes no
prisoners. When he rockets through one
of his hyperextended folk songs, you
feel as if you've been Rolfed. In "Big
Harvest" the music just pounds away,
the percussive effects of his singing, his
guitar playing, and some exceptional
rhythm -section work all giving the
tunes an explosive quality. I only wish I
knew what Peterson was singing about.
He doesn't lack commitment, but 1

honestly can't tell what he's committed
to-or against. The snatches of lyrics I
can decipher appear somewhat mysti-
cal, although I haven't deciphered
enough of them to know for sure. The
music, however, with its Asian -Indian
undertones, is enough to hold my inter-
est. Perhaps by the time his next album
comes out, I'll have figured out the
words to this one. I hope he's worked a

little on his enunciation by then, or that
his record company sees fit to bless us
with a lyric sheet. R.G.

CHRIS ISAAK: Heart Shaped World.
Chris lsaak (vocals, guitar); James Cal-
vin Wilsey (guitar); Kenny Dale John-
son (drums, vocals); Rowland Salley
(bass, vocals); other musicians. Shaped
World; I'm Not Waiting; Don't Make
Me Drean About You; Kings of the
Highway; Wicked Game; and five oth-
ers (six others on CD). REPRISE 25837-1,
© 25837-4, © 25837-2 (41 min).

Performance: Intense and moody
Recording: Excellent

This is Chris Isaak's third album, and
once again he's playing the role of Roy
Orbison Redux-that is, contemporary
rockabilly's Loneliest Man in the
World. In song after song here, he's pin-
ing for some unattainable beauty, con-
fused about his feelings, and generally
carrying on as if he's just bought a co-op
at Heatbreak Hotel. The musical idiom
for all of this is a sort of hipster version
of "The Sun Sessions," all minor keys,
twangy minimalist guitar lines, and oc-
casional discrete Fifties jazz -trumpet
obbligatos (a nice touch given lsaak's
eerie resemblance to the late Chet Bak-
er). There's a certain hothouse quality

to the whole business, of course, a sense
of contrivance that can get a little wear-
ing over the course of an entire album.
Still, Isaak's a genuinely expressive
singer, his band is superb (particularly
guitarist James Calvin Wilsey), and
Erik Jacobsen's production catches just
the late -night, last -call atmosphere the
music needs. Which means that, at least
on a song -to -song basis (pick hit: Wrong
to Love You, which suggests the Ven-
tures and Dire Straits on a crying jag),
"Heart Shaped World" is a pretty im-
pressive piece of work overall. Worth a
listen. S.S.

THE JACKSONS: 2300 Jackson
Street. Jermaine, Jackie, Tito, and Ran-
dall Jackson (vocals); vocal and instru-
mental accompaniment. Art of Mad-
ness; Nothin (that compares 2 U); Ma-
ria; Private Affair; 2300 Jackson Street;
and five others. EPIC OE 40911. ©OET
40911, EK 40911 (54 min).

Performance: Still special
Recording: Excellent

It seems hard to believe that the Jack -
sons have been performing-in one
configuration or another-for twenty-
five years. It is to their credit that they
have retained a sense of daring as well
as a healthy respect for quality. Both are

Three Easy Pieces.. .
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bonkers over this product..." and "...the best

conventional loudspeaker of the decade."

Upon first listen, most people are astonished

by their sonic transparency. The speakers

virtually seem to disappear. In our view, that's
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Like the M- ls, they're designed for optimum

dispersion. The perceived sound stage is

dramatically extended without compromising

center imaging. The specially -designed woofers

reproduce low frequencies with undaunted

accuracy.

The mark that Mirage has made on the

audiophile world is substantial. From the

flagship M-ls to the wide range offered by the

Mirage 60 -Series, you simply can't do better.

Just give them a listen.

You'll hear what we mean.
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The CD -BOX, TAPE -BOX, and VHS -BOX
are stand alone units. They fit in the
space intended for LPs in audio -video
furniture and shelves. The solid hard-
wood drawer faces suit any decor. Maple
units offer the quality and efficiency of
our original BOXES at a lower price.
CD -BOX stores 60 discs in two drawers,
with dividers. Holds multi -CD albums.
TAPE -BOX, four drawers, hold 64 audio
and 8mm cassettes or 48 VHS -Cs.
CD & TAPE : w 6 3/8", h 12 3/4", d 14 3/4"
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Ship UPS per unit, in cont. US. $5.00
30 day money -hack satisfaction guarantee.

Designed and manufactured in the USA
By Hills Products Inc. 603-464-3999
PO Box 1015, Hillsboro, NH 03244 Llier2.17

apparent in this new album. Although
the Jacksons are known for their con-
summate skill in blending and exchang-
ing vocal lines to achieve rich textures,
they venture here into rougher sounds
of a more recent vintage with the hard-
er -edged Harley, Play It Up, and Mid-
night Rendezvous and the delightfully
propulsive She. They even offer a nod
to tradition with Alright with Me, which
is cast in a modern r -&-b groove. Yet
the best selections here are those where
they reach back to draw from the sweet-
er sounds that made them the public's
favorites so many years ago. The title
song, 2300 Jackson Street, is a paean to
their humble beginnings in a working-
class neighborhood in Gary, Indiana.
Featuring cameo appearances by the
other star -class Jacksons, from Michael
to Janet, and augmented by a chorus of
nieces and nephews, it is as sentimental
as an old family album and just as
appealing. On a similar plane is the con-
cluding number, If You'd Only Believe,
with a superb solo by Jermaine, who
handles most of the lead vocals
throughout with admirable polish. By
combining two basically different
sounds, the Jacksons have come up
with an album that offers enough vari-
ety to please both old fans and new fol-
lowers. P.G.

RICKIE LEE JONES: Flying Cow-
boys. Rickie Lee Jones (vocals, guitar,
keyboards); other musicians. The
Horses; Just My Baby; Ghetto of My
Mind; Rodeo Girl; Satellites; Ghost
Train: and five others. GEFFEN GHS-
24246, M5G-24246, 0 2-24246 (55
min).

Performance: Elliptical
Recording: Very good

Don't try applying logic to Rickie Lee
Jones or her art. It just won't work,
whether you're analyzing her career, her
music, her lyrics, or her singing. She
simply goes where she goes, whether it
makes sense or not. Her previous al-
bums are no preparation for "Flying
Cowboys." With each successive record
release, Jones has been moving away
from the straight -on pop of her debut,
but this album is more elliptical and
free -flowing than anything she's done
before.

"Hying Cowboys" does have its di-
rect moments. Just My Baby is an easy
pop song about how the singer's boy
friend "lights up all of me." Ghetto of
My Mind is a snappy, well -controlled
rocker about an ethnic neighborhood.
Love Is Gonna Bring Us Back Alive is a
reggae -driven tribute to the redemptive
power of love. Don't Let the Sun Catch
You Crying is a soft remake of what was
a very tender hit for Gerry and the Pace-
makers. These are the transparent
songs; you can see Jones's motives
clearly, even if you cannot unravel the
exact meanings of all the verses and
metaphors.

But nearly every song also has its

CIRCLE NO. 70 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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You11 fmd the most helpful shopping infor-
mation in the 116 page Crutchfield catalog.
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degree of mystery, and some songs are
simply opaque. The title track, for ex-
ample, shifts from an omniscient view-
point to the narrator's personal one. We
don't know who these vaguely realized
characters are or what they're doing.
The song doesn't describe action so
much as it juxtaposes different kinds of
angst. Why, if the song doesn't mention
flying or cowboys, is it called Flying
Cowboys?

The music, by contrast, is more ex-
troverted: About half of the album is
snappy and propulsive. Appropriately,
the more indirect lyrics are set to tunes
that drift from one melodic idea to the
next. This isn't a bad thing per se,
because the languor creates strong
moods. The deep sadness and longing
of Away from the Sky, for example,
comes from the still quality of the
music.

Jones's singing has never been so
restrained. In "Flying Cowboys" she
softens the sharply modulated phrasing
that has been her trademark. She's not
trying to wrench the emotions from
these songs; she seduces the material
and lets it seduce her in return. For all
of its difficult moments, the album
seduces us as well. R.G.

THE O'JAYS: Serious. The O'Jays
(vocals); instrumental accompaniment.
Out of My Mind; Leave It Alone; Have
You Had Your Love Today? Serious
Hold on Me; Friend of a Friend; and
four others. © E4-
90921, © E2-90921 (43 min).

Performance: Vintage r -&-b
Recording: Satisfactory

Can you imagine the O'Jays, those stal-
warts of Sixties and Seventies soul mu-
sic, indulging in rap? Well, they do for a
moment or two in this new album,
which pays tribute to current fads, but
most of the time they serve up the sort
of solid, old-fashioned group singing
that made them popular two decades
ago. Several of the songs here are simply
pleasant without being memorable, but
the group does dredge up some power-
ful emotions in Serious Hold on Me, the
sort of gut -wrenching soul balladry that
is hard to come by these days. It leaves a
nice taste in the mouth, sufficient to
sustain you through the blander mo-
ments. P.G.

STACEY Q: Nights Like This. Stacey
Q (vocals); vocal and instrumental ac-
companiment. Give You All My Love;
Nights Like This; Heartbeat; Incognito;
Take That Holiday; and five others.
ATLANTIC 81962-1, © 81962-4,
81962-2 (50 min).

Performance: Fetching
Recording: Very good

In her third Atlantic album, Twiggy -
faced Stacey Q (a.k.a. Stacey Swain)
makes a valiant effort to expand her
repertoire of shiny techno-rock and up -
tempo dance music with songs that rise
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above the usual mirrored -ball fare. Us-
ing a variety of producers and musical
approaches, Swain, who co -wrote seven
of the ten cuts, strives for some real
melodies here (Give You All My Love.
Heartbeat), and while the lyrics are by
no means profound, they attempt to
aim beyond boy -toy disco fodder.
Whether you go for Swain's pouty vo-
cals or not, her rhythms, especially in
the float -away fantasy Take That Holi-
day, are undeniably fetching and hyp-
notic-perhaps just the ticket for those
pesky summer's -over blues. A.N.

SAMUEL RAMEY: Sings Rodgers and
Hammerstein. Samuel Ramey (bass);
National Philharmonic Orchestra, Peter
Matz cond. June Is Bustin' Out All
Over; I Have Dreamed; When the Chil-
dren Are Asleep; Some Enchanted Even-
ing; The Man I Used to Be; This Nearly
Was Mine; Climb Ev'ry Mountain; and
seven others. EMI/ANGEL © 4DS
49581, 0 CDC 49581 (52 min).

Performance: Appealing
Recording: Excellent

Samuel Ramey may not have the rich-
est, deepest, or most ringing bass voice
in opera, but he knows how to use it
intelligently and persuasively-and
how to adapt it appealingly to lighter
repertoire. He seems much more com-
fortable with the varied show tunes in
this album than he was singing the role
of Billy Bigelow in the disappointing
MCA recording of Rodgers and Ham-
merstein's Carousel, which may be why
his singing has greater conviction and
more meaningful tonal shadings. A ma-
jor part of the credit must certainly go
to the airily genial arrangements and
conducting of Peter Matz, a pro at this
sort of thing.

As would be expected, Ramey is most
clearly at ease with the songs Rodgers
and Hart wrote for his illustrious Met
predecessor, Ezio Pinza, to sing in
South Pacific. He may be a shade too
solemn for You'll Never Walk Alone
and Climb Ev'ry Mountain (they aren't
from Boris Godunov, after all), but he
more than makes up for those near
misses with a jaunty The Man I Used to
Be (from the ill-fated Pipe Dream) and
several ever -touching romantic ballads
from Allegro, Flower Drum Song, and
Cinderella. Overall, this is a more suc-
cessful crossover album than some of
Ramey's operatic colleagues have given
us lately. R.H.

DIANA ROSS: U orkin' Overtime.
Diana Ross (vocals); vocal and instru-
mental accompaniment. Workin' Over-
time; Say We Can; Take the Bitter with
the Sweet; Bottom Line: and six others.
MOTOWN MOT 6274, © MOTC 6274,
© MOTD 6274 (43 min).

Performance: Unconvincing
Recording: Satisfactory

The main problem with this album.
which marks Diana Ross's return to

1 Crutchfield Park, Dept. SR. Charlottesville, VA 22906



Simple Impression.
Ergonomically simple, technologically impressive.
Our new 700 Series car radio/

cassettes epitomize Coustic's
commitment tc PRODUCT
EXCELLENCE. A balanced syn-
thesis of technology, functionality
and ergonomics aptly describes
the 700 Series. which is the best
selection of ca- radio/cassettes
available today.

A full range of models boast-
ing the technologically Advanced
FM Optimizer IV Circuitry incor-
porating a QUASI 4 -GANG
HI -GAIN, LOW NOISE TUNED
FRONT END. This circuitry
continuously monitors FM signal
strength to selectively adjust

IPS Mr, ,OlID "
I 11 7;
I LI  _I LI

RX-728 CAR RADIC/CASSETTE

TAPE t
RAISES &

HEAD
four -

LOWERS 4

stereo separat on and audio
bandwidth. ALtomatically
eliminating signal overload and
the picket -fencing effect of multi -
path interference to produce the
best stereo performance and
cleanest FM reception possible.

The Auto-
UTO

Aligned Azi- As ALIGNED
muth (A3)'m
System is standard on all 700
Series auto -reverse cassette
mechanisms. This unique A3
System employs a 2 -track (in-

stead of
a fixed

track,
crosstalk

prone) tape head that shifts
linearly (up or down) into perfect
azimuth alignment whenever
tape direction is changed. This
minimizes high frequency loss

HF

C 0
I LI =1..1.

RX-738 CAR RADIO/CASSETTE

and delivers a 3 -dimensional
"life -like" sonic performance.

THERE IS MORE ...

Cellular Phone Interrupt - You
will never miss a call on your

.12 VOLTS

BLUE
YELLOW
WIRE

RX73S
CAR STEREO

UNIT

CALL
ALERT
FEATURE

RELAY
(NOT PROVIDED)

  
III  le    

MOBILE
CELLUAR

PHONE

CELLULAR PHONE INTERRUPT

mobile phone (with "Call Alert")
again! Our new I-SENS'm Cir-
cuitry instantaneously mutes the
audio system when it detects an
incoming call.

CO P. SCAN BM.

411111511111111P1
RX-738 MULI-FUNCTION CONTROLS

Bier ding technology and sim-
plicity tie 700 cri
series feature
Preset Scan, Dolby B & C Noise
Reduction Systems Tape Pro-
gram Search (TPS) Metal Tape
Equal zation (MTL), CD/AUX
Input 'cr digital pro-
gram source, Radio n

Monitor (R.MON),
Active Bass & Treble Tone
Controls, Front/Rear Pre -Amp
OutpLts for flexible system
exparsion and removeable
chassis option.

A ustom oversized Liquid
Crystal Display (LCD) provides
easy
identii-
cation
day or
night
of fre-
quency
settings and each accessed
function such as TPS. MTL, DO,
CD, e:c.

The 700 Series - simply
impressive!

I DOLBY BC NP]

RX-738 LCD DISPLAY

ACT

P snunel invPtmPnt.

4260 Charter Street
Vernon, CA 90058-2596
213-582-2832

Dolby Is a registered trademark of
Dolby Laborator es

COUStiC 19E9
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Transport
Yourself.
The IRS 690 cordless
headphone system.

Escape to a deeply personal
world of sonic pleasure. The
Beyerdynamic IRS 690 system.
With the warmth and intimacy
that is distinctively Beyer. Advanced
infrared technology for cordless, 360 -degree
movement without static or interference. And
the same diffuse -field design as the DT 990's-
the world's most critically -acclaimed dynamic
headphones-for superior imaging and
startling accuracy.

Let the IRS 690 system transport
you. Experience them at your
local Beyer headphone dealer.

Ecstacy in Audio beyerdynamic))))
Beyerdynamic 5-05 Burns Avcnue, I licksvilk, NY 11801 id. 5161935-8000. Fax (5161935-8018

CIRCLE NO. 51 ON READER SERVICE CARD

ArTOTAL
MARMONVC

OSSTORTION

.A1 LAST! THE
FUNNIEST RODRIGUES
CARTOONS FRoM THE
PAST TWO DECADES
OF STEREO REVIEW
HAVE FINALLY BEEN
COLLECTED IN
BOOK FORM...

Yes, now you can own
TOTAL -HARMONIC
DISTORTION
by Charles Rodrigues!

This handsome, 128 -page
paperback-with 118
classic cartoons, a foreword
by William Livingstone,
and an illustrated
autobiographical sketch by
Rodrigues himself-is only
$7.95. Enjoy your favorites
again, catch the gems you
missed, and share the
laughs with friends!
Makes a great gift!
Get two copies for the full
stereo effect!
TO ORDER: Send check or
money order for $7.95 per copy,
plus $1.50 for postage &
handling to:

Perfectbound Press
Suite 4118 N
1120 Ave. of the Americas
New York, NY 10036

Type or print mailing address
with order. New York State
residents add 650 sales tax per
copy. Outside U.S.: add $1.75
postage & handling for first
copy and 500 for each additional
copy (U.S. bank funds only).
Allow six to eight weeks for U.S.
delivery, longer outside U.S.

Motown, is that the material seems
totally inappropriate. Working with
producer Nile Rodgers, Ross has incor-
porated the raw and minimally adorned
percussive sound favored by contempo-
rary young urbanites. That was a mis-
take. Street funkiness is hardly convinc-
ing when it comes from a woman
known for her glamorous lifestyle. The
album is salvaged to a degree by songs
like Rodger's pretty This House, and
Ross is in fairly good voice (she sounds
more like Michael Jackson than ever).
But she's woefully miscast. P.G.

JULES SHEAR: The Third Party.
Jules Shear (vocals); Marty Willson -
Piper (guitar). I Don7 Want It Now: The
First Freeze After the Fall; Leave Town;
This Primal Fire; Open Your Eyes; and
six others. IRS IRS -82008, © IRSC-
82008, IRSD-82008 (40 min).

Performance: Good enough
Recording: Good enough

"Remember the folk scare of the early
Sixties?" a friend of mine asked me
recently. "Whew . . . that stuff almost
caught on." Well, thanks, I assume, to
Tracy Chapman, it looks as if that stuff
is almost catching on again, for here
comes Jules Shear, heretofore a wonder-
ful and successful commercial tune -
smith (hits for the Bangles and Cyndi
Lauper), backed only by an acoustic
guitar in an album that recalls nothing
so much as a mediocre Bob Dylan boot-
leg. Shear natters on at length in a voice
that suggests Jackson Browne after a
hunger strike, and though he appears to
have little to say (the usual fake literary
allusions and vague angst), he says it
with an almost endearingly reckless
abandon.

Notwithstanding a brief collaboration
with the Cars' Elliot Easton, nothing-
absolutely nothing-disturbs the al-
bum's early -Sixties folkie ambience. If
you're the kind of purist who thinks pop
music's gone downhill since Subterra-
nean Homesick Blues, you'll doubtless
enjoy this. I do, too, at least in small
doses, but given the project's obviously
negligible production cost (this is, inci-
dentally, the first singer -and -guitar -
without -overdubs release on a major
label since Springsteen's "Nebraska"),
the least IRS could have done is release
it at a bargain price. Hmm ... maybe
this is an Eighties album after all. S.S.

THE SWANS: The Burning World.
The Swans (vocals and instrumentals);
vocal and instrumental accompani-
ment. The River That Runs with Love
Won't Run Dry; Let It Come Down;
Can't Find My Way Home; Mona Lisa.
Mother Earth; (She's a) Universal Emp-
tiness; and five others. UNI UNI-601,
©UNIC-60I, UNID-601 (44 min).

Performance: Alluring
Recording: Lifelike

Until now, the Swans have had more in
common with peevish, cawing crows
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Impressyour system.
And your system will impress you!

Impress your car audio system
with our Power Logic series of
component speakers and your
system WILL impress the discrimi-
nating you.

Your power amplifier will
be pleasantly surprised to
Ind that POL YMIDE DIA-
PHRAGMS are built into the
tweeters to ensure structural

integrity and significantly
minimize distortion when
subjected to high power.

Your system will
concur with our research
findings that HIGH
DENSITY, POLYPRO-
PYLENE -LAYERED, AIR-
DRIED, DOUBLE -RIGID PA-
PER CONE carries the lowest
second and third harmonic
distortion characteristics,
manifesting
the best

From 15" monstrous subwoof-
ers, to powerful mid/woofers, to
super tweeters and multi -driver
speaker systems, our Power
Logic component speakers are
ready for any frequency response
and sound pressure level (SPL)
requirements with minimum
distortion.

60 33

Your system will be wowed by
our SYMMETRICAL WAVE
LOADING TECHNIQUE on the
Power Logic compo-
nent tweeters which
produces crisp high
frequency perform-
ance even when
mounted "off -axis"

sound quality.
-his cone
material is
standard on all
Power Logic 11:

component
speakers.

Your power
amplifier sys-
tem will cer-
tainly appreciate the combination
of HIGH TEMPERATURE AL U-
MINUM VOICE COIL and HI -EN-
ERGY STRONTIUM MAGNET
STRUCTURE built for maximum
heat dissipation and extreme
power handling capability, with
more accurate cone displacement
resulting in faster transient re-

Corw^vv,
vs dB

55 aB

,5 0.
Au

T-615, HT -608, HT -612

4!*
It/

606, 4T-60ViT-805

sponse and lower distortion.
The Power Logic component

speaka. series rigorously pro-
duces. n an anti -acoustic automo-
tive environment, crisp high fre-

111111,11111111111:3_4111
IIII1Mliiiiiialri1i
Inill iIWU 'Ili
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FrequoneylIsmommo (Hz)

Ic
METRICAL
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quency response, si_mptuous
midrange, tight and distortion -free
low bass, superb ins:antaneous
power handling and precise
stereo imaging. In short, the illu-
sion o' ife-like musical perform-
ance with superior clarity and
3 -dimensional imaging.

Our Power Logic component
speakers will no doupt impress
your system. All it takes is for your
systen to impress YOU.

1111111 COUstiC®
4260 Charter Street
Vernon, CA 50058-2596
213-582-2832
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Stereo Review Presents Display until March 30,1990 $3.95

'rEREO
BUYERS' GUIDE 1990

THE STEREO BUYERS' GUIDE OFFERS
FEATURE ARTICLES, PRODUCT LISTINGS FOR

EVERY AUDIO CATEGORY, AND MORE.

How to buy a Stereo
System

Audio Glossary
Directory of

Manufacturers

Product Listings for:
RECEIVERS

PREAMPLIF'ERS

TUNERS

CASSETTE DECKS

TURNTABLES

SPEAKERS

DAT DECKS

SIGNAL PRO:ESSORS
POCKET STEREO

   p

POWER AMPLIFIERS

INTEGRATED AMPLIFIERS

COMPACT DISC PLAYERS

OPEN -REEL TAPE DECKS

CARTRIDGES & TONEARMS

HEADPHONES

COMPACT SYSTEMS

ACCESSORIES

BLANK TAPE

Stereo Review's annual equipment buying guide, on sale October 3, 1989, offers the most compre-
hensive product listings for audio equipment available anywhere. The STEREO BUYERS' GUIDE
1990 is sold at newsstands for $395, or by mail for $4.95, including postage and handling, from
Stereo Buyers' Guide, PO. Box 742, Holmes, PA 19043. For credit-card orders, call 1-800-345-8112.

Also available are Stereo Review's COMPACT
DISC BUYERS' GUIDE ($3.95) and, coming
soon, Stereo Review's VIDEO BUYERS' GUIDE
($3.95). Please add $1 per copy for mail orders.



ow there's tibetter way to
ghestrate your autosound.

SAVE 15% on
CAR STEREO REVI

new from the
Editors of Stereo

Until now, it always took a lot
of time and effort to ensure
"living room" sound from your
car stereo. That's why the Editors of
Stereo Review are proud to introduce
Car Stereo Review-the ultimate
guide to ultimate autosound!
This is the world's first and only regular
publication dedicated to the pursuit of
high -quality autosound. Each issue will
be packed with how-to articles for buy-
ing, installing, and maintaining auto -
sound equipment-so you can get more
pure enjoyment from your car stereo than
you thought possible.

Whether you're purchasing your first car
stereo system or upgrading your present
one, you'll want to check out our product
reviews of all the latest autosound compo-
nents. Our Equipment Test Reports make it
easy for you to select the right components
for your needs and your budget.

And our exclusive Road Tests feature users'
evaluations of various installations under
real driving conditions.

You'll also find money -saving shopping
tips, expert advice for choosing an installer
(or doing it yourself), car stereo security
tips, CD and tape reviews-and fresh,
updated listings of car stereo products, so
you can compare features, specs and
prices.

Here, then, is everything you need to
know about car stereo,
written by the
Stereo Review ex-
perts who are in
the know. Sub-
scribe today and
receive special
Charter Subscriber
rates: just $14.98
for six big issues.
That's a 15% sav-
ings off the annual
newsstand cost!

CAR STEREO REVIEW
PO. Box 57316, Boulder, CO 80322-7316

YES, show me the better way to guar-
antee the sound quality of my car stereo!
Please enter my one-year Charter Sub-
scription to Car Stereo Review, and send
me six issues for only $14.98. That's
15% off the annual newsstand cost

$17.70! 8H52

CHECK ONE:
0 Payment enclosed. 0 Bill me later.

Mr.
Mrs.
Ms.

(please print full name)

Apt._Address

City

State Zip

Outside the U.S. add 56.00 for additional postage.

121'asc

'(low 6010 90 days for delivery of first issue.



CLEAN LICKS.

a

The sound is pure, pristine, immaculate. The artists,
talented jazz musicians on the rise. The label is DMP. Compact discs and cassettes recorded live

to digital for the most intimate, life -like sound possible.

DIGITAL MUSIC PRODUCTS
CIRCLE NO 57 ON REALER SERVICE CARD

INC.



THE LATEST

LICKS FROM DMP
Setting the standard for jazz

performance and superior sound.
Pure, clean. live and all digital.

MANFREDO FEST-Jungle Cat
A celebration of life, spirit, and music
of the world by this extraordinary
Brazilian pianist and composer. He
plays bossa-nova tunes by Jobim,
American classics Slaughter On
Tenth Avenue and Stella By Starlight,
Bridges by Milton Nascimento and
6 striking originals.

BOB'S DINER
The explosive debut of a new group
with a sound that celebrates the
freedom of the road, the funky spirit
of rhythm and blues, and the rich
colors of jazz.The group-led by
trombonist Bob Smith and drummer
Howie Gordon-play 12 great
originals.

THOM ROTELLA-Home Again
The second dmp release by Thom
Rotella. Acoustic moods and a warm
California groove from a guitarist
who paints emotional colors with a
rich melodic brush. With special
guest Tommy Tedesco on his own
"Oriental Flower"
Digital Music Products, Inc.
Park Square Station, Box 15835
Stamford, CT 06901

tr lor-=  V.

than with their graceful avian name-
sakes. But "The Burning World," their
major -label debut, is disarming in its
depth and trancelike musical power.
Credit producer Bill Laswell with allow-
ing singer and guitarist Michael Gira to
communicate his dark, poetic despon-
dency without turning the songs into
dissonant dirges. Or maybe credit Gira
for meeting the world halfway. In any
case, "The Burning World" spins an
enchanting web that overtakes the lis-
tener with the haunting sweep of its
moods.

The River That Runs with Love Won't
Run Dry is oddly pretty, conveying a
timeless feeling reminiscent of the San
Francisco group It's a Beautiful Day.
See No More, with its air of distaff psy-
chedelia in the guitar, also harks back to
the mind -altered music of the late Six-
ties. A female singer named Jarboe
cloaks Can? Find My Way Home,
Steve Winwood's classic song of dislo-
cation and heartbreak, in an incandes-
cent new light. Gira wearily ponders the
void in a bassy, resonant voice in (She's
a) Universal Emptiness. Then Saved
finds him singing, "1 don't deserve it,
but I'm saved." Perhaps there's light,
however faint, at the end of the tunnel
after all?

"The Burning World" is a startlingly
honest record. The despair sounds gen-
uine, while the moments of transcen-
dence feel earned. And the music-
closely miked acoustic string instru-
ments, including mandolins and vio-
lins, set against a free -flowing backdrop
of trap drums, tablas, and other Middle
Eastern exotica-is hypnotically allur-
ing. Seek this one out if you're feeling
musically venturesome. P.P.

TINA TURNER: Foreign Affair. Tina
Turner (vocals); Mark Knopfler (gui-
tar); Edgar Winter (saxophone); other
musicians. Steamy Windows; The Best;
You Know Who; Undercover Agent for
the Blues; Look Me in the Heart; Be
Tender with Me Baby; and six others.
CAPITOL C1-91873, ©C4-91873, C2-
91873 (55 min).

Performance: Platinum
Recording: Fine

Somewhere in the back of Tina Turn-
er's throat lies the secret to her art.
When she plunges to the bottom of her
vocal range, she becomes totally believ-
able. Her earthy, liquid singing never
fails to convince us. She could sing
actuarial tables and still break our
hearts.

In "Foreign Affair" Turner is much
more interesting than the songs she
sings. We are still in the "Private Danc-
er" phase of her career, in which she
places her soulful voice in a mild rock
context. These cleanly produced albums
are enjoyable. They've sold millons of
copies. But they're too safe. You can't
help wanting Turner to get nasty or
greasy or funky.

The closest she comes here to down-

home r -&-b is Undercover .1gcnt .1i)r the
Blues. Mark Knopfler contributes some
of his trademark fluid riffs, and the
band jogs along as Turner sings, "He
took me for a ride/Rattled me down to
my shoes/I found out/He was an under-
cover agent for the blues." It's fun and
clever, but a little too casual. Unfortu-
nately, that's even truer for the rest of
"Foreign Affair." R.G.

WEBB WILDER: Hybrid Vigor. Webb
Wilder (vocals and instrumentals). Hu-
hn' Where It Hurts; Human Cannon-
ball; Do You Know Something (I Don't
Know); Cold Front; Safeside; and five
others. ISLAND 91280-1, © 91280-4.
91280-2 (39 min).

Performance: Worth your while
Recording: Good

The music of Webb Wilder, Nashville's
leading rock-and-roll band, has been
called many things-"interplanetary
southern roots -rock," "swampadelic
uneasy listening," "sci-fi psycho-rocka-
billy," "detective rock-'n'-roll," "Mis-
sissippi moderne," "service station at-
tendant music," and even "VFW
metal." Some, though, might argue that
with its pared -down, guitar -driven
brand of contemporary blues -rock,
Webb Wilder is the poor man's Rolling
Stones. The group itself, in fact, likes to
say it makes the kind of music the
Stones would have made had they
grown up in Mississippi. Either way, in
the band's first album for Island, men-
acing Stones guitar intros abound, par-
ticularly in Do You Know Something (I
Don't Know), and an entire Stones per-
sona takes root in such tuneful songs as
Hittin' Where It Hurts and Cold Front.
And with occasional influences from
everyone from Chuck Berry to Devo, it
isn't any wonder Webb Wilder calls this
album "Hybrid Vigor," a phrase usually
reserved for farm talk about corn bred
for toughness.

But that isn't to say that Webb Wild-
er, or the lead singer it's named after,
have nothing to offer. If Wilder himself
lacks Mick Jagger's swaggering beauty
and thrusting insolence, he and the
band make their own mark with songs
that take a cockeyed look at romance
and sex and the emotional bankruptcy
that often follows both. They're much
more successful at using humor for the
occasional turn of phrase or interior
monologue, however, than in bolder at-
tempts to be funny for an entire song,
such as Human Cannonball, which
quickly grows tiresome and deceives the
listener as to the band's overall intelli-
gence.

Such flaws aside, it is difficult not to
respect a band with such infectious pop
melodies, instrumental prowess, and
accessible hooks. And considering their
long-time credo-"Work hard, rock
hard, eat hard, sleep hard, grow big, and
wear glasses if you need 'em"-what
right-minded American could possibly
refuse their charms? A.N.
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K AUDIO TAPES/AUDIO AC
DEO TAPES/VIDEO ACCESSORIES/PER NAI. COMPUTERS BUSINESS
E/CAR STEREO RADAR DETECTORS/CAR SECU

PORTABLES CLOCK RADIOS PORTABLE

Receiver Specials

0 -I-- -IA- ----

Scott RS -250
Digital Receiver

 25 -watts per channel RMS  Quartz
synthesized tuning with 8 -AM & 8 -FM preset
memory  Discrete output transistors  High
filter  Auto scan or manual tuning
AR $0095
Price (SCT 125250)

Technics SA -160
.40-watts/ch. 24 -presets. Saand FO . . 949"
Teoc AG -55
-sswithien. remote. 7 -band equalizer . 989°'
Technics SAR-330
70 watts/ch. unified remote. EG . . . 5249"
Teac AG -75
79-wafts/ch, remote. motrixsurround . $269"
Technics SAR-430
.100-wohs/ch. unifiedtemote, EQ . 1349"
Tandberg 3080A
Audiophile Receiver '999"

Compact Disc Players

I ta

Teac PD -265
Remote Compact Disc Player

 16 -bit D A converter  16 -selection random
memory  2 -way repeat  4 -digit LED display
 3 -beam laser pickup  3 CD compatible
 Remote control

J&R 575995Price

Sharp DX -670
.3 -beam loser. 20 -track programming . 92995
Technics SIP 1O2
16bit. 40-ovenompling. remote

Technics SLP-222

(TEA PD265)

969°'

113-bil 4% ovenompling. remote . . $229"
Teac PD -4110
18 -bit 8%-ovenampling, remote . . $229"
Technics SLP-555
Itbit 4%-ovenompling. remote . . .199"
Technics SLP-770
 18 -bit, 4X -sampling. jog -shuttle

534905

Cassette Deck Specials

Teac V-285CHX
Stereo Cassette Deck

 Dolby B and C noise reduction  Dolby H%
Pro headroom extension system  Bias fine

tertmlt  11k)k,tCrr brash meter  3-CNi" apecounter
JCRJ&R
Price (TEA V285CHX)

Teoc R-445
Auto-revene dolby 1/C. solt-touch . . $129"
Teac R-455CHX
Au10.11)Veqe. dolbyll/C & NO -Pro . . . 949"
Teac V-480
Dolby B/C & HE -Pro. logic controls . . 949"
Teac V-570
.2 motors, dolby B/C & H% Pro, biaxadi .'17905
Teac V-670
.3 -heady 2 -motors. dolby I/C & es -Pro .'269"

Fostex X-26
.41rock deck. binpul channels . . . $4499$

Amplifiers/Tuners

o

Sherwood AI.1110
Stereo Integrated Amplifier

 50 -watts RMS per chonnel with no more than
oon THD  Surround sound mode  Input
direct switch for wider dynamic range  Video
input  Block finish

Price 5139' (SHE A11110)

Sherwood TD -1120R
AM/F1.4 quartz hi tuner. 24 -presets . . '119"
SAE T-102
AM/FM quartz -lock digital tuner . . . $199"
Sherwood A1-121OR
 100-watt/ch integrated amp, remote . $249$$
SAE A202
 100-vrahs/ch high-cunent power amp '299°'

SAE A502
.200-wons/ch high-currenf power omp 1449"
Tandberg 3031A
Dlgitol FM tuner with &presets . . .'499°5

Compact Disc Chaners

Technics SL-PC2O
Remote 5 -Disc Rotary CD -Changer

 4%-oversampling  2 D'A converters
 Remote  20 -track random access
programming  Disc -by -disc random play
 Change discs while the others Play
J&R
Price A. '7 (TEC SLPC2O)

Magnavox CD11-446
6 -disc changer. remote. 16 -bit . . ,'229"
Technics SLP-C10
Sclisc rotary changer. 4% -sampling . . '239"
Teac PD -700M
.6 -die changer, 4X -sampling, remote .'259°5

Magnavox CD11-5116
.6chsc changer. 4X -sampling, remote . $259"
JVC XLM-401
i-disc changer remote. dual 16 -bit . . CALL
JVC XLM-7016 I changer. Malt, 4X-sompling . . CALL

,  ub - tte Decks

Teac W -450R
Auto -Reverse Double Cassette Deck

 High-speed dubbing  Accurate rotary head
auto -reverse  Continuous cassette playback
 Dolby BC noise reduction  Dolby HO -Pro
headroom extension
J&R S 9 9 5
Price (TEA W45OR)

Scott DO -660
Dolby B. hi -speed dubbing, soft -touch . $99"
Teac W -370C
Dolby B/C. continuous ploy. biasadi . 929"
Sharp R1W-800
Double auto -reverse. dolby I/C . . . 959"
Teoc W-470
Dolby 11/C. continuous play. logic-cont $159"
Technics RS-TR155
*Series play. dolby 11NR $179"
Teoc W -660R
 Double auto -reverse. dolby II 5 C . . '279"

io Syste

Panasonic SC -T100
Compact Stereo System

 Quartz -synthesized AM/FM tuner with 16
station preset memory  Double cosiette deck
 Semiautomatic turntable  3 -band graphic
equalizer  Full range 6 1,2" speakers
J&R 517995
Price (PAN SCT100)

Panasonic SGX-88K
Dual cassette. 3 -band equalizer . . . $139"
Panasonic SCT-105
Compact system with CD player . . '34990
Panasonic SCT-305
Remote system with CD player . . . $399"
Casio MS -6025
.2Swotts/ch, remote, dual -cassette . . 1399"
Panasonic SCT-505
Remote, CD player. clJolcauelte . . $479"
Technics SCS-400
.110-watts/ch. 5disc CD -changer . . . CALL

Portable CD Pl - rs

Technics SL-XP6
Portable Compact Disc Player

 Uttro-compact & light weight  4%
oversampling  3 -way power suPPFY  Inch-tdes
rechargeable Ni-Cad batteries  3 ploy
modes  Headphones & carrying case

ARce 525995
(TEC SIAM

Teac PDP-7 zf
16-Irock programming 2 -way repeat . 949"
Sony D-2
.3 -way repeal, sort -touch controls. black $159"

Technics SL-XP2
.18 -frock programming. %BS $179"
Sony D-15
Rechargeable, 22 -frock programming $229"

Toshiba XR-9458
Rechargeoble, wireless remote . . . $259"
Sony D-25
Rechargeoble, 4% -sampling, digital filter CALL

Home Speaker Specials

Technics SB-L36
2 -Way Linear Phase Speaker System

 2 -way bass reflex design  10 -inch woofer
 2 5 -inch tweeter  Detachable front grill
 100 -watts maximum input power  Great
sound at an even better once
J&R A0095
Price 7 7 (TEC SB1.36)

Pinnacle PN-5+
.5.25" Zway, rear vented port . . Pair $149"
Technics SEL-56
10" 3 -way bass -reflex speakers . Pair $129"
Technics SEL-76
12' 3 -way bass -reflex speakers . Pair 1149"
Technics Sill -96
15" 3 -way bass -reflex speakers . Pair 4199"
lose AM5
Acoustimas subwooter & two modules . 1749"
OHM Fll
Walsh speakers, walnut cabinet ....,199"

nib Utak '5
LP, Cassette & CD Specials

The Music Is Narada
Experience Is Yours

NAP 63902

9? 699
co Co.°,

Also Available For
11.99 Per CD  6.99 LP or Cassette
Varlous Artists: Narada Mystique Sampler

One (NAR 6291
-Craig Peyton/Ben Verdery: Emotional

Velocity (NAR 62759)
Wayne Gratz: Reminiscence (NAR 61023)
David Lanz. Cnstolons Dream (NAR 61021)
Richard Souther Crosscurrents (NAR

63007)
-William Ellwood: Vista (NAR 61024)
Daved Arkenstone: Island (NAR 63005)
Bruce Mitchell, Dancing On The Edge

(NAP 62007)
Narada Equinox Sampler One: (NAR

63004)
-Craig Anderton: Forward Motion

(NAR 62757)

Bose RM-2
RoomMate Powered Speaker System

 The small speaker with the big sound  Built-
in stereo amp will accept output of personal
stereo CD players  4.5" full range driver
 Active EQ  AC powered

A!. 52 99
Koss M80+
.2 -way micro speakers, black finish . Pair 919°'
AudioSource LS1
.2 -way micro speakers, block . . Pair '119"
Sony SRS -200
Amplilied micro speakers . . Parr '229"
Bose 101
.45" micro speoken. black . . . Pair '179"
Goodman Maxim
2 -way speakers, black ash finish . Parr $179"
Koss JCK-5000
Wireless 2 -way speakers . . . Pair 969"

95
(BM RM2)

ORDER TOLL -FREE 1_800- 2 21-8180 Outside U.S.A Call:
1-718-417-3737

Mail Order Hours: Monday To Friday 8 AM to 8 PM, Saturday 9 AM to 6 PM, Sunday 10 AM to 4 PM
Dealer & Inettutional Inquiries Call Toll -Free 1-800-221-3191 - In New York 1.718-417-3747

J&R Music Wald, Dept. SR1189, 59-50 Queens-MkIlwn Expressway, Maspeth, Queens, NY 11378 70;_l MINZEI
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LP, Cassette & CD Specials

IliKelkAig TO THE

899 499
Also Available For
8.99 Per Cd  499 Per Cassese
Big Bond: Goodman. Hermon. Krupa.

Basle. Hampton and More (POL 840 030)
'Tenor Sax. Coltrane. I Young. D Gordon.

S Rollins, W Shorter ond More
(901 840 031)

Piono. B Powell. Monk. Garner. Peterson.
Hancock, Jarrett. Corea and More

(POL 840 032)
 Drums: Blakey. Roach. Jones Manna

Cobham. Krupa & Rich Mouron and
More (Pia 840 033)

Vlbrophone Non°. Hampton 1lader
Burton. Gibbs. Jackson and More

(POL 840 034)
Ello Fitzgerald: Clop hands Here Come

Chad* (POL 835 646)
Chet Baker Baker's Holiday (POL 838 204)
Mlles Davis: Compact Jazz (POL 838 254)
 Billie Holiday: The Essential Billie Holid0Y

Carnegie Hall Concert (POI. 833 767)

Universal Remotes

T
Sony RM-P700E

P learrntrinemonzes introred commands for
mmable Remote Control

any remote control product  Sony remote
commands builtim  Overlay card for easy
operation

M. $6995 (SON 1207000
Memorex CP4
'Controls taudio/wdeo components . . $49"
Memorex CP8
Controls 6-audio/video components . . $69"
One-FopAll URC4000
'Controls taudlo/vIdeo components . $69"
One -For -AA URC5000
'Controls A/V and X10 components . . $89"
JVC RMS1
*Touch sensitive II program sources . . 979"
Technics SHR700
46.1Ixed & 98 learned funclons . . . 979"

Turntable Specials

Fiiiia919wwwIng=i

Technics SL -J33
Direct-DrIve Programmable Turntable

 Quartz locked dnve system  LP yacket size
 8 -step random access programming  Auto
disc size selection  Record detector
 Accepts P -mount cartridge

J&R 5/7995
Price (TEC SU331)

Dud CS -2110A
Sernioutornatic bell -drive. Standard . . $79"
Gemini DJG-1100
Serni auto belt drive peon -control . $(145

Technics SLID -22K
Semi automatic ben -drive P Mount . . $94"
Technics SLQD22
Sernoautomatic direcSdrive Pkrount . $1199$

Gemini DJ43-1300
Monuol clueclidnve Standard -Mount . 969"
Dual CS5000/X3MC
Iurntable with Deakin cartridge . . . $44998

Equalizer Specials

11311111lliitil

ADC SS -525X
Computerized Graphic Equalizer

 (2 -bands per channel *Automatic room
equalization for flot room response  Wireless
remote  Analyzer E0 dosolay  Pink noose
generator  Microphone  Block finish

M. 535995 (ADC SS525X)

ADC SSIOOSL
10bondi/ch maim. anaiyier display $99"
Teoc E0A22

$99"10-bands/on.LEDspectrum display .

ADC SS300SL
100ands/ch. way dubbing analyzer . 959"2

Technics $148058
 7 bonds/ch 6-presel Curve memories . $179"
ADC SS325X
.12 bands/ch realtime analyzer . . . $279"
AudioSource HMO
'Computerized Ea.remote control . . $349"

Headphone Specials

n
it

-a&
Koss Pro/450

Studio Pro Headphones
 Precise acoustical reproduction  Unique

dual element dynamic driver delivers
extended low end  Frequency response
10 301.1g  Foam -tilled ecrcups

-Me $12495 (KOS PR0450)
Koss KFF/300 s995
*lightweight open air design

Koss Pro4AAA
$38114*Closed air design digitai ready . .

Sony MDRCD6
Secoied ear design digital reccly . $781's

Sennheiser 140520
Open air dynamic design 908"
Beyer DT990
Audiophile dynamic Open au design . 989"
Sony MDRIFSK
'Wireless digital ready uni match plug . CALL

Phono Cartridges

Shure V-15 Type V -FAR
Deluxe Micro Ridge Phono Cartridge

 Micro ridge stylus tip  Excellent trockabohty
 Dynamic stabilizer  Side.gua.d stylus
Protection  Duopoont alig-rnent gauge  Top
'oted design

j&R 512995Price (SHU visvmi
Audio Technica A1211EP
Iliactial stylus UniversalMount . . . . $1199S

Audio Technica AT231LP
Linear contact Universal Mount . 53995

Shure V15-HRP
Kude hyper ridge stylus PMount . . . $49"
Stanton 68111111$
Sterwohearon stylus Standard Mount . . $49"
Shure M-111HE
Ilyperellopticol stylus Universal Mount . $49"
Audio Technical A1152MLP
Microline stylus. P Mount 199"

DJ Equipment

Gemini MX -9200
Stereo Sound Mixer/Rearm

 20 -band equalizer 4 stereo inputs
including 3-PhOn0 plus 2-rnicrophOnes  Echo
effect  2 -toilers  LED meters  Talk switch
 Rock mountable
J&R 5/9995
Price / (GB11 MX9200)

Gemini MX -4200
Moser 3-phono & 3 -lone inputs echo . . $9995
Ahis AM -I00
okeir 2 phono & 2 Au. mows cueing . $99"
Gemini MX-4400SE
Mowe 3-phono/lione soundrittects . . 934"
Gemini MX -6200
Miser, 7 bond EQ. 3-phono siU Meter . 984"
Alus AM -3005
Momer/Preornp w/delay foci, mount $219"
We Carry A Complete Selection
of Disc Lights CALL

FM Antennas

Terk FM -9500
Indoor FM Electronic Antenna

 Perfect for the °pannier, or office  Modern
h.18,h_nerecch, stoic

pick-upral
 24. Lals gain

display
01

One
year warranty  Black tine.h
JIIR 5,n95
Price .7 (TRK 9500)

Ted FM -2000
Oninodirectional or &oatmeal ontenno . 99"
Panic LS -3
t earnboester antenna. up to 18011 gain . $29"
Ted 8500
Electronoc FM antenna amplities 2008 . $29$5

Parsec Stealth
Can mount behind stereo .(2db gain . $39"
Parsec LS -4
Omnidirectional antenna Schots design $49"
Ted 9600
'Up to 3041 gain (Choose White Of Groy) $79"

Disco Phono Cartrid  es

, I

Stanton 680EL
High Performance Disco Cartridge

 Designed for heavy duty disco applications
 Standard -mount  Elliptical stylus
 Frequency response 20-18kHz  Tracing
farce 2 Oro -S 0 CV  Includes extra stylus
J&R 5K4 05
Price (STA 680(1)

Stanton SOOAL
SpnerICal.Stylus standard mount . . . . 519"
Shure DC40
Elliplocal stylus stondord mount . . . .

$2991

Audio Technica ATP2XN
Ellophcalistylus standard Mount . . . . $29"
Pickering 625DJ
Ellphcal stylus standardiMount . . . . 532"
Stanton 1190AL
"Pro Disco use standard mount . . . . $64"
Stanton 680ELMP
"Twinipock 680 cartridges. standard Mount $69"

Audio AddOns

db. ,1

dbx 12OXDS
Subharmonic Synthesizer

 CremIes signals between 27-55 HZ by
sampling 55-110 Hz program input  Restores
bottom octave commonly lost during record
manulactunng & broadcasting

gRce 522405 (DU 120005)
Audio Technica Pro 1
unidirectional mic hiornpedance . . 53.4"
Russound SDA4
Specke, welcher 4 -pairs with volume . 979"
dbx 1IXDS
Dynamic controller compressor , . $224"
dbx 400X0
Program route selector 7 components $239"
dbx SNRI
Noise reduction unit 5239"
dbx 31IXDS
3 band dynamic range controller . . $399°5

Audio Accessories

Discwosher CDL2
CD Laser Lens Cleaner

 Utilizes a unique wet dry cleaning action
 Cleaning solution litts and dissolves the

residues while the rotating clearvng brus whisks
away the contaminants
JR 5/9,21.,
Price (DW CDL2)

Sumiko Tweet
'Cleaning solution tar all contacts . . . 94"
Audioquest CD Feet
CD player isolation feet, A Pack

Audioquest Pro LIM
Aulo arm later for manual tables . .

Audioquest MAT
Sorbothone record Mot tor turntables

Audkxdost Feel
' isolation feet tor components a Pack

Audioquest CD60
40 compact disc rings with locator .

. . .122"
sun

.$345

63495

$4441

.f.WECUMIEVITIIINM

TO ORDER BY MAIL
SEND MONEY ORDER, CERTIFIED OR CASHIER'S CHECK, MASTERCARD, VISA. AMERICAN EXPRESS or DISCOVER CARD (Include Inter -Dank No.
expiration date and signature.) TO. AP MUSIC WORLD, DEPT. SEWN, 59-50 QUEENS -MIDTOWN EA71111SSSVA T, MASPETH, QUEINS,NY 11371
Personal and business checks must cleat our Authorization Center before proceulng. Shipping. Handling & insurance Charge is 5%
of Total Order with a 54.95 minimum (Canadian Orders Add IS% Shipping. with a $9.95 minimum charge.) For shipments by ay, please
double these charges. $25 MINIMUM ORDER. DO NOT SEND CASH. SORRY, NO C.O.D.'s. NEW YORK RESIDENTS PLEASE ADDSAES TAX.

ALL MERCHANDISE SHIPPED BRAND NEW, FACTORY FRESH, AND 100% GUARANTEED.

0
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K AUDIO TAPES/AUDIO ACCESSORIES/VIDEO RECORDERS/COLOR
DEO TAPES/VIDEO ACCESSORIES/PERSONAL COMPUTERS INESS
E/CAR STEREO RADAR DETECTORS/CAR SECU
L PORTABLES CLOCK RADIOS PORTABLE CO

Personal Stereos

(toi
Sony WM-AF604 MegaBass
AM/FM Walkman Cassette Player

 AM FM stereo tuner  Mega -bass system
 Auto -reverse  Dolby B  Includes lightweight

headphones. rechargeable battery and
charger  Requires 2 X AA batteries

-Price 5/2995 (SON WMAF604)
Sony WMA26
Aulo reverse Workman. small -size . . . $34"
Toshiba KT4029
AM/FM/Cossette. 3 -band eQUOilIO1 . . 139"
Toshiba RP2057
AM/F1A stereo. SAM/5-FM presets . . . 139"
Sony WMAF50
AM/FM/Cossette Walkman. Mego Bass . 45rs
JVC CXF30
AM/FM auto reverse cassette 5 -band FO 589"

Sony WMF73
AM/FM/Cossette water resistant . . . 599"

Portable Audio

-

, 4

Panasonic RX-CS750
3 -Piece AM/FM/Cassette Portable

 Auto -reverse playback cassette  XBS extra
bass system  2 -way 4 -speaker system w
I 4"woofers  5 -band equalizer  Includes AC
cord  Uses 10 X D batteries
J&R ,41

Price 144. (PAN RXCS750)

Panasonic RXFS400
AM/FM stereo cassette recorder . . . 949"
Sony CFS202
Compact size AM/FM stereo cassette . '69"
Panasonic RXCT800

589"3-piece AM/FM dial cossetle . . . .

JVC PC90
3.prece AM/FM/SW-1 & SW2/Casseffe Fo 599"

Sony CFSDW110
AM /FM/double-cassette, Mega -loss. Ea 999"

JVC PCV88
. 3 piece AM/FM dual-casseffe. dolby. EG 5219"

Video Recorder Spe

Panasonic PV -4920
4 -Head VHS Video Recorder

 Bon code programming  Synchro edit
 155-cnonnel digital quartz tuner  Variable
and double -fine slow motion  On -screen
display  57 -function remote control

IlItiRce
$

34995 (PAN PV4920)
Samsung VP2210
3 -speed VHS video cassette player . . $179"
RCA VR2110
.2.head VHS. onscreen programming . 149"
Panasonic PV2900
On screen 38-functron remote . . . '299"
Toshiba M440
.4 -heads on screen programming, re rnote532995

Panasonic PV4924
4 -heads offscreen. valet:: remote . . '379°'
Panasonic PV4930
theads digital special effects . . . 5489"

Person os

Toshiba KT -4538
AM/FM Cassette Personal Stereo

 Digital tuner with 10 -presets  3 -band
equaltzer Clock & alarm !unctions  Auto -
reverse tope  Lightweight headphones  Belt
clip  Requires 2 X AA batteries
J& sin 65
Price / (TOS KT4538)

Panasonic ROV50
AM/FM/Cassette. DX/local selector . . $29"
Panasonic ROVISO
AM/9.1 auto -reverse cassette. ED . . . 549"
Panasonic RGIA60
AM/FIA /Cassette. records bolt rnic . '69"
Sony WMAFS7
AM/FIA auto reverse cassette. Mega bass 574"
Sony WMA602
Autoreverse cassette. dolby. Mega -Bass $89"
Panasonic ROV340
ASA /FM auto FOV cassette. X55. dolby . 929°'

Portable CD Audio

vattligap 1:11!
__Iffwiumessimmad

Sony CFD-D75 MegaBass
AM/FM Cassette CD -Player

 20 -track programmobie CD -player  4 -way
repeat  Auto -reverse  Dolby  Digital
clockttimer  Remote control  AC cord
 Requires 8 X D batteries

J&R org 95
Price IC 7 (SON CPDD75)

Sony CFD60
.4.11/FM /Cassette, CD -player. dubbing . $179"
Sharp aTCD25
AM/FM /Cassette, CDployeaband TO . $179"
Panasonic RXFD55
AM/FIA/Cassette. CDtplayer. XBS. TO . $279"
Panasonic RXDT50
AM/FM duercasseffe. CD -player . . 159"
JVC RCX5IOJ
AM/FM duarcau. CD-ployedeloyalay $299"
JVC PCX300J
AM /FM dualcoss. CD -player. hyperbou 5399"

rT1

Toshiba DX -900
PCM Digital VHS Hi -Fl Stereo VCR

 Digital special effects  Picture -in -picture
 4.video heads  MIS stereo cable ready

tuner  37 function wireless remote  PCM
digital audio recording

M. $66995 (TOS DX900)
GE VG7980
-4 heads. MIS -tuner. hying erase head . 5429"
Panasonic PV4860
4 hooch MIS 44 -function remote . . 449"
RCA VR640HF
Super -VHS. 4 -heads MTS/SAP tuner - .549995
Panasonic PV4960
4 -heads. MIS flying erase head . . . '499"
Panasonic PVS4864
SupertVHS. 4 -heads MIS on screen . . 5829"
RCA VR695HF
Super -VHS. them. digital effects . . 5899"

Radios/Cassette Recorders

Grundig "Yacht Boy 210"
Portable World Receiver

 AM FM LW 7 short -wove bands  Built,
fernte antenna and telescopic anteraso  AK
 Wide range speaker  Only 8" X 4' X 1 1 2'
 Requires 4 X AA bottenes

J&R -y 95
Price

e)
(GRU 210)

Sony ICFCS950
-Stereo clock radio.dual alarm settings . 549"
Panasonic RCX250
-Stereo clock radio, dual alarm . . . . 574"
Peculcorder $930
Microcossette recorder. 2 -speed . . . 999"
Panasonic RFB40
Porlable short wove bond radio . . . '179"
Sony TCS2000
Stereo portable cassette recorder . . CALL
Marantz PMD201
-Cassette recorder. 2.heads. 2 -speeds . 522995

Micro Television Specials

Casio TV -400
Pocket Color LCD Television

 Pocket size television more portable than
ever  tHOM NO quality mains system delivers
cnsper. clearer and brighter images than ever
 2 -inch screen

1141% 12995 (CAS TV400)
Sony FDIOA
.2" black B white Watchman, silver finish . 599"
Sony FDS00
 4 5" block & white, AM/FM. Megoloss . $119"
Sony FD230
2 7" black & white Watchman . . 511995

Casio TV500
2" color LCD. audio/video input . . . $189"
Casio 1V6500
-2 7" color LCD. case B earphones . . '219"
Casio TVSSOO
.4" color LCD uses 6 X AA batteries . . 5329"

Specials

JVC GR-40U
Compact VHS -C Camcorder

 4 -page digital superimpose  6 1 2 -speed
power -zoom  High. resolution CCD  8 -LUX
 Date/time display & recording  Auto -locus
 Zero frame editing  High-speed shutter

M. $99995 (NC GR4OU)
Sony CCDF30
qtirn. 2tpage digital superimpose, . . 5799"
Panasonic PV500
Ftying erase head. auto dote/time .

5899"

Sony CCDF70
.8mm 4 - page digital superimposer . . CALL
Panasonic PVS445
Super VHS 7 LUX, FreeCase . . . . 1229"
Panasonic PV460
Electronic image stabilizer . . . '1399"
Panasonic PVS350
eSuperVid effects 1399"

v.

t

Tki,3 Muttit 1)3

VHS Video.,: vie Spit ials

1 AA

2695

Also Available for 26.95 Each
The Godfather The Godfather PtliIn Harm's Way The Ten
Commandments Reds War And
Peace

15

1295
tot4

Also Available For 16.95 Each
-48 Hours Airplone! An Officer & A
Gentleman Beverly Hills Cop Big Top Pee -
Wee Crocodile Dundee -The Desperate
Hour El Dorado Ferris Buellers Day Off
Footloose -Leis Dance The Red Shoes
Stor Trek III, Ill, or IV Troding Places White
Christmas

Television Specials

Sony KV-13TR20
13" Trinitron Monitor/Receiver

 Innitron Minorblock picture tube Direct
vtcleo.oudto input Cable compatible
express tuning  Sleep timer  Earphone tack
 Remote control  Black cabinetry

X. $29995 (SON KVI3TR20-111()

Samsung TC3140
.13' color rotary tuning. quick -start

Sharp 19RP519
 19' color remote control

RCA F20581E0
.20"color stereo. on -screen. A/V

Panasonic CTL20755
.20" color. remote control

. .959"

'259"

. .12Vs

'42V5
Toshiba CF2648
.26" color monitor. stereo, onscreen . 5449°'
Sony KV27TS30
27" color monitor, unillectremote . . . CALL

ORDER TOLL -FREE 1-800-221-8180 1-7181-4
Outskl7

-37
U.S37A. Coll:

Mall Order Hours: Monday To Friday 8 AM to 8 PM, Saturday 9 AM to 6 PM, Sunday 10 AM to 4 PM
Dealer 8 Institutional Inquiries Call Toll -Free 1-800-221-3191 - In New York 1.718-417-3747
J&R Music World, Dept. SR1189, 5940 Queens -Midtown Expressway, Hasp*, Queens, NY 11378
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-OME_viDEO

YOU7_1 LOVE MS
fill I FEAST!

1 895
Also Available For 18.95 Each
The Adventures of Robin Hood
Bright Lights, Big City Fata I Beauty
The French Lieutenant's Woman
The Manchurian Candidate
Moonstruck *Venn

The Wizard Of
111111, .,1 1111k1, Oz 50th

Anniversary
Collectors
Limited Edition

1995
\h,\1 liA

Gone With The Wind  50th
Anniversary Numbered Limited
Edition 69.95

Also Prom MGM/UA's 50th Anniversary
Collection Available For 22 95 foci"
lobes In Arms Dork Victory Goodbye
Mr Chips Huckleberry Finn Ninotchko
The Women

Video Add-Ons

JVC JX-5900
A/V Selector

 7 -video inputs & outputs  2 -coon olor outputs
 S -video on all input & oU put tacks  Remote
control  Y/C separator circuit  Duol operation
allows operation 04 2 -signal paths

.1&R $64995
Price (I.4C JX S900)

Recchon V623
Stereo TV decoder. kITS/SAF & cable . . $699$
Vidicrall DET101
Image enhancer, splescreen . . . . $69.5
JVC JXS100
Auctio/Video switcher. tin,: -out . . . $99"
JVC COV60
Charocter/Titier generator. &pope memory $179"

Azden WEBS -Pro
Wireleis microphone for capcorden . $199"
Videonics Direct-Edil+
Hom editing system with graphics . . CALL

Telephone Specials

Panasonic KX-11000
Auto -Logic Answering Machine

 lone remote control  Auto logic operation
 variable OGM (up to 30 -Woods)  Coil
screening  Digital display Or up to 9 -calls
 Toll saver  Calling party control

J&R 7
Price (PAN 5411000)

Panasonic KXT2355
.254 memory. speakerphone lone/pulse $49"

Panasonic KXT141111
Beeperless rernole answering machine . $69"
Phonernate 7210
Pemote answering machine talking clock $88"

Code -A -Phone 2650
Remote answering machine w /pnone $99°5

Sony SPPI10
Cordless phone upright design . . . . $174°5

AT&T 5310
Cordless phone, 94 memory. intercom . 948"

Pocket Organizers

Pston Organizer LZ
32K Pocket Computer

 An incredible hond.hred computer  Phone
address. & notebook  Dian, program  alarm
clock & colandor  Calculotor  Easy to use
OR programming language

Price '24995 (PSI LI)

Sharp E16061
50 item memory. I2-41194/2line display . 99°5
&Mechanics 110000
.54 memory 20 -character LCD display . $24"
Sharp 116250
Slores 400 names & phone numbers . $49"
Casio SF4000
324 memory stores 1500 names & nemr..,589"
Casio SF7500
645 memory 3000 names/numbers . S179"
Sharp Wizard
.32K memory clock. line LCD display $249"

Blank Audio/Video Tope

Scotch T-160EG +
High Grade VHS Video Tape

 Famous Scotch tape dependability  EG
high grade video tope provides liner
colors, detail and resolution *Groot for all
your recording needs
JP/kricite $4444 10.Pock

(SCO '160EG +

Denon HD6/100
eiightlas. chrome formulation . . 2-eoes $3"
TDK MA90/110

1 90 & 1110 minute metal tope . . 2 -Peek 54"

TDK AR100
.Type I formulation normal bra so Pack 98"

Maxell MX90
Metal bias 90 minute cassette . so -Pock $27

MaxeN mix
Improved lormulation Yid tope . 10 -Pock 534"

Sony UXPRO 90
High bias cassenes so -Pock $23"

dais

00
Yamaha 0D-5

Portable Digital Drum Set
 4 touch sensitive drum pads  12 PCM
percussion instrument sounds  30 -preset auto
mythrris  Tempo control  Intro fill In  Drum
.ticks included

J&R $12888
Price 1w, (YAM DDS)

Yamaha PSS130
.32 key mini -size keyboard a presets . . $29"
Casio SK100
49 key mimosa. sampling keyboard . . 599"
Yamaha VSS200
49 key midi -site sampling keyboard . . 5139"
Yamaha P35570
.49 key midisde stereo keyboara . . 919"
Casio SK200
49 key mini sue sampling keyboard . 924"
Casio DG)0
Electric guitar ploys 12 -Instruments . . $1199"

Royal TQ-620
Portable Daisywhe-91 Typew-iter

 Sul] line cor'ect.on leclicated
Word Correct key  Dual !unction keybOard

prints intemolonal long4ages & special
symbols  Iwo platen knObs  10 12 15 pitch

J&R $73995
Price (RV. 70620)

Brother AX22
Full line correction memory line-out $13995

Panasonic KXR430
.64 led memory BOK word speller . . . 969"
Smith Carona XD4600
.74 led memory. SOK speller . . . 979"
Brother AX26
 124 memory 60K wordspeller . $224"
Smith Corona XD7600
204 tort memory 60K sealer . . . $269N
Panasonic KXRI100
274 teat memory 634 speller . . . . $279"

Facsimile Specia s

Brother FAX -200
Personal Facsimile Machine

 200 memory  Call montor  5 -pope auto
feeder  Auto cutler  16 -digit LCD display  16
shade gray scale  Group 3 compatible
 Password check  Electronic COV:RPAGE

J&R $125995
Price 10 (Bet FAX200)

Canon FAX 11
spage feeder G2 & 53 poling . . . s629"
Panasonic KXF110
FAX answering machine telephone . $689"
Sharp MAO
00 -page document feeder G2 & G3 $719"
Panasonic KXF120
TAX & answering machine G2 153 . $929"
Medbar PortaFax 96
110/320 volt eutchable G3 . . . . 5949"
Panasonic KXF220
SAX & answering machine. G1 & G3 . 9199"

Car Stereo Specials

Clarion 9100RT
High Power Car Audio Receiver

 Digital Mogi tune AM FM tuner  18 presets
 4  2 -way balance bass & treble Controls
 Auto -reverse cassette  25 -watts per
channel  Compact Chassis
J&R $15995
Price (CLA 9100RT)

Clarion 401/A
.25walts X 4 channels amplifier . . . . 564"
Sherwood CRD210
-AM siereo/FM stereo sass. dolly sic $149"
Clarion 1000A
sorolli/channei °moldier bridgeable $199"
Panasonic CilE410
Puliout. AM/FM/Cass 25wts X A-Cn . . '218"
Pioneer KEH6050491/
-Quick release supertuner.III. cassene . '299"
Panasonic Cf9E1150
Puiloul AM/fM/CDplayer prearnp $499"

Calculators/Spellers

Franklin LM -3000
"Language Master"

 Electronic dictionary, thesaurus. and
phonetic spelling corrector  80.000 words
 470 000 synontms  160 character LCD
screen  Even plays word games

$19995Price (ERA LM3000)

Royal CBC80
Checkbook Calculator, password function $14"

Sharp E11609
Portable printing calculator pocket size $22"
Seiko WP1000
Speli checker 55K word vocabulary. . $24"
Casio FX31100P
Orograminable Kientific calculator . . '29"
Selectronics WF220
Spelichecker 100K vocabulary . . . $44"
Fanfare Translator $5995
.translates &languages

Word Processor Secials

alitti 42^/27-'

Panasonic KX-W1000
Portable Word Processor

 505 memory  80 X 14 opustable LCD  63,
word spell -check  Thesaurus Contains 4,,
words & 5005 synonyms  3535 3 5 disk dny.
 Mail merge  Spreadsheet

Price '49995 (PAN KXWI000)
Smith Corona PWP2000
-Portable processor mail merge . . . $379"
Brother WP75
.24045 disk drive daisy wheel printer . $49995
Panasonic KXW1510
7065 disk drive 634 speller . . . 5579"
Smith Corona PWP7000LT
*Laptop daisy wheel printer . . 5599"
AT&T WP7700
.35 640K drive BOK spell checker . . $679"
Brother WPII5
-Portable word processor spreadsheet '699"

CIRCLE NO. 39 N READER SERVICE C RD

TO ORDER BY MAO:
SEND MONEY ORDER, CERTIFIED OR CASHIER'S CHECK, MASTERCARD, VISA, AMERICAN EXPRESS or DISCOVER CARD (Include Interbank No,
expiration date and signature.) TO JIM MUSIC WORLD, D(PT. &VW, 511411 QUEENS -MIDTOWN EXPRESSWAY, MASPETN, QUEENS, NY WM.
Personal and usineu checks must clear our Aufhonzation Center before processing. Shipping, Handling & Insurance Charge is 5%
of Total Order ith a &ChB minimum (Canadian Orders Add 15% Shipping, wet, a $9.95 minimum charge ) For shipments please
double these beharges. PS MINIMUM ORDER. DO NOT SIND CASK SONY. NO COD.'s. NEW YORK RESIDENTS PLEASE ADDSALES TAX.

All MERCHANDISE SNIPPED BRAND NEW, FACTORY FRESH, AND 100% GUARANTEED.
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SALIF KEITA

/T doesn't matter if you can't under-
stand Salif Keita's lyrics in his new
album "Ko-yan." The intensity of
the feeling behind his performances

cannot be mistaken. Although he now
lives in Paris, Keita is originally from
Mali in West Africa, and the breathtak-
ing rhythmic complexity of his music
has naturally been strongly influenced
by what he heard while growing up. Yet
the album also shows, through synthe-
sizers and electric guitars, the influence
of modern rock. "Ko-yan" derives its
power from the way in which Keita
combines these dynamic traditions. He
is true to both styles, and the result is
greater than the sum of its parts.

Keita's music, like much African -fla-
vored pop, is kaleidoscopic. The ar-
rangements intertwine several instru-
ments at once, and these combinations
can shift quickly. Electric guitars, syn-
thesizers, basses, and percussion all
seem to leap through the tunes together
in true musical equality. While some
shifts in emphasis occur, including brief
solos, everything stays in balance. The
music is organic, and songs don't devel-
op so much as evolve. The lilting guitar
at the beginning of Fe -so gives way to a
peppery interplay between bass and
synthesizer. In Primpin, the counter -
riffs pile on top of each other in a carni-
val -like explosion of accents, and just

when you think it's getting to be too
much, another synthesizer joins the fun.
Listening to Keita is like eating exqui-
sitely spicy food. The overall taste sen-
sation can be rich enough, but within it
is a whole range of smaller intoxicating
flavors. "Ko-yan" is, to follow this met-
aphor, a seven -course gourmet feast.

Riding above the music is Keita's
high, charismatic voice. His soaring vo-
cal lines sound like keening and joyous
cries at the same time. He is the primary
solo instrument on the record, especial-
ly for anyone who can't understand his
words. Imagine a cross between a ser-
aph and Smokey Robinson. and you
will have come reasonably close to the
sound of Keita singing. Since the record
company doesn't include a translation
of his lyrics with the album (one was
sent with my review copy), few people
will know of the strong spirituality,
clear moral sense, and subtle use of lan-
guage embedded in them. Fortunately.
Keita's music and his voice communi-
cate very clearly on an emotional level.
This is one of the best international -pop
records I've heard. Ron Givens

SALIF KEITA: Ko-yan. Salif Keita (vo-
cals); other musicians. Yada: Nou pas
bouger: Ko-yan: Fe -so; Primpin: Tenin:
Sabou. MANGO MLPS 9836, © ZCM
9836, CCD 9836 (42 min).

JAZZ

GEORGE BENSON: Tenderly. George
Benson (guitar, vocals); McCoy Tyner
(piano); Ron Carter (bass); Louis
Hayes, Al Foster (drums); other musi-
cians. You Don't Know What Love Is;
Stella by Starlight; Stardust: At the
Mambo Inn; and four others. WARNER
BROS. 1-25907, © 4-25907, 2-25907
(39 min).

Performance: Superb
Recording: Very good

Just as rumor had it that George Benson
had stopped using facial makeup, here
he is on the cover of "Tenderly" looking
like Prince at a Tiajuana bordello. An-
drogyny may have done wonders for the
Purple One's record sales, but I wonder
if Benson isn't barking up the wrong
tree. It may be of some comfort to hear
that the music is not at all Princely but
softly sung ballads accompanied by a
rhythm section featuring McCoy Tyner
and Ron Carter and, occasionally,
sweeping strings or a brassy Marty
Paich chart-the kind of backing you
expect to hear behind Mathis or Sinatra.
Benson plays guitar in all but one selec-
tion, This Is All I Ask.

While this is essentially a middle-of-
the-road pop album, it contains a strong
element of jazz, and that is good news to
those of us who thought that yet another
musician had climbed over the pop
fence to stay. As I see it, one shouldn't
fault a jazz player for embracing other
musical forms, especially when he does
it as well as Benson has. As this album
so pleasantly demonstrates, Benson is
an appealing, skillful pop singer as well
as a superb jazz player. Just listen to his
improvisational work in Stella by Star-
light, At the Mambo Inn, and I Could
Write a Book and to his solo guitar on
the album's title track. From many
standpoints, "Tenderly" is a thoroughly
satisfying album that is bound to please
Benson's many pop fans while giving
his dwindling jazz following renewed
hope. C.A.

HARRY CONNICK, JR.: When Harry
Met Sally . . . . Harry Connick, Jr. (pi-
ano, vocals); instrumental accompani-
ment. It Had to Be You: Our Love Is
Here to Stay: Stompin' at the Savoy; But
Not for Me; Winter Wonderland: and
six others. COLUMBIA SC 45319, 0 SCT
45319, (13)CK 45319 (39 min).

Performance: Superb
Recording: Very good

In just two years. pianist Harry Con -
nick, Jr., has advanced his career fur-
ther than most performers do in ten. In
fact, some spend a lifetime without
reaching Connick's present recognition
level. The nice thing about his climb is
that he has almost made it on his art-
istry alone. His latest album. "When
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Harry Met Sally ... ," is not a sound-
track release, but performances by Con -
nick of music used in the film; the
actual soundtrack, which also features
Connick, includes familiar recordings
by Ray Charles, Louis Armstrong.
Frank Sinatra, and Ella Fitzgerald. Con -
nick treats this material with great rev-
erence and a finesse that captures the
era that fostered it. We were introduced
to his vocals in his second album
("20"), but his style of singing there was
annoyingly mannered. Not so this time
around: here he delivers such standards
as It Had to Be You and Where or 14 'hen
with a Sinatra -like smoothness, comple-
mented by Marc Shaiman's Fifties -style
big -band arrangements in the former
and by his own piano accompaniment
in the latter. Connick's piano solos are
heard to great advantage in this album
too. Together, his three Columbia al-
bums reveal a very talented young man
in search of a musical identity. There is
no discernible Connick style so far, but
that will come. C.A.

CHRISTOPHER HOLLYDAY. Chris-
topher Hollyday (alto saxophone): Wal-
lace Roney (trumpet); Cedar Walton
(piano); David Williams (bass); Billy
Higgins (drums). Appointment in Gha-
na; Omega; Bloomdido; This Is A/ways;
Ko-Ko; Embraceable You; and three
others. Novus 3055-1-N, 3055-4-N.

3055-2-N (61 min).

Performance: Spirited
Recording: Very good

Alto saxophonist Christopher Hollyday
belongs to that new generation of acous-
tically oriented bopsters who are
spreading their Parker -like wings on
both sides of the Atlantic these days. In
the forefront of this fusion backlash are
men like Wynton and Branford Marsal-
is, Terence Blanchard, and Donald Har-
rison, who all hail from New Orleans,
but Hollyday is a nineteen -year -old
Bostonian. And so jazz history seems to
be repeating itself-moving north from
the Crescent City. With this album,
Hollyday makes his debut on a major
label and fulfills the promise of earlier
performances in obscure releases. With
the greatest of ease and a finesse that
belies his age, he here weaves his way
through a program that mirrors his
admiration for Charlie Parker and for
Jackie McLean, who has been a major
source of encouragement to him. With
trumpeter Wallace Roney at his side
and pianist Cedar Walton at the helm of
a solid rhythm section completed by
bassist David Williams and drummer
Billy Higgins. Hollyday is clearly in his
right element. C.A.

MILTON NASCIMENTO: Afiltons.
Milton Nascimento (vocals, guitar);
Nana Vasconcelos (percussion, voices);
Herbie Hancock (piano, synthesized
bass); other musicians. River Phoenix
(Letter to a Young Actor); Like Us; La
bamba; Good Fruit; Semen; and four

others. COLUMBIA FC 45239. © FCT
45239, CK 45239 (43 min).

Performance: Intoxicating
Recording: Very good

Milton Nascimento, a singer, composer.
and musical arranger of rare gifts, finds
inspiration in a variety of sources. from
the rich cultural mix of Brazil, with its
African -laced rhythms and Latin song
forms, to classical music and jazz. Al-
though his work is categorized as pop,
his art is an offshoot of the great icono-
clastic Brazilian composer Heitor Villa -
Lobos, who was famous for his borrow-
ings from street songs and Indian
chants. And there is a connection. Nas-
cimento, born in Rio of African -Brazil-
ian parents, was adopted at the age of
three by a white couple, his adoptive
mother being a piano teacher who had
studied with Villa -Lobos.

His new album. "Miltons," is notable
for its heavy infusion of jazz. with Her-
bie Hancock providing an ideal piano
counterpoint to Nascimento's vocals
and guitar. These two never fail to make
magic together. Representative of this
creative compatibility is Don Quixote.
where the two seem to function as one,
backed only by understated percussive
accents. The range of material here is
extraordinary, from the delicate lyri-
cism of River Phoenix (Letter to a
Young Actor) to Nascimento's rousing
adaptation of the traditional La bamba,
which is served up with unexpected
poignancy. Thus the essence of the
album is conveyed by its title. "Mil -
tons," which in Portuguese means a
multitude of tones and colors. That is
what Nascimento always gives us, an
endlessly varied world of aural shadings
and nuances. P.G.

DAVID NEWMAN: Fire! David New-
man (tenor saxophone, flute); Stanley
Turrentine (tenor saxophone): Hank
Crawford (alto saxophone): Steve Nel-
son (vibraphone); Kirk Lightsey (pi-
ano): David Williams (bass); Marvin
"Smitty" Smith (drums). Old Devil
Moon; Chenya; Slippin' Down; 14 "ide

Open Spaces; and two others (four oth-
ers on CD). ATLANTIC 0 81965-1, ©
81965-4, 81965-2 (61 min).

Performance: Refreshing
Recording: Very good remote

If you like the sandy -toned Texas tenor
sound, and if you are ready to pop your
fingers and give your body a bit of
bounce, here is the ideal album. David
Newman spent a good part of his career
accompanying Ray Charles, which has
given him a few added layers of soul.
There is nothing subtle about his music;
it just moves on down the track at a
pleasant pace, with a honk here and a
twist there, and if you are in a partying
mood, it gets you to the appropriate
state of being. In other words, this is
good, functional body music, and if
Newman never really developed his
own style, he certainly does very well

with those at hand. In any case, this
robust music is refreshing to hear.

"Fire!" was recorded live at New
York's Village Vanguard with a spirited
quintet and two visiting saxophonists.
Hank Crawford and Stanley Turrentine.
Everybody performs well, but I am par-
ticularly impressed with the work of
pianist Kirk Lightsey and vibist Steve
Nelson. who provide the real spark that
separates this set from other good blow-
ing sessions. They are at their fiery best
in Blues for Ball, which is unfortunately
included only on the co. C.A.

Milton Nascimento: magic

SPYRO GYRA: Point of View. Spyro
Gyra (instrumentals). Slow Burn; Swing
Street; Fairweather; The Unknown Sol-
dier Hannibal's Boogie; and five oth-
ers. MCA MCA -6309. © MCAC-6309,
03) MCAD-6309 (46 min).

Performance: Faceless fusion
Recording: Good

Billboard recently dubbed Spyro Gyra
the "number one contemporary jazz
artists of the year." The fact is that Spy-
ro Gyra is a very successful borderline -
fusion group that has built up an enor-
mous following since the mid -Seven-
ties. That following is youthful and
rather naive when it comes to jazz, but
quite faithful-people who, as Branford
Marsalis has suggested, equate instru-
mental music with jazz and feel they
have reached a stage in their life that
calls for moving beyond rock. Actually.
Spyro Gyra is not a bad choice when it
comes to mindless contemporary fu-
sion. None of the group's members,
however, has the creative talent or the
individuality of a Wayne Shorter or Joe
Zawinul, nor do they offer anything
approaching the intellectualism of
Weather Report. C.A.
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RETAIL CALLS

212-391-2777
HOME AUDIO CENTER

All-- -M;1 ;

1747-57 CALLSE -5
.PAS. RAD. FROOR
STANDING SPEAKER

 HIGH POWER
HANDLING

ADVENT BABY II CALL
ADVENT P10001 H -CALL
ADVENT LEGACY CALL
ADVENT INESTRO CALL
ALUSON C136 _TOP RATIO
AR TIM -1111_ 1566
AR POV/ER PARTNERS _266
BOSE ROOMMATE II .266

10SE 2.2__. --.- CALL
DOSE 4.2 CALL
BOSE 6.2_ CALL
SOU 11.211 .__.___._CALL

ACOUSTIC AN 8111_.196
ACOUSTIC A71 SIII _.2411
ACOUSTIC 7131 ____.646

1 ACOUSTIC TI1N WI _796
CELESIION 3 __.__.__CALL
CELL STION 014 MI ._CALL
CELESITON OL71 MI _CALL
CELESTION 0112 ___CALL
OE 9601ACO/1MS PS -1131{
INFINITY RS2111 ___._.1111
INFINITY 153111 ___._.114

INFINITY 164111 311
INFINITY RS51111 646
INFINITY RS6111 736
INFINITY KAPPA 6___ CALL
INFINITY KAPPA 1._ 711
INFINITY KAPPA 7 __IOU
INFINTI KAPPA 1 __._241111
al 1-3 - 1.1.__ CALL

Jel LUST 3__. --.CALL
KEFC16_ 111
KEF C36 . _326

KEE C86.._
KEE 113.3._.__._.__._1146
KLIPSil KG/ __._____326
KUM KG4 __._.__._4U
KUPSH HEATHY II ___1411
KUPIH FORTE __.._.....876
KUPSII CHORUS .___12111
WARFOALE IMAIDNA _166

30 DAYS HOME
TRIAL ON ALL
SPEAKERS!

Lem s316
 50 WATTS P/C
 AUDIO VIDEO AEC.
 REMOTE CONTROL
 LOUDNESS CONTROL 1

CARVER 6211 __.__.___4911

CARVER AVR 111.____.76{
DEMON ORA-326 ___--.266
DEMON

DEMON ORA-1126
DEMON ORA-1258 ____.6111
DEMON DRA-111611.-_.616
H. UNION 331vm __CALL
H. ILARDON Ohm __.CALL

JVC RI -1118._.___. --CALL
LUXMAN R113
LUXMAN 1111.__.___..656
LUXMAN R117

MAD

MAO 7111PE._ 5116
MAD 7411PE 7111

NAB 7611PE _._.--._.1126
NAKAMICHI TA -1A ____.266
NAKAMICHI
IUWANICHI TA -3A ____.516
NAKAMICHI TA -4A ____.164

ONKY0 71.121 ______236
ONKYO TX -1141 ____._266
ONKYO TX.161__.____3611
ONKY0 TX -111 __._-_._666
PIONEER VIX-2641___216
PIONEER VU -66113 _426
PIONEER VSK-751I6 _536
PIONEER V$0-131111._566
PIONEER VU -15111 ._ 646
PROTON 0141._____._446
SONY STR-GX4ES ____366
SONY 8TR-GX7ES ____546
SONY STA-COSIES ___166
SONY ITR-AVNI_____346
SONY STR-AV1111._._496
SONY STR.AV2111.__ CALL
TECHNICS SAR331 216
TECHNICS SA/1531 ......_446
V RESEARCH VR1E3681_316
V RESEARCH WRIST.' _7E6
YAMAHA 13.331 _____226
YAMAHA RI.711 __.___356
YAMAHA RI -731 __.___31111
YAMAHA RI -131
YAMAHA RI -1111 _____566
YAMAHA RI-131.___.CALL
YAMAHA RI -1136 __CALL

CD

R N $296ENn
 201171 TIMES OA
 REMOTE CONTROL
 WILLY PROGRAM
 RANDOM RFWARGI

AOCOM
0011311 000-621
DEMON OW -111 ___.__356
DEMON DCD-14/1 .____ 436
DEMON oco-1421 .____616
DEMON 000.36211 _-_1166
PIC 111-1111 ___.__.__.176
LUXMAN 01.112 --.--3111
MAGNAVOX C011473.__/16
MARANTZ CCU ._-_16111
B AD 5321 ._.1711
RAD 6111 .4116

NAKAMICHI °Mil A___256
NAKAMICHI COP2A
N AKANO@ OMS4A N _646
N AKAN CHI OM65All _1166
MUNICH! °MUM .1146
ONKYO
ONITIO
PHILIPS C011771
SONY COP -671
SONY COP -171___.___.3611
SONY WP -SINES _---CALL
SONY COP-717ISO .___1136
YAMAHA COX -621 156
YAMAHA COX -721 366

YAMAHA COX -111
YAMAHA COX -1111 516
YAMAHA CLIX1121 ____166

MULTIPLE CD PLATERS
DEMON DCMS55
DEMON DCM777....-_._526
JVC XLI4411.____._.__241
JVC ___-__.3611
MAGNAVOX C06414___164
MAGNAVOX C06416__._231

NAKAMICHI COCAA -___11111
NAKAMICHI COCOA ._-646
PHILIPS CDC -1175___._41111
PIONEER PON-4111.__-_196
PIONEER PON-611 .....__256
PIONEER PON-611 _-__796
PIONEER POM7111.____416
SONY COP-CUSO___.CALL
SONY COP-CISESD ._.. CALL
SONY CD
SONY COP -C71_._.--_.326
SONY COPC181.____.-3711
TECHNICS SLPC21 .____236
YAMAHA COC-6111 3116

YAMAHA COC-611 MIS

-W-i ;1:4 611-
CARVER s626
ma.o.r
 375 WATTS P/C
 POWER AMP
 HIGH CURPJWT
 HIGH POWER
AOCOM CIA -515 ___.__466
AOCOM CFA -666 ---.CALL
AR P-18 . NAO 3311.__._.__._.__.356
AUDIOLAS NG IMO 1711 _._.__.__._.CALL
ADD IOLAI WNW 186 NAB 3241 PE _______266
CARVER TIM 25 ____.CALL NAKAMICHI PA -6 II__1116
CARVER C16 MG NAKAMICHI PA -711 __CALL
CARVER 1X11 ...__.__CALL ONKY0 A-115111 ______356
CARVER CT17 _____ CALL 0 AKIO A.1711 _.___396
CARVER C1 .__.__._. .146 01160 T-111111 II._ _CALL
CARVER C2 .__.__._. .366 YAMAHA MIX -111 __CALL
CARVER 0 AT 366 YAMAHA AX -411

YAMAHA AX -501 _____266
CARVER 1.57.._._._.6311 YAMAHA AX -711 _____376
CARVER 4.17 626 YAMAHA AX -N1

YAMAHA OSP-1 ___.__506
YAMAHA UP -111 ____496
YAMAHA OSP-3111 ._1366
YAMAHA DIR-111.___ 456
YAMAHA CX-608 _____336
YAMAHA 01-10111 ..._.._166
YAMAHA MX -35 ______226
YAMAHA 446
YAMAHA 81X-6111...____341
YAMAHA 160-111 _____ 646
YAMAHA AIX-1111.___ 146
YAMAHA TX -1N1 366

DEMON P1M-521 ___.__266
DEMON

DEMON P1M-121___.__446
DEMON PMA-1521
DEMON P0A-5611 5616

D EMON AVC.2111___.CALL
DEMON AVC-711 __CALL
D EMON TA -611.._..... .711
H. KARDON CITATION_CALL
LUXMAN LV-117._._._166
N AB 2711PE

TAPE DECKS

NAKAMICHI s586
CB -3A
 3 HEAD DOLBY BAC
 20.20 METAL
 DUAL CAP STAN

Nips 1=0
MWA AOF-41 _.__.___ CALL
AIWA ADF-7114 .______316
AIWA A01-1811 CALL
AIWA ADVW-516. 126
MWA ADWI-717._ 176
AIWA ADWX-11111.____266
AIWA ADWX-919. 466
AR RO-16. 466
0111011 DAM-11HR
DEMON ORM-501 ._...._.166
DEMON ORAI-611 _.256
DEMON ORM-711 .____.316
DEMON DRAUSIII ......._.376
DEMON R W- 751 ____.3111
DEVON ORR-AU ._.__. 206
H. PARDON T13.262_ 426
H. PARDON ED -3E2
H. KARDON TO.4111._.CALL
JVC TOW -181 __._....._ 256
JVC IOW N1 __._____326
PARANR SO -566
MAO 6111..__._.__._.__311
MAO 6311_ --SU
NAKAMICHI CA -1A __ 296
NAKAMICHI ___ 366
NAKAMICHI CR-3A ___ 5111
NAKAMICHI CR-4A 766

NAKAMICHI CA 5A __.CALL
NAKAMICHIRX-5116__1166
NAKAMICHI CA 7A ___1331
NAKAMICHI DRAGON _17611
ONKYO TARN MO 416
OMIT° TARP 4171 416
PHILIPS IC -567 _ _ 466
PHILIPS FC 61 546
PIONEER C73 111 CALL

PIONEER LEW 611R __.216
PIONEER CTN 711R __.266
PIONEER C71/ _._.116_

TEAL V 215CHI._..._.._..II
IEAC V 571._ 176
TEAC V VI__ 246

TEACIV-164RX_____.5116
YAMAHA KI.131
YAMAHA K1-411 ........_.241
YAMAHA Kull ......_.316
YAMAHA KS -611
YAMAHA U-1201 __IN
YANA HA KIR -711 .........466
YAMAHA CALL

YAMAHA UW312 ....._336
YAMAHA UW-581 __TN
YAMAHA KTIV-612 ..._.CALL

01;1

DUAL
CS -5000B
 BELT DRIVE
 3 PT. SUSPENDION
 3 SPEED

AR ESA __.__.___111 STOOL
AR E11-111 IN STOCK
ARISTON 0 -DECK 111 SIOCK
ARISTON I CON IN STOCK
*RISME FORTE ____CALL
NESTOR SUPERIEUR _CALL
SAO RX-2 196

OF NON OP -23F ___.__196
0E1011 DP47F __.__.__.264
GENOA OP -51F 466
OUAL CS -431 .__.__..._.126
DUAL CS -456.__..._..._.116
DUAL C1-6115 MKIII
PIONEER P117111 _____.2911
PIONEER PLATE .____.CALL
TECHNICS 01.110-1_____.16
TECHNICS 1.1.10-21____.66
TECHNICS SLI10-22____0I
TECHNICS 3100.33
IECHNICS111/60 MIO _3311
THORENS 70211 MKII _/7S
IHORENS 713311 MITI _306
DIORE NS 70311 MKI1_366
THORENS 713321 MIll _.546
YAMAHA 77.411 1111

YAMAHA TT -511 196

i:1 :3 F1 (-4-

96

CARTRIDGES
UDEN IN-PSIE 146

ORTOFON 01 -MC .__.___66
OREGON 03 -MC .__.__96
0110101 IS -MC 136
0 RTOF 011 CONCORDE CALL
SHURE M111HE _____46
SHURE US -IV -MR 71
SHURE 1115 -V -MR ___116
INURE 1115-V MILE __1I6
STANTON 610AL _IN STOCK
STANTON 618 EL ___..CALL

ACCESSORIES
PARSEC ANTENNA. .2f
PARSEC LS4
11111 MN .66
MATURE CABLE
AUDICOUEST TONT IN

HEADPHONES
MOEN OINI1
111111HEISER HOME .66
SONY 1011$ 711

SONY MORCD6

MONTHLY SPECIALS

AI -3000
 INTEGRATED AUDIO SYSTEM
 AM/FM STEREO RECEIVER

 16X4 D16X
UTOUREVERSE

Cl)PLAYER
CASSETTE DECK CALLAL DA

 FULL FUNCTION REMOTE

PROTON 300A ?OVATE M -AMP. AM/FM STEREO CALL

PROTON 301 25 run 111 -Air set. SYSIIN _-.CALL
PROTON 320 AM/FM DIGITAL PACE RADIO_____.111
NAKAMICHI TMIB AN/FM CLOCK RADIO_____.126
NAKAMICHI CP1 COMPACT DISK

NAKAMICHI RS1RECEIVER MAKER

HIGH END AUDIO
canDriaciec l iCi0
ASO/CSO
POWER AM / PEE AMP CONGINATION
 60 WATTS P/C STEREO

150 WATTS P/C MONO
Sw1TCHABLE

 PRE AMP 5 INPUT 2 OUTPUT
 TONE BYPASS MOVING COIL INPUT

$596

CAMBRIDGE P40 IS W/ P/C INT-AMP. _______266
CAMBRIDGE P55 76 W/ P/C INT. amp.

CAMBRIDGE C75 Tom OF THE LINE PRE AMP. _446
CAMBRIDGE 4751.1W/1W 46 AMP.OJNI. ___546
CAMBRIDGE A250266 wimomo BLOCK A. _446
CAMBRIDGE CO2 isNT la OVERSAMPLING. _OW

ONIC

3 CONVIENI
 1024 6th AVI
 1030 6th AVI
 331 Rt. 4 PA

AUTHORI2
PHILIPS sH,

ALLISON' TI

SA DV E\T® E

Al® tSANi® a
AWYSTC

9 dbx®
9®

PM

DCIDESIGN
®

/COMICS

MAGNAVOX® T
CALL OUR KNOV

STAFF FOR ANY
NI

ASK ABOU'
PROTEC'

PHIL1P$
CDV 483
 TOP RATED LASER DISK PLAYER
 16/174 X OVERSAMPLING
 PLAYS ALL 6 DISK SUES
 UNIVERSAL LEARNING REMOTE
 SUPER VHS OUTPUTS

ler
CALL

PIONEER CLD1070 LASER cameo
PIONEER CL02070 LASER COMBO _ .666
PIONEER CLD3070 Lamm COMIC
PIONEER LDW1 LASER comm._ .444
MAGNAVOX CDB485 LASE R CO WISO

PHILIPS CDV487 LASER cam

SEND $5.00 TO ORDE
OR FREE

CUSTOMER
SERVICE

212-768-8712

INTRODUCING OE
GUARANTEE 3C

AVAILABILITY FROM

L - /
PIctur r for IlluAffair LIc..1006697 mall pr



IT LOCATIONS
UE NY NY 10018
UE NY NY 10018
NMUS NJ 07652

ED DEALER

Rep

etc' SON1,
Esnorr M-RISPZ°t

harmanikardon

0 s'
diolab® a-nu-a:ca. a,

4 ORION

vector research'

Seattle Sound
10Re5 TOSHIBA®

fLEDGEABLE SALES
F YOUR ELECTRONIC
:EDS.

r OUR BUYER
noN PLAN!
t.111.ne LW I

RCHASE '

CALL FOR
PRODUCTS
NOT LISTED

IR NEW RAIN CHECK
I DAYS ON PRICE &
DATE OF PUBLICATION

NEXT DAY DELIVERY
ASUUU3LE I
NO EXTRA CHARGES FOR
C.O.D. ORDERS I

tratIon only! Consumer#816928. Ad Rprmntsag of I Cory.

MAIL ORDER CALLS

212-575-1840
CAR STEREO CENTER

 1
IY11"
 6%16 PULL OUT
 AAVFM CASSETIII
 DOLB B
 MUSIC SEARCH

E $336
41 a 6 1:11119E1

. sae 11100/94.

ALPINE 7171 216
ALPINE 71U 316
ALPINE 7236 116

ALPINE 7311 411
ALPINE 7269 CALL
ALPINE 73U 266
ALPINE 7211 ..............CALL
BLAUPUNK7 LA 311
ILAUPUNET SAN.FRAN 211
CLARION 017181 165
CLARION 9778RT 126
CLARION 117111 326
DENON DC15121 166
DEMON DC8S371 316
OEN 011 DC/5171 366

KAROON CR151 4%
INC 001211 CALL
JVC 00804411 7%
INC 0111566111 336
KENWO 00 INC-353
0E19000 K1C-665 --ISA
0E1900 0 IRC-11711.__354
1119000 KRC-777
KEN W000 INC-6611.__31111

KENWO 00 KRC99911 _1196
MARANTZ 711 616
N AKAMICHI 1 0261 .._ 266
NAKAMICHI 10351 .._ 2E4
N AKAMICHI 80461 .._ 445
N AKAMICHI 10661 .._ 676
N AKAMICHI TD681 646
N AKAMICHI TO 761 786
N AKAMICHI 7012161 _.CALL

IC COG27EU _276
PIONEER KEH684101_216
PIONEER 19111101. 186
PIONEER KEH6861111 366
PROTON 215 2%
SANOUI 102111 176
SONY X17060 CALL
SONY XR7 180 CALL
SONY XR7400 CALL
S.STRAAM TC30311 326
3.STREAM TC301 486
3.STIKAIA TC304 426
TECHNICS C099300_286
TECHNICS C092500. 3116
YAMAHA YCR706 396

1 ;

ADS $386
3201
 TWEETER MIDRANGE
 COMBO SYSTEM
 SEPERATE CROSS OVER
 COBALT TWEETER

ADS S67 316 INFINITY CSIK 2%
ADS III 176 INFINITY 136020 136
ADS 2211 196 INFINITY 116136 111
ADS 3111 236 INFINITY 11136 136
ADS 3211 396 INFINITY 18620 126

ADS L2IICC .............._266 INFINITY ROOS PLATE 266
ADS 1311CC 346 Jet 7-I6 IN STOCI:
AR GC1311 CALL 211. TIN NEST PLATT
AR GCSUI CALL 214. 1-96 IN STOC :
AR 6C6581 CALL .101. T-111 CAL._
AUDIOPHILE 2.6 361 201. T-911 CAL.
1 ACOUSTICS 7INLF ._.136 2111. T-1113 CALL

ACOUSTICS 7SILF ._.116 NAKAMICHI IPSO 116
B ACOUSTICS 727 411 NAKAMICHI 911 106
 ACOUSTICS 761 156 NAKAMICHI SPIIII 16H
 ACOUSTICS 757 96 NAKAMICHI SPU 119
 ACOUSTICS 761 166 ORION 160114 11.1

I ACOUSTICS 7L1 196 PIONEER TS16111
I ACOUSTICS 767 116 PIONEER T661177 11 
II ACOUSTICS 783 136 PIONEER ISAMU. 14.

ACOUSTICS 787 146 POLO 1185602 CALL
ACOUSTICS C786 __IAA POLK MIA11612

SOU 171 CALL PROTON 259
INFINITY CS10 271 SONY ISHII'S

CA11L41

CALI

,T) I i.ini!LIE-
NAKAMICHI
PA300 II
75 WATTS
 HIGH C01:
 HIGHP29

DISTORTIO

ADS 64/C61 111 -CO PLAYERS -
ADS PS -6 226 ALPINE 6652 Alf

SOS PS -6 166 ALPINE 5963 216
ADO PO -18 ........ ALPINE NU 376
A011 PO.211 646 ALPINE 1113 456
ADS PH -12 256 ALPINE 7917 136
ADS PH -15 ................626 ALPINE 72111 1146

ALPINE 33 31 BlAUPUNKT N.Y 666
ALPINE 3564 416 CLARION 6638001 CALL
ALPINE 3562 99 CLARION AUOIA6111._CALL
ALPINE 3526 246 DEMON OCCU21 SIN
CARVER 112121 CALL INC XLC418 436
CARVER 124111 CALL KENWOO 0 KOCIMR 626
CLARION 721E0 366 NAXAMICHI CO -761 068
H. IMO ON CII1 .._.CALL NAKAMICHI To-catei CALL
H. KAROO* CA26I _CALL PIONEER 01456 366
NAKAMICHI P6364._CALL PIONEER COITIKIEI311 736
NAKAMICHI PA.158 256 SONY 0101177____CALL
NAKAMICHI ._CALL SONY CO01179 __CALI
ORION 21165 426 SONY MUNI CALL
ORION 135I61 1146 SONY CO112121_11 STOCI
SONY 019181 CALL 11 CHNICS CXDP11 496
S. STREAM 0281 316 YAMAHA 1C05118 41111

S. STREAM 1391 226 YAMAHA ICT1 III 676

HOME VIDEO CENTER
kismAti (1Y -1q1;1 [q-1] ;Ii$646S

KVO-2N7XB
Y

R 10
 27- STEREO MTS
 MONITOR RECIEVER
 5 11113 INPUT  REMOTE

JVC C 1319 __226
JYC AV 11525 _ 366
JVC AV 27549 61A
MITSUDISH1 0613461 _246
MITSUBISHI CS216811 _346
MITSUBISHI CS217111_301
MITSULISHI CS266111 _686
MIT/WAS/II CS76711 _746
1117SUSISIII 0135448 2119
NEC CT 11715 .326
NEC CT 17512 ___.__. 646
NEC CT 27711S 746
PHILIPS 21/138 ____._.3%
PHILIPS 19161 _____ 196
PHILIPS 27,1221 _ 796
PHILIPS 27.1233 ____._.6%
RCA 113169 __266
RCA 21531 EC 326
SHARP 13 ____._.216
SHARP 26-N178---- - 606
SONY KV 13'9121 ____ 256
SONY KV 13481

SONY KV 2111113 _A*
SONY KV 2ITS21 386
SONY n-217691 4.318

SONY KV 271121 .___ 611
SONY P-2771311 146
SONY 69 .271111 .____.666
SONY KV 17HS111 __St.
SONY KV 32L111111
SONY 1-3101111 _BALL
SONY KY -310189 --CALL
TOSHIBA C3317 _.____.2N
TOSHIBA 002711 -144
TOSHIBA CI3116JNS'OCI
PANASONIC C1113911 126
PANASONIC CT12115111_2611

PROTON 91331 _ON DEMO
PROTON VT2216 _ON CEMO

PHILIPS
"ID TV"

IN STOCK

 S VHS HER STEREO
S -5000U

:T,I.TOREENntr
FISHER FV11111188__.___ 646

GE VG-7S7S.
JVC 910428U __.___._266
JYC 1410-448U __.___._2911
JVC 11110-629U __.___._316
N VC HRO-751U __.___._446
JYC 410-6410
JYC HAS -18161 .___.__146
JYC HRS-111111U ____CALL
MAGNAVOX 91-12111._3111
MITSUBISHI NS iNS ._21111
111114115/111111-3111 ._356
MITSUBISHI 115-61U._4011
MITSUBISHI HS -61U ._606
MITIAI111911 HS -78U ._766
MITSUBISHI 113-71U
N EC OSUIIU 696

PlUIASONIC P1-2911 __ISO
PANASONIC P1-4281 __IN
PANASONIC PV -492I
PANASONIC PV -4024 _331
PANASONIC P1-42311__446
PARASONIC 91-41168
PANASONIC PV -4968 __.416
PANASONIC PYS 4144_.648
PANASONIC P004858_.766
PANASONIC PVII-48411_.646
PHILIPS 111-6606
RCA VPT-11411._

SHARP VC -687
SONY IL -ISO 355
SONY EL -171 _______GIB
TOSHIBA
TOSHIBA M
TOSHIBA OS NI ._____1166
TOSHIBA 00-051 720
TOSHIBA 111411011_111 STOCK

PANASONIC
 PULL SIZE VHS
 PRO HQ
 AUTO FCC

PANASONIC PVI2N____6811 CANON E7116 ...-.--1196
PANASONIC PV4111___736 CANON EUN
PANASONIC PV425.__11105 NIKON 91621______.CALL
POJIASONIC PVA30.__1106 NIKON YN961 ..___.-_131111
PANASONIC PV416.-1201 JVC SRC -61. ----.-.CALL
PANASONIC P9414 __CALL JVC 611C-36._____CALL
PANASONIC PV6111._908 JVC CRC -44 .__.__.___666
PANASONIC PVSIU ...CALL JVC 6111-61
PANASONIC PV11.3511_12111 JVC 0115-77 _____.-1186
PANASONIC pna 414_11MINOLTA C52______._1168
SONY CCOV1._.__.__._.11116 MINOLTA 01451.__.___19
SONY 000911._.____.1776 MINOLTA 1181 ___.___.CALL
SONY CCOV118._.____.14811 MINOLTA MI ____.__1144
SONY CCOF36_.___.__.7111 OLYMPUSVX682.__.___ 646
SONY CCOF46.____._.CALL OLYMPUS 9I613. 645
SONY CCOF 68 OLYMPUS VIS486___A69

SONY CCOSP7 _____.CALL GE 9625 .CALL
CANON Al .__._.__._.1471 SHARP RCN. ____.__5%
CANON ETA _._.__.__._.7211 SHARP 111168 ..........CALL
CANON EU.- CALL RCA CC210 ___.__.__.CALL

PORTABLE CENTER
IN ;4 V;1 :I 114 0-

AWIA $14
 AM/PM RADIO
 CASSETTE PLAYER
 PAST FOR/REV
 LIGHT WEIGHT

HEADPHONE
 AUTO REVERSE
AIWA H13NI1 _______1611
AIWA NOMA _.---CALL
AIWA HUH, _______166
MARANTZ TMD29 ----.216
MARANTZ T110221 ____.246
MARANTZ 1310420 ___.CALL
NATANT/ M1431. --.CALL
PARASONIC SARI ______66
PANASONIC Mho _---.1411
SHARP 105111 _NA

SONY WIM11 _26

SONY WSW 23.__.__.__.34

SONY VAIPA52 _46
SONY 911A66.._.__.__.__76
SONY WAIN._

SONY VIM656._ GI
SONY V/MAF 61 .__.__.__..66

SONY 1111iW 67 ___.__._.186
SONY Vf10171._.____CALL

SONY 91103 --.---.--CALL

SONY W6F11811. _ 116
SONY MUM ___.__._111
SONY WIN m __.___CALL
SONY 919194 ___.__._136
SONY 70215111 ._.___146

1115/4114 461 6___.__.__-311
184411156 UM _.__.__._.144

-0 III;* V:10i11-111-

PS5N If $246
 4 X OVERSAMPLING
 16 BIT DUAL DA
 CARRYING CASE
 HEAD PHONE

CD PLAYERS

SONY 016___.__.___231

SONY 01U __.____CALL

SONY 011________2211
SONY 0111 ______CALL
TECHNICS SLIPS __CALL
TECHNICS SLIPS -216
TOSHIBA KASAI/ __ISA
'TOSHIBA IRMA __ill
TOSHIBA /RUM __VS
CITIZEN 0811777
CITIZEN CW62111111111 111
DOZEN COM311111 _CALL

MINI SYSTEMS
SONY 91.313.-...---371
SONY F11313.__.____31111
SONY FH414.__.__..4111
SONY 94414._.____446
SONY 91686.__.--__466
SONY 011616._ ____4111
SONY FH717 .___CALL
WRY
SONY FN/11 CALL
SONY 0428.1 CALL
SONY FNUIR ._ .164
SONY FH11111111 ._-. .6811

SONY COP27 CALL
SONY CDP37 CALL

HIGH POWER
MINI

SYSTEMS

ANS. MACHINES
PANASONIC
 BEEPERLESS REMOTE
 TOLL SAVER\
 VOICE ACTIVATED
 ANSWERING MACH.

ANS. MACHINES FAX MACHINES
PANASONIC 6X71424 __.71 CANON FAX 1 ____.__ 504
PANASONIC KIT1427 _116 CANON FAXII
PANASONIC 6XT1721 _126 MURATA FAX 1288._ 566
PANASONIC 6104211 _CALL PANASONIC UF1411 __.714
PANASONIC I7372632 _III PANASONIC UF25111__1216
PANASONIC 6I73111 _126 PANASONIC UF268__1436
PANASONIC 6X 242/ _136 PANASONIC 10131111__86.6
PANASONIC 6X73111 .CALL RICOH 161 _____.-11111
PANASONIC U13281 _CALL RICOH 344E ._._._. 1106
COMA A/16618 ___---115 RICOH 25E 1296
FREED PIM FF1711 __ 116
9E2 WI................Al RICOH 764 .______.1816

SHARP 00721 ._.-___666
91311ELL 61171 ______146 SHARP F03111 .____..CALL

WARP F 0338 _____ 066
SONY ITA7S11...... ___166 SHARP F06111 -.- 1tra

SHARP UK1U ____.-.716



CLASSICAL MUSIC

Discs and tapes reviewed by
Robert Acka rt, Richard Freed,
David Hall, Stoddard Lincoln,
Eric Salzman, and
David Patrick Stearns

BACH: Concerto for Violin and Oboe in
C Minor (Bi'V 1060): Concerto for
Two Harpsichords in C Minor (BVV
1060); Concerto for Two Harpsichords
in C Minor (BOA' 1062); Concerto for
Two Violins in D Minor (BWV 1043).
Catherine Mackintosh, Jaap SchrOder,
Christopher Hirons (violin); Stephen
Hammer (oboe); Christophe Roussel,
Christopher Hogwood (harpsichord);
Academy of Ancient Music, Christo-
pher Hogwood cond. UOISEAU-LYRE
421 500-2 (58 min).

Performance: Stylish
Recording: Very good

There are really only two concertos on
this record: each presumed original is
accompanied by a transcription of it by
Bach himself. This is not made at all
clear in the packaging or the notes, but
it is, in fact, rather fascinating.

The genesis and significance of Bach's
concertos is still a matter of dispute, but
we might say that for Bach "concerto"
meant having some musical fun in the
Italian style. Bach was certainly no pur-
ist. Most, if not all, of his concertos are
transcriptions or adaptations of one sort
or another (mostly from Vivaldi but
from other composers as well, including
himself). Furthermore, after he left the
court of Cifithen (where instrumental
music was his main preoccupation), he
had to spend most of his professional
time grinding out church cantatas. For
relief he turned to the Collegium Mu-
sicum in Leipzig, a kind of community
music society that met in the local cof-
fee house. For this organization he
seems to have rearranged his old Italian
violin concertos for harpsichords.

Scholars are so certain that the Con-
certo for Two Harpsichords in C Minor,
BWV 1060, is an arrangement that they
have reconstructed its original, not for
the usual two violins but for violin and
oboe. Along with the still more famous
Double Concerto in D Minor, BWV
1043, presumed to be original, we have
Bach's own less well-known transcrip-
tion for two harpsichords, listed as
BWV 1062.

F XPLANATION OF SYMBOLS:

O DIGITALLY RECORDED LP
© 'TAPE CASSETTE
 - COMPACT DISC (TIMINGS AKF

1'0 NEAREST MINUTE)

This doubled -up pair of double con-
certos is, of course, played here on peri-
od instruments with the kind of finesse
and style that one has come to expect
from Christopher Hogwood and the
Academy of Ancient Music. The rather
thin harpsichord versions are per-
formed with solo strings, on the likely
theory that this was all that Zimmer -
man's coffee house could provide. The
"originals" come with the "full"
complement of a dozen strings. Quite a
sumptuous sound, really-as one would
expect from the music -loving Prince Jo-
hann Ernst and the court orchestra of
Cothen. E.S.

BEETHOVEN: Symphonies Nos. 4
and 5 (see Best of the Month, page
126)

BEETHOVEN: Symphony No. 7; Co-
riolan Overture; Egmont Overture (see
Best of the Month, page 126)

BRITTEN: ar Requiem, Op. 66. Lor-
na Haywood (soprano); Anthony Rolfe
Johnson (tenor); Benjamin Luxon (bari-
tone); Atlanta Boy Choir; Atlanta Sym-
phony Orchestra and Chorus, Robert
Shaw cond. TELARC CD -80157 two
CD's (83 min).

Performance: Praiseworthy
Recording: Beautiful perspective

Benjamin Britten's War Requiem is a
melding of traditional Latin texts from
the service for the dead with the war
poetry-one should say, antiwar poet-
ry-of Wilfred Owen, who was killed in
World War I. One of the most powerful
and original musical documents of re-
cent decades, it catches and dramatizes
the juxtaposition of ancient fear and the
hope of redemption with a bitter and
ironic cry from the bloody trenches of
our century.

This is a fine performance and re-
cording. My main complaint is that the
soloists, all imported from England and
supposedly Britten specialists, seem cu-
riously remote from the material. Their
very genteel and rather Byzantine, styl-
ized English (a sound that only classical
singers, not real people, make) betrays
the powerful immediacy of the Owen
poetry and its setting. The standard of
comparison is Britten's own recorded
performance with Galina Vishnevska-
ya, Peter Pears, and Dietrich Fischer-
Dieskau, the soloists for whom the
work was written-significantly, a Rus-
sian, an Englishman, and a German.

I have nothing but praise for the
Atlanta singers and musicians under
Robert Shaw's direction. Scored for
three separate ensembles-soprano and
chorus with large orchestra, male so-
loists with chamber ensemble, and
boys' choir with organ-the work offers
a lot of challenges, and they are well met

here. The performers were distributed
throughout Atlanta's Symphony Hall,
which gives a beautiful perspective, and
the work sounds very good indeed in
the digital CD medium. E.S.

BRUCKNER: Symphony No. 7, in E
Major. Cincinnati Symphony Orches-
tra, Jesus Lopez-Cobos cond. TELARC

CD -80188 (67 min).

Performance: A hit earthbound
Recording: Good

BRUCKNER: Symphony No. 7, in E
Major. Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra,
Lorin Maazel cond. EMI/ANGEL
CDC 49584 (74 min).

Performance: Long -breathed
Recording: Good

With these two latest recordings, the
number of Bruckner Sevenths on CD
reaches a baker's dozen. Neither, how-
ever, offers any interpretive insights of
major significance. Though the Spanish
background of Jesus Lopez-Cobos
might incline one to question his quali-
fications as a Bruckner conductor, his
advanced training was in Vienna under
Hans Swarowsky, and for some years he
was general music director of the
Deutsche Oper in West Berlin. At all
events, his reading of the Seventh is in a
sound classical mode, with feet planted
firmly on the ground, which may work
for the scherzo and finale but not for the
first movement and the adagio, where a
sense of exaltation is essential. The am-
bience of Cincinnati's Music Hall is
warm and clear, but the music could use
a bit more space.

Lorin Maazel seems to go to the
opposite extreme in the first two move-
ments, striving for the utmost level of
exaltation implicit in the music. But
stretching the duration by six additional
minutes, however earnestly the music is

Nicholas licGegan: ebullient Corelh

performed, is not necessarily enough to
achieve that effect, even with superbly
controlled playing by the Berlin Phil-
harmonic. The scherzo and finale fare
better in that they are at least up to
speed: I like Maazel's interestingly re -
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CLASSICAL MUSIC

strained yet springy treatment of the
main part of the scherzo and his
unusually poetic handling of the trio
episodes. The finale is finely detailed
but could use more drive at the close.
Given the rather bright, hard sound of
Berlin's Philharmonie concert hall, the
sound as such is good. D.H.

CHERUBINI: Requiem in C Minor.
Berlin Radio Chorus; Berlin Symphony
Orchestra, Claus Peter for cond. RCA
© 60059 -4 -RC, 60059 -2 -RC (49
min).

Performance: Dramatic
Recording: Excellent

Conductors periodically rediscover
Cherubini's two Requiem Masses, and
while they're certainly worthy of occa-
sional hearings, the C Minor Mass, for
all of its dark, eloquent austerity, is too
monochromatic, too amorphous in its
musical profile to capture a really large
public. Claus Peter Floes new recording
is more dramatic, less reverential, and
more clearly engineered than Riccardo
Muti's excellent 1982 outing with the
Ambrosian Chorus and Philharmonia
Orchestra on EMI. Muti's interpreta-
tion, on the other hand, is more inte-
grated than Floes and allows the piece
to unfold with a certain fateful inevita-
bility. But Flor's chorus and orchestra
are first-rate. D.P.S.

CORELLI: Concerti Grossi, Op. 6.
Nos. 1-6. Philharmonia Baroque Or-
chestra, Nicholas McGegan cond. HAR-
MONIA MUNDI 7014, © 407014, ©
907014 (60 min).

Performance: Thoughtful
Recording: Excellent

Corelli's works are frequently treated
like so-called sewing -machine music,
but in these thoughtful performances
Nicholas McGegan demonstrates why
Corelli was taken so much more seri-
ously in his own time than he is now.
While McGegan has always shown a
natural sense of authentic style and
ebullient spirit, he seems unwilling to
take any of the conventions and formu-
las embedded in these concertos for
granted. Hence, the emotional content
of his readings is less generalized than
usual even in the fugal statements, and
there's a greater variety of antiphonal
effects and instrumental textures.

McGegan's musical revelations are
fairly modest ones. Corelli still doesn't
have the emotional depth of Bach or
Handel, but he does emerge here as
more than a mere charmer. D.P.S.

DVOIVAK: Rondo in G Minor (see EL -
GAR)

ELGAR: Cello Concerto in E Minor,
Op. 85. TCHAIKOVSKY: Variations

LOOKING To THE EAST

Keith Jarrett

BOTH Alan Hovhaness and Lou
Harrison, whose works are cou-
pled in a new Musicmasters al-
bum, came out of that mysteri-

ous and intriguing American avant-gar-
de of the late 1930's and 1940's, a
movement that turned away from Eu-
rope and looked East for inspiration.
Hovhaness, who is an American of
Armenian descent, was born in 1911.
He has remained, lo these many years,
steadfast in vision throughout his pro-
lific outpouring of music. He is said to
have written over sixty symphonies;
Mysterious Mountain, written in 1955,
is the second of these and undoubtedly
the best known. Lousadzak, his second
work in the new set, is a one -movement
piano concerto written in 1945 for Hov-
haness himself to play.

The concerto aspect and piano timbre
of Lousadzak make it the more exciting
of the two works, especially as per-
formed here by Keith Jarrett. Jarrett,
known to most people as a jazz compos-
er and pianist, is proving to be some-
thing of a specialist in this kind of
music; he recently recorded, in an
equally persuasive manner, the Harri-
son Piano Concerto. I find the sympho-
ny a little bogged down in its rich string
sound-seemingly inappropriate for the
kind of Eastern style evoked here. Per-
haps the work (this is a serious sugges-

tion') should be performed on eigh-
teenth -century strings; it might sound
quite wonderful.

Harrison is represented by his Elegiac
Symphony, which he completed in
1975. It too is scored for a string orches-
tra, but it is beautifully conceived for
the medium, a delicate and exquisite
piece of work. I can't resist giving some
of the rather mystical titles of its move-
ments: "Tears of the Angel Israfel,"
"Praises for Michael the Archangel,"
and "The Sweetness of Epicurus." I am
not sure if Epicurus refers to the cele-
brated philosopher of the same name,
but lsrafel is the angel of music and per-
haps a stand-in for Harrison himself, an
angel of music who has labored off the
beaten track and outside the busy thor-
oughfares of musical commerce to pro-
duce a highly original and moving body
of work. Nifty performances by the
American Composers Orchestra under
the excellent direction of Dennis Rus-
sell Davies. Eric Salzman

HOVHANESS: Symphony No. 2, Op.
132 ("Mysterious Mountain'); Lousad-
zak, Op. 48. HARRISON: Elegiac
Symphony. Keith Jarrett (piano); Amer-
ican Composers Orchestra, Dennis
Russell Davies cond. MUSICMASTERS C)
MMC 60204, MMD 60204 (63
min).
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on a Rococo Theme, Op. 33. DVORAK:
Rondo in G Minor, Op. 94. Paul Torte-
lier (cello); Royal Philharmonic Orches-
tra, Charles Groves cond. RPO/MCA
© MCAD-6295 (55 min).

Performance: Vital and elegant
Recording: Radiant

This disc is labeled "Tortelier-A Cele-
bration." The great French cellist
turned seventy-five last March, and in
celebration of that anniversary he was
invited to record concerted works of his
own choice with the Royal Philhar-

Paul 'lonelier: a celebration

monic on its own label (issued here by
MCA). His earlier recording of the Elgar
concerto, with Sir Adrian Boult, was
issued on CD by Angel some time ago,
with more Elgar but not more Tortelier.
A contemporaneous one of Tchaikov-
sky's Rococo Variations, with his son
Yan Pascal Tortelier conducting, was
on LP import lists here in the Seventies
and was reissued on CD for the seventy-
fifth anniversary, but apparently only in
Britain, together with a lovely account
of the Dvofak concerto conducted by
Andre Previn.

Those who look for an "autumnal" or
"valedictory" aura here will be disap-
pointed. These new performances, like
the earlier ones, are charged with both
the vitality and the elegance that have
always characterized Paul Tortelier's
music making. There appears to be an
even greater sense of spontaneity and
intensity now in the two big pieces, and
the Dvofak rondo is an absolute gem in
its unlabored charm. Admirers of Tor-
telier may well opt to let the respective
couplings (and the question of domestic
availability) determine choice between
old and new versions. Sir Charles
Groves's exceptionally sympathetic
conducting and the radiant, well -

focused sound may tip the balance in
favor of the new issue, which includes
an affectionate birthday greeting from
Mstislav Rostropovich. R.F.

FRANCK: Prelude, choral et fugue;
Prelude, aria et final. Jorge Bolet (pi-
ano). Variations symphoniques. Jorge
Bolet (piano); Royal Concertgebouw
Orchestra, Riccardo Chailly cond. LON-
DON 421 714-2 (62 min).

Performance: To the manner born
Recording: Demonstration -class

Jorge Bolet's stunning performance of
the Variations symphoniques was origi-
nally issued just two years ago, on Lon-
don, together with Riccardo Chailly's
rather disappointing account of the
Franck symphony. It is good to have it
now in this alternative packaging with
Franck's two big pieces for piano solo.
You can sense Bolet's relish in this
material, and his instinctive fastidious-
ness as well, as he clarifies, refines, bur-
nishes, and generally vivifies it to a
degree that renders comparisons simply
pointless. The scale is grand, the pace is
unhurried; there is power to burn, but it
is always subtly controlled, and the
overall impression is one of just the sort
of spontaneity and flair one wants in
this music, along with the touches of
poetry and wit one hopes for. Chailly
and the orchestra are fine partners in
the Variations symphoniques, and the
sound quality is demonstration -class
throughout. R.F.

MOZART: Concerto in C Major for
Flute and Harp (K. 299); Flute Concerto
in G Major (K. 313); Andante in C
Major for Flute and Orchestra (K. 315).
Irena Grafenauer (flute); Maria Graf
(harp); Academy of St. Martin -in -the -
Fields, Neville Marriner cond. PHILIPS
© 422 339-4, © 422 339-2 (58 min).

Performance: Charming
Recording: Delightful

These three pieces were written on com-
mission for wealthy amateur perform-
ers on what Mozart said were his least -
favorite instruments. That didn't stop
him from coming up with some very
attractive music. The Concerto for
Flute and Harp used to be performed
quite a lot, but the Flute Concerto is the
better piece-especially when heard in a
very stylish performance like the one
here. The Andante in C, generally con-
sidered to be an alternate slow move-
ment, was probably written not because
the Flute Concerto's original adagio was
"too difficult" in a technical sense, but
because it was too serious, long, slow,
and boring for dilettantes. The replace-
ment andante is altogether a lighter,
more pleasant piece of music. Every-
thing is beautifully played under Nev-
ille Marriner's direction and recorded
right up to the mark. E.S.

MOZART: Serenade in B -flat Major
(K. 361, "Gran partita"). Orchestra of

the 18th Century, Frans Briiggen cond.
PHILIPS 0 422 338-2 (51 min).

Performance: Luminous
Recording: Radiant

With its complex, seven -movement
structure, Mozart's Gran panda for
winds is one of his most inventive and
masterfully sustained serenades. Frans
Briiggen is perhaps the ideal interpreter
for this piece. His previous recordings
with the Orchestra of the 18th Century
suggest that he is utterly preoccupied
with the quality of instrumental sound,
which in this recording pays off in the
surprisingly rarefied, mellow timbres he
draws from his group of authentic bas-
set horns and other brasses and winds.
Never a particularly high -profile inter-
preter, Briiggen lets the music unfold as
if on its own. Though his relaxed tem-
pos sometimes allow the momentum to
sag momentarily, the music blooms
naturally, in rich colors. D.P.S.

PROKOFIEV: Violin Concerto No. 2
(see Best of the Month, page 123)

PURCELL: The Fairy Queen (ex-
cerpts); Come Ye Sons of Art; High on a
Throne of Glite ring Ore; 0 dive custos
Auriacae domus. Julianne Baird (sopra-
no); James Bowman, Peter Becker
(countertenor); Stephen Sturck (tenor);
Wilbur Pauley (bass); New York En-
semble for Early Music's Grande
Bande, Frederick Renz cond. Music-

MASTERS (§) MM 60188X (71 min).

Performance: Uneven
Recording: Good

There is some good playing and singing
on this record, and I wish I could rec-
ommend it more wholeheartedly. The
excerpts from The Fairy Queen are not
well arranged. Purcell's artful sequences
are broken up, and not all of the tempos
are convincing. I find Peter Becker's
countertenor solos mannered and
sometimes sloppy in pitch. And a vocal
quartet or quintet is no substitute for a
real chorus. On the positive side, I liked
Julianne Baird, and the quality of the
instrumental playing is very good-nice
tone and phrasing. The period -instru-
ment game is gaining strength in this
country, but the overall approach seems
not always as serious or comprehensive
as what we have come to expect from
Europe. E.S.

RAVEL: Alborada del gracioso; Tzi-
gane; Une Barque sur l'ocean; Shehera-
zade (Asie, La Flute enchantee, L'In-
different); Sheherazade, °overture de
!eerie; La Valse. Margaret Price (sopra-
no); Salvatore Accardo (violin); Lon-
don Symphony Orchestra, Claudio Ab-
bado cond. DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON
C) 427 314-4, 0 427 314-2 (68 min).

Performance: Sexy
Recording: Excellent

This collection features works from the
more exotic, impressionistic side of
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All merchandise brand new with USA warranty

Ravel's musical output, but as inter-
preted by Claudio Abbado they have
nothing mysterious about them. Instead
of the crystal-clear textures characteris-
tic of Pierre Boulez's Ravel recordings
or the sensual haze infusing those of
Charles Dutoit, Abbado paints in bold,
vivid colors and builds to billowing cli-
maxes that sweep through the orchestra
like waves of desire. His more extrov-
erted approach definitely takes some
getting used to, but it's a valid one. The
performances here are some of the most
cogent readings of Ravel on records,
projecting such a clear sense of form
and thematic unity that you come away
from them as impressed as you are
moved.

Neither of the soloists, though, would
be my first choice for this repertoire.
Salvatore Accardo's playing is excellent
in Tzigane, but this virtuosic piece calls
for more abandon than he gives it. And
Margaret Price, a singer who's a plea-
sure to hear under almost any circum-
stances, sounds rather detached in the
three Sheherazade songs. Her forced,
slightly ragged vocalism suggests that
the microphones caught her on an off
day. Her natural artistry, however,
counts for a lot, and there's plenty of
that in this performance. D.P.S.

SCHUBERT: Impromptus, Opp. 90 (D.
899) and 142 (D. 935). Melvyn Tan (for-
tepiano). EMI/ANGEL CDC 49102
(58 min).

Performance: Very' persuasive
Recording: Excellent

SCHUBERT: Piano Sonata in A Major
(D. 959); Piano Sonata in 13 -Oat Major
(D. 960). Melvin Tan (fortepiano).
EMI/ANGEL 0 CDC 49631 (67 min).

Performance: As above
Recording: Likewise

SCHUBERT: Piano Sonata in C Minor
(D. 958); Moments musicaux, Op. 94
(D. 780). Alfred Brendel (piano). PHIL-
IPS 422 076-2 (59 min).

Performance: Superb
Recording: First-rate

Melvyn Tan's EMI recording of Bee-
thoven's first two concertos, with Roger
Norrington and his London Classical
Players, introduced us to a musician of
obvious intelligence-but apparently
one without much regard for musical
enlivenment, let alone charm. The very
qualities missing in those Beethoven
performances, however, are engagingly
present in these two discs of Schubert's
solo works. Tan's instrument-a forte-
piano made six years ago by Derek
Adlam after a Nannette Streicher Vien-
nese model of I814-doesn't call atten-
tion to itself as a "novelty" but sounds
smooth and warm and ideally chosen
for the material at hand. There is no
underscoring of dramatic passages, but
they are not exactly understated, either.
Tan has a very sly way of allowing us to
feel he is just letting the music play

itself: His phrasing is so natural and
unforced that no one would think of its
being "shaped." The pacing, too, is nat-
ural, sustained by steady rhythm and
freedom from gratuitous gear -shifting.

The expressiveness of the E -flat and
G -flat impromptus of the Op. 90 set is
not belabored but allowed to sing in the
most straightforward way, and the im-
pact of the slow movements of the two
sonatas is felt with singular directness in
Tan's uncluttered approach. Once or
twice, as in the last of the Op. 142
impromptus and the finale of the A
Major Sonata, momentum threatens to
sag and articulation is marginally less
clear than elsewhere, but overall these
are performances I want to come back
to, even if not exclusively. The recorded
sound is excellent, and so is the annota-
tion (by Lionel Salter and Tan him-
self).

In the sonatas, Tan does not take the
first -movement exposition repeats; they
are less welcome, I think, on a fortepia-
no than on a modern piano, and many
feel those movements are quite long
enough without repeats. The opening
movement of the great C Minor Sonata
is more concise, though, and I was hap-
py to find that Alfred Brendel, who
omitted the repeat in his earlier record-
ing of the work, does observe it in this
new one. Everything that is different in
the remake, in fact, makes it more
appealing than his earlier version. In
the mid -Seventies Brendel seemed de-
termined to take an almost adversarial
approach to Schubert, turning his sing-
ing phrases into angular ones and shift-
ing gears conspicuously between first
and second themes. Now he seems to
have rethought that approach and to
have found a surer way to the heart of
the music. Some might say it is simply a
matter of accepting Schubert on his own
terms. If such a remark implies also an
acceptance of a "traditional" interpreta-
tion, put it out of your mind; the
remarkable intensity and concentration
that marked Brendel's earlier perform-
ance are perhaps even more strongly
projected here, but with an even greater
regard for the integrity of the structure
and for the sort of flow that is part of
this music's essential character.

The Moments musicaux show a simi-
lar, if less dramatic, benefit of Brendel's
rethinking since his earlier recording.
Here No. 2 gains from a little tighten-
ing, and the first and last pieces are a
shade more expansive than before; each
of the six now seems ideally paced,
with, again, a bit more warmth of heart
than the pianist seemed willing to show
last time round. The first-rate sound
quality is another reason to be happy
Brendel is redoing his Schubert. A very
distinguished issue. R. F.

SCRIABIN: Symphony No. 3, "The Di-
vine Poem" (see STRAVINSKY)

SHOSTAKOVICH: Piano Concerto
No. 1, Op. 35. Evgeny Kissin (piano);
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MEXICO IN MUSIC

Enrique Beni_

THROUGHOUT this decadere-
cordings by the Mexican con-
ductor Enrique Batiz, with sev-
eral orchestras on various la-

bels, have been a consistent source of
pleasure, both for imaginative selection
of repertoire and for the polished and
persuasive performances. His new ASV
disc of music by his own country's two
greatest composers is one of the nicest
surprises in a year well filled with good
things. He conducts the Royal Philhar-
monic here in the Sinfonia de Antigona
and Sinfonia romcintica-the Sympho-
nies Nos. 1 and 4, respectively-of Car-
los Chavez and the Mexico City Phil-
harmonic in an assortment of unfamil-
iar items by Silvestre Revueltas.

The Chavez symphony we usually get
on records is the Second, the brief, per-
cussion -filled Sinfonia India (Batiz be-
gan his discography with this work on a
Varese Sarabande LP). The first of his
six completed symphonies, adapted
from his music for Sophocles's Antig-
one in 1933, is a far more austere but
similarly concise one -movement por-
trait of the heroine in which winds,
massive brass chords, "scrubbed"
strings, and a few imaginatively used
percussion instruments evoke an im-
pression of antiquity and the spirit of
tragedy. The Sinfonia romounica of
1951, true to its name, is a more expan-
sive and lyrical work in three sump,-
tuous movements. Both works testify to
Chavez's sustained flow of inspiration
as well as his fine craftsmanship.

The Revueltas pieces. all from the
Thirties, are exciting discoveries. Cami-

nos (Roads) is a prime example of
Revueltas's knack for writing in a folk
idiom without borrowing actual folk
tunes-just as Dvoffik did, for example,
in his Slavonic Dances. There is more
of this sort of thing, similarly ingratiat-
ing if less brilliant, in the two little sets
of MOsica para charlar (Music for Chat-
tering, a title that would have been at
home on a Fifties LP jacket) taken from
a film score. The last piece on the disc,
Ventanas (Windows), was composed
earlier than the others and is perhaps a
little less disciplined. It is certainly
more irruptive, with a dazzling se-
quence of colors and moods ranging
from sinister to exuberant, but there's
always a dramatic undercurrent to
maintain momentum.

Batiz obviously believes in all of this
music, and he knows how to make his
players and his audience share his en-
thusiasm. Both the English orchestra (of
which he is principal guest conductor)
and the Mexican one (of which he now
is music director) do him proud with
playing of vigor, precision, and com-
mitment, and the sound itself is fine
enough to insure the disc's becoming a
favored audio demonstration item.

Richard Freed

CHAVEZ: Sinfonia de Antigona; Sin-
fonia romantica. Royal Philharmonic
Orchestra. Enrique Batiz cond. RE-
VUELTAS: Caminos; Masica para
charlar; Ventanas. Mexico City Philhar-
monic Orchestra, Enrique Batiz cond.
ASV/HARmoNIA MUN DI © CD DCA
653 (71 min).

Vassili Kan (trumpet): Moscow Virtuo-
si, Vladimir Spivakov cond. Chamber
Symphony, Op. 110a (arr. Barshai);
Preludes, Op. 34, Nos. 10, 17, 24. 14,
13, 6, and 5 (arr. Poltoratsky). Moscow
Virtuosi, Vladimir Spivakov cond.
RCA © RK 87947, © RD 87947 (58
min).

Performance: Brilliant
Recording: Superb

A span of twenty-seven years separates
the earliest and latest Shostakovich
works recorded here. Where the Piano
Concerto No. I and the Op. 34 preludes
abound in contrastingly frivolous and
somber elements, the Chamber Sym-
phony-transcribed with the compos-
er's blessing from his Eighth String
Quartet-is deadly serious, haunted
throughout by the Shostakovich signa-
ture theme D -S -C -H and quotations
from earlier works.

Nineteen -year -old Soviet pianist Ev-
geny Kissin carries off the solo key-
board role in the concerto to perfection,
brilliantly abetted by his co -equal so-
loist, trumpeter Vassili Kan, and ably
supported by conductor Vladimir Spiv-
akov, who is better known as a violin
virtuoso of the first rank. In the Cham-
ber Symphony, Spivakov's ensemble,
the Moscow Virtuosi, emerges as a
crack performing group, the equal of
any comparable aggregation in the
world. The performance is one of in-
tense and fiery conviction.

The twenty-four preludes for piano of
Op. 34 have been transcribed by a vari-
ety of hands for media ranging from
violin and piano to full orchestra. There
are at least three full -orchestra versions
of No. 14, including a famous one by
Leopold Stokowski as well as one by
Shostakovich himself that was incorpo-
rated into his 1944 Zoya film score, and
it comes off least well of the seven
recorded here from the string -orchestra
arrangement by Viktor Poltoratsky. The
other preludes, especially the lighter
ones, are realized with great elegance
and style, and the recording, made in
Paris for the concerto and in Vienna for
the rest, is flawless. D.II.

SHOSTAKOVICH: Violin Concerto
No. 1 (see Best of the Month, page
123)

STRAVINSKY: Symphony of Psalms.
SCRIABIN: Symphony No. 3, Op. 43
("The Divine Poem"). Chorus of the
Orchestre de Paris; Orchestre de Paris.
Daniel Barenboim cond. ERATO ©
MCE 75494, © ECD 75494 (75 min).

Performance: Competent
Recording: Strained

The idea of pairing well-known works
of Stravinsky with Scriabin symphonies
seems to be an ongoing concept in Dan-
iel Barenboim's concert programming.
This disc, like his earlier one of Stravin-
sky's Rite of Spring and Scriabin's
Fourth Symphony (Poem of Ecstasy),
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Dear Reader:

WDS
"A CUT ABOVE THE REST"

Our Company was founded in 1958 on the principle that the customer is our
top priority.

Our reputation has been built on:

THE BEST DELIVERED PRICES,
THE WIDEST SELECTION AVAILABLE,
THE FASTEST DELIVERY, AND
THE MOST COMPREHENSIVE SERVICE AFTER THE SALE.

This service commitment has made WDS the leader in the mail order
electronics business.

At WDS you don't have to sacrifice service to get the BEST PRICE. Every
item is brand new factory sealed with the full manufacturer's warranty plus
we give you a BUYER PROTECTION PLAN-FREE.

If you ever find a better delivered price, call us and we'll beat the deal.

Give WDS a call for your next electronics purchase.

1-800-356-9514

WISCONSIN
DISCOUNT STEREO
2417 W. Badger Road
Madison, WI 53713

Sincerely,

Glenn Roskilly,
Corporate Manager
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HOT BRASS
FveN before the big early -music

-4

boom, the Canadian Brass
played early music, especially
the Venetian brass music of the

great masters of St. Mark's. Now, ironi-
cally, the Canadian Brass sounds old-
fashionedly modern. The music of
Giovanni Gabrieli and of Monteverdi
resonates brilliantly in the golden glow
of the high-powered brass sound of the
group's new CBS album of antiphonal
works by these two composers. It is a
kind of tribute to William Vacchiano,
long-time first trumpet with the New
York Philharmonic and a teacher at
Juilliard; it features not only his stu-
dents from the Canadian Brass, the
New York Philharmonic, and the Bos-
ton Symphony but also Vacchiano him-
self. This is a living tribute, in fact, to a
whole school of brass playing that de-
veloped under the influence of this fine
player and teacher.

The Empire Brass, featured in Tel -
arc's new CD of music by Gabrieli, rep-
resents an essentially new school of
American brass playing. Like the Cana-
dians, the Empire Brass uses modern
instruments, an augmented ensemble
for antiphonal effects, and more than a
bit of arranging. But the players are
younger, and their performances have
more bounce and bite; the sound is
lighter and more inflected. The way
they lean into the rhythms makes you
want to jump up. Hot.

The Summit Brass, billed on a Sum-
mit CD as "America's premier large
brass ensemble" and comprising some
of the best players from all over the
country, takes us back to the sweet and
sterling brass sound originally devel-
oped by the American band. Unfortu-
nately, this approach is not very suit-
able for J. S. Bach, and the arrange-
ments in their album "Toccata and
Fugue" are inflated in the manner of a
"Bach's Greatest Hits" collection. The
fat sounds work better for the Gabrieli
that's included, but the record hardly
compares favorably with its competi-
tors. Overall, I much prefer "Bach for
Brass" by the Lubin Brass Ensemble
on Deutsche Grammophon. This Ger-
man quintet-just a quintet, with no big
arrangements for augmented brass
choirs-has developed a very pure con-
trapuntal style not unrelated to the
sound of certain Baroque organ stops.
This is the kind of arranging and
adapted performance that Bach himself
would certainly have approved of.

Eric Salzman

MONTEVERDI: Excerpts from Ves-
pers of the Blessed Virgin and Christ-
mas Vespers. G. GABRIELI: Canzon
per sonare Nos. 1 ("La Spiritata"), 2, 3.
and 4; Canzon in Double Echo; Canzon
quarti toni; Canzoni II, V, VI, X, XII,
XIV, and XVL Canadian Brass; mem-

The Canadian Brass

bers of the New York Philharmonic and
Boston Symphony Orchestras, Kazuyo-
shi Akiyama cond. CBS © MT 44931,
MK 44931 (71 min).

G. GABRIELI: Canzon duodecimi toni;
Canzoni VIII, IN, X, XIII, XIV, XV,
XVL, and XVIII; Sonata XIX; Canzon
septimi octavi toni a 12; Canzon a 12;
Canzon septimi toni No. 2. ISAAC:
Instumental Piece No. I ("Der Welt
funds'); Instrumental Piece No. VI.
BANCHIERI: Concerto secondo, Mag-
nificat; Concerto Primo. La Battaglia;
Concerto Terzo, Magnificat. DIAZ:
Lauda Jerusalem. Empire Brass; other
musicians. TELARC CD -80204 (61
min).

BACH: Toccata and Fugue in D Minor;
Orchestral Suite No. 3, Air; Fugue in G
Minor; Jesu, Joy of Man's Desiring. G.
GABRIELI: Canzon primi toni a 10;
Canzon duodecemi toni a 10; Canzon
septimi toni a 8; Canzoni IX XV; and
XVL FRESCOBALDI: Canzon 29.
GUAMI: Canzon 25. BARTOLINO:
Canzon 30. Summit Brass. SUMMIT
DCD 101 (47 min).

BACH: Prelude and Fugue in G Major:
Chorale Prelude "Vater unser in Him-
melreich"; Chorale Prelude "Kyrie.
Gott Heiliger Geist"; Canzon in D
Minor; Chorale Prelude "Jest,. meine
Freude"; Prelude in E -flat Major; The
Art of Fugue-Contrapunctus 1, 2, 4, 7,
11; Chorale Prelude "Nun danker alle
Gott"; Toccata and Fugue ("Dorian").
Liubin Brass Ensemble. DEUTSCHE
GRAMMOPHON © 423 988-2 (59 min).

was recorded during an actual concert
in which the two works were presented.
The sense of "liveness" is really felt in
the first two movements of the Sympho-
ny of Psalms, but the lack of drive in the
concluding one seems curiously at odds
with both the text and the music's
rhythmic base. If that movement here
suggests Borodin and Ravel as frames
of reference, the long first movement of
the Scriabin suggests a souvenir of the
Venusberg.

The Scriabin symphony receives the
more consistently interesting perform-
ance, but while both performances
would have been enjoyable enough in
concert, neither seems to demand pres-
ervation in recorded form, and the
strained, somewhat cramped sound-
far from the showcase quality both
works call for-is not a boost. Thus,
even though the disc is exceptionally
well filled in terms of playing time, it is
not a real bargain. Bernstein's perform-
ance of the Stravinsky on CBS, with his
own Chichester Psalms and Poulenc's
Gloria, has a compelling power that
overrides the harshness of its analog
origins. Kondrashin's of the Scriabin
with the Concertgebouw Orchestra, also
from a live take and all by itself on Et-
cetera, has that sort of power too and
seems to reach deeper into the work's
unique character. R. F.

TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony No. 4, in
F Minor, Op. 36; Romeo and Juliet,
Fantasy Overture. Chicago Symphony
Orchestra, Claudio Abbado cond. CBS
© MT 44911, MK4491 1 (65 min).

Performance: Splendid
Recording: Very good

At the time of its release by Deutsche
Grammophon in late 1976, the record-
ing of Tchaikovsky's Fourth Symphony
by Claudio Abbado and the Vienna
Philharmonic was considered close to
definitive. Whether this 1989 digital
version with the Chicago Symphony
matches or surpasses it is likely to be a
matter of strong personal opinion. Do
you like your Tchaikovsky Fourth hard -
edged and tautly dramatic? Or do you
want the nervous tension eased with a
touch of genuine poetry and senti-
ment-preferably without self-pitying
sentimentality?

The Abbado of 1976 was definitely of
the former persuasion. In 1989, he
brings an atmospheric element into the
eerie first -movement waltz that is miss-
ing in the earlier version. The second
movement becomes less of an entr'acte
and more an integral part of the whole
thanks to the more fluid phrasing of the
assertive central episode, and the poi-
gnant coda, with its distant 2 a.m. bell,
is most exquisitely done. In both re-
cordings the overall pacing is relaxed
but with no loss of drama, especially in
the terrifying first -movement develop-
ment around the "fate" theme. The piz-
zicato scherzo goes faster here than in
the earlier version, but the flawless tim-
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ing and rhythmic address of the Chica-
go players insure that it never becomes
breathless.

Some may remember Abbado's 1969
Boston Symphony recording of Romeo
and Juliet (paired with a not very con-
vincing Little Russian Symphony) as
being more fierce than this new one, but
even though the opening expository
passages here strike me as a bit tame,
the performance gathers power as it
goes on. The love music sings with sen-
sitivity and ardor, and a sense of dra-
matic culmination is fully realized in
the final pages.

The Orchestra Hall sound is rich and
very wide in dynamic range, as well as
highly effective in its depth imaging. I
would rate this as one of the three best
Tchaikovsky Fourths on CD, and Ro-
meo and Juliet is a nice bonus. D.H.

TCHAIKOVSKY: Variations on a Ro-
coco Theme (see ELGAR)

VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: Symphony
No. 2 ("A London Symphony"); Con-
certo Grosso for String Orchestra. Lon-
don Symphony Orchestra, Bryden
Thomson cond. CHANDOS 0 ABRD
1318, © ABTD 1383, 0 CHAN 8629
(65 min).

Performance: Good
Recording: Good

Bryden Thomson's reading of Vaughan
Williams's Second, or London, Sym-
phony is rather lacking in poetic feeling.
His opening movement is a bit brusque
and stern, the scherzo -nocturne has no
real lilt, and the finale, while strong,
makes little of the dawn -drenched close.
The slow movement fares best, if only
for an exceptionally beautiful rendering
of the cornet theme that ushers in the
middle section.

The Concerto Grosso, composed in
1950 for an ensemble of amateur string
players, is a charmer, blending folk and
Tudor flavoring in three dance -style
movements flanked by an "Intrada"
and a "March and Reprise." With the
London Symphony's string body in full
force and in top form, this new version
puts the recent English String Orchestra
performance on Nimbus totally in the
shade in terms of bite and body. And
the recorded sound is decidedly more
impressive in the Concerto Grosso than
in the symphony, which could stand
more warmth in the bass and less brash-
ness in the midrange. D.H.

VERDI: La traviata. Lucia Aliberti (so-
prano), Violetta; Peter Dvorskj, (tenor),
Alfredo; Renato Bruson (baritone),
Germont; others. Fujiwara Opera Cho-
rus; Tokyo Philharmonic Orchestra,
Roberto Paternostro cond. CAPRICCIO
© 10 274-5 two CD's (112 min).

Performance: Energetic
Recording: Clear

Taped in performance at Suntory Hall,
Tokyo, this Traviata is arresting for sev-

eral reasons. Conductor Roberto Pater-
nostro takes many passages at a consid-
erably faster clip than we have come to
expect in performances of this opera;
likewise, his rhythms throughout are
crisp. Compared with other recorded
performances, this one is less sentimen-
tal and appreciably more purposeful in
moving the drama forward. If such
treatment does not always make for an
especially affecting result, it produces
several exciting moments, such as the
Act II finale, which soars with a kind of
relentless intensity.

In the cast listing above, the "others"
refers to the secondary artists, all of
them Japanese who are unknown to
Occidental audiences; they sing with
accuracy, intelligible Italian. and en-
thuasiasm for their roles. As Violetta,
Lucia Aliberti gets off to a rather stri-
dent start. but her work in both scenes
of Act II is telling, and except for a rath-
er melodramatic reading of Germont's
letter in Act III, her final moments are
affecting. Peter Dvorskj, brings a be-
coming youthful quality to Alfredo,
making him a more believable lover
than one frequently hears, and Renato
Bruson conveys the kind of authorita-
tive Germont one expects from this sea-
soned artist. His "Di provenza" is far
less fatuous than that aria often is. The
work of the Fujiwara Opera Chorus is
disciplined, exact, and involved, quali-
ties that may be ascribed to the playing
of the Tokyo Philharmonic as well.

This is not an important recording of
Verdi's most celebrated score; several
others are currently available. remas-
tered for compact disc, that delve deep-
er into characterization and musical
content. The present one from Capric-
cio, however, is vital, ingratiating, and
totally enjoyable. R.A.

ZEMLINSKY: Psalm 23, Op. 14; Sym-
phony in B -flat Major. Ernst Senff
Chamber Choir; Berlin Radio Sympho-
ny Orchestra, Riccardo Chailly cond.
LONDON © 421 644-2 (56 min).

Performance: Lively
Recording: Good

Alexander Zemlinsky is best remem-
bered today as the friend, mentor, and
brother-in-law of Arnold Schoenberg,
although he was, in fact, a symphonic
traditionalist-a protégé of Brahms and
an exponent of Classicism in the late -
Romantic period. All that is evident in
this latest release in what amounts to a
modest Zemlinsky revival. The B -flat
Symphony of 1897 is a lively, upbeat
work in the tradition of Beethoven,
Schubert, and Brahms-Brahms espe-
cially. The wonderful passacaglia finale
makes the Brahms connection especial-
ly clear. Psalm 23, for voices and
orchestra, dates from more than a dec-
ade later and is a more introspective
and harmonically complex work. Both
pieces are well performed under Riccar-
do Chailly's direction, and the record-
ing is good. E.S.
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GOING ON RECORD

SALUTE TO
FRANCE

by William Livingstone
41111,011111.

THE celebration of the bicen-
tennial of the French Revo-
lution got mixed reviews in
France last summer. A

friend in Paris wrote me that she
thought it was "a total flop and a
waste of money." From where I sat,
however, it looked better than that.
I was in Japan, where Tv coverage
showed people from all over the
world in the streets of Paris having a
good time.

Japanese television also carried a
concert from the Paris Opera in
which international stars (including
June Anderson and Shirley Verrett
from the United States) sang arias
from French operas. When Placido
Domingo came on to sing an ex-
cerpt from Samson et Dali/a, it
reminded me of how little attention
is currently paid to that opera's
composer, Camille Saint-Saens.

In tribute to French music, there-
fore, I'd like to beat the drums a bit
for Saint-Saens and recommend re-
cordings of some of his works.
Throughout his long life (1835-
1921) he wrote music in all forms,
music that embodies the traits char-
acteristic of the best in French art-
beauty, clarity, elegance, and wit.

Ranked among the most gifted
artists in the history of Western
music, Saint-Saens was a dazzling
virtuoso on the piano and organ.
Berlioz, Gounod, and Rossini were
among the influential older col-
leagues who recognized his genius
and encouraged him to compose.
He, in turn, taught Gabriel Faure
and influenced many other compos-
ers, including Ravel.

Saint-Saens's most influential sin-
gle work is probably his Symphony
No. 3 for orchestra and organ, the
"Organ Symphony," a strikingly
original work in only two move-
ments. Scored for organ and strings,
the poco adagio section that ends
the first movement is sublime.

All things considered, the best re-
cording of the Organ Symphony is
the one by the Orchestre Sympho-
nique de Montreal conducted by

Charles Dutoit with Peter Hurford
as organ soloist on London Records
cassette (410 201-4) and compact
disc (410 201-2). Unfortunately, its
playing time (34'17") is meager for
a full -price CD.

An excellent alternative is the
two -CD set from EMI Angel Rec-
ords (CDMB 62643), which con-
tains all five of Saint-Saens's sym-
phonies performed with authority,
conviction, enthusiasm, and pa-
nache by the French radio and TV
orchestra, L'Orchestre National de
I'ORTF, conducted by Jean Marti -
non with Bernard Gavoty as organ
soloist in the Symphony No. 3. The
other four symphonies are reward-
ing, and the "City of Rome" Sym-
phony- Urbs Roma-is particu-
larly interesting. The sound, digi-
tally remastered from analog tapes
of the mid -1970's, is quite good.
Playing time for Disc 2 is a very
generous 77'12", and that of Disc I
is an astonishing 79'04"!

The high quality of the writing for
the solo instrument in Saint-Saens's
five piano concertos is probably a
result of his own phenomenal skill
as a performer. Dazzling virtuosity,
elegance, and élan are displayed by
soloist Aldo Ciccolini in a complete
recording of the concertos with the
Orchestre de Paris conducted by
Serge Baudo. This set, a winner of
the Grand Prix du Disque, has been
my reference standard for these
works since it was released in the
early 1970's. Digitally remastered, it
is now available on two CD's from
EMI Angel (CDMB 69443).

I also recommend the set of all
five concertos performed by Pascal
Rog with three British orchestras
conducted by Charles Dutoit (Lon-
don 417 351-2, two CD's). These
performances may be somewhat
less fluent than Ciccolini and Bau-
do's, but the sound is a bit richer.

Saint-Saens's gifts as a melodist
and brilliant orchestrator are re-
vealed in the opera Samson et Dali-
la. He earned the eternal gratitude
of mezzo-sopranos by writing Dali-
la's three luscious arias, including
the familiar "Mon coeur s'ouvre a to
voix" ("My heart at thy sweet
voice"). The most idiomatic stereo
recording of this work is the EMI
Angel set with Jon Vickers and Rita
Gorr in the title roles with the

orchestra of the Paris Opera under
Georges Pretre. The sound of this
1963 recording has benefitted
greatly from digital remastering
(CDCB 47895, two cp's).

An interesting alternative is a
handsome video recording of Sam-
son et Dahla with Vickers and Shir-
ley Verrett with the chorus and
orchestra of the Royal Opera Cov-
ent Garden conducted by Colin
Davis. It is available on videodisc

Shirley 'emit in Paris

from Pioneer Artists (PA -82-014)
and on VHS Hi-Fi tape from Home
Vision (C18C).

For Saint-Saens's wit you should
have the recording of the Carnival
of the Animals by Dutoit and the
London Sinfonietta (London 414
460-2). It also includes three of the
composer's symphonic poems. To
sample his large body of chamber
music for piano and other instru-
ments I recommend the lyrical
Piano Trio No. 2 played by the
Arden Trio (Delos D/CD 3055).

For a Gallic good time at budget
prices there are some excellent tape
bargains. For only $2.99 you can
buy the Saint -Satins Symphony No.
3 played by the Bern Symphony
under Peter Maag (MCA Classics
25933) or the Piano Concertos Nos.
2 and 4 performed by Philippe En-
tremont with the Orchestre du Cap-
itole de Toulouse conducted by Mi-
chel Plasson (CBS Odyssey YT
39505). Either will provide a great
deal of musical pleasure for very lit-
tle money.
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inventory, please call for quotes on additional items
or to request a free price list.

SAVE MONEY, TIME AND FREIGHT ON FAMOUS BRAND STEREO EQUIPMENT =It

Mimi, audio (800) 621-8042 / (312) 664.0020

12 E. DELAWARE PLACE  CHICAGO, IL 60611
LOUDSPEAKERS

TECHNICS SBL-36
Powerful

Loudspeaker System
 Linear Phase 2 -Way
System  Large Diam
Woofer  Anti -resonance
cabinet  Attractive
Woodgran Finish

CALL FOR PRICE

E.P.I. CD55
3 -Way Speaker

System
 12 Bass Driver  Wide
,rquency Response

 Constant Dispersion
Design  Specially De
.gned High Efficiency

Cabinet
st 5250 00 eo

SALE $99.00 ea.
TECHNICS SBS407

3 -Way Speaker
Syste

 12" Woofer  Horn Super
Tweeter  High Heat Pesos
lance  EtlicienCy Boss
Reflex Design  Heavy
Duly Anti -Resonance
Cabinet

CALL FOR PRICE

JENSEN 3120
 12'; 3 -Way 12- low
frequency driver  150
Watts peak power 160
watts continuous
 Barton hickory finish

List 513995 ea

SALE: $74.95 ea.

PORTABLES
TOSHIBA KT4048

AMIFM Stereo Radio
Cassette Player

1.IR  Aut,s
Reverse  3 Band EQ
 Built In Stereo Tuner
 Auto Shur Olt  Light
weight neadphones &
Bell Clip Included
list $8995
SALE: $55.00

SONY WM-AF604
Sony Super Walkman
 AMFM Stereo Cassette
Player  0-tra Small Size
 Auto Reverse  Quick
Charger  Dolby B NR
List 516995

SALE: $116.95
SONY D-25
Discmon Portable
CD Player
 Ultra Small & LightWt 
21 Track Random Music -
Sensor  4 -Repeat Modes
 Unilineor Converter
w'Dgital Filter

CALL FOR PRICE

AUTO

CASSETTE DECKS

TEAC V-285CHX
Stereo Cassette Deck

 Dolby Et C& HO PRONR  Bias Fine Tun,
 Full Auto Stop Mech  Metn Tope Con
batible  3.Pos Tape Select  3.Digit Tap,-
f-ounter

149 95 SALE $99.95

L.rr.,i41-041

t t

TEAC R455X
Auto Reverse Cassette Deck

 Br -Directional record, playback  Auto
reverse  Repeat  Dolby B&C NR  nk Pro
 Timer Rec iPloy
LIST 5719 95 SALE $139.95

TECHNICS RS-TR555
Double Quick Auto Reverse

Cassette Deck
 Auto Reverse on both tape decks  24 hour
contin playback  Hi-spd editing  Synchro
start & stop* mute  Dolby HX-Pro

CALL FOR PRICE

TEAC W66OR
Double Auto Reverse

Cassette Deck
 Dolby B & C  One touch high speed
isbbing  Continuous Play  Memory
ay/search dubbing  Full logic control

.151 $51900 SALE: $299.95

HEADPHONES

RECEIVERS

TECHNICS SA -160
Quartz Synthesizer

AM! FM Stereo Receiver
 80 Wan :40x2)  24 preset station file
 5 Band Graphic Equalizer

LIST 5209 95 SALE: $147.95

,nsritu.
MEMO.,

TECHNICS SAR377
Quartz Synthesized

Remote Controlled Receiver
 AM FM Stereo Receiver  160 Watts

RMSk2)  Full Remote Control  24
Presets  7 -band EQ w I Spectrum Analyze--
 4 Aud Inputs plus 2 Aud. I VId. Inputs
 Station F il

CALL FOR PRICE

JVC RX-701VBK
Surround Sound Receiver

 AM FM Stereo Digital Receiver  160
Woes(80x2)  Dolby Surround Sound
 Built -In Synthesizer -Tuner  40 Memo,
Presets  7 -Bond FO  2 PR. Speaser
Connections

CALL FOR PRICE

o U1[11.1.11 IBSEN

JVC RX901BVK
Remote Controlled Receiver

. 200 Watts 1100s2)  Dolby' Pro -logic
with adjustable digital delay  3 Video In-
puts  Programm 7 band FO  Dig. Synth
Tuner  80 presets  Preset Soon

CALL FOR PRICE

AUDIO TAPE
MAXELL XLII.100

 100 minutes perfect for
CD recording  Improved
performance hi -bias

10101$24.95 .

SONY UX-PRO 90
High bias. perfect for live
or digital recordings

10 for $24.89
MK MA -90

 Metal allay cassette
 Hi -bias
 Hi coercisity

10 for $22.00
MAXELIL MX -90

Metakio190min cassette
10Io, $28.95

CARTRIDGES
SHURE M111HE

 Precision crafted nyperel-
leptical diamond fro
 Dynamic stabilizer
 Side guard protector
List $14995 SALE: $49.95

AT 122LP
Dual Magnet  PiugIn
Connector  Linear Contact
Diamond Stylus'
List 5125 00 SALE: $49.95

SHURE V15VMR
Ultra Accurate Tracking
 Dynamic StobolizrAr  Sidi -
guard Protection
list 5275 00 SALE: $129.95

CD PLAYERS

I
11291=1=1-----11

SHARP DX -770
Compact Disc Digital Audio Player
 3 -Beam laser pick-up  Random access
programmable memory -up to 20 selec
lions  Cue & Review  Remote Control

Ust 5269 95 SALE: $139.95

TECHNICS SLP999
Remote Controlled CD Player

With The Works!
 20 bit  32 Track programmability
 EIX oversampling  4 DAC's  Peak Lever
Control  AIB Repeat Auto Level  3 CD
capable  Edit guide  Music Scan

CALL FOR PRICE

MI

TEAC PD -700M
6-Dise CD Changer with Remote se

 4X oversampling  16 bits  2 DA Convertors 111,111

 32 track random programming
 10 key remote itList $499 95 SALE: $269.95 ... _.
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TECHNICS SL-PC20
Rotary Compact Disc Changer

 Change discsduring play with a, o loading,
5 -disc rotary design  Completely pro-
grammable; repeat and random play for 5
discs  Multi -function. 25 key wireless
remote control  Quadruple oversampling
 20 step random access programming
CALL FOR PRICE

JVCXLM701BK
CD Multi -Changer

 6.1 CD Changers player  Remote
control  Random Access program up to
32 steps  18 bit DAC  4 X oversamplings

 Digital Filter
CALL FOR PRICE

SONY ES -S92
6" x r 2 -Way Car Speakers

 Co Anal  Hi Power  Oval Shape
 80 Watts Max Power Handling

LIST $7995 SALE: $39.95

0 00 7.

SHERWOOD CRD350
Car Stereo with Cassette Deck

 AM Stereo FM Stereo Receiver  tun t,,,)
Controlled  Dolby B C NR  Auto Re
verse  Built In Amp w Balance & Fader
 Local Dist Switch  Preset Scan  Clock
 Security Cover
[ Est 5329 95 SALE: $182.00

KOSS PRO1450
 Sound isolating  Dual
element dynamic driver
 Precision performance
 Perfect for digital music

List $175.00 SALE $138.00

SENNHEISER HD480
 Digital  Open Air Design
 CD Perfect
List 599 00 SALE: $69.95

SONY MDR CD6
Adiuslable  Open Air
 Digital Ready
it 5119 95 SALE: $79.00

QI Mimi, audio
12 E. Delaware PI , Chicago 60611

16 YEARS OF MEETING THE NATION'S STEREO NEEDS WITH
THE ABSOLUTE BEST PRICES ON TOP NAME NATIONAL BRANDS
Call Mon. thru Sat. 10 to 5 (312) 664-0020  1 (800) 621-8042

Prices in this ad are for marder only.
Freight charges not included in prices. All
merchandise shipped brand new factory
fresh with full warranty Not responsible for
typographical errors.
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TURNTABLES

TECHNICS SLLJ33
Programmable
Quartz Linear

Tracking Turntable
 &Band random pro.
grarnming  Auto high
speed listing  Remote
ontrol capable  T4P

connector system

CALL FOR PRICE

TECHNICS SLL25
Fully Automatic
Linear Tracking

Turntable
 Remote control capable
 Repeal 'unction

1  Front panel operation
 Anti vibration
.:onstruction

CALL FOR PRICE
DUAL 503-1

Top Class, Audiophile
Semi -Automatic

Turntable
 Belt driven  Low
resonance. anti -vibration
design  Electronic speed
control  Auto switch on
 Gimbal mount low mass tonearm
LIST 5250 00 SALE: $150.00
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Authorized Dealer For:

Acoustat NAD (in store only)
Audio Control Belles
Nitty Gritty CWD
M&K dbx
Nakamichi Fried
Oracle Harman Kardon
Polk JBL
PROAC Onkyo
Proton Gardo
STAX Lexicon
Thorens Celestion
Dahlquist DCM
Haller Niles
Monster Cable Kinergetics
Citation Duntech
Velodyne

1706 Main St
Mannette, WI 54143

(715) 735-9002
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Allah 1141 1141.
Authorized Sales and Service

 ADCOM *
 ARAGON
 ARCAM
 B K

 CAL
 CELESTION
 CONRAD JOHNSON
 HAFLER
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 MAGNEPAN
 MIRAGE
 MIT CABLES
 MONSTER CABLES
 NAD

 NAKAMICHI*
 PARADIGM
 ROGERS
 SHURE ULTRA
 SONOGRAPHE
 SOTA
 SOUNOSTREAM
 STAX
 THETA DIGITAL
 VAN DEN HUL
 VELODYNE
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 WELL TEMPERED
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2021 SMITH HAVEN PLAZA (Route 347/
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hassee  Tampa Age  W.
Palm Beach - ' ,,'race
GA Athens ,  Atlanta A Suburbs: Hi

Augusta .  Bruntytick
 Columbus '.' . Macon. Geoi-

 Savannah .5  Val -
E0511

III Honolulu Honoiulu Au0 e
IA Davenport: Grigg s Music  Des Moines- Au -

Lab,  Dodge City. Sauna Wu, ia  Dallas:
Renters Iowa City: Harney* buds  Mason City:
Sordid World  Sioux City: Audio his Ur'  War.
Me: Team

Boles: SI.  WNW Stereo
SoOdee  Sandpoint rail  Avis Falls:
Audio Waren
IL Men: Fk c  Aurora: Stereo Systems

Carbondale -  Champaign:
 Chicago A Suburbs do 

Decatur -  Dekalb ,
Highland Park
 Kinkakee  Lansing
duo  Naperville .  Normal

 Poona:  nai-
ad-  Springfield- or, One 
Spine Valley kid, I ate,  Waukegan' Aran 
IN Bloomington: LarrVu!.  Bluffton- I ley

s  Evansville . Ft Wayne:
 Indianapolis  Lalayelle

Good Vibes  Maas: Classic Stereo  Nicholas
Ckr. Audio Connection  Meads:
Salk lad: Classic Slereo  Tom Hauls: Stereo
Garters
KS Ameba City Audio Junction  Kassa City:
Brass Marl  Overland Park Audio Electronics
Brands Marl  Wichita: Audio Visions  Topeka:
Nelson s
KT Bowling Green Audio Centel  losiglos:
Ovation Audio  Louisville: Audio Video Buy De-
sign  Oweesbero. Paducah: Risley s  Pikeville:
Mayo Inc

LA La eyelet Sound Electronics  Metairie
New Weans: Alternsyn Audio  Opelousas:

,eCtronics

MA Bootee: Waltham Camera & Stereo  RIO -
burg r lchburg Music  N. Dertelerith: Sound II 
PM shed: H B S Stereo  Wsweglir 0 Coins
ME Bangor Sound Source  Camille: Harbor Au-

 Portland: New England Music
MD Baltimore: Sounctscape  College Part

 Calleamirg: Au00 Buyi
MI Mn Arbor Absolule Sound Hi Fi Buys 
Birmingham- Almas Hi Fi  Dearborn: Almas Hi

 Farmington Hills: Alines Ili Fi  RIM: Stereo
 Grand Rapids: Classic Stereo  Kala-

mazoo  Lawagailland: Hi Fi
Peloskric built Music  Real Oalr AbSo-

- cid St Listening Room  Traverse

MN Duluth 41, s TV A. An do  Milettalik Audio
King  Minneapolis a SAWN: Audio King 
N alissisr: two] o King  SI. Pad: Audio King
MO Cape Girardeau: Stereo One  Cambia:
Johnston Audio  Roth:a End ot Me Rainbow  St.
Louis: Sound Central
MS  Halligurg: Mci eilana 1V  Jackass:s Pascagoula: Egvess
MT Billings  Video Sal 8 Sound Saillines:
" ', Ear  Great Falls: Rocky Mountain H F
kallispell: Aud'o Visions  Missoula: Aspen

PC Boons: Hoftons  Caps! Hill: Stereo Sound 
Charkitie Audio Video Systems Caravel  Ter
City  Greensboro Stereo Sound  Ilearkersa-
rills: Pro Sound  IIMolso: Stereo Concepts 
Moorehead City: Anderson Audio  New am:
, '..,son Audio  Raleigh: Audio Buys Stereo

 Rocky Mown: Microwave Audio  WM-
minutely Al,ant,C Audio  Witten: Modern Stereo 
Winston-Salem Stereo Sound
NO Bismarck: Pacific Sound  Fara: Today
Ekes'

N E Niamey Midwest Audio  Wain: Stereo
West  Online: Stereo West  York: Midwest Audio
NH Concord: Audio of New England  Learner
Lakeside Stereo  Nebo amass The New Audi
ophile  New Louden: NOIM Star  Salem:
Cuomo s
NJ East kwiswidl: Atlantic Stereo  Maple
Shads: Bryn Mawr Stereo  Montclair. Perdue Ra-
dio  Paramus: Harvey Electronics  Raritan: AC
Audio  Wdellenblid: Sounding Board  Shrews -
Warr Monmouth Stereo  Tem River Rands
Camera  Wall Vat: tiogreare Stereo  Well
Caldwell: Perdue Radio
INA Warnegerde:050Elecoonics  Mlsoorsoi,
war West Coast Sound  Carlsbad: Beason s 
Club: Towne Dim  Seidl Fe: West Coast Sound
NV Las Vegas: Uwe Ear  Troia Mors Las
Takes: Audio Video Den
N Y Albany: Can Music  Batavia: Unicorn Audio
. ggiogig; sg, .sop  Coming: Denning 
Elmira: Chen  Erveleals: Studio One  Gloms
Falls: Aiello 0,  Goshen: longpirier s Stereo
 Ithaca: Che- 'Hap  Jemesteive:

,Ine  Manhasset .5 0 BleakthrOughS 
Mavens .  Meister.: Audio Eves-

 New Hanford lack Music  New

Yea City: Again Breakthroughs Electronic Work
shop Raney Electronics  Roclosier JB Sound 
Scandals: Listening Room  &moans: Clark
Music  Vestal: Han Electronics  While Plains:
Haney Electronics WgidbzwAudio Breakthroughs
Oil arm Audio Craft : Belden Audio 
Clevelaad A karts: Audio Craft  animal:
Stereo Lab  Ceilisming: Stereo Lab  Dayton:
Stereo Showcase  Fiedler Audio CraB  lima:
CL3SS,C Stereo  Teals: Audio Craft
OK Masa: H F Shop  Mama City: Audio
Dimensions  Skawsee: Rare Sounds  Slillwarar
Cadunes  Mu: Audio Advice
OR Beaverton: Stereo Superstores  Eocietl;i
*nay Hi Fi  Grants Pass: Sheckells 
Sheckells  Pearled: Stereo Superstores

Aileelowit Bryn Mawr Stereo  Blakely: Had
Electronics  drys Mar. Bryn Mawr Stereo 
Camp Hilt Bryn Mars Stereo  Chimaeras's:
Sunrise Electronics  Erie: Studio One  Ma-
rian: Bryn Mawr Stereo  Jslisslows: Gary s
Entenainmeol  Kingston: Kan Electronics  Lid -
Oiler G r Sri e,.  Lonesome: Bryn WWI 
Moolgomerfailler By' our Stereo  Platens
Heights: Stereo sand  Pkilarlelphla A Sawa
Bryn Mam Stereo  Pittsburgh: Audio Junction 
Oenkerlant Bryn Mawr Stereo  Reading: G n T
Stereo  Seamen: Stereo Snoppe  Stele Col-
lege: Paul 8 Tony s Stereo  ftremlittaars: Main
St Audio Video  Wished: Audio Insight  Wil-

IrERskitot ,-cwligodert M Sides
O Rb Nanvan

RI /11 Providence: Eastern Audio
SC Anderson: Music Macnine  Modosam: Au -
din ,  Calembla: Music Machine 
Greenville Mitchell s Stereo Music Machine 
Greenwood: Stereo Shop  Spartansburg: Stereo

SD Aberdeen: Engel Music  Rapid City: learn
 Sloan Falb: Audio King

TM Chattanooge: R814 T V  Cdobvelllyr. Lindsey
'  Jactiom: New Vine Electronics  Kings.

port  Keening: Lindsey awl 
McMinnville: Lindsey Mud  Mosnals: New
Wave E lectrunics  Nashville: Hi Fi Buys
TX Amarillo: Sound Systems Ltd  Arlimplon:
Sauna Idea  Aresikt Marcum Electronics  Wogs
Sada: Audio Video  Calm Orbit Tape Tow
 Dallas: Milkiest HL Fidelity  El Paso: Soundguest
 FL Wand: Sound Idea  Hassler: Seeded Au-
dio  Nett: Sound Idea  Laredo: Mete, Interna-
tional far. Audio Techniques  usu.
Electronics center  he Poloras: Bill Case
Sound  Sae : Discovery Audio video 
Sannan: Worldwide Stereo  Twits: Audio Tech
 Unita,: Sound lame  Waco: Audio Teel
UT Lops: Stokes Brothers  Ogees: Stokes
Bothers  Sete Lab City: Broadway Music  U.
Gawp: Boulevard Home Furnishings
VA Mad: Audition  Charlellbrelk: tiorarens
Sound Machine  Falls Clendillanasass: Audio

Rennebe: Hol-Buys  Ilirgil: Gary s eo 
den s  Virduginiau knit Digital Sound
VT Braliskea: Scientific Stereo  Esau Ame-
lia: Ceative Sound  MIMI: Mountain Music
WA Bellingham: OC Stereo  Chelan: Music Store
 Oak arbor OC Stereo Center  kalura: Elet-
tracraft ILLal sl

WI Appian: Sound World  En Claim: ENE
Audio System  Green Bey: Sound World  Lit
crone: Sound World  Madisen: Kam Medium 
Maraelle: Sound Seller  Mitiveukes: Audio Em -
pot ue  Wausau 'ciund World
WV Barbourville. Becidey, CherleMen: Pied
P  Clarksburg  L V sal Concepts  Hunt -
melon ,  Piedmont: Sound Gallo,. 
Wheeling
WY Cheyenne , unlimited  Gillette
Sheridan . . Leary

Polk Rudio
The Speaker Specialists a)

14:IA11, NIART
AN EXCLUSIVE MEDIUM FOR ALL RETAILERS

OF AUDIO AND VIDEO EQUIPMENT
The STEREO REVIEW Retail Mart is an ideal forum to reach interested audio/video enthusiasts
who are active buyers themselves, and who advise others on stereo and video purchases.
The Retail Man is an exclusive section designed to showcase your advertising in STEREO
REVIEW, and since the manufacturers of many of the brands you sell consistently odvertise in
STEREO REVIEW, your impact is even greater!

CALL US TODAY TO PLACE YOUR AD
IN THE STEREO REVIEW RETAIL MART . . .

AND MAKE STEREO REVIEW READERS YOUR CUSTOMERS!
(800) 445-6066



STEREO REVIEW

CLASSIFIED
FOR MORE ADVERTISING INFORMATION CALL 1-800-445-6066

FOR SALE

LOW PRICES -HIGH END EOUIPMENT: Carver, Nakamichi.
Infinity, Hefter, Luxman, ADS, MK, Bose, Onkyo, Proton,
Phillips and much more, (414) 725-4431

ARE YOU INTERESTED in (Duality Preowned Audio Equip-
ment? Subscribe to The Sound Trek," published 6 , annually,
your listings of items for sale or wanted. $10 yr. Call or write:
Play it Again Sam. 12611-R Madison Avenue. Lakewood. Ohio
44107, (216) 228-0040. MC VISA.

HIGH -END, LOW PRICES. ADSBANG 8 OLUFSEN
CARVERDBXDENONH KNAKAMICHI AND MANY
MORE, FULL MANUFACTURERS WARRANTY. TECH ELEC-
TRONICS SYSTEMS. SINCE 1981. GAINESVILLE. FL. (904)
730-3885.

ATTENTION
DENON CUSTOMERS

Not everyone offer ing Denon
products for sale is an authorized
Denon dealer. This has great
significance to you as a potential
Denon customer.

Denon America's warranty applies
to the original purchase only. Denon
products sold by non -authorized
dealers are not covered under our
warranty.

Additionally, some of this equipment
may have been designed for foreign
markets and therefore will not meet
Denon America's specifications.

So look for the Authorized Denon
Dealer Sticker before you buy.

To find your nearest
AUTHORIZED Denon Dealer call:

1-201-575-7810 (9:00am - 5:00pm EST)

WE SELL SECOND HAND high quality audio -video with mon-
ey back guarantee, Send your name and address for FREE
monthly inventory. Ross Stereo, 2423 Morena Blvd. San Diego.
CA 92110. (619) 275-3632.

THE MINI AD WITH MAXI SAVINGS

S.II.H. 13 \TElel'ItINI3N
1678 - 53rd 51, BRYN, NY 11204  MON-FRI 8-7, SUN 9-6

CALL 1 -800-451 -5851 / IN NYC 718 438-1027
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CASH FOR ALL TYPES of used Stereo equipment. We buy by
phone. THE STEREO TRADING OUTLET. 320 Old York Rd.,
Jenkintown, PA 19046. (215) 886-1650.

ADS., NAKAMICHI, CARVER, BANG
OLUFSEN, REVOX, B&W, KEF, HARMON/
KARDON, N.A.D., LUXMAN, HAFLER, TAND-
BERG, ADCOM, DENON, KLIPSCH, YAMAHA.
D.B.X., INFINITY, J.B.L. AND OTHER QUALI-
TY COMPONENTS. BEST PRICES -LIVE PRO-
FESSIONAL CONSULTATION WEEKDAYS -
AUTOMATED PRICING AND INFORMATION
AVAILABLE 24 HOURS. ALL PRODUCTS COV-
ERED BY MANUFACTURER'S U.S.A. WAR-
RANTY. AMERISOUND SALES INC., EAST:
(904) 262-4000 WEST: (818) 243-1168.

NOW YOU DON'T
NEED TO BUY
NEW SPEAKERS
FOR YOUR
STEREO TV, AND...

W. DUNI NEED
TO RUN YOUR
STEREO TV
THROUGE YOUR
STEREO SYSTEM

ALL YOU NEED IS
Nei - THE SI-2!

Siton
.ompletely automatic speaker switch

that . 1. connect your stereo TV and stereo
-ystern to your existing pair of hi-fi speakers. You
bait need to buy a separate pair of speakers for your

and you don't need to run your TV through your
,tereo's auxiliary input. The SI-2 will automaticalls
detect which component is trying to run the speaker
and lock the ether out, thus preventing any damage

either stereo component or the speakers. The SI.2
easily instal.ed and its compact design allows it e.

be hidden behind the stereo system to provide year'
of reliable use. Call today to order or for the nam.
of your meal dialer

SI-2 1120 watts max.) $49.95
SI-3 1900 watts max.) $69.95
R.F. Engineering, Inc.

9215 Lowell Blvd.
Weaminster, CO 80030

call collect MOM 4304281

WHUUSALE
To order -Call: 615 244-6121

Audio -Video - Car Stereo
Telephone - Radar Detector

Accessory - Audio -Video Tape
At Low Discount Prices

 AIWA  Minolta
 A KG  MT X
 Advent  Panasonic
 Bose  Phase Linear
 Blaupunkt  Pioneer
 Bazooka  Sherwood
 Cerwin Veg,I  Sony
 Cobra  Soundstream
 Denon  Technics

 Toshiba
risen  Linden
 n wood  Whistler
i con  Yamaha & More

CALL FOR PRICES & MODELS
HRS Mon -Sat 9 AAA -6 PM Central -Prices Subtect to change-
PrCeS exclude shipping -Not responsible for typographical
errors Visa MasterCard and COD accepted - Write Direct
A&S Wholesale 808 Harpeth Trace Place Nashiiiie TN 37221

m-6,6,676.16-

FOCUS
Electronics

- PIONEER HEW -
P0m. 7 IC LOW
PDM eiC LOW
PENA 5'C LOW
1/3.4-4,C LOW
POT.503 LOW
1/01-403 LOW
PD7300. LOW
PD.6300 LOW
P0-4350. LOW

- /VC NEW -
X12.611 LOW
XL1-411 LOW
XL/A700 LOW
ASAA401 LOW
XLA4301. LOW
X141.211 LOW
%L4311 LOW

- /44/411AVOX -
000.473 229.95
CD6472 155.95
CD0484 219 95
CD6486 25705
CEA474 LOW

- DENON -
DCD-610 249 95
DCI31400 38995
DCD4500 II 489.95
DCD.1700 58995

- YAMAHA -
CD0-410 23995
CD3050 449.95
CDC -610 479.95

MIZZIIEIMM

- ORDERS -
1 -bob -223-3411

INFO, CUST. SERVICE
AND N.Y. ORDERS
1-74847.1-7690

- YAMAHA NEW
AVR-35 239.95
AVR.55 309 95
AVR 75 489 95
RX.900 559.95
1X-1100 699.9
earalLEZEO
- PIONEER NEW -

CTW.910 LOW
CT/14710 LOW
CTW-6008 LOW
CTW 510 LOW
CT W.300 139 95
CTS.800 LOW
CTS -605 LOW

kuctornmotcomninks
CLOSEOUT HOIUME

24 HOUAS/DAY
1-718-1154-3017
MAW SPECIAL, 11(\y

NEV DAYS

- IVC NEW -

TW 9°TTODDWW 6°501

LOW

11 LOW
LOW

TOW 301 LOW
TOW 201 LOW
TM 421 LOW
Ea 321 LOW
TDV 621 LOW

- AIWA -
A0W X 909 LOW
4,041X 808 299.95
ADW X707 199 95
ADW X 505 149 95- PIONEER NEW -

VSX 95001 LOW Apr 760 LOW

VSX 75035 LOW Tilt=
0v550 X 955005 LOW - YAMAHA -

v0s1x0 4.0045COS LOW A X 500
LOW 229 95

279.95

vSX 3300
LOW 179 95

SX 2300 LOWL

O
XWC i000 899.95

CX 800 519 95
1VC NEW - CX 600 359.95

LOW 440.1000 879 95
10.601..119 CO PAX 800 629 95
RX 701

R X 401

LOW MX 600 429 95
RX 501 PALOW MX .55 469 95

219.95
1x301

LLOOWW DX151,330005

LOW

HI IND SPEAKERS
- 007a ACOVSTICS -

P93 LOW
P55 LOW
PS -6 LOW
PS -6V LOW
PS -80 LOW
PS -10 LOW
P530 LOW
P555 LOW
PS.LF LOW

- PINNACLE -
P112 99 95/PR
PN5 149 95/PR
PN6 199 95IPR

239 95IPIT
MON. 200 2091PIS

- WITARFDALE -
DIA III 219.951OR

- ADVENT -
MAESTRO LOW
LEGACY LOW
PROD. TOWER LOW
EASY 0 LOW
MINI LOW
SO WOOF LOW

HE AOPTIONES

- AZDEN -
0M.90 74 95
051.48 34 95
DSR88 24 95

- KOSS -
1C15200 119 95
ICK-300 CALL

CAR 57E5E0
- ALINNE -

5950 849 95
7280 379 95
7180 329 95
3530 369.95
3210 86 95

PIONEER, PiC,
TOSHIBA,

AIWA, DENON
IN STOOL AT

GREAT PRICES
ICKI.S 111C TROMKS SEORA 323 13el. Av04.4 1111004 PI 11214

moll ORDAR. '221 3911, MOOR .15 Sr 1E2M1
OADIRS 0741. 111001213414 fOR IMO CYST SIR ICI OR MY ORDERS CALL

/16,1171 7000 CLOSIOSIT 10011104 CALL 7N/4S 10 7 VISA MC 0MI1 6 COD
ACCEPTED IA DAY REIVILM POLICY ALL uMIIS ARE MAPPED MEW ITEMS MAT ARE
ACCEPT(OAOR RETURN man N CMARGID  RESIOCAPO FIE If PACISACEMW APOOR
IDA IS MOT AS HIV WHIM REDAMWD OR If RETURNED ITER 01 DAYS SPIV MANDL

iEMLMAMCI All AAAAA AND MCMAREFUNDANE MOT ILISIONSOLE FOR TYPOS
FAKES APO AVAILAMLIEY NANCE 10 CHANGE 1/11001.0 MOTPCI ALL PRICE5114 DRS
AD ARE 1011 Mul 05081 ONLY

THE BEST RECORD RACK IN AMERICA. Stackable, porta-
ble. oak units hold LP's. CDs and tapes. Free Mailorder Bro-
chure. (pease mention Stereo Review). Per Madsen Design:
(415) 928-4509. P.O. Box 330101, San Francisco. CA 94133.

tereo=© NOWxpress= (6191 578 9630

CALL FOR PRICE
FAST & FRIENDLY SERVICE

Meat Orders Shipped Within 48 Hours
HOME AUDIO

YAMAHA. ADS, ROSE, HAFLER. HARMAN KARMAN
INFINITY. AR. SONY. DBX...H3L., NC, AMA.

TECHNICS, TEAC. SAE, ADCOM,
STAR, AUDIO SOURCE.

PIONEER. MAGNAVOX AND MANY MORE

CAR AUDIO
ADS. ALPINE.I3LAUPUNKT CONCORD. SONY
KENWOOD, PIONEER. CLIFFORD. TECHNICS

VIDEO
SONY JVC, RCA, PANASONIC. ZENITH. GE. MITSUBISHI

7115 Silnirlon Ake. it 303, San CBgo, CA 02120

TANDBERG/TANDBERG/TANDBERG.
CLOSE OUTS/ALL MODELS. Lowest prices,
factory authorized warranty. Call THE
SOUND APPROACH, 6067 Jericho Turnpike,
Commack. (516) 499-7680.
CIZEK IS BACK, BRAND NEW DESIGNER SERIES SPEAK-
ER SYSTEMS. Features new innovations including patent-
ed crossover network. Repair, modify 8 upgrade old Cizek
speaker systems. HTA INC.. 1611 Crenshaw, Torrance, CA
90501, Suite 142, Dept. SR1289. Phone (213) 539-2469 Voice
Box 300.



RELIABLEV

AUDIO/
IDEO

1-800-525-9922  U S A SALES
JVC AUDIO

CALL
XLZ1010 429
TDV1010 429
XPA1010 719
AXZ1010 719

FX1010 289
RX901 579
RX801 379
RX701 319
RX501 269
XLM701 349

XLM401 239
XLZ611 299

XLG512 339
TDV711 379
TDV621 329
TDW901 309
TDW801 245
TDW501 199

HARMON
KARDON

HK990 749
HK880 509
TV920 289
HD7600 395

TD302 329
HK645 329
HK6900 819
CITATION23 449
HK440 259

BOSE
AM5 CALL
SE5 CALL
10.2

62
42
22
901

101

STOCK
STOCK
STOCK
STOCK
STOCK

149

JVC VIDEO
HRS8000 859
HRS5000 649
HRD840 459
GRS77 1099

ADVENT
MAESTRO 449
LEGACY 299
PRODIGY 235
TOWERS 235
BABY2 139

ik/OuT0008 129

CANON
CAMCORDERS

460
440
660
640
80

1349

1049
1229
1069

799

SONY VCR
SLV757 739

SLV555 499
SLHF870D 739
EVS800 999

SONY
CAMCORDER

CCDSP7 1139

CCDF35 749

CCDF50 875
CCDF70 949
CCDTR5 999

SONY AUDIO
STRAV900 319
STRAV1000 469
CDPC700 285

CDPC900 309
STRAV2010D719
STRAV1010 469

CERWIN VEGA
D 1 H 179

D2H 229
D3H 329
D9H 519

SW 126 CALL

PIONEER JBL PANASONIC
VSX9300S 549 L1007130 CALL CAMCORDERS
VSX9500S 649 L801130 CALL PANPVS575 1629
VSX7500S 549 L6OTBO CALL PANPVS565 1729
VSX5500S 449 L2OTBO CALL PANPVS550 1469
VSX5400 399 ACOUSTIC RSROI PANPVS540 1269

VSX4500S 379 PROTON CALL PANPV530 1269
VSX4400 349 TECHNICS CALL PANPV520 1039
PDM710 399 MARANTZ CALL PANPVS160 1199
PDM610 289 INFINITY PANPVS140 1089

PD7300 339 KAPPA9 CALL PANPV4990 1229

PDT503 209 KAPPA8 CALL PANPV4980 679

CTW91OR 399 KAPPA? CALL RCACC320 WRESLE

CTW71OR 279 KAPPA6 CALL RCACC360 wutisLE

CTS705 299 KAPPA5 279 RCACC.310 WIllESLE

CTS605 239 RS6001 CALL
SP700D 435 RS5001 CALL QUASAR
CLD3070 849 RS4001 CALL CAMCORDERS
CLD2070 679 RS3001 CALL VM25 899

CLD1070 429 R52001 CALL VM27 1119

LD870 359 SM150 265 VM29 919
PROLINE CALL SM120 149 VM34 879

BUY AT MORE PRICES!. s YEAR WARRANTY 161111116 LP
AI lea Inapt% literwlswor's U.S.A Emmy I sr new Semite Wet wle poky

ary.0 0 13. checks, I EXerwer Card Ewan Ile sae wit wage al NM
RELIABLE AUDIO/VIDEO

933 CONEY ISLAND AVE, B'KLYN, NY 11233

BUY/SELL IN THE MONTHLY AUDIONIDEO TRADER. $15/
YR, SAMPLE $1 I SASE. FREE ADS! 330 S. MAIN, WAKE
FOREST, NC 27587

GAS EQUIPMENT OWNERS: Since 1977 we have provided
expert service on GAS equipment, from repairs to complete
rebuilds. One year guarantee. GASWORKS 5563 Kendall
Street, Boise. Idaho 83 706 (208) 323-0861

Wholesale Connection
718 997-6644To order -Call:

CD PLAYER
Pioneer PDM710 1439

P0111610 329
Technics SLPC20 249

SLP777 379
SLP555 289

JVC %Lail 319
XL2411 219
XLM701 379
XLM401 269

Yamaha C DX820 489
C DX720 339
Co0520 269
C DC500 399

Sony C DP470 189
COP 670 229
CDPC 500 259
CDPC 700 Call
CDPC 900 149

Denon DC 0810 329
0C13610 269

Kenwood DP7010 349
DP3010 229
OPM6010 349

RECEIVERS
Pioneer 4509300 599

0507300 499
Technics SAR530 469

SARA?? 369
SAR377 279

JVC 110901 629
110801 419
90701 349

Yamaha R0830 489
RX730 419
RX530 329

Denon DRA1325 639
DRA625 429

Sony STRAV1010 499
STRAV910 349
STRAV710 Call

Keinerood KR118010 459
67106010 289
KRA5010 239

TAPE DECK
Pioneer CTW710R 1309

CTW600R 249
Technics RSTR355 249

9S111255 169
JVC 700711 399

100621 339
TOW601 259

AIWA ADF780 339
A13040 159
ADWX707 229

Yamaha KX1100 469
KX5130 319
10(9430 269
K %WW2 349

Sony TCWR810 359
TCWR710 269

ICRX410 179

HOME SPEAKER
Par Pair

Advent Maestro 459
Legacy 339
Prodigytow r 239
Baby II 149

Bose 10.2 Call
61 429
4.2 339
Z2 189
101 159

TURNTABLE
Technics SL1200MKII 359

VCR
JVC SIRS8000 979

HRD850 Call
NR0620 349

Panasonic P04970 699
P04960 489

CAMCORDER
JVC GR60 Cell

GF500 Call
Panasonic PV520 Call

PV530 Cell
P95550 Call

CAR STEREO
Kenwood KRC676 395

KRC555 319
KRC4003 264

JVC KSRX4400 299
651103300 239
IC011490 179

Blaupunkt Seattle 159
Denver 199
San Diego 179
Portland 264

Sound Stream TC308 509
TC306 419
TC303 329p.n., DCR5220 259
DCR5520 499
DCR5370 334

Jensen SJS8000 199
SJS9000 229

AIWA C103600 199
CTX4500 269
CTX5400 319

Concord CX30 289
0040 249
CX50 289

CAR AMP
Car Amp & Speaker Call
All Modal A Brand Call

RADAR DETECTOR
Whistler Specirum III 239

Spectnim II 189
Cobra 903170 174

R03120 99

HRS. Mon -Sat 10 AM -5 PM EST
exclude shipping & handling. Not
errors MasterCard. Visa and C.O.D.

Wholesale Connection 63-48

Prices subject to change. Prices
responsible for typographical

accepted. Write To:

108th St. Forest Hills, NY 11375

AUTHORIZED

ORDER TOLL -FREE 1(800) 222-3465. DIS-
COUNTS! AR * AUDIOQUEST ° BOSE * B&K *
GRADO * HARMAN KARDON  JBL * LAST *
LIVEWIRE * MONSTER CABLE * NITTY-
GRITTY  SONY ° STAX * STRAIGHTWIRE
PLUS MORE. HCM AUDIO, 1015 MANGROVE,
CHICO, CA 95926. (916) 345-1341.
LOUDSPEAKER COMPONENTS-KITS. Eton. Dynaudio, Fo-
cal, Eclipse. Catalog $1. Meniscus, 2442 28th St. S.W. Wyo-
ming, Ml 49509. (616) 534-9121.

AUTHORIZED

LOWEST PRICES
On over 150 brands
Car - Home - Video

For Specials List -800.233-8375
Audio Unlimited

HIGH QUALITY BRANDS-Car, Home, Video including eso-
teric. Audio Unlimited, 1203D Adams Ave.. La Grande. Oregon
9 7850. (503) 963-5731.

High -end and hard -to -find audio components.
Low, low prices! AUDIO AMERICA (Virginia).
Call 1-703-745-2223.
LOW PRICES!! Yamaha, Denon, Carver, Adcom, Boston
Acoustics, Luxman, Rafter, A DDS. MK. KEF. Onkyo, Proton,
Bose, Snell, DCM, M8K, P.S. Audio, Nakamichi 8 others!!
SOUND ADVICE (414) 727-0071.

SERIOUS
AUDIOPHILES

DESERVE
SERIOUS
SERVICE.

And that's what you'll get
at Reference Audio Sys -

Wt: offer the hest
in high -end audio and
the hest in friendly ser-
vice by, our knowledge-
able staff. From the latest
CD player to a classic
mega -watt amplifier,
you'll like our surprising-
ly affordable prices and
fast shipping.

-01
3
EVUA

HAt .

ONKYO  JSE  c
OUR  Pb"
AHLOUIS7
;IJOI0OUE,`:

4COUSTAT
.1CM  OHM  St
°HILIPS  01S7
MOD SQUAD 
SUPERPHON
CAMBRIDGE  K
FOSGATE  EMIN
MAGNAVOX- OB
THORENS  NITT
CELESIKIN - RON
STAX  AUDIOPRO

RaFerance
Audio Systems

Call Us... (213) 719-1500

Member Better Business Bureau
18214 Dalton Ave, Dept. D,Gardena, CA 90248

Hours: M -F 9 to 6, Sat. 9 to 1 Pacific Time

. , v/t3 ,

ik
, LSO AVAILABLE

dEllailln
dbx 1 BX-DS

Dynamic -Range Controller
dbx 120X -DS

Subharmonic Synthesizer
- SPEAKERS FROM dbx

CALL FOR PRICE

SUPER VHS -
MITSUBISHI HSU71 S -VHS MTS HI -Fl

JVC HRS8000U Too -Of -The -Line
"Best Made"

TOSHIBA SV930 4 -HEAD S -VHS DIGITAL
and many more ..

IIMIIIIIIIMI
r ."--7--D CALL FOR PRICE

SHARP QTCD25
AM/FM/CASSETTE/CD
JVC PCX300 PORTABLE

,

TERK FM
ANTENNAS

PI 9600
FM8500

PROTON CLEARLY THE BEST

440 D4CITAL SoundTUNER

1100 STEREO ©MT
PREAMPLIFIER

01200 STEREO
POWER AMPUFIFR PROTON 01-2911S

RECEIVER/MONITOR
THE SYSTEM

I
NOTHING ELSE COMES REMOTELY CLOSE

- -..
-_ , /

"Special" Call
FAX

MURATA M1600
AVAILABLE: SHARP,

PANASONIC, MURATA

*Available in 220 volts

e.:: _

's ,....r.,:.
MINOLTA 881
8mm - 8X zoom

MAO FOCUS - 4 Lux

SHARP VLL8OU
Flying Erase Heads

SPECIAL PRICE

JVC, OLYMPUS, GE,

CANON, RCA, PHILIPS

ALL MODELS

AVAILABLE

THE FINES. IN HOME
AUDIO CAR STEREO
& VIDEO EQUIPMENT

-AMIE -DOM PROTON

ADS -WIRER WXPoWl

ADVENT -WARTY SAE

AKG KENW000 SAMSUI

.AUEC LANSING  KOH  SONANCE

-AUDIO SOURCE MTSUI35H -SOW

-AUDIO CONTROL -MONSTER CABLE -SOUND CRAFTSNEN

-BANG F. OLUFSEN -PARADIGM -SOUNDS-MEW

 CARVER ONKYO  STAX

-CERAM VEGA -ORION -TOSHIBA

CWD -Rips -TRIAD

OCM RNNACLE YAMPMA

 D8x  MIK (Carl

Sound gTEM
Meadtown Shopping

Kinnelon,
(201) 838-3444

n2.-':;-4'
Center

NJ. 07405

--1, illF :61 -LLD- -.7-741 OD i

Some brand names not available mail order



"STEREO WORLD" IS YOUR DISCOUNT MAILORDER
SOURCE WITH SUPER DEALS ON HOME AND CAR STE-
REO LINES INCLUDING: KENWOOD, TECHNICS, FOS-
GATE. PANASONIC, JVC, SONY. PYLE, PIONEER. SHER-
WOOD, HI-FONICS. BLAUPUNKT. ALPINE, ADVENT, AND
MANY OTHERS. CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG.
FREE UPS IN 48 STATES, 10AM-6PM MON-FRI: WEDNES-
DAY TIL 6:30PM VISA MC; COD EXTRA, CELEBRATING
OUR 3RD YEAR:* P.O. BOX 596. MONROE. NY 10050. (914)
782-8044.

HIGH -END LOUDSPEAKER systems, speaker kits and the
wdest selection of raw drivers from the worlds finest
manufacturers. For beginners and audiophiles. Free catalog.
A&S SPEAKERS. 3170 23rd St.. San Francisco. CA 94110.
3(415) 641-4573

otwo 4111 audio-technica

YOUR SEARCH IS OVER!
MUM

- ."111111dinek -
We specialize in hard to find
phono cartridges and orig-
inal replacement styli.

(800) 221-0906
CALL TOLL.FREE FOR
FREE PRICE QUOTES
AND VISAJAC ORDERS
N Y STATE ISIN S40%1112

SEND SELF ADDRESSED
STAMPED ENVELOPE FOR
OUR FREE CATALOG.

VI5.4

LYLE CARTRIDGES
Dept. SR. Box 158

Valley Stream, N.Y. 11582

Phones Open Mon Sat 9 am -8 pm
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X
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ortoron SIRPR,E %Lys 1( )11

CALL US
LAST

WE WILL

BEAT ANY PRICE
PRINTED IN THIS MAGAZINE ON

AUDIO & CAR STEREO

The SOUND Approach
6067 Jericho Tpke Commack, NY 11725
FAST DELIVERY
FULL WARRANTY (516) 499-7680

SINGERS!
REMOVE

FROM RECORDS

# ,tiN
LA.4,,,

,

VOCALS
AND CDs!

Aer.

r1N
+y

iliya
1

.o.

........._..,., TTT -7-'7--ft C i ff' -- ',, . ', '

SING WITH THE WORLD'S BEST BANDS!
An Unlimited supply of Backgrounds from standaid

stereo records! Record with your voice or perform live
with the backgrounds. Used in Professional Performance
}et connects easily to a home component stereo. This
tnigue product is manufactured and sold Exclusively by
LT Sound - Not sold through dealers. Call or wrfte for a
Free Brochure and Demo Record.
LT Sound, Dept.SR- 3,7980 LT Parkway
Lithonia, GA 30058 (404)482-4724
Manufactured and Sold Exclusively by, LT Sound
24 HOUR PHONE DEMO LINE: /4041482-2485

PHILIPS, AUDAX. PEERLESS. FOCAL. AND DYNAUDIO
LOUDSPEAKERS in stock with good prices and competent
services. Crossover components also. MADISOUND SPEAK-
ER COMPONENTS, 8608 University Green. Box 4283. Mad-
ison, WI 53711. (608) 831-3433.

SAVE 40% ON HIGH -END home speakers,
subwoofers, amplifiers. FREE CATALOG!
RTRD, 3021 Sangamon Ave., Springfield, IL
62702. (2171529-8793.
CABLE IV CONVERTERS DESCRAMBLERS Guaranteed
lowest prices in U.S.. Jerrold. Hamlin. Zenith -many others!
Lowest dealer prices! Orders shipped within 24 hours!
MasterCard-Visa-C.O.D. accepted. Free catalog -call
(800) 345-8927 only! Pacific Cable Co., Inc., 7325 1 2 Reseda
Blvd., 1356, Reseca, CA 91335. All other information. call (818)
716-5914.

EXPERIENCED, FRIENDLY ADVICE! AUDIRE, PS, CWD,
STAX. KINERGETICS. THORENS. MIRAGE. GRADO,
FRIED, MONSTER CABLE. QUAD. SPICA. STRAIGHT -
WIRE, more. Immediate. FREE Shipping! READ BROTH-
ERS STEREO. 593-B King Street, Charleston, South Caro-
lina 29403. (803) 723-7276.

CALL TOLL FREE! 1(800) 826-0520.
ONKYO * DAN * HARMAN KARDON *
PROTON * AUDIO CONTROL * CITATION
* JBL * LEXICON * HAFLER * M&K * STAX
* CELESTION * KINERGETICS * NITTY
GRITTY * PROAC * DAHLOUIST * BELLES
* dbx * FRIED * ORACLE * THORENS * CWD
* THORENS * MONSTER CABLE * DCM
* GRADO * NILES * SOUND SELLER, 1706
MAIN ST., MARINETTE, WI 54143. FAX
#(715) 735-5838, PHONE (715) 735-9002.
WE SELL MORE HIGH PERFORMANCE SPEAKER KITS
than anyone in the U.S. FREE CATALOG. 1 (800) 346-9183.
AUDIO CONCEPTS Dept. A. 901 S. 4th St.. LaCrosse. WI
54601

NEW AND IMPROVED EARS BY

SERIOUS
$24."INF

457
fqps

MONEY

CAN BUY

Great GIT
Wear

Serious
Listeners
AT HOME

CONCERT,
THEATER

LECTURE
THE ORIGINAL LISTENING ENHANCEMENT TOOL
We guarantee you .11 hear the deerence,

Send check or money order for $24.95 to:

Serious Listeners P.O. Box 565 Burlingame, CA 94011
Phone Orders: 800-326-1201 Dealer inquiries welcome

14/p,?oves

CLARITY

FOCUS

gyn1MAC
cONV;61

Cluabty
leather

RECORDS

RECORD COLLECTORS' SUPPLIES. REPLACEMENT
JACKETS. inner sleeves, 78 RPM sleeves. CLD boxes. etc.
COMPLETE CATALOG. Cabco. Box 8212. Room 640. Co-
lumbus. Ohio 43201.

A.S.O. SOUNDTRACKS O.C. DISCOUNT PRICES. QUALITY
GUARANTEED. FAST DEPENDABLE SERVICE. SEND FOR
FREE MONTHLY CATALOG: A.S.Q. DEPT. A. P.O. BOX 404,
SEELYVILLE, IN 47878. (812) 299-4154.

FREE RECORD. CASSETTE AND COMPACT DISC CATA-
LOG: Features a tremendous selection of remaindered LP new
releases at discount prices. Many imports and smaller labels
offered. Prompt delivery. Rose Records. Dept. SR, 214 SO.
Wabash Avenue. Chicago. IL 60604.

GA
Rare Records Ltd.

tt. buc and sell

LP vinyl records
Over 11)0.11(10 titles in stock

139 Wes! 72nd Street
Nct. L. N 101123

212 877-5020

COMPACT DISCS

OVER 8000 USED CDs. $5.99 to $9.99. Buy Sell, 5th Year.
Shipping $2.50 UPS. Visa MC. Send $2 for sample of monthly
24 page catalog. Audio House CD Club. 4304 Brayan. Swartz
Creek. Michigan 48473. (3131 655-8639.

COMPACT DISCS -At tow warehouse prices. Now in our 5th
year. CATALOG: Send $2.00. OZ ENTERTAINMENT, 1575 P
Highway 29, Lawrenceville, GA 30244.

LOW COMPACT DISC prices- Schwann CD and COLOR
CATALOGS $7.00 -Mini -Catalogs $2.00-DUWARS. P.O.
Box 6662-D. Greenville, SC 29606.

LIKE -NEW CD'S $4.65. UP. We pay you up to $7.00! FREE
STOCKLIST: CCM. 1105 Webster. Sandy. Utah 84094-3151.
(801) 571-9767.

WE'VE SLIPPED OUR DISC PRICES TO FIT YOUR BUDGET,
PRICES START AT $8.99! WRITE: LASER LOCKER. BOX
8611. SOMERVILLE, NJ 08876.

SAVE MONEY ON NEW CD's. Free Details.
WILBUR TANSTAAFL COMPANY, Box 308D,
Middlefield, CT 06455-0308.
CD -BINDER and other compact disc storage solutions. Call
1-800-992-8262 or write for FREE CATALOG. Univenture. Inc..
Dept. SR. Box 570. Dublin, Ohio 43017.

WANTED: WE BUY USED CD'S AND LASERDISCS. DISC:
1187-D SARATOGA-SUNNYVALE RD.. SAN JOSE. CA.
95129. (408) 257-3402.

COMPACT DISC CENTER
P 0 Box 616S. Chlton Park NY 12065

CALL 15181 383-4855
FAX 15181 383-4857

STARTING DISCS AT $7.00
Quantity Discount Pricing
$3 00 Cont U S Shipping

FREE CATALOGUE

CD -SINGLES. CD-EP'S CD PICTURE DISCS-EP'S AND
RARE CD'S. For catalog call (305) 594-1811. Music Service.
P.O. Box 561751, Miami, FL 33256-1751.

CD TRADE NETWORK, 93/DISC, WRITE: COMPACT DISC
EXCHANGE. 1006 NOE STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CA
94114.

COMPACT DISC PRICES STARTING AT $5.99. SEND $1
FOR CATALOG, REFUNDABLE WITH ORDER. HARRIS
HOUSE OF MUSIC. BOX 388759. DEPT. SR. CHICAGO. IL
60638

THOUSANDS OF EUROPEAN CD's available in USA plus
many more. Send Si (refundable) for listing newsletter to:
COMPACT DISC INTERNATIONAL P.O. BOX 8561-F; Deer-
field Beach, Florida 33443-8561 or call (305) 481-8817.

ARCHITECTURALLY DESIGNED CLASSICAL STYLE CD
CABINETS. hand -made of solid oak. FREE brochure. ZEAL
HARDWOOD DESIGN CO.. Dept. SR11. 4 Benjamin Road.
Lexington, MA 02173. (617) 861-1705.

NEW AGE ELECTRONIC MUSIC COMPACT DISCS. Catalog
S2. LASER HOUSE, Dept -198. P.O. Box 71005. Madison
Heights. MI 48071-0005.

TAPES

3.0 SNIPPING ANY SIZE ORDER. UPS 1-800-245-60:10
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000'243-6000
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TEN 111.2EX 1800 REELS -USED ONCE, $25.00 Sample:
$2.50. Also: New MAXELL Reels Cassettes. AUDIO
TAPES, Box 9584-A, Alexandria, VA 22304. (703) 370-5555
VISA MC.

LASER VIDEO DISCS

COMPACT DISCS & LASER VIDEO DISCS. Huge inventory,
domestic & import. Lowest prices' Used disc trade-ins. Pioneer
Laserdisc Players in stock. FREE catalog. SIGHT & SOUND.
1275 Main Street, Waltham, MA 02154 (617) 894-8633.
Fax: (617) 894-9329.

FOR INVENTORS

INVENTORS' Can you patent and profit from your idea? Call
AMERICAN INVENTORS CORPORATION for free
information. Over a decade of service 1(800) 338-5656. In
Canada call (413) 568-3753.

INVENTIONS WANTED

A NEW IDEA? Call NATIONAL IDEA CENTER of Washington
D.C. FREE INFORMATION -1(800) 247-6600, Ext. 150.
Come see THE INVENTION STORE!!

INVENTIONS NEW PRODUCTS IDEAS WANTED: Call TLCI
for free nformation 1-800-468-7200. 24 hours day -USA
CANADA.



BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

MAILORDER OPPORTUNITY! Start profitable home business
without experience or capital. Information Free. Mail Order
Associates, Inc., Dept. 527, Montvale, NJ 07645.

WEALTH! Millionaires teach you how to attain it! Send only $10
for this proven guide! IV Productions, 10701-d 45th Everett, Wa
98208.

MOVIE FILM VIDEO TAPE

CABLE TV Converters. Jerrold, Oak, Scientific Atlanta. Zenith,
and many others. "New" MTS Stereo Add -On: Mute & Vol..
Ideal for 400 and 450 owners! Visa, Mastercard. American
Express. B&B Inc., 4030 Beau -D -Rue Drive. Eagan, MN
55122. 1(800) 826-7623.

CABLE TV CONVERTER BARGAIN HEADQUARTERS. ZE-
NITH, TOCOM, JERROLD, HAMLIN, OAK, SCIENTIFIC AT-
LANTA, ETC. VISA/MC/COD CALL (800) 327-8544.

CABLE TV WIRELESS REMOTE CONVERTERS
DESCRAMBLERS. SALEUSE REGULATED BY FEDERAL
LAW. T.J. SERVICES. (313) 979-8356.

INSTRUCTION

FREE CATALOG. Institute of Audio/Video En-
gineering. 1831 Hyperion (SR), Hollywood,
CA 90027. RECORDING SCHOOL. (800)
551-8877, (213) 666-2380. Approved for In-
ternational Students. Member of NATTS.

SERVICES

SPEAKER REPAIR. 4" to 18" speakers reconed. Orban Audio,
119 7th St. N.W., North Canton, OH 44720. (216) 497-9932.
6pm - 9pm EST.

MISCELLANEOUS

TERMPAPER assistance. 15,278 papers available! 306 -page
catalog-rush $2.00. Research, 11322 Idaho 206SX, Los An-
geles 90025. TOLL FREE HOTLINE: (8001 351-0222 (Califor-
nia: (213) 477-8226).

WATCH REPLICAS! LOWEST PRICES GUARANTEED! NA-
TIONWIDE! Warranty! Exact weight & color! 18KT Goldplated!
CALL (404) 963-3USA.

CLASSICAL MUSIC LOVERS' EXCHANGE ' . Nationwide link
between unattached music lovers. Write CMLE, Box 31. Pel-
ham, NY 10803.

CONFISCATED CARS, trucks. boats. 4 wheelers. mo-
torhomes, by FBI. IRS. DEA. Available in your area now. Call
(805) 682-7555 Ext. C-1005.

RETAIL MART

WE HAVE THE FINEST SHOWROOM in our area with the best
selection of audio video components available. We represent
Adcom, Infinity. Thorens, NAD, Polk. Yamaha, Canton.
Luxman, Klipsch. SONY ES, and more. CONTINENTAL
SOUND, 98-77 Queens Blvd., Forest Hills, NY 11375. (718)
459-7507.

AUDIO BEST, LA, ORANGE, SAN BERNARDINO, CALIFOR-
NIA. BEST SOUNDING EQUIPMENT AND BEST PRICES
DEMONSTRATIONS. (714) 861-5413.

CAR STEREO

CAR STEREO SALE

B. J. AUDIO
 ALPINE ADS
 BOSTON ACOUSTICS COUSTIC
 ORION BAZOOKA
 POLK AUDIO  INFINITY
,ROCKFORD FOSGATE CARVER
KENWOOD PYLE
 HARMAN/KARDON DENON
 SOUNDSTREAM SONY
.NAKAMICHI 'YAMAHA

CALL (513) 662-3351
3230 VITTMER AVE.

CINCINNATI, OH 45238

HELP WANTED

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! Assemble Products At
Home. Call for Info. 504-641-8003. Ext. 9542.

 Prices subject to
change

 Prices exclude
shipping charges

 Not responsible tor
typographical errors

FOR FASTEST (212) 684-6363 (212) 684-8046
SERVICE CALL °FAX

HOURS: MONDAY -FRIDAY, 9AM-7PM EST  SATURDAY LOAM-5PM
or Write Direct: 2 PARK AVENUE, DEPT. 15, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10016

We sell authorized U.S. branded merchandise and parallel imports. All products covered by manufacturer's warranty or New York
Wholesaler's exclusive limited warranty. Manufacturer's rebates may not apply. Ask for full details at the time of purchase.

CD PLAYERS
YAMAHA

CDC500
CDC610
CDX420
CDX520
CDX720
CDX820
CDX920
COX1120

DENON
DCD520
DCD620
DCD820
DCD920
DCM555II
DCM777
DCD1420
DCD1520
DCD3520

SONY
CDP270
CDP470
CDP670
CDP770
CDP970
CDP500
COP400
CDP900

PIONEER
CLD1070
CLD3070
POM710
POM610
PDM510
PDM410
PD7100
P01503
P04100

5325
5340
5100
5170
5300

NAD

JVC

429
469
239
279
329
369
589
989

189
249
329
389
469
649
489

1264949

159
189
229
289
399
269
239
349

449
889
439
329
269
239
399
219
169

249
329
419
589
759

XLZ1010 Call
XLZ611 329
XLZ411 229
XLV311 189
XLV211 169

XLM901 Call
XLM701 409
XLM301 249
XLM401 279

MAGNAVOX
008486 269
'013482 169
LOB480 139

CDB582 199

MIEIMMEGB=
YAMAHA

40330
RX530
RX730
RX830
40930
801130

NAKAMICHI
MA

'A2A
;A3A
IA4A

DENON
DRA325
DRA425
DRA625
DRA825
DRA1025

SONY
STRAV1010
STRAV910
STRAV710
STRAV310
STRAV210

JVC
40301
4X401
40501
FIX701
RX801
RX901
401010

PIONEER
AS9500S
vSX7500S
VSX5500S
VSX3300
VSX33005
SX2300

NAD
7225
7240
7100
7600
7400

239
329
399
489
699
949

299
469
679

1049

279
359
439
649
749

LOUDSPEAKERS AMPS 8 TUNERS CAR STEREOS CAR STEREOS
ADVENT

MAESTRO 469
LEGACY 349
PRODIGY 249
PRODIGYII 249
BABY 159

MINI/SUB 139 ea
Outdoor 149

AR
PARTNERS 259
ROCK PARTNERS 179

BOSE
101 159

121 Auto 189
Roomale II 259
901 1149

AM5 599
B&W

MATRTIX 311 1799
MATRIX 211 1179

MATRIX 111 979
DM550 329
DM560 439
DM570 519
DM580 729

CANTON
GL260 349
KARAT20 579
KARAT30 699
KARAT40 1029
KARAT60 1289
CT80 1349
CT90 1949
PLUS S 279
PLUS C 479

CELESTION
5L1251 New 1179

SL600 1499
SL6S I 729
OL10 11 629
DL8 II 389
DL6 299
DL4 II 219
Model 3 209

DAHLOUIST
903 389
905 499
907 749

DESIGN ACOUSTICS
PS10 369
PS6 189
PS8 269

MISSION
Argonaut
Freedom
Renaissance
761 New
762 New

1249
749
559

339219

CASSETTE DECKS 
KX1200

KX8R00
KX700

KX630
KX500
KXR430
KX300
KX230
KXW900
KXW602
KXW302
KXVV202

DENON
ORM400
DRM500
DRM600
DRM700
DRM800
DRM34HR
DRW750
DRR680

JVC
TDVV201
TDW301
TDW501
TDW801
TDVV901
TDX321
TOR421

179 DV21
259 TDV1010
299 NAD
349 6325
429 6340
649 6100
949 6300

AIWA
ADWX909
ADWX505
ADWX808
ADF780
ADS27
ADWX707

PIONEER
CTS605

279 CTS705
429 CTW510
629 CTW60OR

1249 CTW7TOR
899 CTW91OR

519
369
319
229
159

669
569
459
279
329
199

579

469
4

389
319
279
249
219
549
419
349
279

Call
209
269
329
399
439
329
329

139
179
229
269
349

209169

34
Cal

329189

759419

139

327949

199

259

249339

219

309
449

YAMAHA
MX600 New
MX800 New
MX1000 New
MX35
MX55
AX900
AX700
AX630
CX600 New
CX800 New
CX1000 New
TX530
TX1000
E01100
E0500
E0630
E0330
DSR100PRO
AVC50
AVC70
AVX100
DSP100

NAD
1700
2600A
2200PE
3225SPE
3240PE
3400

ADCOM
GTP400
GTP500
GFP55X
GFA535
GFA545
GFA555
GC0575

DENON
PMA920
PMA7211
PMA520
PMA1520
P0A2400
P0A6600
P0A800
PRA1200
TU800
TU550
AVC2000

429
679
949
229
479
549
399
369
359
559
949
269
449
469
249
379
149

479
439
429
559
519

679
679
529
209
329
679

299
489
449
269
429
629
489

499
389
299
749
549
549
249
369
389
Call
749

MOILMMIIM
DENON

DP59L
DP47F
DP7F

479
349
159

DUAL
CS431 139

CS450 199
CS455 229
CS505 249
CS500C 349
CS7000 Call

TECHNICS
SL1200 II 369
THORENS Call For Prices

CAR STEREOS
NAKAMICHI

RD260 New
RD360 New
RD460 New
CD760
CDC101
TD560
PA304
PA400
PA350
PA200
PA150
SP200
SP10
SP40
SP50
SP80
SP1010
SP65
EC200/EC200H

ALPINE
5903
7235
6205
6368
6392
6266
3312
3213
3501
7289
738
73905
720
7380
7269
7168
7179
5952
3321

New

New

New
New
New

New

269
Call
489

1049
769
769
389
389
359
209
199
209
149
109

199119

149ea
259

199ea

459
429
99

Cali
Call

79
229
159
69

Call
469

359
4

259289

199
299
499
219

ALPINE
3501
3523
3525
3528
6265
6394
3522
7288
7909
7903
3554

69
209
249
299
129
179

159
399
Call
549
389

SONY
CDXA30 499
CDXR77 399
XR6180 199

XR7050 259
XR7400 469
XR6380 249
XR6150 199
COXR79 449
XE8 249
XE90 149
XR7180 329
XR7280 389
XM601 149

PIONEER
6070T0R New 329
KEH9696TR 289
KEH8050 339
KEH60400R 299
KElittaibiR Call
KE3434 169
COO New 369
GMA2000 249
DEXM300/CDXM70 779

KEN WOOD
KRC2003
KRC555
KRC777 New
KRC3003
KRC676 New
KRC353
KDC82 New
KRC5003
KRC878 New
KRC959
KDC92R New
KAC820

NEWPORT
DENVER 219

PORTLAND 259

LEXINGTON 419

LOS ANGELES 369

SAN FRANCISCO 319

DALLAS 289
HIFONICS

THOR Please
GEMINI call
ODIN for
VULCAN our
EUROPA low
PLUTO low
CALLISTO prices
CYCLOPS
HERCULES

SOUNDSTREAM
SF90 269
06011 179

010011 279
020011 399
TC301 269
TC303 339
TC308 519

A40 269
SS10 299PR
SS510 249

ADS
2001
PH12
3201

3001
P010
P08
PH15
PS5
P020
5B7
5810

INFINITY
RSA120
RSOS8
RSA62K
CS2K
RSA.52K
RSA692K
RSA693K
CS1K

189
319
429
229
389
239Call MMIEMIM
289
479
649
Call
259

BOSTON
703
704-705
707
741

751
761

767
C700
C793

35
55
39

149
179

189
99

159

259

POLK SPEAKERS
6930 169

6920 149

6902 199

6920 149
MM1A 69
MM4A 189

MM10A 149

6502 189
5502 169

CONCORD CX
CX7OX New 359
CX6OX New 319
CX5OX New 279
CX4OX New 239
CX3OX New 279
CX2OX New 209
CX1OX New 159

RADAR DETECTORS

229
269
399
279
389
189
519
219
589
299
489

249
199
14

289
109
149
189
299

SNOOPER 04
SNOOPER 06
COBRA3168
COBRA3120
COBRA3170
SPECTRUM Il
SPECTRUM 3SE
BEL 876
BEL-VECTOR 3
BEL EXPRESS 3
UNIDEN RD9XL
UNIDEN RD9

Call
Call
129

99
169

175

249
129
189

229
154
11I4

Sharp Ce
Panasonic

Fe
Canon

Lates,Toshiba
Murata Price,

Panasonic
Mitsubishi
NEC lor

Novatez Latest
Mobira Price,
Oki

SONY FH808 589

SONY FH404 421,

SONY FH606 4E9

SONY FH909 629

PANASONIC
SONY D160 199

SONY D9 219

SONY D2
SONY D25
SONY 015
TOSHIBA 9437
TOSHIBA 9458

169

279
279
249
299

VIDEO RECORDERS
JVC

HRS8000
HRS5000
HRD400
HRD600
HR0620
HRD750

PANASONIC
PV2900
PV4920
PV4924
PV4960

SLVH50
SLVH70
CCDV11

CCDF70

CCDF50

SONY

AIWA

;g0,

CALL FOR

LOWEST PRICES



THE HIGH END

by Ralph Hodges

DAT:
CONS AND PROS

ANNOUNCEMENTS of the al-
most -availability of digital
audio tape (DAT) decks are

back in the news, and in-
terest in the format seems quite high
among some potential consumers.
But DAT equipment has been avail-
able to the professional recording
establishment for several years, and
the pros have acquired some idea of
what an audiophile might expect.
What have they learned?

First, it should be understood that
DAT at the moment means R-DAT,
for rotary -head digital audio tape,
since the format employs a trans-
port mechanism mimicking those of
vat's. Some work was once done on
stationary -head, or S-DAT, digital re-
corders that were similar mechani-

 cally to analog audio recorders, but
the sound quality was rather de-
pressing in the demonstrations I at-
tended, and further efforts seem to
have been abandoned.

Already DAT decks have served as
the master recorders for a good
many cD's you can now buy in
stores, and they're excellent CD'S in
some cases. How many is difficult
to say, because the producers fear a
credibility problem. After all, DAT
started life as a consumer format,
turning to the professional sector

only when politics left it no place
else to go. Many professional re-
cordists still bridle at admitting they
use consumer devices. They espe-
cially worry when the recorder is
smaller than some microphone
preamplifiers, and their clients wor-
ry as well. But the format is definite-
ly in use-moderately heavy use,
from all indications-and this is a
positive sign.

On the negative side, consider the
reports from Richard Clark, presi-
dent of American MultiMedia, the
country's largest and most innova-
tive independent tape duplicator.
Clark told me that his company has
so far received around twenty DAT
masters for transfer to cassette, and
every one of them has given trouble.
The problems have included drop-
outs, skewing, and various other
difficulties related to tape guidance,
apparently arising from incompati-
bilities between decks. They have
been so severe that Clark calls them
monstrous: "I don't believe that
kind of data density on a tiny and
fragile piece of tape is ever going to
be reliable enough in a consumer
format."

Terry O'Kelly, professional prod-
ucts director for BASF, brings more
bad news. According to studies he
has reviewed, DAT machines are
coming up with head -life statistics
of 300 to 500 hours at best. Many
just don't have enough metal
"meat" on their heads. Considering
the expense and the difficulty of
replacing those exotic heads, these
are grim figures indeed.

Balance this news with the report
from Dr. Richie Moore, chief tech-
nical engineer at the Record Plant
studios in San Francisco, who has
put in an estimated 2,000 hours of
mastering and mixing on his Sony
DTC-1000ES, a consumer machine,
and loves it to pieces. Admittedly,
he is careful about tape selection
(Sony and Agfa are his preferences),
he cleans the heads faithfully, and
he adjusts the tape tension to mini-
mum before each use-an internal
calibration that most consumers
would find inconvenient if not baf-
fling. Still, Moore told me that Huey
Lewis and the News acquired their
machines at the same time as he
did, have done nothing to them,
and are still as delighted as he is.

Something of a middle ground is

occupied by John Eargle, a man of
many parts, whose splendid engi-
neering of a number of Delos re-
cordings has been recognized in
these pages. Eargle has found sev-
eral applications for DAT decks, in-
cluding the making of master re-
cordings on certain occasions. But
he would never think of conducting
a session with just one machine. He
always has a second, which he
slaves to the first. One of the two
tapes is declared archival, which
means that it is never played until
the transfer to a Sony 1630 for CD
production.The other tape is played
and copied freely for editing, block-
ing, and recording checks.

Eargle's policy is to use the same
DAT machine for recording and
playback of a given tape, but he
doesn't wish to suggest, on the basis
of his experience, that this is a nec-
essary precaution. It simply fits in
with his recording approach, which,
except for some miking techniques
he uses, is minimalist. Eargle under-
stands Clark's complaints, has a
firm feeling for how these problems
could have arisen, and admits he
has doubts about how permanent
the DAT medium will prove for
repeated playbacks. He wonders if
some of Clark's troublesome tapes
may have been subjected to exces-
sive play or to clumsy editing at-
tempts involving an intermediate
bounce into analog.

As for head wear, Eargle points
out that some big studio -quality ro-
tary -head DAT machines have what
amount to odometers, clocking
ever} second that tape is in contact
with the heads. Sony, in particular,
recommends head replacement or
reconditioning every 1,000 hours.
"Consumers tend to expect a prod-
uct like DAT to last forever," he said,
"but a professional understands
that clockwork maintenance is re-
quired or he's going to be in trouble.
Also, people accustomed to analog
processes expect gradual deteriora-
tion of performance, whereas when
digital begins to fail, it crashes."

If these selected remarks sound
forbidding, don't be too dismayed.
Most professionals I interviewed
love DAT and thoroughly believe in
its wholesomeness. But it does ap-
pear that getting consistent per-
formance out of a DAT deck is going
to be a labdr of love. 0
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If you've vowed not to compromise this time around,
consider the rich rewards of owning Carver. Each compo-
nent includes unique innovations designed to confront and
solve real -world sonic problems.

Power unleashed: Simultaneous high current/
high voltage output. The TFM-25 is capable of deliver-
ing more simultaneous current, power and voltage into a
wider range of speaker loads than any other competitively
priced design: 225 watts per channel into 8 ohms
20-20kHz with no more than 0.5% THD. Its patented
Magnetic Field Power Supply can draw up to 200% more
line current, store more joules of energy in its unique dis-
tributed capacitance system, and then deliver up to 500%
more current during musical peaks. With the right speakers,
this kind of serious power can achieve a full restoration of
the robust percussive attacks and lightning transients so

necessary to achieving musical realism from digital sources.
Accuracy and musicality through Transfer

Function Modification. Over the past two decades, Bob
Carver has worked on the problem of replicating one power
amplifier's sonic signature in another dissimilar design.
Through thousands of hours of painstaking tests and mod-
ifications, he has been able to closely match the TFM-25's
transfer function with that of his highly acclaimed
$17,500.00 Silver Seven vacuum tube reference power
amplifier. When you hear the warm, natural sound of the
TFM-25, you'll know that Transfer Function Modifica-
tion is an audible reality.

New flexibility in a classic preamplifier design.
The Carver C-16 is at once a purist, "straight -wire -with -

gain" design and a wonderful wealth of sonic options.
Including individual left/right tone controls with variable



POWERFUL

BE THE MASTER
OFYOUR OWN
SONIC DESTINY.

turnover, full -band Spectral Tilt,
and of course Sonic Holography'
with a new Blend control that fur-
ther extends the remarkable spacial resto-
ration abilities of this exclusive Carver technology.

ACCD turns "dirty" FM into fresh air. Unlike any
competitive tuner model, the Carver TX -12 can actually
transform a noisy, multipath distortion -ravaged FM signal
into clean, hiss -free music with full stereo separation. The
key is the TX -12's Asymmetrical Charge -Coupled FM
Detection circuitry. A lengthy name for a wonderfully fast
solution to expanding your listening possibilities. When
you experience ACCD's effect, you may consider the
TX -12's full remote control, 20 FM/AM presets with pre-
view scan, stereo/mono switch and dual antenna inputs,
mere icing on the cake.

Hear why we stack up ahead of
the competition. The TFM-25, C-16
and TX -12 are just three of over a dozen

new Carver designs. Each is designed to
rekindle your sense of musical wonder. It all

begins with a visit to your nearest Carver dealer.

To receive White Papers on Simultaneous High Current High
Voltage Transfer Function Modification and Sonic Holography,' details
of Spectral Tilt and the name of your nearest Carver Dealer,
call 1-800-443-CAVR, 8-5 PM Pacific time.

CARVER
CARVER CORPORATION, LYNNWOOD, WASHINGTON, U.S.A.
Distributed in Canada byevo ur 0 A uona INC. 1.0161847-8889



Announcing an enormous improvement
in improved -definition television.

Introducing the 52" 11,3" to make a big deal out of it. The result: up to 450 Hall, Matrix and Dolby.

Big -Screen Television. Namely, our ID -5282S, lines of vertical resolution. Surround Sound.

We came up with an ID3 Big -Screen Television. A 40% improvement. The 52" ID -5282S from

advancement for improved- Utilizing 11 megabits of We've also incorporated NEC. It takes improved -

definition television that signal processing memory, the NEC digital noise definition television to new

was so terrific, we decided it combines 3D motion reduction system. Plus heights.

adaptive interpolation and And widths.

digital Y/C separation.

CaC
Computers and Communications For more information call: (312) 860-0335. NEC Home Electronics (USA) Inc.

CIRCLE NO. 75 ON READER SERVICE CARD
NEC


